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Dedication

To: David William Scammell, Sr.
Proof that in American business
you can succeed if you really try;
and

David William Scammell, Sr.
– Courtesy Stephen W. Scammell Collection

To: All of the men and women
at the Lamberton Works who,
over the years,
brought together their
individual skills and talents,
creating a product that raised
America’s dining experience to new
levels of civility.
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Introduction
An entrepreneur is a person with the vision to see an emerging need, or the ability to create a
need that others did not know existed, and then to produce and market a product or service to
fulfill that need.
What you are about to read is the story of one man who had a vision that led to the development of
the sanitary china industry in America, and later to the establishment of the Lamberton China line of
highest-quality hotel ware, which was created to fulfill
the needs of the emerging food service business. As the
first man fades from the scene, another man with the
ability and drive to expand the reputation of Lamberton China enters the scene as an office boy.
As you read through all of the names and dates that
comprise the history of the Lamberton Works, try to
put yourself into the place of some of the people involved in creating this history. Imagine how you would
have felt at the age of 29, standing with your wife and
young son on a pier in your homeland, about to depart
for a country that you had possibly only seen in drawings. Try to decide if you would have kept experimenting when attempt after attempt to make vitrified china
had failed.
Once you had succeeded in perfecting your china, would you have carried 50 pounds of it around on
your back, day after day, trying to convince someone to buy it?
Then move your mind into the 20th century. You are 34, your father has just died, and you are faced
with trying to settle his estate and at the same time you are struggling to keep the family business from
going under. These are just some of the real stories behind the facts and figures that make up the history of the Lamberton Works.
The production of Lamberton China is another story composed of the day-to-day labor of many people and their dedication to producing a superior product. As you read how Lamberton China was made,
try to imagine working everyday amidst clay dust, carrying a wooden board on your shoulder that is full
of unfired pottery.
Now try to imagine walking up or down the steps without tilting this board and spilling the china,
which would be deducted from your pay. We tend to think about working conditions based on today’s
workplaces, but those automated conveyer belts of endless moving products and the office cubicles we
are familiar with did not exist at the Lamberton Works. Each piece of Lamberton China we hold in our
hands was held in the hands of numerous craftsmen during its creation at the Lamberton Works.
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The History
of the Lamberton Works
The history of the Lamberton Works really begins, not in New Jersey, but back across the Atlantic in
England with the birth of Thomas Maddock.
Thomas Maddock was born in the Staffordshire area of England on April 1, 1818. Fine craftsmanship
was part of Thomas’ heritage. His father, Thomas Sr., was a china decorator in the Davenport Pottery,
which had opened in Longport around 1793. His grandfather, John Maddock, had been a cabinetmaker
in nearby Burslem. Young Thomas’ uncle, John Jr., was
also a decorator at Davenport. Thomas’ cousin, who
like his father and grandfather was also named John,
would establish his own pottery in Burslem during the
1830s. Cousin John’s pottery eventually became John
Maddock and Sons Ltd., the name it operates under
to this day.
Thomas was the third of nine children born to
Thomas and Mary Maddock (nee Crompton). Their
first son, William, died during childhood. His older
brother, John, was their second child. Thomas had
two younger brothers, William B. and Henry, and four
sisters, Sarah, Betsy, Mary and Jane.
It was only natural that Thomas would spend his
teen years as an apprentice decorator in the Davenport Pottery, possibly working under his father and
uncle.
In 1844, at the age of 26, Thomas married Honor Bossoms. Thomas and Honor decided that America
might offer more opportunities than could be found in Longport. Thomas packed a wooden chest with
his decorating tools and materials, including tiles that he could use to construct a kiln for firing the ware
he decorated. (Source: #1)
A friend and fellow decorator, William Leigh, was willing to try his luck with Thomas in the china decorating business, so on May 15, 1847, the steam packet Constitution sailed from England with Thomas,
Honor, their young son William B., and William Leigh on board.1
The Maddock family settled into a house on Hudson Street in New York City while Thomas and William
established their china decorating shop a few blocks away on Spruce Street.
In February of 1848, their second son, John, was born. All was not to go well with the young family, for
shortly after John’s birth, Honor would die, leaving Thomas with two small children to care for.
Thomas met Isabella Smith Middleton, who was 15 years younger than he. They were married in
At some point after the death of his father, Thomas’ mother brought her children to America. This may have been before, after, or
at the same time that Thomas came.
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1851, and had four children: Charles Smith, who was born in 1852; Archibald M., born 1856; Harry S.,
born 1861; and Janet Carson, born in 1865.
Thomas and William Leigh were reported to have decorated a dinner service in 1853 for President
Pierce to use in the White House. Neither the White House nor the Smithsonian Institution have any
record of Thomas Maddock producing this china, but they do have records of Franklin Pierce visiting
the New York Crystal Palace Exhibition in 1853, and seeing two sample plates decorated by the firm of
Haughwout & Dailey of New York. Pierce liked the design of one of the plates so well that he ordered
from them a service decorated in blue, gold and white, with the rim stippled in blue, and a shield in the
center. Haughwout & Dailey had about 100 people working for them in 1853; most of these employees
were English. (Source: #2) It is possible that Thomas Maddock and William Leigh were hired by Haughwout & Daily to work on decorating this china, or
they may have been subcontractors on this service.
Maddock and Leigh also decorated china used in
the St. Nicholas Hotel, which opened in 1853 in New
York City.
No record has turned up on William Leigh after
1853, and exactly what happened to their partnership is unknown.
By 1862, Thomas and his younger brother, William
B., were operating what was listed in city directories
as “China Importers and Wholesalers.” They were located in a shop at 20 Broadway.
The 1867 directory listed Thomas Maddock at 76
Murray St. In 1870, the listing was “Thomas Maddock and Brother.” By 1872, Thomas Maddock was
located at 34 Church St., while William B. Maddock was operating from 48 Murray St. (Source: #3)
Thomas was also reported to have moved to Jersey City, where he operated a retail crockery business.
(Source: #4)

During this period Thomas would travel to Trenton, NJ, to purchase blank china, which he took back
to New York City to decorate. (Source: #1)
One of the Trenton firms that Thomas purchased undecorated china from was Millington & Astbury,
which had been established by John Astbury and Richard Millington, both experienced, English-born
clay men, and a Mr. Young in 1853. (Source: #28) In 1859, the firm became Millington, Astbury and Poulson, and was moved to a building on Carroll Street. Mr. Poulson died in 1861, and he was replaced by
a Mr. Coughley. Coughley died in 1869, and the pottery was renamed Millington and Astbury. Thomas
Maddock joined the pottery in 1872, and on April 4, 1873, the pottery was reincorporated as Millington,
Astbury and Maddock. Richard Millington left the firm in 1876 to start the Eagle Pottery, also in Trenton.
(Source: #5)

Thomas believed that sanitary ware could be produced in America, and began to experiment with
manufacturing this ware. He had not been taught how to make pottery during his apprenticeship at
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Davenport, only how to decorate it. He had to learn everything by trial and error and hard work. Thomas
found that too much flint caused the china to “dunt” or crack. Too much feldspar gave the body an
overly glassy character that caused it to bend or craze. If the kiln was not properly regulated, Thomas
discovered that the ware would warp out of shape. During his experiments, Thomas had many failures.
Often when 50 pieces were placed in the kiln, 45 would come out defective. Mr. Astbury, his partner,
could not understand why Thomas wanted to continue trying to perfect the production of sanitary ware
when the firm was so successful with their more porous table and toilet ware. (Source: #4)
In addition to teaching himself how to produce the sanitary ware he wanted, Thomas had to convince
the pottery workers to learn the new techniques required for this higher grade ware. Besides their lack
of knowledge, the workers usually had their own ideas on how the work should be done and paid little
attention to their boss’s wishes.
Endless trials, hours of labor, unfailing patience
and determination finally resulted in the perfection of the vitrified sanitary ware that Thomas had
sought.
In 1876 the firm, now called Astbury and Maddock, exhibited at the Centennial Fair in Philadelphia
and won a medal for their white granite and sanitary ware. (Source: #7) One of the items produced
around this time was a small spittoon, 4 inches in
diameter at the top, 3 inches high, with loop handle on one side and a molded rooster’s head with
a beak-shaped spout for emptying on the opposite
side. (Source: #35)
Astbury and Maddock was not the only pottery
in Trenton. There were at least 15 other pottery establishments operating in that city in 1879. Among
them they had invested between $1.5 million and 2
million dollars in plants and equipment. Their buildings covered large tracts of ground and employed
about 3,000 workmen, with annual sales of almost $2 million. Trenton had become one of America’s
leading pottery centers for several reasons. It was first selected for its abundant supply of clay. This was
not clay for making pottery, but rather brick and firebrick clays, which were suitable for kilns and burning equipment. Its location near the metropolitan markets gave Trenton another advantage. Of great
importance was the availability of skilled labor. New Jersey became a mecca for the many immigrants
skilled in ceramic work who were flocking into the eastern ports. Among the workmen in the Trenton
potteries were many Englishmen and Irishmen, including designers and decorators from Minton’s great
English tile works.
Ninety percent of the raw materials used by the potteries were imported, and almost all of the finished chinaware had to be shipped throughout the country, so Trenton’s railroads and boat landings
were vital to this growing industry.
American-made pottery had originally been greatly inferior to the ware produced in England and
France, and as a result the American public preferred the imported products. After perfecting his
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sanitary ware, which was as good as or better than the imported ware, Thomas faced the extremely
difficult task of finding dealers who would be willing to sell his pottery line. This proved to be as difficult
as producing the china. There were at that time very few china jobbers in the United States, and these
few were all carrying imported goods.
With the same determination he had for developing his sanitary ware, Thomas set out to sell it. He
was what can best be described as an individual. He never rode where it was possible to walk; he never
wore an overcoat or carried an umbrella. When Thomas, then at least 58 years old, set out to visit a
china dealer, he carried over his shoulder about 50 pounds of china wrapped in a slate-colored sheet of
muslin. Entering the dealer’s showroom, he would place the sack on the floor, untie the knotted corners,
and proudly remove his samples, which included a 14-inch P.O. basin, a 14-inch C.O. basin, a 14-inch
R.P. basin, and a French closet. (Source: #4) For six
months, Thomas carried this heavy load of samples
around the lower part of New York and across the
river to Brooklyn, trying to persuade dealers to try
his product. Finally in the winter of 1873, after many
disappointing attempts, Thomas’ persistent urging
resulted in a small order from the New York firm of
Miller and Coates. Soon other jobbers, like Waeffelaer and Duysters, placed orders with Thomas, and
the sanitary pottery industry in America was born.
Even though dealers were convinced by Thomas of
the quality of his ware, the American public would
only buy imported ware if they had a choice. Thomas Maddock and other American potters had to fool
the public into thinking their products were made in
England or France.
They did this by using backstamps that mimicked
those used by foreign potteries. Some used lions and
unicorns along with crowns, similar to those used with the English Coat-of-Arms, and with slogans like
“Best Staffordshire Earthenware Made for the American Market.” They never mentioned that this earthenware was actually made in Trenton and not in England.
One of the backstamps Thomas used was an anchor, the same device used by Davenport Pottery,
where he had apprenticed. Another was a circular design almost identical to what his cousin John was
using at his Burslem pottery.
While Thomas was in Trenton perfecting his sanitary ware, his brothers were still in New York operating as china importers and wholesalers. In 1879, Thomas Maddock and Brother was located at 48 Park
Place. Why Thomas Maddock didn’t sell his sanitary ware through this outlet is not clear, unless their
business was devoted entirely to decorating china or to handling only tableware. By 1888, the business
at 48 Park Place was listed under the name of Henry Maddock. Between 1890 and 1892, it was called
Maddock and Steel, the “Steel” being William Steel, husband of one of Thomas’ younger sisters. For
some reason, this partnership did not survive, and by 1897 the name had been changed to Maddock
and Miller, and the operation had moved to 21 Barclay St. John Miller was listed as the partner.
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Whether or not he was the same Miller who was associated with Miller and Coates is not known. By
1904, Maddock and Miller had moved to 53 Barclay St., where they would remain until the early 1920s,
when they moved to 23rd St. (Source: #3) At that time they advertised as “Importers and Agents for John
Maddock & Sons, Burslem, England.” Maddock and Miller was still operating in the early 1950s.
In 1877 Astbury and Maddock introduced a syphon-jet system in the design of their toilets. (Source: #28)
In 1882, Thomas took over the Astbury & Maddock Pottery in Trenton, changing the name to Thomas
Maddock. Later that same year, he changed it to Thomas Maddock and Sons. The “Sons” were: John,
then 34 years old; Charles, 30; Archibald, 26; and Harry, 21.2 The following year, Thomas opened a
sales office for his pottery at 273 Pearl St. in New York. His brother, William B., was listed as a special
partner of Thomas Maddock and Sons, with $15,000
invested in the firm.
In 1883, Thomas Maddock and Sons issued an illustrated catalog of plumbing and sanitary ware,
which was the first such catalog issued in America.
In addition to all of his other talents, Thomas was
an inventor. The sanitary china that Thomas developed was being increasingly used for the production
of toilets and sinks. The American sanitary pottery
industry grew rapidly as indoor plumbing became
more and more popular. At that time the only way
to connect the lead pipe from the water supply tank
to the toilet was by stuffing putty into the crevice
between the pipe and the china horn that extended from the rear of the toilet. Strips of muslin were
wrapped around the pipe and stuffed into the putty
– not exactly the most sanitary arrangement.
Thomas invented a method of fastening a brass
coupling to the china. This made it possible to couple the metal pipe directly to the toilet. Thomas received a patent for the invention on June 29, 1880, and it was universally adopted within a short time.
Thomas Maddock retired in 1883, at the age of 65. He enjoyed watching the company he founded grow
under his son’s leadership for another 17 years, until his death at 84, in 1899. (Source: #4)
Thomas Maddock and Sons purchased City Pottery in 1886. The forerunner of City Pottery was established in 1859 by John Rhodes, who came to America from Scotland around the same time Thomas
Maddock left England. (Source: #7) Rhodes entered into a partnership with a Mr. Yates and operated
under the name Rhodes & Yates. They set up their pottery in a building on Perry Street, which had been
built by Charles Hattersley in 1852.
Rhodes & Yates was one of the first American potteries to produce cream-colored sanitary earthenware. After Rhodes died, the firm became Yates & Titus (1865), and finally, Yates Bennett & Allan (1871).
(Source: #8) In 1875, it was renamed City Pottery, and closed in 1880. (Source: #5)
2

Thomas’ oldest son, William B., had gone to California and was not involved in the pottery. (Source: #1)
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Thomas Maddock and Sons was very much a family operation. Thomas spent several hours each day
in the pottery. One of his sons ran the clay room, while another was in charge of the kilns. A third son
handled the financial end of the operations. (Source: #28) As business grew, Thomas Maddock and Sons
expanded their pottery facility by adding additional buildings. Brick, made in Trenton, was the material
normally used for the exterior walls of these buildings, but the interiors were wooden, so fire was a
constant danger. As you might expect, a fire in 1892 destroyed the entire Maddock Pottery Works.
Thomas’ sons started looking around Trenton for a suitable site to use while their pottery was being
rebuilt on the former site. Down at the foot of Landing Street, near where the canal joined the Delaware
River, they found an old pottery facility that, until recently, had operated under the name Trenton China
Company. This pottery was more generally known as the Lamberton Works, because it was located in
the Port of Lamberton section of Trenton.
The Lamberton Works (Trenton China Co.) had
been founded in 1869 by a farmer, George Comfort;
a grocer, Thomas Bell; and a shoe manufacturer,
Jonathan Stewart. These Quaker gentlemen were
attracted to the pottery business by the prospect of
large profits. Their pottery started with only two kilns
in which they produced vitrified white hotel ware
that they named “Trenton China.” The pottery sold
well and the founders made the profits they sought,
but eventually they sold the Lamberton Works to
new proprietors, who, in 1888, used it to produce
porcelain electrical parts. (Source: #9) Trenton China
Co. went out of business in 1891. (Source: #5)
Thomas Maddock and Sons purchased the Lamberton Works and formed a separate corporation,
“Maddock Pottery Company, Lamberton Works.”
They used this facility to produce sanitary ware while
their burned-out pottery buildings on Perry Street were being reconstructed.
When the rebuilt pottery, bounded by Perry, Ewing and Carroll Streets in the Coalport section of Trenton, was completed, Thomas Maddock and Sons moved the sanitary ware operation back there.3
In 1895, John Maddock, Thomas’ eldest son, left Thomas Maddock and Sons, and with his own four
sons – Thomas, Alexander H., William B. and Harry E. – formed “John Maddock and Sons Company.”
Their pottery was also located in the Coalport section, and their products were backstamped with a
four-leaf clover design along with their name. They produced earthenware and sanitary plumbing ware.
John Maddock and Sons operated until John retired in 1926, at which time it was reported to have
closed. (Source: #11) However, the company was listed in the 1930 Industrial Directory as operating on

Maddock was not the only pottery operation to produce both sanitary ware and dinner ware. Across the ocean, Doulton, founded by
John Doulton in 1851, produced the first stoneware pipes for London’s sanitary drainage system . By 1916, after it had become Royal
Doulton, they issued a catalogue of toilet designs, which in England were referred to as “wash-down closets.” Unlike their American
counterparts, many of these wash-downs were decorated on the inside or outside with transfer or raised patterns. Royal Doulton at
that time also produced dinnerware, and later began producing hotel ware, which they continue to produce today. (Source: #29)

3
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Muirheid Avenue. (Source: #13) John Maddock died on May 28, 1938, at the age of 90.
When they reached the age of 18, two of Thomas’ grandsons became active in Thomas Maddock and
Sons: Archibald M. Maddock in 1898, and Charles Smith Maddock in 1899.
In 1902, the firm was reincorporated as “Thomas Maddock’s Son’s Company.” (This is a rather subtle
change which can be easily overlooked when studying backstamps, the difference being the elimination
of the word “and,” and the addition of the apostrophe in Maddock’s, and also the apostrophe in Son’s.)
Thomas Maddock’s Son’s Co. purchased the Glasgow Pottery in 1906. (Source: #4) Glasgow Pottery
had been founded in 1863 by John Moses. Glasgow made white granite, semi-porcelain, opaque wares,
ironstone and cream-colored ware. (Source: #5) A considerable amount of china decorated for fraternal
organizations was backstamped “Thomas Maddock’s Son’s Co.” These pieces may have been made in
the former Glasgow Pottery factory. (See Thomas Maddock’s Son’s Co. chapter.)
After Thomas Maddock and Sons moved back to their
rebuilt Coalport plant, the Maddock Pottery Company
started producing hotel ware at the Lamberton Works.
This was in 1893.
Charles A. May, Thomas P. Donoher, (who had worked
at the Perry Street pottery before the fire), and Moses
Collear were listed as part owners along with Archibald
and Harry Maddock when Thomas Maddock and Sons
formed the Maddock Pottery Co. Charles A. May had
worked at other Trenton potteries and had been issued
design patents prior to the formation of the Maddock
Pottery Co. He was said to have walked to work from
one side of Trenton to the other, carrying his lunch pail.
(Source: #6)

In 1884, Mr. May and Elijah Mountford, who owned
Burroughs and Mountford, (a pottery that had taken
over Richard Millington’s Eagle Pottery), were issued a
design patent for a dish pattern which was assigned to
Spencer M. Alpaugh and Frank A. Magowan, owners
of the Empire Pottery. (Source: #5) Charles May had 13 design patents issued in his name between 1903
and 1923. He was probably in charge of design at the Lamberton Works when Maddock Pottery Co. was
formed. By 1916, Mr. May had become the firm’s president. Thomas P. Donoher might have handled
sales, because he and Frank J. Bang were listed as running the New York sales office in 1903. (Source: #3)
It was Moses Collear who developed the formula for vitrified “Lamberton China.” (Source: #21) He probably took charge of the production end of the pottery operation. Mr. Collear died sometime between
1913, when he and Mr. D. W. Scammell witnessed one of Mr. May’s patent drawings, and September
30, 1916, when the “Lamberton China” name was filed for trademark registration. On this application,
the names of the owners were listed along with “Estate of Moses Collear.” The other owners listed on
the trademark registration were: C.S. Maddock, H.S. Maddock, A.M. Maddock, C.S. Maddock Jr., E.D.
Anderson, D.W. Scammell, with Charles A. May, as president.
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In 1901, a 19-year-old office boy was hired who would turn out to be the motivating and guiding
force of the Lamberton Works for the next half a century. His name was David William Scammell, but he
preferred D. William. Like Thomas Maddock, D. William, was an individual, one of those rare people
who have the personal magnetism that makes a great salesman and great leader.
D. William Scammell was born in Trenton on November 9, 1881, to John Scammell (born 1841 –
died 1902) and his wife Sara H. (born 1845 – died 1925). John and Sara with their two children had,
like Thomas Maddock, packed their belongings into a green chest and sailed from Berynmour, Wales,
aboard the National Lines steamer Erin on April 22, 1868, to New York City, where they arrived on May
9. Twenty-seven-year-old John, his wife Sara, and their son, John Rees, and daughter, Phoebe Mary,
settled in the Trenton area where he found work at
Robeling Cable as a charcoal iron mixer. (Source: #27)
D. William was the fifth of six sons. The oldest was
John Rees, born May 22, 1865 (died 1946). Next
came Charles Herbert, born March 12, 1873 (died
1951), Isaac Scott, born May 21, 1875 (died 1954),
Frank George, born July 17, 1877 (died 1947), David
William, born in 1881, and Matthew Johnston, born
January 19, 1883 (died 1953).
There were three daughters, Phoebe Mary, born
April 27, 1867, who married the Rev. William Barker
(she died around 1964 at age 97), Deborah Ellen,
born November 17, 1869 (died in early childhood),
and Emma Jane, born January 30, 1871, who married Dr. M. Reese (she died between 1914 and 1947).
(Source: #27)

D. William was 6’ 2”, which was considered tall at
the turn of the century. He had a lifelong interest in
athletics, particularly swimming, golf and working
out at the YMCA. His piercing blue eyes stared down many a person with differing viewpoints.
The John Scammell family, though not poor, was far from being well off. John’s wife, Sara Jane, ran a
grocery shop at 32 Mott Street, and the family lived above this store. (Source: #27) Each son had to find
employment at an early age. In 1897, D. William, 16 and fresh out of Trenton High School, which was
just across the street from his home, went to work for the Cook Pottery Co.
Cook Pottery had been formed by Charles H. Cook in February of 1894, following the collapse of the
Ott & Brewer pottery. Cook operated in Ott & Brewer’s former Etroria Pottery Works, where they produced semi-vitreous and porcelain dinnerware, as well as Belleek and Delft wares.
D. William Scammell was a salesman for Cook, and as soon as he had saved enough from his wages,
he bought his mother a bust of George Washington that Cook had produced from the old Ott & Brewer
molds that came with the purchase of the Etroria Works.
After almost four years of employment, D. William asked Cook for a 25¢ weekly raise in salary. He was
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told that they couldn’t afford it, so he promptly left Cook Pottery, saying “Someday I will buy you out.”4
D. William, then just 19, went to the office of Maddock Pottery Co., where he was hired as an office
boy. Within a week he was again a salesman, working the New York and Philadelphia area. (Source: #14)
In addition to his winning personality, he had an excellent memory and could add columns of figures
in his head rapidly. He also knew shorthand and carried in his pocket a notebook in which he wrote
down complete conversations. If a disagreement would later arise, he would pull out his notebook and
quote, word for word, exactly what he had said and exactly what the other person had said. He traveled
extensively by train, carrying with him his trunk of china samples. D. William was personally involved in
obtaining most of Maddock Pottery’s important china contracts.
Through a business acquaintance, D. William met Meta Walker, daughter of Samuel Walker Jr., a lawyer
and member of a prominent Trenton family that included the Commissioner of Police. In 1907, 26-yearold D. William Scammell married Meta Walker. On
January 15, 1909, the first of their four children, David William Jr., was born.
By October 6, 1915, when their daughter Elizabeth
Leigh was born, D. William, then 34, was advancing
rapidly within the Maddock organization, and he was
investing part of his earnings in the company’s stock.
By 1916, D. William was an active member of
the United States Potters Association acting as the
representative for the Maddock Pottery Company and serving on the Art and Design Committee.
(Source: #33)

On October 26, 1918, their second son, who was
named Scott II after his uncle, was born.
With three children, the Scammell apartment was starting to get crowded, so D. William began looking
around for a home for his family. It was the popular practice at this period for prosperous businessmen
to have a country estate where they could escape Trenton’s summer heat. D. William and Meta went
across the Delaware River into Pennsylvania, and up the river road into the little town of Yardley. Here
they found a 130-acre farm with a stone house built in 1735, which they bought and moved to in 1919.
By January 15, 1921, when their youngest son Robert Walker was born, D. William had become vice
president of the Maddock Pottery Co. His continued investing in its stock made him the largest individual stockholder. He had always been an impeccable dresser, and then he was able to afford the high
quality cashmere hats, imported wool suits, silk ties, and all the other marks of a successful businessman, which he certainly was.
Nineteen twenty-two to 1923 was a difficult time for all of the Trenton potteries, with a massive labor
strike crippling this industry. Thomas Maddock’s Son’s Co. realized that the only way their sanitary ware
business was going to survive was by replacing their 21 periodic bottle kilns with tunnel kilns. They
needed a modern facility with more automated machines and fewer manual laborers. (Source: #28)
4

When Cook Pottery went out of business in 1926, D. W. Scammell was ask to help in settling their affairs.
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D. William knew an opportunity when he saw one, so he met with his five brothers to suggest they join with
him to purchase the Lamberton Works. John Rees, the oldest brother, was a local sales agent for the Scammell
Metal Lath Company. Charles was president and treasurer the Charles H. Scammell Co. Inc., an expanded
metal lathe manufacturer headquartered in West New York, NJ. Charles’ patent for metal lathe was filed on
November 27, 1914.5 (Source: #13) His brother Scott was a member of the New York law firm of Noble,
Morgan and Scammell. Dr. Frank was a Mercer County medical surgeon and secretary and treasurer of
the Maddock Pottery Company. Matthew had been general manager of the American Manganese Co.
before going to the Washington Gas and Coal Company. Shortly after the formation of the Scammell
China Company, he became president of the S.L. Allen Co. of Philadelphia, makers of Flexible Flyer sleds
and Planet Jr. plows. (Source: #27)
They all agreed to form a partnership and offer to
purchase Maddock Pottery from the Maddock family. The Maddocks did not want to sell the pottery
division of their company, which was financially very
successful, but D. William had them in a difficult position. They knew that he had all the important contacts, he was “The Company,” and they were afraid
he would go elsewhere, taking all the best customers – and probably many of the workers with him –
if they refused to sell. They may even have tried to
fire him, but he was, of course, the second largest
stockholder.
During this takeover attempt, there may have been
some litigation. Finally, the Maddocks relented, and
in November 1923, agreed to sell out to the Scammell partnership that employed about 640 workers.6 (Source: #27) In early 1924, the firm name was
changed to The Scammell China Company.
At this time, the Lamberton Works employed about 640 workers.7 Many of them had been at the
works since 1890, and like most other firms in Trenton, was a family operation. If you worked for Scammell China, you worked for the Scammells. If you worked across the canal making wire at John A.
Roebling’s Sons Co., you worked for the Roeblings. There was no big corporation, far away in another
city, controlling the operation. It was a family project, with D. William making daily visits through the
pottery whenever he was not away on business trips. He knew each employee personally, and they
respected each other.

The first of several patents for expanded metal lathe was issued to Charles H. Scammell on January 2, 1917 (1,210,849 ).
After the sale of the Lamberton Works, Thomas Maddock’s Son’s Co. used the money in 1923 to help finance construction of a
$2,500,000 modern one-story plant on 125 acres at Hutchinson’s Mills, NJ, just north of Trenton. This plant, designed for the production of sanitary plumbing china, opened April 1924, with Archibald M., Charles S. Jr., and Harold S. Maddock among the firm’s directors.
Thomas Maddock’s Son’s Co. became part of American Radiator and Standard Sanitary Company on September 1, 1929. (Source: #28)
American Standard was still using the Hutchinson’s Mills plant in the 1980s. From the window of an Amtrak train traveling between
New York and Trenton, it was possible, at least a few years ago, to still see the first three letters of “Maddock” on one of the factory
smoke stacks.
7
The first of several patents for expanded metal lathe was issued to Charles H. Scammell on January 2, 1917 (1,210,849).
5
6
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A sales office was opened at 70 E. 45th St. in New York, with Joseph T. Sullivan as sales representative, but D. William Scammell was still the master salesman. He was personally involved in obtaining
the china contract when a new hotel or important restaurant was about to open. He was not artistic, so
he would take along one of the Lamberton Works designers to work up sketches and designs for these
major projects.
Nineteen twenty-eight was a difficult year for the Scammell firm. First a fire destroyed the decorating shop. Then labor difficulties beset the company. The workers belonged to the National Association
of Potters, one of the oldest and strongest unions in the country. D. William had to personally handle these labor problems, and he developed a number of techniques that were effective. When there
was to be a labor meeting, he would schedule it for 10 a.m. About 9:30, he would send out for sandwiches and management would eat just prior to the
meeting. He knew that the workers had eaten their
breakfasts around 6 a.m. As the meeting progressed
toward the noon lunch hour and beyond, the workers were more apt to agree to management’s proposals so they could end the meeting and feed their
empty stomachs.
When there was a strike, D. William would drive
up to the Lamberton Works dressed in his finest golfing outfit. His golf clubs would be sticking out of the
back seat of his Pierce Arrow. He would pull into his
parking space, and the crowd of strikers would move
aside as this towering figure walked toward the
office. A short time later he would emerge from his
office, wave to the strikers, and say “I’ll see you in a
couple weeks,” and drive off. He would wait until at least one pay day had passed before returning to
begin negotiations. By this time, the workers would be a lot more anxious to get back to work.
This type of management action might be frowned upon today, but at that time an owner of a firm
could pretty much run it the way he wanted. On the other hand, Mr. Scammell would lend workers money to purchase houses, and even though there was no medical plan, many workers went to Dr. Frank
Scammell when they were sick. Dr. Scammell would let them pay a little bit out of their salary when they
could. Much that was owed him, he never collected.
In spite of the occasional labor difficulties, the Lamberton Works operated like a family, with D. William as the respected head. The workers needed him to bring in the orders, and he needed their skills
to produce the quality product. Because the relationship worked so well, the company became tops in
its field.
The final problem facing Mr. Scammell in 1928 was the old factory power plant, which broke down
and had to be replaced.
Things were getting back to normal by May of 1929, when Scammell advertised in Hotel Management
magazine that they could make delivery of replacement orders in 45 days, and orders for new designs
could be filled in 90 days. (Source: #15)
As the business prospered and his family grew, D. William added wings to his house in Yardley. These
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were constructed of the same brown stone as the original 1735 house, all of which was quarried on the
estate. When each addition was constructed, a plate with a design being produced at the pottery at that
time was cemented into the stone work, up near the eaves, as a date plate. In one wing, Mr. Scammell
installed the marble flooring and mantel from a Trenton bank that had failed during the Depression.
Large ceramic urns, brought back from trips to Europe, were used as decoration throughout the estate.
His was the first house in the area to have electricity, which he purchased from the streetcar line that
ran past the front of the property.
Mr. Scammell enjoyed the advantages provided by the company he had successfully developed,
things like upstairs and downstairs maids, fine cars and a winter apartment in an apartment building he owned in Trenton. Probably of more importance
to him was receiving the Rice Institute Award for Outstanding Business Management, or being on the board of
directors of banks and the Historical Society. He was a
member of the United States Potters Association, where he
served on the public relations committee. In May of 1930,
Mr. Scammell wrote a booklet entitled “The Development
of Vitreous China and Porcelain in the United States” for the
Ceramic Society.
On July 9, 1932, the first cargo to be shipped from Trenton’s Marine Terminal aboard a Bristol City Line steamship included a 25-pound carton of earthenware from the
Scammell China Co. This shipment was sent to F. S. Liddicoat, Papermakers Importing Company, St. Austell, Cornwell, England.8 D. William Scammell joined Mayor Frederick P. Donnelly, the ship’s captain, and other dignitaries on
deck for a ceremony and photograph prior to the ship’s
departure. (Source: #26)
David William Scammell Jr., who was known as “Big Bill”
because he was six years older than his sister, and nine
and 12 years older than his brothers, started working at
the Lamberton Works when he was 12. After he graduated
from Norwich Academy with a background in chemistry in the 1930s, he was employed full time. Bill’s
basic knowledge of the pottery from his teen years of on-the-job training, combined with his education
in chemistry, allowed him to solve many production problems. He became production manager, and
began setting up new production systems and undertook a modernization program.
In 1934, the 23-year-old, upright bottle-shaped kilns were torn down, and six modern continuous tunnel kilns were installed. These new kilns reduced the firing time for green ware from two weeks to 72
hours. Glaze firing was reduced from 10 days to 36 hours. (Source: #14) New glaze dipping machines were
installed to improve that operation. Bill must have inherited some of his father’s magnetic personality,
because when he asked someone to do something, they would willingly do it. He was a good organizer,
a good production man, and was liked by the workers. Most importantly, he had the ability to get his
Papermakers Importing Company also had an operation in Easton, PA, for which Scammell produced crested ashtrays on Platinum
Blue body.

8
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father to go along with what he wanted to accomplish at the Lamberton Works. Bill also got along well
with all of his uncles, whose investment in the company was at stake. In short, he ran the factory, and
ran it well.
During this period, Scammell’s leadership in the field of hotel china came to the attention of china manufacturers around the world. In April of 1928, a delegation of Japanese potters visited the
Lamberton Works, as well as the Lenox factory. They were presented with an ashtray decorated with
“Welcome to America” and “April 1, 1928.” Scammell’s decal printing operation was visited by a British potter, but later, when D. William sent Bill to observe the British operation, he was received with
a less than gracious reception. Every time Bill entered a work area in the British pottery, the workers
would stop what they were doing so that he could
see nothing of their operation. When Bill returned
to Trenton and D. William found out what had happened, he was so angry that he went through the
Lamberton Works and told all the English workers, many of whom had been in America for years,
that they must apply for and obtain their American
citizenship within one year or be fired. At the end
of the one-year period, some workers had not even
applied for citizenship, and those workers were
fired. In this case, their union agreed with Mr. Scammell and backed his actions.
During the Depression, Scammell adopted a policy of only hiring widows or single women to work
in the Decorating Department. Mr. Scammell wanted these women to have jobs so they could support
themselves in those difficult times. If a woman got married while working there, she would have to
leave. As part of this project, Scammell hired about 12 young ladies between the ages of 18 and 20 to
be trained as decorators. At that time, many of Scammell’s older decorators were about to retire. The
introduction of the new Lamberton Dinnerware line presented the possibility of increased production,
and new trained decorators would be needed to meet the anticipated demand.
In February of 1939, when Jean McLaughlin – 18 years old and just out of high school – started as a
decorator at the Lamberton Works, a new federal Wage-Hours Act was about to take effect. (Source: #24)
The minimum wage was to be $12 a week. Miss McLaughlin’s first paycheck was held up for six weeks
while the Scammell Company made sure they had to abide by this new wage.
Before this law was enacted, a decorator might only work one hour a day if there were no other orders to
be filled, and being paid by the piece, she would only get paid for the number of pieces she had decorated
during that hour. Once the $12 weekly minimum started, management made sure each decorator produced enough work to equal the minimum wage. At that time, they were paid about 35¢ a dozen pieces,
slightly less than 3¢ per piece. (Source: #17) The decorator would have to complete more than 34 dozen pieces a week to equal the $12 minimum. This worked out to 408 pieces a week, or about 81 pieces a day or 10
pieces per hour. This meant a decorator had to complete one piece every six minutes to meet her minimum
weekly quota. Of course a skilled decorator could complete much more than this and was able to earn
higher than the $12 minimum.
Newly hired decorators were started out in the transfer decorating department where the Bickford
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Restaurant pattern on a Trenton China base was used as the “learner” pattern. From their first day on
the job they were expected to produce the minimum quota if they expected to remain employed there.
(Source: #17)

A similar plan was undertaken to bring young men into the factory. Former high school athletes were
hired as apprentices and helpers in various departments. They also became members of Scammell’s
championship basketball team. Industrial league basketball was a big part of the Trenton sports scene
and was a great morale builder during the Depression. Elmer Baggley, head of the packing department,
was team manager, and Bill Scammell represented the company’s sponsorship for the 1936-37 season.

Bill was not the only member of the Scammell family to work at the Lamberton Works. His younger
sister, Elizabeth (Betty), ran a small retail shop that was opened during the 1930s. Betty sold seconds
(pieces with small flaws or imperfections) and discontinued patterns in quantities to restaurants and
establishments that didn’t care if the patterns matched. She also sold individual pieces to local families
and Scammell workers.
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One of the popular items sold in this shop was a large oval platter decorated in the center of the well
with a multicolored illustration of a turkey, above, and finished with a coin-gold rim stripe. These platters still appear on many Trenton area dinner tables each Thanksgiving. (Source: #17) There were also
dinner plates made featuring the same turkey decal in the center of the well. (Source: #34) It is quite
likely that many of the Thanksgiving turkeys that the Scammell Company gave to each employee every
year were served to their families on one of these platters.
Betty was involved in the development of some novelty items such as piggy banks and serving pieces
with hand-painted decorations that were carried in retail stores.
Scott Scammell II started working summers at the pottery in 1934, when he turned 16. He began
as part of the decorating kiln gang. Later he worked up to the job of “selector,” which meant he inspected each finished piece and picked out the less-than-perfect pieces (seconds). For this he was paid
$5 a week. After high school, Scott went to Princeton but continued working at the pottery during
the summers.
The Lamberton Works, like most other businesses, had financial problems during the 1930s, but
the china contracts for the new Stevens Hotel in Chicago, then the world’s largest hotel, and the new
Waldorf-Astoria in New York were almost enough in themselves to keep the pottery going. (Source: #21)
Scammell entered examples of their china in the Exposition International Des Arts Et Des Techniques,
held in Paris, France, in 1937. They received a Diploma De Medaille D’Or award for their entry. (Source:
#22) (See photo on next page.)
In 1938, Matthew J. Scammell, Sr., treasurer of the company, sailed to England where he spent four
months visiting various ceramic plants. (Source: #24)
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The prestigious 1937 French award. Credit: Scammell family collection, Steven Walker Scammell’s History of the David William Scammell Family in America and Scammell’s Lamberton China.

Early in 1938, Fisher, Bruce and Company of Philadelphia, asked Mr. Scammell to design a thin, hard,
translucent line of high quality dinnerware using the Lamberton China base, which they could distribute
to retail outlets. Fred D. Farrell, a ceramic designer, created a series of decorations for this ware that was
introduced to the public in January of 1939. (Source: #16)
This dinnerware was marketed as “Lamberton China” and did not use the Scammell name in the backstamp.
The new dinnerware line was well received and soon proved to be an additional source of income.
Bill’s innovative new plans were upgrading and improving production, and the nation was starting to
come out of the Depression. D. William Scammell was preparing Bill to eventually take over as head of
the family business.
But suddenly, on October 1, 1941, David William Scammell Jr. was dead, at age 33.
To say that D. William was depressed by his first-born son’s death is undoubtedly an understatement. After all, a father does not expect to outlive his son; that’s not the way it is supposed to happen.
Here he was 60 years old, with over 40 years of hard work behind him. This is the age when many men
start to think about at least slowing down, if not retiring. And now, suddenly, the heir apparent to the
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family business was gone. True there
were two more sons who could be
trained to take control, but it was October 1941 and the nation was only two
months from total involvement in World
War II. Scott had graduated from Princeton in 1941 and was now on active duty
with the Navy. His younger brother, Robert, would shortly follow him into military service. D. William had no choice
but to continue leading his company
through the war years.
After the death of Bill, his father just
seemed to quit trying. (Source: #21) In his
grief he had a plate made showing Bill
in his Norwich Academy uniform, with
birth and death dates (shown at right).
Unquestionably the company would
have taken a different path if Bill had
lived, but as it was, nothing progressive
happened at the Lamberton Works after
his death. (Source: #21)
To meet the military’s needs for china during the war, a set of new kilns was constructed just for
this purpose. However, these new kilns were functionally obsolete in design when they were built and
would later prove to be more of a liability than an asset to the company. (Source: #21)
Because much of their production was going for use on military bases, for housing the military, or for
transporting the military by rail and ship, Scammell was able to obtain government-controlled chemicals
like cobalt blue, and even the gold needed to produce and decorate their china. The November 1942
issue of Hotel Management carried this announcement from the Scammell Co.: “To our many friends in
the hotel industry we express our regret that we haven’t been able to fill your orders promptly as heretofore, you know the reason – Uncle Sam comes first. However, the time will come, and we hope soon,
when we can fill your orders and we are anticipating that day with much pleasure.” Other companies
ran similar advertisements showing china decorated with military insignias that they were producing.
The china industry was more fortunate than the silver plate firms, which had almost no silver available
to supply the needs of their foodservice customers.
When the war was finally over, Scott, a Navy pilot who had been shot down behind enemy lines in the
Pacific and rescued by a submarine, returned home to study law at Harvard. Robert, who had studied
ceramics at Rutgers University, became involved in various areas of production at the Lamberton Works.
After law school, Scott also became a full-time employee, and at the urging of his uncle Scott, who he
was named after, was made secretary of the Scammell Co. In this capacity he took the minutes of company meetings. This solved what had always been a problem: D. William’s habit of rewriting the minutes
to suit himself and the resulting disagreements. (Source: #21) Scott’s law background was used to work
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out labor problems and for litigation when other china manufacturers tried to copy Scammell’s patterns.
He traveled to the West Coast several times a year to work with customers, because the restaurant
china wholesalers did not always do their best job of selling and servicing clients.
Following the war, a boom of new hotel construction took place and Scammell was chosen to supply their high-quality china to many of these new hotels. The Shamrock Hotel in Houston, Texas, was
equipped with a railroad boxcar load of Scammell China when it opened in 1949 (see photo below). The
Shamrock’s china and glassware inventory, which was reported to have cost $350,000, included a gold
service that was kept in casket-type boxes in a special storage vault. (Source: #23) Gold-crested pin trays
were used on the dressers in each of the Shamrock’s 1,100 bedrooms.

The new Carlton House in Pittsburgh chose Lamberton China when it opened in 1952. New contemporary
china shapes and decorations were produced for the Cavalier Hotel in Virginia Beach, Va., the Boss Hotel
chain in Iowa, and the Schimmel Hotel chain.
The postwar period brought about a number of changes that would affect the Scammell Co., along
with other china manufacturers. In the Trenton area new factories were being built. General Motors and
United States Steel both built large new plants and began hiring the returning veterans. These plants,
because of their unions, were paying much higher wages than the small, family-owned, Trenton factories. As a result, they eliminated cheap labor in the Trenton area. It became almost impossible to get
someone to sweep the floors in a small business, and it was equally difficult to even get a toilet repaired,
or to have building maintenance performed.
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Many of the skilled employees who had spent a lifetime at the Lamberton Works were reaching retirement age. In the past, their sons and daughters would have come to work where their parents had,
but this custom was rapidly disappearing. Young workers did not want to take the time needed to learn
china production skills, particularly when they could make more money in the new factories.
Scammell needed lots of technical help to update its facilities to meet the postwar challenges, but the
young men who were graduating from Rutgers with these technical abilities just didn’t come to Scammell China looking for a career.
Some new workers who did take a job at the Lamberton Works would work one day, then take the
next afternoon off. This was just fine with Mr. Scammell, because he knew that they were going out
to buy a new automobile. And he also knew they would
then need to keep on working, to pay it off. (Source: #21)
After almost destroying Japan, the United States
pumped huge amounts of money into that country to
help it rebuild. One of the first Japanese industries to
get back into peacetime production was the ceramic
industry. President Truman reduced the tariffs on imported chinaware, and as a result, large quantities of
dinnerware marked “Occupied Japan” began entering the United States. This was high-quality china that
could be retailed at very reasonable prices. This imported dinnerware did not directly affect the Lamberton or Trenton lines of hotel ware. What it did do was move into the five- and 10-cent stores that had
previously been dominated by American dinnerware makers like Homer Laughlin.
To make up for this lost market, Homer Laughlin went into the production of hotel ware. The result of
these inexpensive china imports was a general depression of prices throughout the entire American china industry at a time when labor costs were rising rapidly. It would have been possible for Scammell to
make bisque china blanks in Trenton, ship them to Japan to be decorated, ship them back to the United
States, pay the import duties and still sell this china for a greater profit than if they had paid American
labor to decorate it. (Source: #21)
The 1950s was also the beginning of large, national chains of hotels. Sheraton and Hilton were buying
and selling older hotels all over the country. As a result, many of the grand old hotels lost their individuality as they became part of these hotel chains. Hotels that for years had their own crested china, often
in several different patterns for different dining rooms, then used only the chain’s standard pattern.
These standard chain patterns were usually of lesser quality, simpler in decoration and lower in cost
to the hotels. This standardization did affect Scammell somewhat. The Book Cadillac Hotel in Detroit
had asked Scammell to create a new crested pattern, which was approved and in production when the
hotel was sold to the Sheraton Hotels chain. The hotel’s name was changed to Sheraton Cadillac Hotel,
and the $30,000 order with Scammell was canceled. The same thing happened with the Gibson Hotel
(Sheraton-Gibson) and the Sinton Hotel in Cincinnati. (Source: #21)
Problems like these were part of running any business, and a successful businessman like Mr. Scammell
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usually considered them more of a challenge than a problem. The Lamberton Works had overcome
similar obstacles before, and there was no reason they couldn’t this time.
In February of 1951, D. William Scammell, now almost 70 years old, became chairman of the board
of the Scammell China Co. His son, Robert W. Scammell, succeeded him as president. Scott Scammell II
was appointed vice-president, and treasurer.
Robert started investigating the possibility of obtaining property outside the Trenton city limits for
construction of a totally modern facility.
Once again, after a 10-year delay, D. William felt
that the future of the company was secure and that
it would continue operating under Scammell ownership. But that was not to be. One year later Mr.
Scammell passed away.
In August of 1983, at the conclusion of an interview with Scott Scammell II, Robert Scammell Jr.
asked his uncle if there was anything we had not
asked him that he thought should be in this book.
Scott thought for a couple of minutes, and then said,
“People should leave their houses in order before
they die.” This statement summarizes, as only a lawyer could, exactly what happened to the Scammell
China Company. No one knows it better than Scott,
who had to deal with all of the problems after his
father’s death, early in 1952.
It was not D. William’s death by itself that presented the greatest problems. It was the deaths of
his brothers. John Scammell had died in 1946, Frank in 1947, Charles in 1951, and now D. William. Matthew would also die in 1952, and his uncle, Scott, in 1954. William and Matthew were
the only brothers directly involved in the pottery. The other brothers looked upon the Scammell China Co. strictly as an investment. Once the brothers, who had joined together in this enterprise, died, the various heirs were mainly interested in obtaining their inheritance. With so many
brothers dying within such a short time span, the remaining ones were not able to buy out the
other heirs.
Scott was faced with trying to settle his father’s estate and provide for his mother. There was also the
matter of inheritance taxes that had to be paid. The Scammell Company was doing well, and the china
orders were still coming in, but there was a serious cash flow problem. Large corporations usually have
enough assets to ride out these situations, but this is not the case with many small businesses. There
could be a considerable amount of time between the production of an order and payment to the pottery. The distributor was supposed to pay the factory as soon as the order was delivered and then collect from the customer. It didn’t always work this way in practice, however. Regardless of how slow the
distributors were in making payment, the Lamberton Works had a payroll to meet each and every week.
Scott was unable to get the heirs to reach any agreement on receiving their inheritance in the form of
Scammell Co. stock. He approached the Bickford Restaurant chain and the S. L. Allen Co., but neither of
those companies was interested in investing in the Lamberton Works. Finally, after exhausting all other
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avenues, a Philadelphia syndicate headed by Albert Grosser agreed to provide the capital needed to
settle the estate. Around July 1952, control of the Scammell China Co. passed from the Scammell family
to the Grosser syndicate. Scott Scammell II remained as president, and plans were made to refurbish the
Lamberton Works and expand the operations.
It is possible for investors to make a profit by allowing a company to enter bankruptcy, and there are
investors that purchase companies for that purpose. It soon became apparent that these new investors
might not be very interested in the Scammell Company’s long term health. Once again, Scott began
searching for another solution to the company’s cash flow problems.
The Sterling China Company, of Wellsville, Ohio,
had a modern facility with an assembly-line operation, and best of all, a good Dunn and Bradstreet
credit rating. Scott approached Sterling about taking on the production of the Lamberton and Trenton
china lines, and they were receptive to the idea.
In one last attempt, Scott tried to get the family
heirs to agree to purchase the Scammell Company
for the amount that Sterling was willing to pay for
it. He could not get an agreement on this proposal,
so it was decided to liquidate the firm’s assets and
physical properties.
On December 10, 1954, The Lamberton Works
buildings on Third Street, kilns, trade name, goodwill, assets and stock were sold at auction for a total
of $229,000. The major buildings, known as old Trenton and Lamberton No. 1 plants, along with five
kilns, were sold for $90,000 to Walter L. Shearer, president of Bartley Crucible & Refractors Co. (Source:
#18)

The modern two-story factory building on the west side of Third Street went to Philadelphia investor
Morton Michaelson for $60,000. William Morlock, acting as intermediary for the Scammell family, bid
$43,500 for the firm’s goodwill, trade names and decalcomanias, litho stones and hollowware molds.
On Monday, December 20, 1954, The Trentonian announced that the manufacture of china under
the Scammell trade name would continue, transferring manufacturing operations to the Sterling China
Company at Wellsville, Ohio, but maintaining sales and administration – with about 20 key employees
– in Trenton. (Source: #19)
On Thursday, December 23, 1954, the Wellsville Press of Wellsville, Ohio, had headlines stating “Sterling China Buys Jersey Plant, will produce new ware locally.” “William Pomeroy, president of Sterling
China Co., revealed today that his company has purchased the equipment of the Scammell China Company, of Trenton, N.J., and will produce the renowned ware of that pottery in its Wellsville plant.” About
100 of the 175 former Scammell employees were invited to move to Wellsville to set up and operate
the Lamberton line, which was expected to begin rolling off the production line in 60 days. (Source: #20)
Sterling moved the hollowware molds, equipment and decorative supplies for patterns that were still
being ordered, but left behind great quantities of obsolete decals. Decals containing gold were burned
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to recover the valuable metal, but many others were just left on the shelves. Kids would later break into
the vacant storage rooms and set the leftover decals on fire.
For a short period after Sterling began producing the Lamberton and Trenton china lines, Scott was
director of Lamberton Sales. Later he left to pursue his law career.
Sterling China’s assembly-line production methods eliminated much of the hand operations that had
given Lamberton China its special qualities, so in effect the trade names endured but the china produced in the Lamberton Works for over 50 years passed into history.
By 1983, all but one of the abandoned buildings that made up the Lamberton Works had finally been
torn down and replaced by a beer warehouse.
On January 22, 1992, Robert Walker Scammell, the
last surviving child of D. William and Meta, passed
away. David William Jr. had died in 1941, Elizabeth
Leigh in 1973, and Scott Scammell II in 1984. All of
D. William and Meta’s nine grandchildren had been
born before 1954, but the oldest was only 10 when
the Lamberton Works closed, so with Robert’s death,
firsthand knowledge of the family’s years of involvement with the Scammell China Company ended.
The Lamberton Works is gone, but many examples
of the quality china that was handcrafted there remains. A look at what was involved in the production
of this china will help to explain why it was some of
the finest china ever produced in America.
Fifty years after the Lamberton Works closed, one
of the factors that lead to its demise – low tariffs on
imported china – continues to plague the few remaining American makers of hotel ware (now generally referred to as restaurant china).
In 2003, the Bush administration proposed a zero tariff for restaurant china imported from China and elsewhere. Since the mid-1960s, the tariff levels have been dropping steadily at about
0.5 percent a year, from 48 percent in the 1960s to 28 percent in 2003. By 2003 about half of the
restaurant china sold in America was imported. (Source: #30) On March 18, 2003, Senator Robert C. Byrd, Democrat of West Virginia, sent a bipartisan letter to President Bush that stated in
part: “The U.S. industry faces intense competition from low priced imports that have flooded the
market as tariffs have been reduced. For example, U.S. imports from China continue to increase steadily,
and now comprise 62 percent of all imported restaurant china. In order to remain competitive, the U.S.
restaurant china industry has invested over $50 million since 1995 to develop state-of-the-art equipment and facilities to lower production costs and improve efficiency. Despite these enormous capital
investments, low priced imports continue to erode the U.S. industry’s share of the U. S. restaurant china
market.” This letter, urging the administration to develop a flexible tariff proposal that would help make
the American restaurant china industry competitive for many years to come, was signed by eight senators and representatives from New York, Ohio and West Virginia, the three states that still had restaurant china factories in operation. (Source: #31)
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The Works and the Workers
The description of a “modern” factory is quite different at the beginning of the 21st century than it
was at the beginning of the 20th century. Today a modern factory is usually a one-story building with
widely spaced columns, high ceiling, state-of-the-art lighting, heating and cooling. A place where raw
materials enter at one end of the building, progress through a series of machines that perform the various manufacturing tasks, and leave the other end all packaged, and ready for delivery. Modern factories
operate with as few humans and as many automated machines as possible.

For an idea of what the local potteries looked like, here is a circa 1910 postcard of Enterprise Pottery in Trenton, which was
located near the Delaware and Raritan Canal and the Coalport rail yards.

This was not the description of a modern factory in the late 1800s and early 1900s. At that time,
factories were one, or many, small multi-story buildings that were lighted, heated or cooled mostly by
a series of double-hung windows that were opened or closed as needed. Raw materials entered one
building and then were carried, by men from building to building as manufacturing steps were performed. The closest thing to an assembly line was the disassembly process used in slaughterhouses to
rapidly transform cattle and hogs from livestock into packaged meat and leather. This was the process
that Henry Ford, founder of the Ford Motor Company, would later reverse and turn into a process of
assembly in his automobile manufacturing factories.
“Works” was the term often used to describe these early manufacturing operations. Webster’s New
World Dictionary lists it as “a place where work is done, as a factory, public utility plant, etc.” Lamberton
Works was the term used for the place where the Maddock, and later the Scammell, companies produced their china. It was here that workers, skilled in many different crafts, came together to perform
their individual step in the manufacturing process. It was really a collection of separate workshops
that functioned pretty much independently. (Source: #32) Many of these workers had techniques and
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processes that were their
personal secrets, unknown to
their employers. Today all of
the manufacturing processes
are the property of a company, but that was not the
case at the turn of the last
century. At that time, most
of the pottery techniques
had been passed along from
master craftsman to apprentice for generations. A new
technique or process that was discovered or perfected by one craftsman might be passed along to his
apprentice, but in many cases it was not, and he took this secret skill with him to the grave.
When the Lamberton Works opened, there was no such thing as an employee parking lot. Employees
walked to work from their homes or boarding houses, often several miles away. Third Street was not at
that time near a large housing area. When the Trenton streetcar line was expanded down Centre Street,
the Lamberton Works adopted a policy of paying carfare to its workmen. Eventually homes were built
near the works and employees were able to acquire housing closer to their work. (Source: #29)

EXAMPLES OF EARLY PRODUCTION
Information on the early manufacturing procedures at the Lamberton Works seems to be nonexistent.
Only from surviving examples of the china produced there are we able to obtain some clues to the level
of quality of this early work.
The Lamberton Works was
producing hotel china before Maddock’s purchased
the pottery facility. The
rectangular platter, above,
with an impressed “Trenton China Company” backstamp, has a remarkably
contemporary shape that
hardly appears to have been
made over one hundred
years ago.
When the Maddock Pottery Company started operating the Lamberton Works,
indoor plumbing was the
exception, rather than the
rule. To meet the needs of this still-large market, Maddock produced chamber pots, pitchers, water
basins and slop jars for use in the bedroom. The chamber pot, above, has a molded design outside the
rim, an applied molded handle, and overglaze red transfer floral decoration.
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A similar nine-inch diameter
chamber pot with a lid, decorated with hand-colored sprays of
purple flowers, was used in the
Lincoln bedroom at the White
House until 1952. During the
1952 White House restoration,
Mrs. Truman gave this chamber
pot, marked “Maddocks Lamberton Works,” to Lillian Rogers
Parks, a long-time White House
employee. (Source: #39)
Fragments from one of Maddock’s dump sites reveal some
of the quality of the transfer decoration used on these chamber sets, including an overglaze floral design, above, with applied raised dots and traces of a coin gold rim stripe.
Another large item, known to have been made there, was a jardinière that had a separate pedestal
base decorated in blue with coin gold trim. (Source: #1) Pieces such as this were backstamped “Maddocks Works Lamberton Porcelain.” (Source: #30)
A 7 3/8” high pitcher that may have been part of one of the chamber sets, shown on the next page,
was decorated with a large spray of leaves and flowers. The tan outlines of this overglaze design was a
transfer. The pink and green details were hand-applied. Coin gold was been applied with a sponge to
the top rim and on the handle.
The bottom of this pitcher was marked “603” in coin gold, possibly indicating the decorator or the
model number of the piece.
Early dinnerware sets included bone dishes with raised designs molded in. The bone dish shown below
has a brown transfer design applied overglaze, with pink flowers, green leaves and blue ribbons, all hand
painted with a brush by Maddock’s decorators.
There may have been five
women working on applying
the decoration to this piece:
one woman applying the brown
transfer, one painting the pink,
another the green and still another the blue. The fifth person,
a liner, applied the coin gold rim
stripe.
These early pieces had the
round “Maddocks Lamberton
Works” backstamp with “Royal Porcelain” curved below. It
imitated a similar backstamp
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being used at that time by the English John Maddock firm. (Source:#2)
The lack of any mention of Trenton, or New Jersey, or America, was
part of the pottery’s plan to make
customers think they were buying
china made in England. See below
the photo of a celery tray with hand
colored overglaze decoration that
had a “Royal Porcelain” backstamp.
Early examples in the “American
China” line of hotel china included
some very colorful decal designs.
One of these pieces was a very
large (21 1/4” x 9 1/2”) fish serving
platter decorated overglaze with a
multicolor fish scene in the center
of the well. The rim contained four
more fish spaced below sponge-applied coin gold detailing. What may
be part of the same fish decal set was
a different fish applied to a Lamberton China rectangular platter which
originally had a coin gold geometric
design on the sloping rim. Both pieces are shown on the next page.

WORKERS IN THE EARLY DAYS
Even though there is no known record of the names of the early workers at the Lamberton Works, they
must have been a dedicated group who enjoyed working there, because in 1931, D. William Scammell
wrote that nearly half of the original staff of employees, who were there when he joined the company
30 years earlier, were “still gainfully employed with me in the production of Lamberton China. Their skill,
experience, and loyalty have been vital factors in the steady growing confidence that Lamberton has
enjoyed among the largest users of hotel china.” (Source: #3)
Having so many employees remain with
Scammell for so long
spoke well of the
company, particularly in a city that had so
many other potteries
where work could be
found if an employee
was unhappy at the
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Lamberton Works. It was not unusual for agents from one pottery to stand outside the gates of a rival
and try to recruit workers as they left for the day.
Dedicated employees were only part of what made the Lamberton Works outstanding in the hotel
china business. To understand more fully what was involved in the production of a piece of Lamberton,
or Trenton China, let’s follow the various steps in its creation.

OBTAINING THE ORDERS
Usually the sale of a product was thought of as the
final step in the manufacturing process. This was not
the case with china from the
Lamberton Works. Most of
its production was custom
work, which was ordered before it was made. This differs
from today’s normal practice
of making mostly “stock”
patterns with only a few
custom designs produced to
order. The Albert Pick & Co.
catalogs from around 1913
show some “stock” Maddock
patterns, but most were custom designs.1
Scammell China Co. had
an office and showroom at
70 E. 45th St., in New York.
In 1929, they also had a Chicago office at 17 N. Wabash
Ave., and in the 1950s, one
in Los Angeles at 1177 S.
Westmoreland Ave. Joseph
Sullivan was their New York
sales representative for many
years. William Porter handled the Chicago office, and Al Spenle took care of the West Coast. The Scammell Co. exhibited their
wares at hotel and restaurant industry trade shows, such as the 22nd Annual National Hotel Exposition, held at Grand Central Palace in New York during November of 1937. In addition to the usual display of sample plates and examples of their custom work, Mr. Scammell often took a decorating crew
with him to these shows. They would actually decorate bisque ware as a demonstration during the
Stock patterns were designs produced in large quantities over long periods of time, which dealers kept in their local warehouses
(in stock) to supply to customers immediately. Hotel china decorated with only a series of green rim stripes was an example of a
stock pattern.

1
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exposition. Sometimes they were using colors that contained uranium, but at that time no one realized its
potential health hazard. (Source: #22)
Because there were often several china firms bidding for the china contract when a new hotel was
under construction, some hotel owners suggested that D. William Scammell buy stock in their hotel
company before awarding him the china contract. Mr. Scammell often took a chance in supplying china
to a restaurant that was just starting in business. With the high mortality rate of new restaurants, he
could easily get stuck with unpaid-for crested china that was almost impossible to resell. But Scammell’s
interest in helping new restaurants get established occasionally paid off for the china company, as well
as for the restaurant. One of those that Mr. Scammell helped was the Bickford Restaurant chain. He developed a special relationship with the Bickford organization. As Bickford’s grew, Mr. Scammell invested
in Bickford stock until he was their second largest stockholder, right behind Sam Bickford, the founder.
Every year, D. William would travel to Baltimore for Bickford’s stockholders meeting. Bickford became
a large user of Scammell’s Trenton china, and an important customer. Other hotel china makers were
constantly trying to get the Bickford account away from Scammell. (Source: #22)
After Bickford’s became very successful, there was a period when Scammell was having financial problems. Bickford’s placed orders with Scammell for large quantities of china – far in excess of their immediate needs – just to help Mr. Scammell get out of his problems. This stock of china lasted Bickford’s for
many years after Mr. Scammell died and the Lamberton Works had closed. It turned out to be a great
investment for Bickford’s, because china prices had gone up considerably after they stocked up.
Scammell’s salesmen carried sample books showing some of the available patterns. There were sample plates made that showed an assortment of custom crests that had been produced for other customers. One of these plates, below, showed fraternal and military crests and was originally owned by
Winfield Clay, who was head of Scammell’s decorating department.
Scammell salesmen and restaurant supply dealers would
show these to prospective customers to give them an idea of
what could be created for them.
Scammell had only about four or
five salesmen to handle the entire country. This sounds like a
small number, but most of Scammell’s orders, as time went on,
were repeat customers. These
customers were familiar with
Scammell’s products and were
well pleased with its quality.
Some even wrote to tell Mr.
Scammell just how pleased
they were with his china. In
May of 1938, Franklin Moore,
manager of the Penn-Harris
Hotel in Harrisburg, wrote:
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“You are well aware of the many years
during which I have purchased Scammell China
and of the excellence of your product in the various hotels which I have operated.
“Needless to say, the services and courtesies
received from your company and your representatives are beyond peer.
“I doubt, however, if you are aware that the
china which you made for the Penn-Harris’ Grill
two or three years ago is wearing so well that
replacements are rarely required. I don’t know
what causes this extended wear because I have
no great confidence in the ability of our employees to avoid breakage any more than any
others. I do know that the replacements thus far
have been negligible. I congratulate you on the
continued excellence of Scammell products.”
(Source: #4)

A number of advertising pieces were created to
promote Lamberton China. Some of these were
used in dealers’ showrooms, and others were given away to customers and prospective customers.
Other promotional items were produced for distribution by individual restaurant supply dealers.
The Scammell line was handled by a number of suppliers around the country who had
samples of various crested pieces on display
in their showrooms, along with samples from
other manufacturers whose lines they also
carried. There were two types of dealers who
carried hotel china. There were those who carried a full line of restaurant equipment, such
as china, glassware, ranges, pots and pans and
cooking equipment. And there were the commercial service divisions of large department
stores that provided interior furnishings and, in
some cases, completely decorated hotels and
restaurants with everything they needed, including china, silver, glassware, and even uniforms.
These wholesale dealers, also known as jobbers, were an important link in the sale of hotel
ware. Their salesmen contacted the places in
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their service area that used hotel ware and attempted to obtain the contract for supplying one of the
hotel ware lines that they represented. One of these early companies was the W. H. Coon Co., of Scranton, PA. W. H. Coon was founded in 1900 by William H. Coon, who used a building at 229 Penn Ave., as
his hotel and restaurant supply business. The location had been his father-in-law’s furniture manufacturing works,
In 1911, the Coon Company supplied china for the dining room of the 200-room Hotel Jermyn, located
in Scranton. The company, which was still in business during the 1980s, had the original price list for this
china order in their files.
This list at right gives some
insight into the hotel china
business at the turn of the
century. Notice the variety of
pieces, from compotes and
cake covers to match stands
and ice tubs. At the top of the
list “Lamberton” has been
scratched out and “American”
written in. American China
was the heavier weight china
base offered by Maddock Pottery that was later renamed
Trenton China. According to
the handwritten notation at
the top of the page, the prices
were passed on scale F, which
has been written over scale
D, plus 20¢ (per dozen) for
the crest.
There were several price
scales based on the different types of decoration used
and the number of stripes
and hand decoration work
required. The prices shown
for each item were per dozen pieces, not per individual
piece, so the A.D. coffee cup
cost 15¢ per cup. If you subtract the Coon Company’s
markup (usually 20 percent), you will see that the Maddock factory was only making about 13¢ on
each cup, and that was before subtracting the cost of materials and production labor. The service plates
would cost the Hotel Jermyn 75¢ each. Notice also that prices were given as 78¢ or 63¢, not rounded off
to 80¢ or 65¢, as would be done today. The 4-inch, 5-inch and 6-inch dishes were increased by only 10¢
per dozen above the next smaller size, less than 1¢ for each dish. To have your individual crest applied
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by hand at the Lamberton Works cost less
than 2¢ for each piece.
An early piece of American China, backstamped “W.H. Coon Co.,” but without a
crest, is shown at right (backstamp below).

The usual process for making a sale was
to have the sales representative call on
the prospective client and present the
features, advantages and benefits of using Scammell China. If the prospect was
interested, the representative would then
discuss the china base that would best
meet the needs and gather information about the type of decoration wanted. The decoration could
consist of using the client’s existing trademark or crest, or could be based on the decorative treatment
of the dining room, or even be left to the Scammell designers’ imagination. In the case of a large hotel,
several different patterns might be needed for use in the various dining facilities. The information on the
client’s needs was sent to the Lamberton Works, in Trenton.

THE LAMBERTON WORKS
By the time it closed, the Lamberton Works had grown to about 20 buildings located on both sides of
Third Street. It had nearly 700 employees and was one of the few hotel ware manufacturers that was
equipped to do all the steps of china production “in house.” Each step of this manufacturing process
was done by hand, and each piece was handled by many workers before it was completed. This allowed Scammell to produce a very high quality product regardless of the size of the order. This type of
hand work is no longer economically possible and has been replaced, in other potteries, by automated
assembly-line production techniques.
The production of Lamberton China was separate from the production of the Trenton China body,
from the raw clay mixture through the first, or bisque, firing. Each china body had, for example, its own
foreman, castors, jiggerman, handlers, pressers, day workers and kiln men.
The cluster of buildings that made up the Lamberton Works was illustrated on Scammell letterheads
used in the 1940s (example on next page). Only one of these buildings, the former office and print shop,
(B) remained by the 1980s.

POTTERY MAKING TRADITIONS
There were a number of traditional work practices among the potteries in Trenton, some of which
went back as far as the founding of the industry in the 1850s. There is no available evidence that the
Lamberton Works used any, or all, of these practices, but there is no reason to believe that they did not,
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as they were traditional work practices among the many Trenton potteries of the period. The following
practices were in effect at least up until the major industry-wide union strike of 1922-23:
America potteries paid their clay production workers for all green ware that was accepted into the
“green room” where it was prepared for the first (bisque) firing. This payment method was known as
“good from hand,” meaning all pieces were properly turned, jiggered or cast and acceptable for firing.
This differed from the English payment method, known as “good from kiln,” which only paid for those
pieces that came out of the bisque kiln in perfect condition.
Jiggermen either paid the pottery for steam used in operating the jigger machine, or paid a helper
to power the wheel. They usually also paid one or two mold runners to carry completed pieces to the
drying room and bring them fresh molds. These helpers were paid a day rate by the journeymen who
hired and supervised them, not by the owner of the pottery.
Turners bought and maintained their own profile forming tools.
Some helpers went on to become apprentices and later became expert journeymen in a particular
trade, but there was very little movement from one trade to another. For example, it was unlikely that
a jiggerman would become a modeler or a kiln man. (Source: #31)
All of these workshop customs, except the “good from hand” method of payment, can be traced back
to the potteries in England from whence many of the Trenton workers had emigrated. (Source: #32)
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CREATION AND PRODUCTION OF DESIGNS
When a prospective order reached the Lamberton Works, it was sent to the Art Department, where
the designers created a suggested design based on the information provided by their salesman. First,
rough sketches were done for simple designs, possibly combining existing border designs with the client’s crest. This may have been all that was required to finalize the order. For a more intricate design,
a full color rendering on illustration board was prepared using water colors. For those clients who just
couldn’t visualize the finished piece from an illustration, or where the presentation to a committee was
necessary for approval, the proposed design would be hand-painted on an actual piece of glazed china.
(Source: #6)

Once the customer had approved the design and placed an order, the Art Department would start to
prepare the printing plates or lithograph stones that were needed to produce the new design. If the pattern was to be printed in only one color, it was engraved on copper plates or drawn on blocks of Bavarian
limestone. If it was a multicolor design, it was always done on the limestone. There would be one stone
prepared for each color needed, with the design drawn, using a grease pencil, directly on the stone.
The names of some of the Lamberton Works artists are known from patents and copyrights issued to
Maddock and Scammell. Charles A. May, as mentioned earlier, had a number of patents issued for his
designs. George Ellis was an engraver who had five designs patented between 1924 and 1929. Frank
Guildford was a master engraver who was at the Lamberton Works from the 1920s until the 1940s.
Jacques de Kort came from Canada and ran the Lithographing Department. He had a patent issued in
his name in 1941, the same year he designed a series of “Historical American Views” plates. Mr. de
Kort retired in 1949. Geza De Vegh designed and modeled a series of Art Deco figurines and busts that
Scammell produced during the 1930s. DeVegh also worked for the Lenox China Co. (Source: #6)
Emil Schnepf was for many years Scammell’s chief designer. Before coming to the Lamberton Works,
he lived in Syracuse, NY, and had worked for the Syracuse China Co. By October of 1905 he was manager
of the Lithograph Department of the Onondaga Pottery Company (Syracuse China). On January 7, 1907,
he filed an application for a design patent, which was issued on February 12, 1907, and was assigned to
Syracuse China (Des 38,442, which Syracuse named Renaissance Border, pattern #56902).
Around the end of June 1908, Mr. Schnepf left the Onondaga Pottery. (Source: #28) He moved to Trenton and was residing at 1204 Riverside Ave., when he received his first patent, assigned to the Maddock
Pottery Co., on August 2, 1921. His house was a two-and-a-half story duplex brick dwelling that overlooked the Delaware River and a feeder of the Delaware and Raritan Canal. (Source: #7) This was a very
nice neighborhood, about two miles from the Lamberton Works. The size and location of Mr. Schnepf’s
home indicates that he was rather well paid. He designed many attractive patterns for Scammell during
the 1920s and 30s. In 1931, his picture appeared in a Scammell advertisement along with this statement: “I’m proud of our patterns for Scammell China. There’s a real thrill in meeting the challenge of
ever-changing fashion, and in pleasing the sharpened sense of experienced travelers who have looked
on attractive china the world over. And there’s a lasting glow of satisfaction in the knowledge that Scammell China ‘keeps’ its schoolgirl complexion. For years past, and for years to come, in big hotels ... busy
restaurants ... palatial steamships, it remains just as fresh and pert and lovely as the day it first met the
critical gaze of a dinner guest.” (Source: #8)
Mr. Schnepf left Scammell in the late 1930s, and is reported to have worked for Lenox China. However the Lenox Co. has no record of his having been employed there. Walter Schnepf, Emil’s son, was a
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salesman for Scammell until his death in 1951.
In 1936, Anthony L. Dragonetti began working for
Scammell as an artist and designer. He did watercolor renderings of designs for prospective customers.
Around 1940, he designed Scammell’s “Dogwood”
pattern, right, which was later copied and used by
Syracuse China as a stock pattern.
He also designed the Trent House Commemorative plate, below, right.

The opera was of course in Italian, which the
Scammells didn’t understand, but Tony would give
them a running translation and everyone had a
great time. (Source: #22)
Scammell employed three or four copperplate
engravers, and in the mid-1920s there were three
engravers working full time for one year on just one
pattern being created for the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. (Source: #9) Different engraving style cuts were
required, depending on the colors that were to be
used in printing the transfers. (Source: #31)
Another artist who worked for Scammell during
the 1930s was a Mr. Ediss, who had emigrated from
Russia. He later left to become a set designer at Paramount Pictures. (Source: #6)
Charles H. Ourand’s name appeared as a witness
on many of the patent drawings filed between 1914
and 1925. This would indicate that Mr. Ourand was
a Lamberton Works employee, possibly in the Art
Department. Other names that appeared as witnesses, who may also have been employees, were:
Thomas F. Tunstall, John W. Henney, J.B. Cole, C.E.
Scudder, F.C. Sexton and John Christee.
Some new patterns required special shape
pieces. When these were needed, the artist and
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Photo: Trenton Evening Times, June 11, 1951

Mr. Dragonetti, right, was the head of Scammell’s
Art Department from 1949 until the Lamberton
Works closed. He then opened his own design studio in Trenton, which he was still operating in 1981.
(Source: #6) Mr. Dragonetti loved opera and would invite the Scammell family to join him for an evening’s
performance.

modelers would create the new design in modeling clay.
Frank Hellers, one of the modelers, was a very exacting
craftsman of much talent. He had little patience with
the young men, who as day workers spent hours turning the hand wheel as he created these new shapes.
(Source: #10)

The actual production molds, of plaster of Paris, were
cast from the finished clay models.2 Teapots could require as many as 20 major molds. (Source: #31) Pieces
such as pitchers, cups and bowls that would be decorated with a design that was more elaborate than just
a simple border pattern would require fitted artwork.
For these, the designs would be worked out on tissue
paper, which would then be cut and fitted to the contours of the china. Once all the design elements were
in the proper place, this tissue pattern would be laid
flat and used as a guide by the engravers or litho stone
artists. The completed artwork would be printed flat,
then cut and wrapped around the china piece for a perfect fit. Border designs for even such simple shapes as
plates and platters required a blank wedge-shaped section that was cut away from the transfer or decal before
application. This adjusted for the slope of the plate or
platter’s rim and allowed the two ends of the design to
butt in perfect alignment.
In some cases, center-of-the-well illustrations were
combined with different border designs to create new
patterns that utilized existing engravings. The same
center-of-the-well scene was used with two different
borders to create totally different Lamberton patterns,
shown above right.
By using different colors for the central illustration
and the border, a two-color pattern was created in the
plate at right.
Having all of the design, engraving, stone lithography and printing work done within the pottery made it
much easier and faster to produce new patterns than
if this work had to be sent outside the pottery to be
done, as was necessary with most other hotel china
makers. Only Scammell and Syracuse could produce all
of their own decals. The other china companies had to
2

The mold shop was located on the 3rd floor of building (M).
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All of this design, artwork,
transfer engraving, or decal preparation work was
done without charge to the
prospective customer up until
the very last years of the Lamberton Works operation, when
a “Make Ready” charge was
instigated.

Photo: Trenton Evening Times, June 11, 1951

purchase at least part of their
decals from decal companies,
some of which were as far
away as Germany.

This free preparation work
could be costly to the Lamberton Works if the prospective
customer, who had none of his
own money involved, decided
to cancel the order. Scammell, Above, the Miller Simplex press used to print decals at the Lamberton Works.
of course, counted on the size
of the original order – and replacement orders – covering the cost of the pattern preparation work.
There also was no minimum order. They played it by ear. A small amount would be produced in anticipation of reorders. However, an initial order for a large hotel could amount to $10,000. (Source: #6) For
the opening of both the 2,367-room Stevens Hotel in Chicago as well as the 1,100-room Shamrock in
Houston, the original china order Scammell produced filled a railroad boxcar. (Source: #11)
When the artwork was finished, the copperplate engravings, or the litho stones, were sent to the
Printing Department. Scammell employed three printers who produced the decals and transfer prints.
For one-color transfer patterns, the printing press was located right in the Decorating Department.
These designs would be printed on thin rice paper, which the decorators would apply to the bisque
china immediately after it came from the press. (Source: #6)
For decal printing, the operation was located at the rear of the showroom/office building (Building A,
see Buildings chapter). At the time the works closed, it was equipped with a Potter lithographic stone
printing press, a Walter Scott & Co. stone lithography printing press, and a Hoe stone printing press,
along with automatic stone leveling and polishing machines. (Source: #24)
The decalcomania process had been invented around 1872 by a Frenchman named Masse. (Source:
#34) These multicolor designs that would require up to 15 separate stones and printings – one for each
color – were printed in large quantities and stored in anticipation of future reorders. This was done
because of the time and difficulty involved in setting up the presses and making sure each color run was
in perfect register.
Each sheet of decal paper was first printed by applying varnish to the design on the first stone. While
the varnish on the paper was still tacky, it was dusted with a dry, powdered pigment that was applied by
one of their three ceramic decal color-applying machines. (Source: #24) The sheet was then printed with
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varnish from the second stone that had
been aligned in the press, and the second color was dusted on. This process
was repeated until all of the colors required for the design had been printed.
Before a large quantity of decals
were printed it was sometimes necessary to make small trial printings of
different shades of some colors. These
test decals were then applied to bisque
plates, glazed and fired to see which
colors achieved the desired results.
Six sections of a four-color decal, right, were tested using different
shades of green under an 8 glaze on
this Scammell test firing.
The Scammell test plate, below, contained 18 sections of a three-color decal border, trying out different shades of blue and green. None of these combinations was apparently
just right, because the final decal, as used on a butter pat, below right, was done in a different selection
of shades.
Firing tests were also done with the different colors and their gradients. The 9 3/4” plate, shown on
the next page, was used in 1938 to test 42 colors and their gradients under regular glaze. Note that
some of the colors almost completely disappeared in this test.
When a reorder came in it was much easier, and faster, to pull the printed decals out of stock than to
set up the presses and reprint them. There were, of course, disadvantages to this system. If a customer
went out of business or changed to another pattern – or even changed to another hotel ware maker –
Scammell was left with a huge stack of obsolete decals. Sometimes these leftover designs could be sold
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to another customer, but often they just stayed on the storeroom shelves for years and years. When
the Scammell Co. went out of business, they had an inventory of around a half million dollars in printed
decals. At that time all of the decal sheets containing coin gold were burned to recover the precious
gold. (Source: #6)
The Printing Department kept formula notebooks that contained a sample of the decals used for
each pattern. A breakdown of the colors used, and the printing order for the litho stones, was recorded
beside the decal sample. For example: the formula for order #5129 “Inter Island Steam Navigation Co.
Ltd.” (a round logo) was:
First printing – 5 parts #3221 Dk. blue Har., 1 part black, 1 part grey Hom;
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Second printing ̶ #3221 med. blue Har;
Third printing ̶ #3221 lt. or #3060 Har;
Fourth printing ̶ #3156 old gold Har. or #3273 brown Har;
Fifth printing ̶ blood red Har. print twice;
Sixth printing ̶ blood red Har; and
Seventh printing ̶ flux.
Several other red, blue and brown color combinations have been added to this notebook page,
indicating that there was more than one way to achieve the same results. (Source: #23) A single edition
of one design, which could require as many as 16 stones – one for each color – often amounted to an
investment of several thousand dollars.
Nearly 4,000 original designs had been created by the artists at the Lamberton Works by the time the
pottery closed. Any design that had been done during the past 50-some years could be reproduced at
almost a moment’s notice. This library of designs consisted of more than 1,300 lithographic stones and
2,500 copper, chrome-plated, zinc or aluminum engraving plates. They were kept in an underground
storeroom, designed to withstand almost any kind of catastrophe. (Source: #13)3
Samples of the completed china artwork design were sent to the customer with a round green and
yellow paper label attached to the back. This label contained hand-written information on size, pattern
number, color, crest and scale (price). (Source: #42)

THE CLAY MIXTURE
While the decorations were being prepared for an order, the pottery was making china that would
later be decorated. This was not a simple matter of taking clay, shaping it and sticking it into an oven.
Rather it was a very exact, controlled process that required skilled craftsmen at each step of the operation. The Lamberton Works used clays from North Carolina, Florida and England, which were blended
together in exact proportions. In the early 1930s, a new dock was built beside the Delaware River just
a few blocks from the Lamberton Works. The first barge to dock here carried a load of Cromwell, England, clay for the Scammell Co. D. William Scammell was among the official reception committee that
welcomed its arrival in 1932.
The formulas for Trenton and Lamberton China bases, like the formula for Coca-Cola™, were closely
guarded secrets. After all, they had spent years perfecting this vitrified china and were not about to let
another pottery find out how they did it, just as your grandmother was not about to let her neighbor
know how she prepared her prized recipes.
The ingredients used in making hotel china were flint ball clay, found in England, kaolin (a white,
earthy substance formed by the decomposing of granite-like rock and containing considerable feldspar),
and spar (which contains feldspar, silicate of alumina and other minerals). This produced hard paste
porcelain, whose characteristics included: practically complete vitrification, hardness, smooth, compact
texture, non-absorptiveness (particularly important in china used to feed the public), and a glaze that
adhered stubbornly to the body. It could be translucent, but some was not.
If you are wondering how the exact mixture of ingredients could be kept a secret from the employees who were involved in preparing the mixture, a clue was found in the catalog that was prepared for
3

The Printing Laboratory was located in the rear of the Showroom building (A).
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the auction of the works after it closed. Among the
items to be auctioned off were three “Fairbanks
Secret Weight Adjustment Overhead Track Scales.”
(Source: #24)

“Secret” suggested that these scales could be
set to measure amounts of materials and then
be locked with the amounts hidden from the
employees who would be using the scales. The
employees would then be able to fill the hopper
with an ingredient until the scale balanced, but
they would never know the exact amount of maView from the side of a shard showing the thickness of its terial they were putting into it. Quantities of the
clay body.
smaller required ingredients could have been measured out by a trusted employee at another location in the pottery and then brought to the mixing area and added to the mix. By not allowing any one
employee access to the entire formula, the exact mix could not become general knowledge.
Good hard paste porcelain was actually vitrified, or fused into a solid mass. Maddock and Scammell
had two secret blends of clay. One was used to produce their Trenton China (originally called American
China), the other, their Lamberton China. The Trenton China base was made for use in locations where
rough handling could be expected, such as cafeterias, lunchrooms, railroad dining cars and steamships.
This china was the thick, heavyweight type, often with a rolled edge under the rim for extra protection.
The Lamberton China base, developed by Moses Collear, was one of the finest, if not the finest,
hotel chinas ever made in America. It was called American Type Vitrified China, which differed somewhat from German Type Vitrified China. Lamberton China was bisque fired at about 2,600 degrees
Fahrenheit, with the glaze fired at about 1,800 degrees. This produced a china that was perfectly nonporous and with a good hard glaze that would never craze, star or check.
The difference between the American and German types was that the German bisque firing was at a low
temperature of about 1,000 degrees, and the glaze firing was at a very high temperature of about 2,600
degrees. The German method produced a very hard ware almost approaching glass. The American vitrified china was less brittle and tended to hold up better under use. Most Lamberton China was thin enough
to be translucent, which means that you should see the shadow of your fingers through it when you held
it up to a strong light source. (Some Trenton China also was made thin enough to be translucent.)
Mr. Scammell was justly proud of his Lamberton China, which he often advertised with testimonials
from satisfied customers. In October of 1931, Joseph Sullivan, Scammell’s New York representative,
stated in a Hotel Management advertisement, “Maybe I am prejudice[d], but I know Lamberton China
lasts longer. You could hardly call it prejudice, though. For I’ve seen Lamberton China ‘on duty’ as well
as on parade ... seen it standing up under merciless, incessant handling, day after day, in some of the
country’s largest kitchens. I’ve talked with hotel managers, club stewards, railroad purchasing agents,
hotel dietitians ... and I ‘know’ Lamberton China lasts longer. They tell me so!” Lamberton China was
advertised as having strength without “bulk,” and having the lowest cost of maintenance of any hotel
china made.
It was not by chance that Lamberton China held up so well under use. Scammell’s employees were
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dedicated to producing the very highest quality ware. Frederick Sutterlin, left, was general
manager of the works in 1931. As early as 1916,
Mr. Sutterlin was a member of the United States
Potters Association and at that time was serving
on the Eastern General Ware Standing Committee and on the Eastern Discharge Committee.
(Source: #36)

He was with the company for many years and
remained in the Trenton area until he died in
1965. (Source: #12) Mr. Sutterlin was in charge
of the operation of the pottery from “the selection of the finest materials to the application of
the toughest, hardest glaze to be found on china
anywhere.” (Source: #14)
In 1928 Scammell introduced an ivory-tint
body to the Lamberton line that previously had
been available only in white. During the 1930s,
blue and tan bodies were introduced.4

POTTING THE CLAY
The clay mixture, after being properly mixed
and aged, was ready for “potting.” The potting
process consisted of the steps necessary for
shaping the clay into pieces of chinaware. This
could be done by spinning and shaping the clay
by hand, or against low-profile-shaped forms.
Holloware shapes were formed by pouring liquid clay into molds.
Dishes, plates and saucers were jiggered
(formed) on a rotating turntable-like machine.
This operation required a three-man team. The
The ad at the top of the page, from Hotel Management, shows
“batter out” spread the clay out and put it on the
Frederick Sutterlin. A photo of the overglaze decal border feashaping mold. The “jiggerman” would set the
tured in the ad is above.
mold inside a steel head on the turntable and
bring a tool down on to the clay, forcing it to the
desired contour for that piece. These pieces were formed upside down, with the top, or food containing
side, being formed by the mold, and the back being shaped by the tool.5 Charles, Gus and George Belmont,
along with Henry Zickwolf, Arthur Hobson and George Moran, were some of Scammell’s skilled jiggermen.
The third person on this team was the “mold runner,” who would take the molded articles into a
The Lamberton clay shop was on the west side of 3rd St. in building (Q). The Trenton China clay shop was beside the canal in building
(M). The Platinum Blue clay shop was in building (B).
5
In 1916, the union pay rate for jiggering 8” Roll Edge Hotel Plates was 6¢ pre dozen. (Source: #36)
4
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“stillage” (storage area) to dry in steam heat. Cliff Bickel described the mold runner job as “boresome,
monotonous and tiresome,” but it gave him a chance to get around to various parts of the pottery and
observe many phases of the pottery making process. (Source: #10)
Pitchers, vases, ashtrays and other
shapes that could not be turned or
jiggered were cast. The “slip” (liquid
clay) was mixed in a large vat with
a motorized paddle by a “day worker.” The mixture consisted of 1,000
pounds of clay, the various chemicals and a given amount of water to
assure a certain consistency. When
all was ready, the liquid clay flowed
down to the “casters” through a
piping system.
The casting process was relatively
new to the industry, having been
discovered around the beginning of
the 20th century and slowly introduced by 1914. (Source: #36)
The casters poured the slip into
one of the two-piece (or more)
plaster of Paris molds that had been
formed from a modeling clay shape.
This early stereo card, above, produced by the Keystone View Company is
The slip was allowed to “set” (stay titled “Shaping plates on Potter’s Wheel, Trenton, N.J.” The plates being jigin the mold) until it had dried to gered are roll-edge hotel ware. Exactly which Trenton pottery was the setting
the desired thickness, and then the for this photograph is unknown, but it shows the process as it was performed
caster poured the excess slip out of at the Lamberton Works early in the century.
the mold. The mold runner carried
the mold to the stillage area, where it remained until the water in the slip was absorbed into the walls
of the plaster mold. As the water was absorbed, the drying clay shrank slightly away from the mold.
When this process was completed, the multi-piece mold was opened and removed from around the
“green ware” (newly formed, unfired clay piece). About 12 casters were required for this part of the
Lamberton Works operations. Judging the proper thickness of the clay wall build up within the mold was
just one of the required skills for these casters.6
Pieces such as teapots and match stands were formed in more than one mold and then stuck together
with slip. Teapots were molded either with or without the handle attached, depending on the pots’ design. After the pot was removed from the mold, about 10 small holes were punched through the clay
where the spout was to be placed. The spout, which had been formed in a separate mold, was then
attached by hand, using slip as the adhesive.
Effective November 23, 1915, the union wage for casting “Jugs, 30s, one in mold, handle attached”, was set at 30¢ each. 24s were 30¢,
12s were 35¢, 6s were 45¢, and the larger 4s were 50¢ each. (Source: #36)

6
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A comparison of two teapots
of the same design, right, shows
slight variations in the position of
the hand-attached spouts.
Cup making was probably the
most complex operation of all,
as it required many steps that involved highly skilled workers. A
cup started with the “ball maker,”
who made balls from the supply
of clay nearby.
He had to make a different size
clay ball for each shape and size
of cup produced. He placed the
ball of clay inside a plaster cup mold that was about 3 1/2 inches high and 7 inches in diameter, with an
outside shape similar to a clay flower pot. (Source: #40) He then passed it to the “cup jiggerman,” who
placed the cup mold inside a rotating head. A tool, attached to an arm, was lowered into the mold,
forcing the clay ball into the outline of a cup. The jiggers had to be checked every three months for
trueness of rotation because even a very small eccentric motion in a jigger shaft bearing would cause a
tremendous difference in thickness of opposite walls, particularly when turning the dinnerware items.
(Source: #25)

The roughly formed cups next went to the “cup turner.” When they were the proper temperature,
the cup turner placed the cup on a wooden chock that was attached to a power-driven lathe. He would
then shape the foot of the cup, cut up the outside and round off the top. This operation was done with
special tools that the cup turner had fashioned from thin-gauge zinc to conform to this particular cupshape outline. The cup turners’ trade required a three-year apprenticeship. Scammell’s six cup turners
were Henry Bickel, Harry Thorne, Tom Wilkinson, Nick Mischlen, Bill Hibbs and Michael Agoes.
When the turning process was finished, the cup turner placed five dozen cups onto a “ware board”
(a wooden plank about 12 inches wide and 72 inches long that was carried on the shoulder), and
the cups were carried by a day worker down to a damp cellar for storage until the cup handles were
applied.
To make the handles, a slip mixture of ball clay, flint, spar, whiting, etc., was poured into a two-piece
mold that contained the forms for 12 handles. Eighteen to 24 molds of each handle shape were used to
form up to 288 handles during one production run. After each mold was filled, it was allowed to stand
for about three-quarters of an hour, so that the clay could set up. The molds were then opened, and the
handles would be piled six high on the work table. While the clay was still damp, the seam line, where
the mold fit together, was removed, and they were sponged clean.
Next a cup handler cut each handle to fit the contour of the cup shape being produced. After being
cut, the cup handler used some of the slip to attach the handle to a cup. Joseph Fischer, Arthur Mellor
and Frank Lesse were three of Scammell’s cup handlers. These men had to not only cut the handles to
fit perfectly to the cups’ contour, they also had to make sure that the handles were stuck on perfectly
straight. (Source: #15)
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There were two styles of handles
used on cups. Cups are listed in the
catalog by their shape and by the
style of handle. Some cup shapes
were available with either style of
handle.
After the handle application was
completed, the cups were placed in
a warm stillage room overnight. The
next day, a woman “finisher” used
a wet sponge to take off the sharp
edge that remained from when the
cup was turned. After removing
any flaws or bits of clay, the finishAbove, block handle on left; loop handle on right.
er stacked the cups, rim-to-rim and
two high, on a ware board. The ware board held between 60 and 96 cups, depending on their style.
As each ware board was filled with the green ware cups, a day worker carried them “out,” or down
one flight of stairs to the “kiln man,” so that they could be fired in a bisque kiln. The “carrying out” of
the ware boards required considerable skill, a steady hand and great balance. The ware boards were
placed on the shoulder and supported with the palm of the hand, the way a waiter carries a food tray.
It was no simple job to walk down the steps, turn corners and get this board, which projected three
feet in both directions, off your shoulder without spilling the green ware. Cliff Bickel, a mold runner,
recalled breaking many dozen cups when he was carrying out, because when some cups fell off one end
of the board, it became unbalanced, and if quick action wasn’t taken the whole load of cups tumbled
off and broke. Daniel Sutterlin, his boss, was understanding and never gave him the “devil” for these
accidents. (Source: #10)
Irregular-shaped pieces, like celery trays, bone dishes and other odd shapes that could not be molded
on mechanical jiggers, were formed by the “hand presser.” Henry Bickel Sr.,whose sons both worked at
the pottery, and William Marshall were Scammell’s only two hand pressers. Unfortunately both of these
men are now dead, so the details of the hand pressing operation are not available.7 (Source: #10)

BISQUE WARE
The finished, but unbaked product was called “green ware.” Green ware was extremely fragile and
required great care in handling to prevent damage. Each piece was placed in an earthenware container
called a “sagger” that was sealed to prevent contamination from bits of dirt or clay, or damage by being
touched by another piece of green ware.8 and 9 The saggers were stacked into the kilns until the kiln was
completely loaded from floor to ceiling. These loaded saggers could weigh up to 100 pounds each and
were carried on top of the placer’s head. (Source: #32) Each of Scammell’s bottle kilns could hold more
than 1,000 saggers.
Some casting and jiggering was done in building (C), which also contained the Platinum Blue clay shop. Whether all of this work was
done only in this building, is unclear.
8
The saggers were formed by a Crossley 60-ton screw-type sagger press. (Source: #24)
9
Sagger is a corruption of the word “safeguard.” (Source: #32)
7
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Before oil and gas were used as sources of fuel, coal had to be hauled down 3rd Street in wheelbarrows to fire these kilns. (Source: #37) Later, around 1934, they also had the six tunnel kilns that Bill Scammell installed. Tunnel kilns are the type used today, featuring a slow-moving conveyor, where the green
ware enters at one end and bisque ware emerges from the other. In the older style upright kiln, once
it was loaded the door was sealed and the fire lit. The temperature slowly built up to 2,600 degrees.
The kiln man was one of the most important skilled workers in any pottery works. (Source: #32) He was
responsible for the bottle kiln during the several days it took to transform the green ware into bisque. It
was his job to bring the temperature up to the correct level and to judge when it was at this point. He
did this by watching the color inside the kiln. At 2,600 degrees the color was bluish white. (Source: #33)
The green ware was baked for approximately 72 hours, transforming it into bisque ware. The kiln was
then allowed to cool slowly back to room temperature, which took over two days. (Source: #31) If the kiln
man misjudged at any step during the firing, the entire contents of the kiln could be ruined. This would
be a major loss for the Lamberton Works owners, because it would be not only a loss of the clay used
in the production, but also all of the wages that had been paid to workers involved in the green ware
production. When the kiln door was opened, the hard bisque ware was removed and stored until it was
needed for the decoration process. At this point each piece was inspected, by hand, for flaws, cracks,
warpage, or imperfections. Damaged pieces were destroyed.10 Ten to 15 percent of the saggers had to
be replaced after every firing. (Source: #31)
One of the techniques used at
the Lamberton Works to reduce
the amount of time required to
fill an incoming order was to keep
on hand a large stock of the fired
bisque ware. This eliminated the
time needed to mold and jigger the clay and to fire the green
ware. When an order came in,
the bisque was withdrawn from
storage and sent to the decorating shop.11
The quantities needed for an
order were written directly on
the back of a piece the bisque
ware. (See photo at right.) Keeping large stocks of bisque ware,
and large stocks of preprinted
decals, allowed an order to be produced in just the amount of time
Kilns were located in several building at the Lamberton Works. At the time of the closing of the Works, there was a 57’ diameter
circular kiln in building (O), on the west side of 3rd St. The Lamberton China tunnel kiln was in building (V). Platinum Blue bisque firing
was done in the tunnel kilns in building (B), that had been installed during W.W.II. There was a circular kiln in building (H) Trenton China
was fired in a tunnel kiln located in building (L). The second, or glost (glaze) firings were done in a tunnel kiln in building (C).
11
In 1916, the union wage scale for warehousemen (males over 18 years of age) was set at $2 per day for the first three months of employment. After the fourth year it reached $2.75 per day. “Nine hours shall constitute a day’s work for all time excepting pay Saturday,
which shall be eight hours.” (Source: #36)
10
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required to decorate and glaze the china. The molding departments were kept busy replenishing the
bisque ware that was being used to fill orders.

APPLYING THE DECORATIONS
Unless a piece was to be glaze fired without any underglaze decoration, the next step
would be to apply the decoration. Ninety
percent of Scammell’s china was produced
with underglaze decoration (decorative elements applied to the bisque ware before a
glaze was applied). Underglaze decoration
would last longer because it was protected
by the clear glaze layer above it. As with
just about everything, there are drawbacks
to underglaze decoration methods. Only
certain colors can stand up to the high
temperature required for the glaze firing
process. Black and certain shades of green
work well. Some colors will fade or completely change under the high heat. Underglaze designs are not as sharp as those applied overglaze and tend to “run” or blur,
during the firing process.
One-color “transfer”-type decoration, like
that used on the B&O Railroad’s “Centenary” pattern (above), had to be applied to the bisque ware
while the ink was still wet. About 40 ladies worked as “decorators” in the Lamberton Works transfer
decorating shop. Mr. Weatherby, who had learned his trade in England, operated the transfer printing
press. Mr. Weatherby possessed a production secret that he never shared with the Scammells. He had
discovered some ingredient which, when added to the cobalt blue ink, kept the blue from running when
it was fired, or at least greatly reduced the possibility. When asked about the secret ingredient, all Mr.
Weatherby would say was “that it could be bought at any drug store.” No one ever found out what it
was, and this secret was lost forever when Mr. Weatherby died. (Source: #22)
The colored ink used for transfer printing was always used warm. It was applied to the printing plate
with a spatula that forced the color into the engraved design while wiping away any excess. The engraving plate was then covered with soap-dampened rice paper that was stretched across the plate.
Then it was passed between the felt-covered rollers of the press, squeezing the moisture out of the
paper and forcing the colored pattern onto the tissue. (Source: #35)12
As the prints came off the press they were hung like clothes on lines stretched around the decorating
shop. A decorator would take a sheet to her bench, trim away the excess paper, turn the print upside
down, position it and then lower it to the surface of the bisque ware. She would then rub the wet design
print down with an especially designed round brush, “transferring” the wet ink on to the bisque.
12

When the Lamberton Works closed there were four double roller hand-printing presses, and two electric print presses. (Source: #24)
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At the end of each decorating bench there was a trough
of water where the decorated
piece was placed to soak loose
the paper that had contained the
inked print.
Note in the photo at left that it
is marked “3 in Plate,” indicating
the size piece it was to be used
on. The decorator had to cut this
off before applying the transfer.
Once Mr. Weatherby started printing, it was necessary for the decorators to keep applying the designs until the entire order had been completed. The prints could not be kept overnight because the ink would dry and then not adhere to the bisque. During very busy periods
the decorators could work 15-hour days. (Source: #31) The Transfer Decorating Department was
where new decorators started learning their craft. There were, however, many skilled decorators like Mrs. Platt, who worked there for many years after she came to Trenton from her native
England. (Source: #16)
The “size” that was used by the decorators was kept in a little jar on each lady’s bench. It was applied by
brush onto the bisque ware about six to eight hours before the transfer prints were applied. Every Friday,
Anne Jusko, one of the decorators, would brew up a new batch of the size with the help of one of the new
girls. The yellow matter (size), containing
linseed oil, was boiled and then while still
hot was squeezed through white cloth bags
to strain out any lumps or foreign matter,
Decalcomania decorations, which were
usually multicolor designs, were printed
up in large quantities, as described earlier. The Lamberton Works employed
about 50 decal decorators, who worked
two to a decorating bench, applying
these decals to the china. Each morning the “floor lady” brought around a
sample plate with the pattern that was
about to be applied. She showed each
decorator how the design was to be placed
on the various pieces that were to be decorated for this order. The floor lady was
responsible for seeing that each decorator
had an ample supply of the decal sheets
and that they were always stocked with
the china that awaited decoration.

Photo: Trenton Evening Times, June 11, 1951

(Source: #19)
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The decorator would begin by trimming away the excess backing paper. She would trim about two
dozen sheets before starting to apply the decals. To make a decal adhere to the china, the section of the
ware to be decorated was coated with varnish. When it dried to the proper tack, she would place the
design on the china and then burnish it with her brush. This was not as simple as it might sound. It took
training, experience and a good eye to get the decals placed in the proper position. Many designs were
composed of individual elements spaced around the rim.
The bisque plate with decal shown below was never covered with glaze and fired. It remained in the
Lamberton Works after operations closed down. Other designs had to be centered in the well of a plate.
Some designs would later require “liners” to apply stripes in the spaces between the decals. The decals themselves were very fragile and easily damaged. Once the decal was applied, the china would be
placed in the water trough to soak loose the backing paper.

If the paper was not soaked long enough, part of the design might be pulled off when the decorator tried to remove the paper. After the paper was removed, the china was allowed to dry, sometimes
by placing it on the pegs that projected from the partition beside the decorator’s bench. The finished
pieces were placed on the end of the decorating bench until an inspector came around to check, and
count, each piece. China that passed inspection was placed in “setters” (rough clay containers that allowed the decorated pieces to be stacked without touching each other).
Young boys, employed as day workers, would then place the setters inside a large cart, similar to a
laundry cart, and either wheel them down the long ramps to the lower floor, or take them down on the
old-fashioned rope-operated elevator. Transfer-decorated pieces would then be fired for about nine
hours to dry the ink and set the decoration.
The coin gold used by Scammell for decorating had fine color and outstanding quality, but the Scammell Co. did not know the exact formula for the ingredients used to create the gold. The only person
who knew this secret formula was Winfield Clay, who was in charge of the Decorating Department.
Mr. Clay’s father-in-law is believed to be the one who actually developed the formula. (Source: #22)
For a company to not know an important production formula would be highly unusual, if not totally
unthinkable today, but back then it seemed to be a fairly common practice. Perhaps the workers who
possessed these secrets considered them to be their job security. When the Lamberton Works closed,
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Lenox China is reported to have been interested in purchasing the gold formula from the Scammell Co.,
however the question of the formula’s rightful owner was never resolved, and Scammell could not sell
this formula. When Winfield Clay died, the gold formula went with him.
Scrap pieces of the gold decals, rags used in the decorating process and floor sweepings from the gold
decorating shop were packed up and sent to the Englehart Company, in Newark, NJ, where the precious
gold was reclaimed for reuse.

Winfield Clay married a woman named Edith, one of the Lamberton Works decorators. The wedding
took place during the 1930s, so Edith Clay had
to give up her job because of Scammell’s rule
against employing married women. This rule
was dropped during World War II, and she returned as a decorator and helped to train the
new decorators.
Mrs. Cronin was a widow who started working as a decorator during the Depression and
stayed until the Works closed. (Source: #16)
Even though husbands and wives could
not both work there during the Depression,
brothers and sisters could. The McLaughlin
family, who lived just around the corner from
the Lamberton Works, had several relatives
employed there.
May McLaughlin Penn started as a decorator in 1923, and she worked there until 1943.
Her sister, Catherine, started later, and in
1939, their younger sister, Jean McLaughlin
Haines, began working as a decorator. Their
brother, Edward, worked there from 1937 to
1940, taking ware to the kiln.
Charlie Michaelson and Frank Schwartz were
two of the foremen in the Decorating Shop
during the 1950s. Frank’s mother-in-law, Minnie Witucki, along with Mrs. Arthur (Maude)
Umstead and Mrs. Walter (Jennie) Jenkins,
were a few of the many female decorators.
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Photo: Trenton Evening Times, June 11, 1951

Mr. Clay developed his own technique for reclaiming the gold from pieces of china that were broken
or spoiled in some way during the decorating process. He had an area that he used for his reclaiming
operation that was enclosed with a wire cage and kept locked. No one, except an apprentice like James
Haines, was allowed inside this cage while Mr. Clay’s reclaiming operation took place. The exact details
were another of Mr. Clay’s trade secrets that might have been patented, but it involved burning the
china and salvaging the gold from the remaining ash.

A photograph, above, taken around Christmas 1951, shows their decorating benches with the boards of stacked china in
the background. Minnie is seated and Jennie Jenkins is standing in front.

Each decorator had their own identifying mark that was applied to the back of the china they decorated. This was done so that if a mistake were found when the china was inspected the inspector would
know who to return it to. (Several examples are shown below.)
Not every piece contains these marks, so it may be that only one or two pieces in a stack were so
marked. Some pieces, particularly those decorated with coin gold lines, contain two different marks.
The gold decorator’s mark was overglaze, and usually done in gold. No records have been found that
identify a particular decorator and their mark. The initials “AK” are on the back of a service plate for the
Hotel Baltimore in Kansas City. This differs from the usual dot and line type of decorator mark usually

Decorators’ marks: AK from Hotel Baltimore service plate; two vertical lines in coin gold; and a series of dots.
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found on Lamberton China. The decorators worked on piecework, meaning that they were paid by the
number of pieces they decorated and that passed inspection. (Source: #17)
Not all of Scammell’s decorating was done at the Lamberton Works; some was outsourced to the W.
H. Tatler Decorating Company, which was founded by Elijah Tatler in 1874. The Tatler Company was located on Monmouth and E. State Streets in Trenton. They did lining, decal and hand-painted decorating
as well as coin gold decorating.
For the coin gold work, a liquid gold paste was applied to engraving plates and printed on tissue paper for transfer application to the china that had been sent over from the Lamberton Works. The gold
decorated china was then fired at a low temperature in the Tatler plant, polished, and packed for shipment directly to the customer. Tatler individually wrapped each decorated piece in newspaper, packed it
with excelsior or straw into barrels or cardboard cartons. Scammell apparently used the Tatler Company
when they needed help in filling orders. Tatler also decorated ceramic ware for Lenox, Cook China, Ott &
Brewer and Syracuse China. They designed and applied decorations on ceramic lamp bases for department stores. (Source: #26) (Source: #27)

UNDERGLAZE OR OVERGLAZE?
How can you tell if a piece was underglazed or overglazed, or both? It is easy to tell whether a piece
was decorated underglaze, meaning the decorative elements were put on before the glaze was applied,
and as a result are literally “under” the glaze. Overglazed means that the decoration was applied after
the glaze was applied and is on
top of, or “over” the glaze.
Below, overglaze decoration.
To find out, hold the piece at
an angle to a light source, then
wiggle it slightly while looking
carefully at the decorated portion. An underglaze design will
be totally smooth and glossy
above the decorated part, just
like the undecorated areas. An
overglaze design will appear as
less glossy and more textured
than areas that are undecorated. You can see the overglaze
decoration actually lying on top
of the glaze. Some patterns will
be a combination of underglaze
and overglaze decorative work.
Coin gold was always applied
overglaze because it needed
to be buffed after firing. Many
service plates used overglaze
decoration to create the beautiful decorative effects that could
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only be achieved by that method. Service plates were usually not meant to have food eaten off of them
so did not need to be protected from utensil damage by glaze.
According to the records of the Syracuse China Company, the underglaze decal decoration process
was developed by the Onondaga Pottery Company: “About Jan. 30, 1908, the process was perfected in
Underglaze – the first in the world. Awarded prize at St. Louis Exposition.”
There is a connection between this discovery and the Lamberton Works. At that time Emil Schnepf,
who would later become the chief designer at the Works, was the manager of the lithography department at Onondaga. Mr. Schnepf created a portrait of Bismarck for china to be used by the Bismarck
Cafe, in San Francisco. Mr. A. J. Koch, his assistant, also created his own version of the Bismarck portrait.
While Mr. Schnepf was home ill for about three weeks, Mr. Koch, who had been experimenting with a
way to produce decal decorations under glaze, was able to perfect the process using the Bismarck portraits as samples. According to Mr. Koch, “Upon his return Mr. Schnepf was greatly peeved, not that I
had discovered a new process during his absence but because he being 100 percent German, an American had his Bismarck accepted while Mr. Schnepf’s was turned down.” (Source: #28)
Prior to this discovery it was only possible to produce transfer designs under glaze. There was a method
known as the “Dinkey process” that placed decals on top of already glazed ware and then refired them
at a heat that would sink the color in the glaze. This process proved to be very unsuccessful because half
of the decorations would not sink in sufficiently to be covered. Although this Dinkey process was known
throughout the trade as underglaze decal, that was a misnomer. After the true decal under glaze process was developed in 1908, Onondaga Pottery marked their decal sheets “biscuit decal.” (Source: #28)

LINING
The process of applying lines, or bands of color, to round pieces of china was done by a “liner,” who
centered each piece on a turntable about 8 to 10 inches in diameter. As the china was rotated, the lines
were applied with a brush that had been dipped in liquid pigment. Some patterns called for multiple
lines. Often there were combinations of thick bands and thin pin lines around the rim, and pin lines at
the verge. Some patterns consisted of decal ornaments, which had been spaced around the rim by a
decorator. The liner then connected these ornaments with hand-applied pin lines, shown below.
Many patterns consisted of just a crest flanked by one or more pin lines, sometimes with a curve on
the end of the line (See example at the top of the next page). For some patterns, the lines and bands
were applied to the bisque (underglaze), and for others, overglaze application was used. Some underglaze color bands were flanked by overglaze lines. This was done when cobalt blue bands were used,
as they tended to slightly blur during firing. Coin gold lining was always done overglaze. The liners were
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paid by the number of pieces they completed, and their wages were built into the additional charges
made for each line or band added to a design.
Odd-shape pieces such as celery trays and the gravy boat above could not be placed on turntables.
They had to be held in one hand while the lining was applied with a brush held in the other hand. This
work took longer and required more skill, so these liners were paid by the hour, rather than the piece.
They made about $25 a week in the late 1930s.
In the 1930s, William Michael was in charge of the liners. Many of the older liners, like Mrs. Broadbent, had learned their trade in England. These were the liners who applied the costly coin gold lines. The
gold lining material looked like a sticky
brown substance when it was applied
by brush to the glazed china.
Young men like James M. Haines,
who started in the Lining Department
in the late 1930s, began as helpers, or
apprentices. The apprenticeship took
about four years. (Source: #16)
Occasionally liners would hand-paint
parts of a pattern. The “Williamsburg”
pattern, right, made for the Gideon
Putnam Hotel in Saratoga Springs,
NY, combines transfer-applied vines
and leaves with hand-painted flowers. Each of these flowers required
five brush strokes. For the 12 flowers on the bowl shown on the plate,
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60 brush strokes were needed – a time consuming task, even for a skilled artist.13
A Keystone View Company stereo card (number 22097), detail at right, is titled “Artists Decorating
Porcelain Ware, Trenton. N.J.” The location of this photograph is not identified, but it might be of the
Lining Department at the Lamberton Works. It shows stacks of hotel
ware, with the lady in the foreground lining the inside of a cup
with a brush.
There are 11 people in this view,
with men toward the background.
Their hats and coats are hanging
on hooks along the rear wall. The
cups appear to be stacked upside
down on dinner plates. There are
egg cups, footed compotes and
cuspidors with crests among the
items awaiting lining.

GLOSt FIRING
Underglaze decorated bisque
ware, and ware that was to be decorated overglaze, was taken to the
glaze dipping and spraying shop.14
Glaze was composed of flint, spar,
borax, lead and zinc, which was
mixed and then fused into a glass
frit in a kiln. The frit was ground
up and mixed with water until a
creamy viscosity was obtained. (Source: #31)
Scammell applied its glaze by dipping pieces into vats of liquid glaze or by air-spraying it onto the
bisque. The application of the glaze, and the handling of the bisque ware after the glaze was applied,
required extreme care. Uneven or missing glaze would make the finished piece end up in the “seconds”
– even worse, the junk pile. Bits of dirt would cause flaws in the glass-smooth surface.
The glaze-coated ware was once again put into an individual sagger, with the touching surface resting on
a clay base that had been coated with a flint wash that was too hard to fuse with the china during firing.
Again the ware was placed back into a glost kiln, and fired this time to 1,800 degrees for a period of 36 to
42 hours.
Once the kiln had cooled back to room temperature, the glazed china was removed and
Decorating was done on the second floor of two separate buildings, one on the east side of 3rd St., and the other on the west side.
They were connected by an enclosed bridge above 3rd St. Lamberton China was decorated in building (R) on the west, while other
decorating was done in building (I) on the east. Building (F) is listed as “Dinnerware” and its second floor may have been used for decorating the Lamberton dinnerware line.
14
The glaze operation for both Lamberton and Trenton China was done in building (D).
13
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inspected again.15
China, like a teenager, could
suffer from a number of problems with its complexion. Bits
of sand or dirt could cause
blackheads, or pimples, in
the glaze. Tiny particles of ink
or chemicals caused specks
of color in the wrong places.
Over-firing or uneven stacking ccould cause running or
blurring of the decoration or
glaze. Most of these flaws
meant the piece was not acceptable for shipment.

Coin gold lines applied over glaze.

When plates were stacked in the saggers for the “glost” (glaze) firing, they were supported on three
points that touched the china, on the bottom, inside the base rim. This left three rough spots on the
back of the china that would need to be chipped, or ground off. Occasionally, small rough spots on
the topside of china could be ground off by removing a small bit of the glaze. The three rough marks
on the back of Scammell china, (and all other American-made hotel ware), is the only concession to a
flawless product. These marks are not found on high-quality domestic dinnerware, like Lamberton dinnerware or Lenox China. They are also not found on the best-quality German and French hotel ware.
This is because these companies do not stack their plates in the glost-firing kiln. This is, however, of little
importance with hotel ware, because most restaurant patrons, unless they collect china, never turn
their plates over to check the backs.
Pieces requiring overglaze decoration were returned to the Decorating Department for that operation.
Pieces requiring coin gold decals or lining went back upstairs for that application. When the overglaze
decorating was complete, back into the kiln went the china for a final firing.
Pieces with coin gold decorations or stripes required one additional step after removal from their last
kiln firing. The gold turned dark in the kiln, and burnishing, or buffing, was need to bring back the gold
luster. A bloodstone was used for burnishing. The bloodstone had to be held firmly against the gold
decoration to obtain the high degree of polish required. This required great care because the bloodstone could make brown scratches on the white or ivory china that were nearly impossible to remove.
(Source: #35)16

The finished product was given one final inspection. Imperfect pieces were rejected, and the acceptable pieces were packed into wooden barrels or baskets, protected with straw and readied for shipment. Some of the straw used at the Lamberton Works was grown on Mr. Scammell’s estate in Yardley.17
The packed barrels were shipped F.O.B. or Free On Board, which the dictionary defines as “without
charge for delivery to, and placing on board a carrier at a specified point.” The translation for that is that
the Lamberton Works took the barrel, or barrels, to the freight depot and placed them in the boxcar or
The glost (glaze) firing tunnel kiln was located in building (E), right next to the glaze application shop in building (D).
Gold burnishing and polishing took place in warehouse (Source: #3) (J).
17
Packing and shipping was done in building (G).
15
16
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steamship without charge to the customer, but the customer paid the freight from Trenton to the customer’s location. (Source: #31)
To ensure that there were enough perfect pieces after the final inspection to fill the order, a 20 percent overage was decorated. If all the pieces made it through production without damage or mistakes,
the additional pieces not needed to complete the order were stored to fill later orders. (Source: #22)18
When the Lamberton Works closed, there were large quantities of leftover old pieces stored in the
attics. Some of these bisque ware pieces were purchased by various individuals at the final auction.
Some of these pieces were later decorated by small potteries, so it is possible that pieces with impressed Scammell or Maddock backstamps would turn up also marked for other potteries.
Pieces of china with flaws that didn’t pass one of the inspections but were good enough to be serviceable were considered “seconds.” The small retail store at the Lamberton Works sold these seconds to
the public at very low prices, as well as perfect but obsolete patterns.19
Every year, Scammell donated several loads of their rejects to the Trenton Fair. These were used at a
booth where people threw balls at them, trying to knock them over and win prizes. (Source: #18)
You can see from the description of this process, which took about three months and almost 30 days
to complete after the bisque was decorated, that many skilled craftspeople were required to produce
each piece of Lamberton or Trenton ware. Each piece passed through at least 33 pairs of skilled hands,
far from the impersonal assembly-line methods used today.
Even something as simple sounding as applying a pinstripe around the rim of a plate with a brush
while rotating the turntable on which the plate rested required skill and a lot of practice. The trick to doing this was knowing when to lift the brush so you didn’t overlap what you’ve already painted or leave a
gap by lifting the brush too soon. If that doesn’t sound difficult, how about lining a celery tray, the inside
of a gravy boat, or one of the many other irregular-shaped pieces produced at the Lamberton Works?

THE PAPERWORK
There is a well-used expression, “The job is not complete until the paperwork is finished,” which applied to the Lamberton Works, just as it applies to every business, large or small.
Paperwork at the Lamberton Works was probably very similar to the office procedures of most manufacturing operations of the period, although there are no known surviving records. It is quite likely that
much of the bookkeeping work was just that, hand-written records in bound journals. There were incoming china orders to be processed and assigned to the various production departments. There were
materials and supplies to be ordered and bills to be paid. Payments for completed orders needed to
be collected.
At the end of each pay period, every one of the employees had to be paid. Larry Trainer was one of
the payroll timekeepers involved in this important function. For each worker being paid by the piece,
production counts had to be collected. For hourly workers, time reports were involved.
The method of employee payment at the Lamberton Works is not known, but the usual method, well
18
19

Lamberton China was stored in building (P). Trenton China in building (K).
The one-story retail store was in building (U).
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into the 1950s, was to pay in cash. On payday, the workers’ salaries were counted out in bills and coins
to the penny and placed in small brown manila envelopes with their name on the outside. At the appointed time, trays of these pay envelopes would be carried from one work area to the next, and the
envelopes would be distributed to the workers. There are many stories of wives standing just outside
the factory gate on payday evenings to make sure none of their husband’s wages ended up at the neighborhood saloon. Whether this ever happened at the Lamberton Works is unknown.20

HEALTH HAZARDS
There were a number of health hazards related to jobs in the potteries, and the Lamberton Works was
no different than others in Trenton or their counterparts in England. As far back as 1877 it had been
recognized that the pottery workers’ lives were among the shortest in all the trades and professions.
(Source: #31) In England around 1900, the mortality rate among potters in the 25 to 55 age range was
equal to that of coal and lead miners. (Source: #32) These workers suffered from what was known as
potters’ asthma, or potters’ rot, which was a form of silicosis. Clay dust was everywhere, even though
the workshops were swept every evening. The dippers and glost kiln men were always being exposed
to lead dust particles, and the custom of eating lunch at the workbench only increased the chances for
ingesting lead dust. Decorators and liners were exposed to mercury and other dangerous materials.
Workers even carried the lead dust home on their work clothes.
Many insurance companies refused to cover workers in the pottery trade. In 1919, English insurance
companies told the English potters that they would have to be considered seven years older than their
true age in any insurance policy they obtained. (Source: #32) This suggests that a potter’s life expectancy
was seven years less than what was considered the normal life expectancy at that time. During World
War I, the Lamberton Works was a leader in introducing new ventilation systems and improving sanitation facilities. (Source: #31)

EMPLOYEE SERVICE
Many of Scammell’s employees spent their entire working careers at the Lamberton Works. It was not
unusual for these people to continue working as long as they were physically able. Mrs. Platt, a decorator who was born in England, was still working at the age of 80. (Source: #19)
Miss Ann Cartlidge, one of Scammell’s liners, started working at the Lamberton Works when the Maddock Pottery Company was formed in 1893. In 1951, she was still hand-painting lines on china, just as
she had done for 58 years. (Source: #13)
Fred Sutterlin, the plant superintendent, joined the firm in 1889. In 1951, he had 62 years of service
and was still working.
Joseph Yates (shown on next page) retired in the early 1950s at 76 years of age with 56 years of service. His daughter, Mrs. George Rogaczewski, at that time had 26 years of service. (Source: #20)
Walter DeNight retired on September 25, 1953, with more than 30 years of service. Prior to working
for Scammell, he had been with Trenton Potteries for 20 years. (Source: #21)

20 The plant offices and offices for the officials were in building (T).
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There is no complete record of every person who
worked for Maddock and Scammell, but some of the
many dedicated employees who used their talents to
create Trenton and Lamberton China are listed at the
end of this chapter.
Most of the names on this list were supplied from memory by Jean Haines and her sister, Catherine McLaughlin,
or by Cliff and Henry Bickel. The list includes some of the
Lamberton Works employees from the 1930s, through
1954. In 1951, there were about 540 employees, down
from the normal 600 or more, due to many young men
being called into military service during the Korean War.
(Source: #22)

This list is by no means complete. There was no way to
check for the correct spelling of these names, so please
forgive any mistakes.
Please take the time to look through this list of workers, and as you do, think about the time, talents,
and craftsmanship that each of them contributed to the history of the American Ceramic Industry.

THE WORKERS
SALES REPRESENTATIVES

Joanna Snyder

George Moran

Jim Cowperthwaite

Grace Taylor

Henry Zickwolf

William Lenox

Lil Taylor

CASTERS

William Porter

Anne Taylor

Henry Whittekind

Walter Schnepf

Dorothy Tomasich

Fred Purdune

Al Spenle

Ann Tress

MOLD RUNNERS

Joseph Sullivan

Victoria Turner

Bill Potts

ARTISTS

Helen Wagner

Frank Teges

Jacque deKort

Lil Walker

Louis Resch

Geza De Vegh

Mette Walters

Ida Grant

Anthony Dragonetti (Chief Designer)

Edith Wilcox

Lillian Grant

Mr. Ediss

Minnie Witucki

Ann Guynee

Emil Schnepf (Chief Designer)

Nellie Yates

Frank Schwartz (Foreman)

MODELERS

Betty Zelenak

Joseph Yates

Frank Hellers

DECORATING DEPARTMENT

ENGRAVERS

Joe Hughes

Charles Michaelson (Foreman)

George Ellis

DECORATORS

Daniel Sutterlin (Foreman )

Frank Guildford

Josephine Ashmere

Eddie Murfit Jr.

Bill Michaels Jr.

Dorothy Barkholz

Hugo Stockburger (1924-29)

John Sarley

Anne Basick

Bill Sutterland

Lou Walters (Asst. Manager-Decorating)

Alberta Beckman

George Terell

LINERS

Dot Bissett

Ducky Thompson

Mrs. Billings

Ann Bodnar

Ace Tramantan

Cliff Bickel
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Anne Bonas

Bob Walker

CUP TURNERS

Stella Bornyak

Don Shopp

Michael Agoes

Mae Branford

JIGGERMEN

Henry Bickel Jr.

Frank Schwartz (Dinnerware)

Charles Belmont

Bill Hibbs

Jean Stenski

George Belmont

Nick Mischlen

Ann Smith

Gus Belmont

John Saxson

Ethel Snyder

Arthur Hobson

Larry Trainer (Payroll Timekeeper)

Harry Thorne

Doris Lenox

PLANT

Tom Wilkinson

Theresa Marks

Robert Cooley (Plant Manager)

CUP HANDLERS

Anne Mellon

Thomas Davis (Production Manager)

Joseph Fischer

Tommy Aeralin

Fred Sutterlin (Plant Superintendent)

Frank Leese

Frank Ashmere (Foreman)

SHIPPING

Arthur Mellor

Joe Ashmere

Joe Brown

HAND PRESSERS

Elmer Baggley Jr.

Walter Halycio

Henry Bickel Sr.

George Carr

Jim Kieffer

William Marshall

Harold Carr

MAINTAINANCE

OFFICE

Bill Compton

Charles Yates

Bill Andrews

Spencer Cook (Kiln Worker)

John Gusz

Helen Guynee

Richard Dillon

Mike Sickenger

Alice Hill

Cris Greenwold (Foreman)

Bill Rowell

Catherine Hill

Ed McLaughlin

Mike Batar

Anne Jusko

Eddie Murfit Sr.

Nick Scherer

Agnes Kennedy

KILN WORKERS

Catherine Kilchen

Walter DeNight (Foreman)

NOTEs
Much of the information in this chapter, the History chapter, and elsewhere in the book, was supplied
by Scott Scammell II during a three-hour interview at his home in August of 1983. It is only because Mr.
Scammell was willing to answer endless questions from a perfect stranger that many of these details
have been preserved. Unfortunately Scott Scammell never had a chance to read this manuscript; he
died on February 3, 1984.
Scott Scammell’s obituary, in the February 16, 1984, issue of The Yardley News, gives some idea of his
accomplishments:
“Scott Scammell II, 65, of Readington Township, N.J., a former longtime resident of Yardley and Titusville, N.J., died February 3 at his home following a lengthy illness.
“Born in Morrisville, he was the son of the late David W. and Meta Walker Scammell. He grew up in
Yardley and lived there until 1944. Later, he moved to Titusville and then to Readington Township 25
years ago.
“An attorney, he was a partner in large, Scammell and Danzinger, Flemington, for 25 years. He was
former president of the Scammell China Company, Trenton.
“He was past president of the Hunterdon Central High School Board of Education, past president of the
Hopewell Township School Board and was counsel for the Readington Township Board of Adjustment.
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“Mr. Scammell was president of the Sons of the Revolution, a member of the Whitehouse Rotary Club,
the Cooper Hill Country Club of Flemington, the Hunterdon County Bar Association, the New Jersey Bar
Association and the VFW Post of Three Bridges, N.J.
“He was a graduate of Princeton University Class of 1941, and of Harvard Law School. He was a U.S.
Navy pilot during World War II and served aboard the carrier Hornet II. He was shot down in the Pacific
in 1944, the first to be rescued by a submarine. A photo of his rescue was subsequently published on
the cover of Life magazine.
“Prior to the war while at Princeton, he was the second-ranking backstroker for the U.S. Olympic team
in 1940, but the war prevented him from competing.
“Surviving are his wife, the former Deborah Jones, formerly of Washington Crossing, three sons, Scott
III of Lebanon, N.J.; Stephen W. of Morristown, and Charles J. of Manhattan, New York; two daughters,
Susan Carpenter of Simsbury, Conn., and Shelley Scammell of Manhattan; a brother, Robert of Yardley,
and five grandchildren.
“Services were held February 7 in Calvary Episcopal Church, Flemington.”
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Lamberton Works Buildings
By the time it closed, the Lamberton Works consisted of at least 22 structures.
Some of these buildings went back to the 19th century. They flanked both sides of Third Street, south
of Landing Street. There was a bridge above Third Street that connected two areas of the decorating
shop. The total floor space of these buildings was 337,900 square feet. (Source: #1)
After the Lamberton Works closed and the property was auctioned off, on Dec. 10, 1954, the City of
Trenton Tax Assessment Department made a building-by-building assessment of the property. Attached
to the assessment sheets were snapshots, taken by the assessor, of each building. Photocopies of these
snapshots and assessment sheets were obtained by Hunter Research of Trenton, NJ, in 1998, in connection with a dig they were doing at the Lamberton dump sites. (Source: #2) Hunter Research was kind
enough to provide me with copies of the copies. From these, I made sketches of the individual buildings. In 1955, the Sanborn Map Co. made a map of the area that included the former Lamberton Works
property. (Source: #3)
The Lamberton Works before some of the original bottle kilns were replaced with more modern tunnel kilns. A guided tour
of the Lamberton Works complex begins on the next page and starts at Building A, noted below.
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The layout of the Lamberton Works complex around 1955.

Sanborn maps are used, among other purposes, by fire insurance companies in issuing insurance policies. These maps show exterior walls, number of floors, if they contain automatic sprinklers or not, what
the space is used for, and the materials used in the construction.
By combining the information shown on the Sanborn map, the assessment sheets, the snapshots
and information about uses of the buildings provided by Mr. Robert Scammell, it was possible to recreate some of the appearance and uses of the buildings at the time the Lamberton Works closed down.
(Source: 4) If you read through the building-by-building descriptions, you should be able to get at least
some feeling of the working conditions and the amount of physical labor required to move each piece
of china from the clay pile to the shipping department.
We will start our tour on the east side of Third Street, just north of Landing Street at the showroom
building. The buildings have been given identifying letters beginning with “A.” (This letter system was
created for use here and was never used by the Lamberton Works.)
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building A
This two-story building was the
most modern in the Lamberton
complex. It was 47 feet wide by
144 feet deep. It was constructed
of reinforced concrete, brick and
steel. It had approximately 13,000
square feet of floor space that
included a high-ceilinged, 3,700
square-foot space at the rear.
The front entrance, in the center
of the façade, had double French
doors with a glass fan light above.
On the right side of the entrance
was Mr. Matthew Scammell’s office. A knotty pine-paneled china
showroom was on the left of the
entrance.

Building A p

The second floor contained three more private offices and a large general office. The high-ceilinged
rear space was used for ceramic decal lithography production. The Walter Scott & Co. stone lithography
printing press was located here, along with
three machines for applying ceramic color
decals. (Source: 1) There were two sets of
lavatories in this building.

building B
This three-and-a-half story, 23,400square-foot building had “Lamberton”
“Works” and “Scammell China Co” painted
on the bricks above each row of doublehung wooden windows. This was the view
you would get as you came down Landing
Street. This building was approximately 36
feet wide and 130 feet deep, of brick construction, with wood framing and joists
and maple floors. The first floor was raised
about 5 feet above street grade, with a
basement below. The ceilings were 11 feet
high. There was a belt driven freight elevator with a 1,000-pound capacity. This building was used as the Platinum Blue greenware shop for casting and jiggering.
t Building B
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building C
This two-story building had a
45-foot frontage on Third Street.
It was about 142 feet deep, with
approximately 12,780 square feet
of work space. Only the front and
rear walls were of new construction. The side walls were the
original exterior walls of the older buildings on each side of this
building. Construction was a steel
frame with steel floor joists.
The first floor was concrete,
raised to the level of the adjoining
Building C p
structures, with no basement. The
second floor was wood. The first
floor contained an American gas-fired 123-foot tunnel kiln, with 30-inch by 33-inch cross sections and a
21-car capacity. (Source: 1) It was used for the bisque firing of Platinum Blue china. During World War II,
this kiln was built for the bisque firing of Trenton China made for military use. On the roof above were
four ventilation stacks. This site had originally contained four bottle kilns which were torn down in 1936.
(Source: #8)

building D
This three-and-a-half-story building had a 30-foot
wide façade and was 142 foot deep, with a small 4’
3” by 16’ 6” addition to the right side of the rear façade. It was of wood frame construction with brick
exterior walls. The 11-foot high full basement had a
stone foundation that raised the first floor about 66
inches above the street. The first, second and third
floors were all 11 feet high. The fourth floor was 13
feet high at the center peak. The floors were maple
on wooden joists. The roof was covered with slate.
There was one motor-driven freight elevator with a
1,000-pound capacity. The building was steam heated, but there was no plumbing and no sprinklers. The
front façade originally had four wooden sash windows per floor. Later, doorways and a metal fire escape were added to the exterior of the second and
third floors. This building was used for glaze dipping
and spraying of Lamberton and Trenton bisque ware.
Building D u
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building E
This two-story brick building with a 44-foot
frontage was 143-foot deep, with 12,584 square
feet of floor space. It was of steel-frame construction on a poured concrete foundation, with
no basement.
The first floor was concrete and the second
floor was wood. The façade had steel-frame,
factory-style windows. The gable roof was covered with corrugated steel and had five kiln vent
stacks. There was no elevator. Plumbing was
added in 1950.
The first floor contained an American
gas-fired, 123-foot tunnel kiln, 30-inch by 33-inchcross section with a 21-car capacity, (Source: #1),
which was used for glaze, or second firing. This
site had originally contained five of the bottlestyle kilns. (Source: #8)
p Building E

building F
This building was only 23 feet wide and 100 feet
deep, but its four floors and basement provided
11,500 square feet of floor space. It was of brick and
frame construction with maple floors on wood joists.
The 10’ 2” high basement was on a stone foundation.
Each floor was 11 feet high, except the top floor,
which was 10’ 6” at the peak of the slate covered gable. A dormer section had been added to the north
side of the roof.
This building had steam heat, two toilets and a small
belt-driven freight elevator with a 250-pound load capacity. Originally each floor had two wooden doublehung windows on the façade.
Later doors and fire escapes were added to the
second and third floors. After 1938 this building was
used for the production, decorating and storage of the
Lamberton dinnerware line.
Building F u
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building F-1
This 920 square foot one-story shed, attached to the rear
of building F, was only 23 feet wide by 40 feet deep, with a
51-inch addition for oil storage tanks. It was brick and corrugated steel on a wooden frame and was used as storage
for saggers.

building G
This flat-roofed, 7,020 square-foot building had a 30’ 1”
frontage on Third Street, with a 12’ 3”-wide by 19-foot addition to the right side of the first floor. The main building was 52’6” deep. The 9-foot high basement had a stone
foundation. The first and third floors were 10 feet high,
while the second was 11 feet high.

p Building G          

Construction was of brick with brick framing and a wooden
floor on wooden joists. The first floor of the façade had three
double-hung wooden windows and a loading door on the
right. The second floor had only a double door opening in the
center with a projecting beam above for use with a block and
tackle to lift or lower items. The third floor had four doublehung wooden windows. This building was used for decorating and for packing and shipping of completed ware.

building H
This building was located behind building G and was not visible from Third Street. It faced the Pennsylvania Railroad siding tracks. It was one story, of brick and steel frame construction, 48’ 8” wide by 81’
6” deep, with 3,973 square feet of floor space. The steel-covered gable roof contained six five-foot by
three-foot skylights on each
side. This building contained
the 30-foot Allied circular tunnel, oil-fired, decorating kiln.
The tunnel cavity was 24”
wide by 20” high, and had a
24-car capacity (Source: #1)
On each side of the kiln were
pits 5 feet deep. This kiln was
used for decorated Lamberton hotel and dinnerware
firing. (Source #7)

Building H u
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building I
This brick- and woodframed building was 57 feet
long on the street side, by
140 feet deep. It had a stone
basement 9’ 10” high. The
first floor was 10’ 9” high,
and the second floor was 11feet high under a steel roof
with a clerestory monitor
in the center that admitted
additional daylight into the
decorating workspace. The
street façade had industrial
steel-frame windows. The
p Building I
second floor had a 7-foot
wide by 57-foot long corrugated steel-covered bridge across Third Street, which connected the hotel ware decorating shop to the
dinnerware decorating shop.
This building, with about 47,000 square feet of floor space, contained two freight elevators and lavatories. It was used for applying decorations and lining.

building J
This building was known as Warehouse #3. It was of brick and wood construction, 35 feet wide by 100’ 4”
deep, with about 1,0526 square feet of space from the three levels. There was a 7’ 4”-high stone foundation,
9’ 6”-high first floor, and 8’ 6”-high second floor.
The first floor façade had a
window on the left, behind
which was an office. In the center was one entrance door and
a bricked-up opening from another former entrance. The right
side had a triple window.
Four
double-hung
wood
framed windows were on the
second floor, with another pair
of windows in the peak space
above. This building was used
for buffing and polishing of glost
fired ware and for storage.
t Building J
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building J-1
This building was a
continuation of building
J and measured 39’ 8”. It
faced the railroad tracks
and contained electrical
equipment, a generator,
an oil-fired engine and a
boiler room with a 9-foot
square, 60-foot high
brick stack.
Between this building
and decorating shop was
a 12-foot wide, one-story shed that contained a
50,000-gallon oil storage
reservoir.

Building J-1 p

building K
This three-story, brick and wood-frame building had a 104-foot street façade, and was 41 feet deep.
The first floor was partly at grade level and partly below grade, with a concrete floor and no basement.
On the right end of this building was a 16’ 9”-long, 45-degree triangular addition, which turned the corner and matched up with the next building. The street façade had rows of double-hung wood-framed windows, with fire escapes
added to window openings on the second and
third floors.
Painted on the brick
between the upper
floors was “Scammell
China Company,” which
continued across the triangular section onto the
next building with “Lamberton Works.” It had no
plumbing but contained
a belt-driven, 250-pound
capacity freight elevator.
It was used for Trenton
base bisque printing and
storage.
t Building K
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building L
This building was located to the rear of buildings
K and N but turned at a
right angle with a twostory, 50-foot wide street
façade at the south end
of building N. The main
section was one-story,
50 feet wide and 180 feet
long. It contained a 149foot Robertson oil-fired
bisque kiln that was installed in 1937. This tun- p Building L – This sketch shows the two-story section of building L, which was set back from,
nel kiln had 40-inch by but faced, Third Street.
48-inch cross sections,
with a 21-car capacity and was heated by 18 alloy angle-type burners. (Source: #1) Originally this was the
site of seven bottle kilns that were torn down to make room for the more modern tunnel kiln. (Source:
#8) On the south end of this building were three large, horizontally mounted oil storage tanks.

building M
This series of buildings ran behind the kiln section of building L and faced the railroad siding and
filled-in former canal. The main part of this group was a 4 1/2-story, brick and frame structure, with a
slate roof and rows of double-hung wooden-framed windows. This building had a 138’ 2” façade along
the railroad, and was 78-feet deep. It had a 10-foot high basement, 10’ 2” first floor, 9’ 10” second, 10foot third, and 13’ 10” attic at the roof peak. It contained one belt-driven, 1,000-pound capacity freight
elevator, and had one toilet.
Painted on the brick
façade between the
upper floors that faced
the railroad tracks
was
“Manufacturers
of Scammell’s ...? (not
readable on photograph)” above “Club
and ...? (not readable).”

q Building M

This group of buildings was used for the slip
house, the clay shop,
turning and moulds
mixing. The mould shop
was located on the third
floor.
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building M-1
This was a two-and-a-half story brick building between the north end of building M and the south end
of building J-1. It had a total of 9,750 square feet of floor space, with a 65-foot façade and 50-foot depth.
It was used as part of the clay shop.

building M-2
This was a 60-foot long, two-story addition to the south end of building M. It
was 62-feet deep, of brick construction
and had been remodeled from an older
one-story structure that was originally
14’ 8” by 35’ 4.”
It was used to receive and store the
clay used in making the china.
The wooden doors facing the railroad
tracks, and originally the canal, were
marked “Flint” and “Florida” to indicate
the type of materials to be dumped into
the bins behind each door. This building
had no heat or electricity

p Building M-2

building N
This building, with about 53 feet
of frontage on Third Street, appeared to be a continuation of
building K but was actually a separate two-story building of brick and
frame construction.
The street façade was at a 45 degree angle to the side walls that
were 50 feet deep on the left side
and 90 feet on the right side. This
building was used for storage.
This completes our tour of the
buildings on the east side of Third
Street.

Building N p

A little farther south,beginning at
the diagonal intersection of Stokely Avenue, was the American Can Company plant. (Source: 3) We will
now cross the street and begin with the buildings on the west side of Third, starting at the south end of
the Works.
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building O
This 60-foot by 80foot, one-story building
contained a 56-foot diameter Robertson oilfired, circular tunnel kiln
that was used for bisque
firing. The tunnel was
4 feet high by 62 feet
wide. (Source: #1) Originally this had been the
site of two bottle kilns.
(Source: #8) In front of p Buildings O, P – This view shows the kiln building (O) on the left after 1957 when the smaller
street-front building was torn down and the large door was cut into the wall. Building P is on
this building, facing Third the right.
Street, was a small building used for refractories.
This building, along with the tunnel kiln, was removed in 1957, and a larger opening for an overhead
door was installed in the front wall of the former kiln building.

building O-1, O-2
Behind the circular kiln
building (O) were two
small buildings that fronted on Norwood Place (a
12-foot by 15-foot alley).
O-1 had a 24-foot façade
on Norwood Place and
was 53-feet deep, with
the rear wall touching the
back of the kiln building.
This one-story brick
building served as the
carpenter shop. O-2 was
on the north side of O-1.
It was also one story, with
a 33-foot façade of concrete block construction
and was used as the machine shop.

p The carpenter shop, O-1, is in the foreground, and O-2, the machine shop, is next to
it. The two-story building in the background is storage building P.

building P
This two-story building had a 41 foot frontage on Third Street. It was 159 feet deep. This steel frame and
brick building was used for storage. A one-story shed addition facing Third Street was removed by 1957.
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building Q
This building had a 64-foot
street façade and was 119feet deep. It was 14 feet on
the left side, recessed 8 feet
from the street to match the
front of building P.
It was two-and-a-half stories tall with brick walls and
a brick framework. The slatecovered roof contained two
skylights. The windows were
the steel-frame industrial
p This view, from a pre-1957 photograph, shows the building in front of the circu- type. The basement had a full
lar kiln building at the left, O, and the shed on the front of building P, in the center. 12-foot ceiling, while the first
Building Q is on the right.
floor was 13 feet, the second
was 12 feet, and the attic level was 12 feet at the roof peak. It had no elevator but contained 20 plumbing fixtures. It was used
as the Lamberton China clay shop, where moulding, pressing and slip casting operations were performed. It also contained ware drying rooms.
Between this building and the one to the right (R), there was a 13-foot wide by 85-foot long ramp
leading down to a loading dock at the rear. In the winter when there was ice or snow on this ramp,
neighborhood children would use it as a place to slide down. The only way they could stop was by crashing into the loading dock at the end, but they had a great time. (Source: #10)

building R
This two-story brick building with a full basement was of steel-frame construction. It had a 66-foot
façade and was 119 feet deep. There were two electric-powered elevators, one with 2,000 pound capacity, and one with 4,000 pound capacity.
The first and second
floors had maple floors
and 12-foot ceilings. There
were skylights in the roof
to illuminate the second floor. There were 12
plumbing fixtures in the
building. The first floor
contained offices on the
right side, the glaze dipping workroom in the
front on the left side,
Building R u
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with ware rooms behind that. The second floor was used from 1939 on for decorating the Lamberton
dinnerware line, and for stock and storage. The 9’ 6” high basement also was used for storage.
From the front of the second floor there was a steel foot bridge that crossed above Third Street and
connected with the other section of the decorating department located in building I. Lettered on the
north side of this bridge was “Scammell China Co” above “Lamberton China Works” “Office.”

building S
This one-story brick
building with 159-foot
frontage on Norwood
Place was 46 feet deep.
The outside walls were
18 feet high, with the
corrugated steel roof
reaching 25 feet at the
peak. This building was
located directly behind
buildings Q and R and
butted up to the north
wall of building P. It
originally contained five
tunnel kilns. (Source:
#8) The tax assessment
Building S p
form indicates that one
kiln was removed in 1951. (Source: #5) The 1954 auction announcement lists the other kiln as an “Allied,
oil-fired kiln, 131’ tunnel, 49” x 46’ cross sections, 51-car capacity.” (Source: #1) This kiln was used for
Lamberton body china.

building T

q Building T

The last building in our tour
was the retail shop. This onestory brick and frame building was at the north end of a
parking lot on the north side of
building R. It had approximately 1,100 square feet of floor
space, with a 21-foot street
façade. There was a central entrance door with fan light above
and steel-frame windows on
either side.
Set into the mortar of the
brick façade were five Scammell
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service plates: Three were spaced around the curve of the fan light window and two were near the
corners. This is a decorative detail that Mr. Scammell used on some of the outbuildings on his estate.
This retail shop was used to sell seconds and overrun pieces of Lamberton and Trenton China. It had
built-in display cabinets in the front section and an office in the rear. Behind the retail store was a 20foot by 22 ’6” frame structure, with dirt floor, that was used for storage.
After reading through this tour of the Lamberton Works it is easier to understand some of the problems Scott Scammell faced after the death of his father. It would have been impossible to modernize this
group of aging building and equip them with the machinery that would have been needed to compete
with more modern potteries. It would also have been impossible to continue operations while some of
these buildings were torn down and replaced by new ones. Even if that had been possible, the site, with
a street running through it, would not have allowed for the one large building that would have been
required for assembly-line operation. The only way to have continued in business would have been to
eventually relocate to a modern one-story facility, and then sell the Third Street location.
As far back as 1915, the U.S. Government had reported that these older multi-story pottery plants in
Trenton perpetuated “the clumsy carrying of materials or ware up or down stairways.” (Source: #9)
At 10 a.m., on Friday, December 10, 1954, the real estate was divided into seven parcels for the auction. Following this auction, some of the buildings were used for other purposes but others remained
empty and unused. People who grew up in the neighborhood remembered looking into the broken windows of these abandoned buildings where it looked as if everyone just went home for the day. (Source:
#10) In 1972 a two-alarm fire destroyed some of the buildings. As late as 1973 some of the abandoned
undecorated bisque ware and stacks of unwanted decal sheets still remained in these decaying buildings. (Source: #6)

Sources
#1 Auction catalog for December 10, 1954, Samuel T. Freeman & Company, 1808-10 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 3, PA., 6 pages. Collection: Hunter Research 120 West State Street, Trenton, NJ.
#2 City of Trenton, Tax Assessment Department snapshots of Lamberton Works buildings. Collection:
Hunter Research.
#3 1955 Sanborn map, Trenton, NJ, Vol. 2, map 246. Sanborn Map Company.
#4 Plot plan of Lamberton Works with handwritten notations about the uses of various buildings by Mr.
Robert Scammell, August 1983.
#5 City of Trenton, NJ, Tax Assessment Department, assessment forms, 2/246, 1960. Collection: Hunter
Research.
#6 The Antique Trader Annual of articles for 1973, pages 84-85, “The B&O Blue Railroad China”
by Meredith Havens.
#7 Ceramic Industry magazine, December 1939, pg. 38. Collection of Syracuse China Co. archives.
#8 The History of the David William Scammell Family in America and Scammell’s Lamberton China, Stephen Walker Scammell, privately printed, September 1998.
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#9 The Pottery Industry of Trenton: A Skilled Trade in Transition, 1850-1929, Marc Jeffrey Stern, Rutgers
University Press, New Brunswick, NJ., 1994, pg. 29.
#10 Email November 16, 2004, from Gregory Bilecki, who grew up on Second Street behind the
Lamberton Works.

p The Lamberton Works.
q Below, cross-section elevation view from the Sanborn map that shows the number of floors in adjoining structures..
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p Above, cross-section elevation view from the Sanborn map that shows the number of floors in adjoining structures.
q Below, Sanborn map layout view of buildings, as if seen from above.
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Sizes, Shapes and Colors
If you were about to open your own pottery to produce hotel ware, you might think that a selection
of a few sizes of plates and platters, a cup and saucer, two or three bowls, a sugar bowl, butter pat – and
maybe a tea pot – would be enough items to meet your customers’ needs. That selection might be close
to enough today, but not back at the beginning of the 20th century.
In 1917, The Maddock Pottery Company produced a 45-page, hardbound catalog with LAMBERTON
CHINA in gold letters on the cover. Inside, Lamberton China was described as “The china of distinction,”
and the only china made in the United States by the French method. A partial list of the more than
1,000 users of Lamberton China was given, and then 11 pages were devoted to illustrations of some of
the finest hotels that were using Lamberton China. The rest of the catalog was devoted to illustrations,
descriptions and prices for some of the items in the Lamberton China line. And what a line: 491 different
sizes and shapes, beginning with asparagus trays and ending with 43 specialty items!
For each china item shown, there were six prices listed: the White list price per dozen, and listings
headed 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11. The numbers were price scales for china with various types of bands and decoration added to plain (White) pieces.
In January 1924, The Scammell China Company issued a 12-page, 8 3/4” by 5 3/4” hard bound Price
List for Lamberton China. An explanation page stated that prices were identical to the 1923 price list,
but “the number of shapes and sizes is materially reduced in accordance with the recent government
request for standardization.” Again, prices were given in White List, per dozen, and price scale: 23, 25,
27, 29 and 31.
In 1931, Scammell issued a 23-page 8 1/2” by 11” catalog with a gray, velour paper cover. Inside was a
list of users of Scammell China, a page of crests and monograms and an illustrated price list of the Lamberton line. A total of 321 different sizes and shapes were included. Since 1917, 127 pieces had been
dropped from the line. This illustrated catalog was reprinted in 1934, with only the addition of Platinum
Blue china body to the forward page, and a different type of textured gray paper used for the cover. The
same catalog continued in use until after the sale of the company to Sterling China Company.
(Refer to the end of this book for a scanned copy of a catalog.)
From time to time, a one-page Key to the 1934 Price List was issued that updated the original pricing.
Here is an example of how the price structure worked for a 4 3/4” Rolled Edge plate, with 1931 and 1934
prices. (All prices are for one dozen pieces.)1
White List
$1.00

Scale 23
$2.00

Scale 25
$1.60

Scale 27
$2.20

Scale 29
$1.50

Scale 31
$2.50

In 1941, this same size plate in an Ivory base, with decal border, no band or lines, but with a threecolor crest, would have been priced at scale 23 ($2.00) plus 30 percent (10 percent higher than the
White body) equaling 60¢, or $2.60 a dozen, plus 50¢ (for three-color crest), equaling a total price of
$3.10 a dozen (about 26¢ for each plate).
Exactly what additional decoration, crest or lining comprised each of the number scales is not known, but they probably reflect the
labor cost for the number of decorators, liners, etc. involved.

1
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This may appear very complicated when you are not familiar with the process, but actually, it was
probably a rather simple and fast way for the salesmen to compute prices for whatever type of decoration the customer wanted.
New Price Lists were issued in May 1937, March 1941, March 1946, June 1946, September 1947, September 1952 and November 1952.
The same 4 3/4” Rolled Edge Ivory plate used as our earlier example would, by November of 1952,
cost Scale 23, plus 100 percent ($4.00), plus $1.00 for the crest, for a total of $5.00 per dozen (about
42¢ each).
In addition to price information, these Price Lists provided other information about Scammell’s operation as well as the introduction of new processes. The 1931 catalog indicated that only certain shapes
were available in the Ivory body. In 1937, cups were available with solid coin gold handles, half matte
gold handles, clouded gold handles, or solid color glaze handles. The September 15, 1952, Price Key
contained a number of recent changes. Only Ivory and Platinum Blue bodies were listed. There was no
more White body ware being produced. Sprays (airbrush-applied color) and colored glazes were offered
with a choice of pastel glazes, black and brown glazes, solid rim sprays and special pattern sprays. An
engraving charge for crests was then additional on all new work.
The Trenton China line had its own Price List catalog. Maddock issued one on Nov. 1, 1918, and the
earliest known Scammell one was issued in 1928. This was a 30-page, 5 3/4” by 4 1/2”, black, leatherbound book that the salesman could carry in his pocket. The introduction page stated that Scammell’s
Trenton China was “The highest grade china manufactured in America. Thick, Half Thick, and Rolled
Edge, in standard shapes and sizes for Hotel, Club, and Restaurant uses.” There were 400 different sizes
and shapes listed, with seven different price scales: “White list,” Scale I, J, K, L, M, and “Decorated.”
The letter scales were used to price the various combinations of lines and pin lines. The Decorated list
was for designs, plus lines. Crests were an additional price. In 1931, engraving charges were added for
all orders of less than 100 dozen. The Lenape (tan) body appeared on the February 1936 Price List for
the first time. In 1936, backstamps were 5¢ per dozen (“Made for ...” or the supplier’s name, not the
Trenton China backstamp).
Packing charges were: large barrel, $2.25; small barrel, $2.10, with half of price refunded on all barrels; with both heads and straw; returned freight prepaid to the Lamberton Works. A 17” by 21” black
New York Athletic Club Ivory ware. q
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-and-white print showing 58 different Trenton China
shapes was enclosed with the Price List.
All the china made at the Lamberton Works under
the Maddock ownership was on the White body.
There was, of course, a choice of two types of White
body, Lamberton or Trenton. American was the early
name for the Trenton body.
In 1928, the Ivory body was developed by Scammell and introduced into the Lamberton line. This
Ivory china was very similar in appearance to the Belleek-like china being made by Lenox China Co. One
of the first customers to use Scammell’s new Ivory
ware was the New York Athletic Club, which opened
on Dec. 25, 1928 (see photo on previous page). Their
new china service was described in Scammell’s Hotel
Management advertisement for April 1929 as being
“Lamberton Ivory Body.” Scammell’s February 1929
Hotel Management advertisement was the earliest
one to mention Ivory.
In the 1930s, two more new body colors were added to Scammell’s line: “Platinum Blue” and “Lenape”
(tan). Platinum Blue was introduced sometime between 1931 and 1934, as it was not mentioned in the
1931 catalog but was mentioned in the reprinted issue of 1934.
Platinum Blue was a pale blue Lamberton body that was obtained by adding cobalt to the clay mixture. The color was not just on the surface; it went completely through the china. Platinum Blue was
Examples of the Platinum Blue pale blue body: with Greek Key border and crest, top of page, for Levindale Hebrew Geriatric Center and Hospital in Baltimore, above left, and for the New York, New Haven and Hartfordf Railroad, below.
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light enough in tone to make food look appealing on it, yet
different enough from the normal white china to make a
distinctive table setting. Platinum Blue could be used plain
or decorated with a one-color design. A dark cobalt blue
Greek Key border with a crest in the center of the well
maked a striking contrast to the pale blue body. Dark red was
another color that worked well on Platinum Blue. This 7-inch
plate was made for the Levindale Hebrew Geriatric Center and Hospital in Baltimore, MD. Both are shown on the
previous page.
To collectors of railroad china, the best known Platinum
Blue pattern was the one used by the New York, New Haven
and Hartford Railroad, which had a white Art Deco design of
low contrast to the blue. Platinum Blue pieces were marked
with a special backstamp (see photos on previous page).
Lenape was the trademark for tan body china in the Trenton line. It was introduced between March 1935 and Feb. 1,
1936, because it was not mentioned in Scammell’s March 15,
1935, Price List, but was listed in the February 1936 list.
Judging by the small number of Lenape pieces that are
found today, it must have been the least popular color. It
was not ordered in large enough quantities to justify its own
clay mixing tanks. Lenape was mixed and tinted in the same
equipment used for the regular white body Trenton clay and
then stored in the basement, where it was kept moist until
needed. (Source: #1) Lenape did offer an alternative to white
in a lower-priced china, and it made an attractive food presentation with simple one- or two-color cresting.
It worked well with dark green, as seen on the Jack Lynch
plate (that was used in a rooftop restaurant of that name
at the Walton Hotel in Philadelphia), or red, as on the plate
with the New Jersey State Seal. The Walker Gordon Dairy in
Plainsboro, near Princeton, NJ, used Lenape with a red and
black crest in their retail ice cream bar.
Scammell was not the only hotel china maker that offered
solid color body china. Buffalo Pottery produced five different colors, beginning around 1928. (Source: #2) In addition to
Ye Olde Ivory™ (ivory), Lune Ware™ (blue), and Cafe au-Lait
(deep tan), Buffalo made Rouge Ware™ (pink) and Colorido
Ware™ (yellow) bodies. Syracuse China introduced Adobe
Ware™, a tan body china, around 1935. Shenango China’s tan
From top: Lenape backstamp, Jack Lynch Restaurant, New Jersey State
Seal, and Walker Gordon Dairy.
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was named IncaWare™ and was first advertised in 1936.
As mentioned earlier, you might think that all a pottery would need for a complete line of hotel ware
would be one shape for each size and type of piece needed to make up a complete place setting –
maybe a total of about 30 pieces. Originally I planned to list all the different sizes and shapes produced
at the Lamberton Works, but after seeing their catalogs I realized such a list would be huge and still
never be complete. The 1917 Maddock catalog listed 52 different sizes and shapes of Lamberton plates,
in diameters ranging from 4 3/4” up to 11”. There were Rolled Edge, Quarter Thick, Cord Edge and flat
rim shapes.
Why would a china company make a particular piece in so many different sizes? They did it to meet the
particular needs of different types of customers. An important part of the job of hotel ware was to properly merchandise the food that was served on it. There were, depending on the type of service offered,
one or two times during a meal when the china service played a most important role in the presentation.
If a service plate was used, then the time when a customer was first seated at the table was when
the china was most important. The service plate was used for psychological reasons. It conditioned the
customer to think that they were dining in an elegant establishment. “I am being treated as someone
special. If they spend this much effort and thought on the table setting, then they must spend an equal
effort on the food they serve, etc.” In other words, the customers perceived the meal to be outstanding
even before the waiter took their order. That is why restaurant owners were willing to spend money for
a plate that was used only for decoration, and why Lamberton Works designers lavished so much attention on a service plate’s design and decoration.
The other important time for china was that short period between the waiter placing the food in front
of the customer and the first morsel reaching the mouth. This is when the china helped present the food
in the best possible way. Part of our concept of how a meal will taste is based on how it looks when we
first see it on the china service. Of course a meal can look great and taste awful, but if it both looks and
tastes great, you have a successful restaurant.
The challenge for Lamberton’s designers was to create china shapes that would properly merchandise
the food for each type of food service operation. The object was to make the amount of food presented
look like an ample portion. The designers used a number of tricks to fool the eye into thinking there
was more food on the table than there actually was. Plates with wide rims made a large appearance
while offering a relatively small area for containing the food. A soup plate with a wide
rim could take up nine inches of table space
and yet hold only eight ounces of soup, the
same amount as held by a bouillon cup that
required only four inches of table space.
Divided plates were popular with restaurant owners during the Depression years because they made an impressive presentation
of what was actually a limited amount of
food. The divided plate at right was almost
10 7/8” in diameter. Its rim was over 1 1/4”
wide, but with the narrow decorative band
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and raised ridge dividing the rim in half, it appeared to be only 5/8” wide. The usable space for food inside the rim was only 8 1/4” in diameter. The ridges that divide the food area into three compartments
– and very nicely keep the gravy out of the applesauce – also helped to take up more of the food space.
Portion control was extremely important to the success of any food service operation. During the
summers while I was in college, I worked in the kitchen of a small resort hotel. One of my jobs was dishing up vegetables from the steam table. The owner of this hotel was very insistent that I put exactly five
Brussels sprouts on a plate. Four, he said, were too few and looked skimpy. Six were too many and a
waste, but five was an odd number that looked ample, while being enough to satisfy most people. Had I
put six sprouts on each plate, for every five orders that left the kitchen, one order of sprouts that could
have been sold at a profit would have been given away at a loss.
Designing china to properly merchandise each controlled portion of a meal was one of the reasons for
the many different sizes and shapes for which a particular item was available.
Lamberton’s modelers were faced with a number of problems when they created new china shapes.
First and foremost, the shape had to be attractive. It was after all a piece of sculpture. In addition, it
had to function properly. It had to hold the required amount of food. It had to meet the requirements
for stacking and storage, hold up under restaurant use and be easy and sanitary to clean. Before it was
ready for sale, it had to stand up to the heat and problems of its production and firings. The thickness of
the clay was important for uniform firing. Even simple shapes could have firing problems. Oval platters,
for example, had a tendency to warp during the bisque firing.
With all the technical and artistic restrictions on the Lamberton modelers it was amazing just how
many different shapes and sizes they
were able to create.
Oval platters (left) were actually
listed as Dishes, and were available
in sizes ranging from as small as
6 1/8” up to 20”. The very large ones
were used in dining rooms where
meals were served “Family Style,”
meaning that food was placed in the
center of a large table and customers
took a portion and placed it on their
plates.
Included with the oval platters in
the Scammell catalog was what was
Above left, this 17-inch rolled edge platter
in Maddock’s American China body weighed
5 1/2 pounds – empty. The eight-inch platter on it gives a sense of the range of sizes
available. Left, this compartment dish was
used in Marshall Field & Co.’s Pompeian
Dining Room. The decal border was applied
underglaze, while the rim and verge stripes
were overglaze.
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described as “Compartment, Oval (4 compts.).” This
platter was 12” by 7 1/8”, with a central compartment
4 1/2” wide (shown on previous page). The shape was
known as “Stevens,” possibly named for the hotel in Chicago or for the sports catering company. The exact use
for this piece is unknown. It may have been used to serve
a complete meal, or to serve a selection of relishes.
The potteries had to compete for orders for sugar
bowls with the silver and glassware manufacturers.
Some customers purchased silver-plated or glass sugar bowls, while others selected china. The Lamberton
Works offered a number of sugar bowl shapes.
“Vienna” sugar bowls, right, were the only ones
available in the regular Trenton China line. This shape
featured two applied female heads in relief. Originally
they came with lids.
“Club” shape was a popular covered sugar in the Lamberton line. It was available in 9- and 15 ½-ounce capacity. “Bag” shape, right, appeared in the Maddock Lamberton catalog in 8-, 16- and 26-ounce capacity without

lids, or in 16- and 25-ounce sizes with a lid.
Bag shape had a ribbon with bow molded into
the design This example was crested for the
Carolina Hotel in Pinehurst, NC.
The “Plaza” open sugar, above left, was available in a 4-ounce size and was probably originally designed for use in the Plaza Hotel in New York
City. This shape was also used by the WaldorfAstoria for both dining room and room service use.
“Field” was another open sugar (bottom left)
and was available in a 6-ounce capacity size
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that was 4 ½” in diameter.
Tea pots, left, were available in the “Palace” shape
in both 13 ounce (a one portion size), and 24 ounce (two
portion).
A shape not shown in the
Lamberton catalogs was
made in the 1950s and crested for the Meyer Hotel chain,
right. This was an individual serving size.
Individual capacity tea pots were more
useful for restaurant service than the larger capacity sizes that were popular in the
home, because often most guests at a restaurant table would select coffee, while
only one or two would want tea.

Photo: David McGrann

Celery Trays or Troughs were offered in
a number of shapes and sizes. The smaller
sizes were referred to as “Relish.” And very
tiny items in the same shape were actually
Pin Trays used on bedroom dressers.
“Club” shape, below, was a wavy-edged
design shown in the 1917 Maddock catalog
with raised bows molded into the ends.
By the time the Scammell catalog was

issued, the molded bows
had been eliminated from
the design.
Club was available in No.
1 size (12 1/4” by 5 1/4”),
and No. 2 size (9 7/8” by
5 1/4”).
The “Penn” shape, originally named “P.R.R.,”
shown at the top of the
next page, was designed
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with a narrow rim for use
on Pennsylvania Railroad
dining car tables. It was
made in three sizes: No. 1
(11 3/4” by 5 3/4”), No. 2
(10 1/4” by 4 1/2”), and
No. 3 (7 1/2” by 3 5/8”).
“Savarin” shape, below
middle and named for the
restaurant chain, had a
scalloped edge that flared
out in the center. A small
molded ornament was
placed at each end of the
10” by 4 5/8” tray.
The “Individual” shape, at
the bottom of the page, had
a slightly rounded corner.
Its small size (7” x 5 3/8”)
explained its name. It was
backstamped for the Hotel
Dennis, in Atlantic City, NJ.
There were two items
shown in the 1917 Maddock Lamberton catalog
that were often called celery trays but which had different names and uses.
Both the Asparagus (not
pictured) and the Roll trays
were discontinued by the
time the Scammell catalog
was issued.
Except for the “Handled”
shape, ice cream dishes
were hard to distinguish
from what might have been
called a plain round bowl.
Ice Creams came in
various sizes from 3 1/2”
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diameter to 6”, with or without a Rolled Edge. Even the
handled shape was not all
that easy to identify.
The “Plain Handled” Ice
Cream was five inches in diameter and 5 ¾” to the end
of the handle, with its molded
raised bead design.
The same shape, but with
just an eighth inch shorter
handle, was called an Olive
Dish. Again, the same handled shape, but 4 1/8” by
4 5/8” size with a scroll molded in the handle, became an
“Individual James, Plain Edge
Handled” Butter dish.

Above left is a Plain Handled Ice Cream from the Sylvania Hotel in Philadelphia, PA.
On the right is the Individual James, Plain Edge Handled Butter Dish, from the Hotel
Traymore in Atlantic City, NJ. Below, the crest of the Hotel Ansley in Atlanta, GA, is
placed inside the bowl on this Lamberton Crimped ramekin.

The Maddock catalog listed
nine different shapes of Ice
Creams. Several designs had
raised molded ribbing within
the bowl, and single or double handles. The handles were
meant to allow the user to
steady the bowl while spooning up the ice cream without
getting their fingers cold.
Even simple items such as
ramekins were available in
three shapes in 1917, including “Crimped,” which was
listed as 5 inches but was
actually 4 1/4” at the widest
point. This item was formed in
a mold. By 1931 one more ramekin, “Covered” with cover included, had been added to the line.
Probably the most unusual shape illustrated in the 1917 catalog was a Corn Holder, which was nine
inches long by 2 ½” wide, and could best be described as an open hot dog roll resting on a four-footed
base. The corn was placed down inside this dish, possibly with silver holders in each end of the cob. The
corn could be rotated in melted butter that was held in the bottom.
The Maddock Catalog also contained individual cucumber dishes, horseradish holders, a jelly saucer,
a variety of mustard holders, several shapes of olive dishes, covered muffin servers, toothpick holders,
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cuspidors and soap dishes, to name a few.
By this point, you may be wondering why the Maddock line included so many specialized shapes, and
why so many had been dropped from the line just 14 later. The answers to both parts of the question
could be found in the events of the times.
The Maddock Pottery Company was founded in the wake of the Victorian Period. This was a time
when dining had developed into an art form, at least for the wealthy or upper class. Advancements in
transportation allowed those who could afford it to enjoy fresh bananas brought in by ship from South
America or oranges shipped by refrigerated rail cars to all parts of the country.
The introduction of canned food allowed people all over the country to enjoy oysters that had been
canned in Maryland, or sardines that had been canned in Denmark. These exotic or at least out-of-theordinary foods called for a special presentation at the table, such as an asparagus tray at the Seelback
Hotel. Asparagus was normally only available locally for a couple of weeks in the spring, but refrigerated
freight cars made it possible to extend the asparagus season by shipping it from farther south early in
the year, and from farther north later in the season. Tin cans made it possible to enjoy canned asparagus
during the period when fresh asparagus was not available.
Victorians created specialized silverware, glassware and chinaware to present these new-found delicacies. The first-class restaurants and hotels of the period wanted to emulate the refinements of a wealthy
household in their establishments and thereby cater to this class of customer. Hotel china makers, such
as Maddock, were quick to seize the chance to supply this need by designing items for specialized food
presentation. This made good business sense. The more different pieces an establishment ordered, the
more money the pottery made. It didn’t matter to Maddock that there was less than an inch difference
in size of a handled ice cream and an olive dish, or butter dish. This was a chance to add one or two additional china shapes to the equipment order for a fine hotel or restaurant.
The answer to why so many of these fancy items had disappeared by the time the Scammell Lamberton catalog was issued 14 years later also related to events at that time, in particular World War I.
During 1917 and 1918, the War Industries Board, in an effort to save raw materials, ordered industries
to reduce the variety of items
they produced and carried in
inventory. In the hotel ware
business, this led to the elimination of many of the really
unnecessary items.
For example, the number of
items in cafeteria and lunchroom china was reduced from
668 down to 177. Both hospital and railroad dining car
china items were reduced by
This comb and brush tray, right, in
the “Blackstone”shape was crested
for the Hotel Gibson in Cincinnati,
Ohio, which opened in 1914.
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84 percent, from 700 items down to just 113. One
china maker reduced their line from 1,130 different
items down to 330 items. (Source: #6)
Changes in the way food was served led to the
elimination of other items, and the effects of the
Depression promoted a leaner inventory and the
elimination of slower selling items.
The Lamberton line included another category of
hotel ware that was a carry-over from the Victorian
era. They were listed in the catalogs as “Specialties” and included items for use in hotel bedrooms.
Dressers in first-class hotel bedrooms were furnished with a number of china items that the hotel
owners thought would project the hotel’s high level
of service and refinement. This was the early 20th
century version of today’s basket of shampoo and
amenities.
A china dresser tray (shown on previous page) to
hold your comb and brush was a basic item.
Toothbrush holder, above, was from the Wardman Park
Hotel in Washington, D.C. Below, the Plaza Pin Tray.

Some hotels added a Brush Vase, left, to hold a
tooth brush.
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Above left, a shaving or drinking mug from the Hotel Dennis in Atlantic City, NJ. A Palace shape pin tray with an unidentified
monogram is shown above right. This shape was discontinued by 1931. Below, an Imperial Soap with drain and lid. At the
bottom of the page, a candle stick with handle.

For the ladies there might be a Pin
Tray. One shape, the “Plaza,” below,
was a tiny version of a celery tray.
This was used at New York City’s
Plaza Hotel.
Another was a fancy scalloped
edge style known as “Palace Shape.”
Other dresser items included a
Hat Pin Holder, either vase shape or
covered box shape, or a Puff Box for
powder. In the days before individually wrapped mini-soap bars, there
were covered and open Soaps, some
with drainers.
For the gentlemen, a dresser
needed to have a shaving or drinking mug.
In the days when electricity was
not totally reliable, hotel bedrooms
had Candle Sticks for use in case the
electric lights went out. The Lamberton line included a variety of these
items. The most popular shape
seemed to be a low round holder
with handle, left.
For the hotel that did not have a
private toilet for each bedroom, the
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Maddock catalog listed a Chamber, Covered
(which was not illustrated).
And, of course a match safe or ashtray was
a necessity for the bedroom. Ashtrays were
also made for use in public areas and dining
rooms (see photos at right).
Even with the huge variety of shapes and
sizes shown in the Lamberton catalogs, they
did not include everything produced at the
Lamberton Works. Because the in-house
modelers were able to quickly create a custom shape to fill a particular need for a customer, there were many unusual pieces that
turned up that were not in the catalogs.
A three-inch diameter dish with three-quarter inch high sides, below left, was produced
for the Chisca Hotel in Memphis, TN (shown
on the next page). Because it was not shown
in the Maddock catalog, its exact use is not
known. It might be a butter dish, designed to
hold crushed ice under the pats of butter?
The Hotel Nassau in New York City used
an unusual bowl with scalloped sides and
low ends. Its use is also unknown, shown
below right.
Among the pieces of bisque ware left at the
Lamberton Works when it closed were some The piece above was listed in the Maddock catalog as a “Vanderbilt Ashtray.” It was 5 1/4” by 3 3/4” and was crested for The Belunusual shapes that might date back to the vedere Hotel in Baltimore, MD, which opened in 1903.
Maddock ownership. One of these was an oval
tureen with lid, whose bowl was 9” by 6 1/2”,
shown at the top of the next page. It is about 6” high to the top of the lid handle. The same mold was used
for all of these applied handles.
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Another unusual piece was an oval pot
4 5/8” high, with applied handles on both
sides, left. This piece had very thick walls
and was heavy for its size. It may have
been an individual tureen for stew or
soup. The original lid is missing.
During the Depression, Scammell experimented with some different china
pieces that they hoped to sell as giftware
items in retail stores. The following is a
list of some of these items.
A pig-shape bank. This item was handdecorated and was advertised in one issue
of Good Housekeeping magazine. Orders
came in from all over the world for this
item, which sold for about $5. However,
it was not a money maker because it cost
more than that to produce. (Source: #1)
A round plate with attached standing
pig in the center. The pig had holes in its
back to hold toothpicks. This item was
used as a party food server.
A rectangular, straight-sided bowl with
a molded-in design on the outside and
floral decorations inside.
A hand-painted plate with raised fruit
and leaf design molded into the rim.
Cache pots, used to hold flower pots.
Children’s china decorated with nursery rhyme designs.
Vases, shown on next page.
Lamp bases. One of these, on an Ivory body, was an urn-shaped design with handles. It was decorated with large pink and gray floral sprays and coin gold trim. The Lamberton china was attached to a
silver-plated square base and stood about 14 ½” to the top of the socket and is 6” wide to the tip of the
handles. (Source: #5)
A set of 10-inch tall dresser lamps composed of 6 1/2” high Ivory Lamberton bases mounted on cast
metal bases have turned up complete with their original silver paper labels. The lamps, shown on the
next page, were found in an attic covered with dust, and the paper labels, which were glued to the upper tapered area, fell off when they were washed. In addition to “Lamberton China” around the circular
label there was a crest and “Biever” in the center.
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Above left is a pair of dresser lamps, still with their paper labels, left. Above right
is a Colonial couple shown dancing on a vase. Below is the smaller 4-inch diameter
bouillon liner that was in use before 1931.

Biever may be the name of the company that made these lamps
by combining the Lamberton pieces with metal fittings and electrical
parts. Inscribed in the bottom of the ceramic part is “Lamberton China”
along with “17.” This was hidden by the metal base when the lamp was
assembled. The 17 was probably the design model number.
Another
lamp
base design was
a classical urn in
white with coin gold Rams head handles. These were
cast in two pieces with a small base that took the design from the round urn to a square base that was attached to a square footed metal base. Hidden on the
underside of the china is an impressed “Lamberton
China #7.” These lamp bases with their metal fitting
stand about 12 3/4” high. (Source: #11) (Source: #9)
Tea and dresser sets made from old molds that
were left in the pottery from the early 1900s.
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In 1931, Scammell teamed up with the Gorham Silver Company
to produce cream soup bowl liners (bottom of previous page) for
Gorham’s new nickel silver cream soup frame. The cream soup was
larger than the older style bouillon liner and frame. It was 5 ¼” in
diameter with an actual capacity of 10 ounces and a serving capacity of 7 to 8 ounces. (Source: #3)
Scammell produced Lamberton China demitasse cup inserts for
M. Fred Hirsch Company of Jersey City, NJ, to use with their sterling
silver handled, footed cup holders and 3 1/2 saucers. These china
inserts had thick and flanking thin coin gold rim stripes. (Source: #9)
One of Scammell’s projects during the Thirties was a special line
of china designed exclusively for Rena Rosenthal,2 a store located at 520 Madison Ave. in New York City in 1930.3 This was thin,
dinnerware-style china, shown above, that had raised decorations
molded in, about 1/2” below the rim. The cups had the raised decoration inside their bowl.
This china service was originally designed and produced for different members of the Rockefeller family. Each family’s set had their raised decoration painted in a different color. The china sold to the general
public by Rena Rosenthal had coin gold applied by hand to the raised decoration. A coffee pot, creamer
and covered sugar bowl were included in this service. (Source: #10) Each of these pieces had a special
Lamberton backstamp. The shape of this china was considered quite modern when it was introduced.
This rimless plate shape that Scammell adopted for the Lamberton hotel ware line was called the “Rock”
shape in honor of the Rockefellers.
The Rock shape gained popularity following World War II when modern styling was the in thing. Scammell advertised Rock in the November 1953 and July 1954 issues of Hotel Management. Four stock patterns were shown in these advertisements: “Apple Blossom” and “Dogwood,” which were large floral
designs placed on one side of plates, “Copenhagen,” a large scroll-like border design, and “Williamsburg,” a stylized leaf and floral border with a single spray in the center. There were 22 different Rock
shape pieces on the 1950 Price List. The 1952 Price List included 28 pieces in the Rock line, including
a tea pot, covered sugar and creamer. All of these Rock items were available in Ivory, but only 15 were
made in Platinum Blue.
Rena Rosenthal was the elder sister of well-known architect Ely Jacques Kahn, and was involved in the Wiener Werkstatte art
movement. (Source: #7)
3
By 1940, the store had relocated to 485 Madison Ave., at 52nd Street.
2
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Scammell produced a Trenton China bowl in two sizes (4 ½” in diameter by 3” high, and 5 5/8” in diameter by 3 3/4” high) that was made for Utilities Specialties Co., Inc., of Jersey City, NJ. Both sizes have
been found in three colors and two styles: decorated with a one-inch wide band of color (either red or
green – medium or dark green) and flanked by pinstripes of the same color, and also a version with the
Blue Willow pattern and no stripes.
This bowl was used in connection with an attached, chrome-plated lid that had a knob that opened
half of the hinged lid, with a slot for a spoon. This bowl, shown below, was used in coffee shops, diners
and cafeterias during the 1920s to the 50s for condiments and ice cream toppings as well as for sugar.

The inside of the chrome-plated lids are marked around the knob rivet “Pat
7-20-20,” which puts the production date to sometime in the 1920s or later.
Utilities Specialties attached the metal tops to the china that was made at the
Lamberton Works.

Some dinner plates with a Christmas tree design in the center of the well were backstamped Stangl
Pottery over a Scammell Lamberton backstamp and have been offered for sale on eBay. These were
probably blank pieces that were left in the Lamberton Works when it closed down and that were purchase by Stangl and then decorated by them.
Blanks containing the “Lamberton” “Fine China of Distinction” and “S” within the wreath backstamp were sold to W. C. Bunting
Co. of Wellsville, OH, which decorated them with center-of-the-well
scenes for Norwich University in
Northfield, VT. (Source: #8)
If you think you have now read
about the complete Lamberton line,
you’re wrong. There are a few more
mystery items.
One was a combination candle
stand and matchbox holder, right,
whose mystery was in the backstamps. Impressed the into bottom
of the china was the word “Germany” and the number “5369.”
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Applied over this was a decal with “Lamberton China Lilienthal Crockery Co. Atlanta, Ga.”
There are two possible explanations for this double backstamp. One is that the china was made in
Germany and decorated at the Lamberton Works. The other possibility is that Maddock bought the
mold from a German company and used it at the Lamberton Works to produce this item.
This was a complex mold shape that might have been cheaper to purchase than to make. This piece
was decorated with pattern #2277 in coin gold, over red and black. The “WH” monogram was possibly
for the Windsor Hotel in Atlanta and was brought home as a souvenir of a honeymoon in 1926.
Several combination candle stand/match box holder/ashtrays have surfaced, below, that are backstamped with an impressed “Lamberton China” marking. These items had square bases, square candle
holder columns and a molded pedestal that would hold a box of matches in a partly open position.
There were grooves on each side of the back for cigarettes. On the front of each candle column there
was a raised hotel logo.
The mystery was the glaze. All three of the known pieces had the same green glaze, which was not
very evenly applied. It looks more like the glaze work I did in ceramics class in college than the quality
Scammell was known for. It could be that this was an effect that Scammell was trying to achieve for some
reason, but my feeling is that these were leftover bisque pieces that were purchased after the closing
of the Lamberton Works and then glazed by someone for resale. These were made around 1927 when
these hotels opened. In addition to the candle holders, there was a dresser tray with a molded-in crest
for the Hotel Victoria, which had
the same green glaze.
You have probably heard of a
bakers’ dozen, where the neighborhood baker threw in a couple extra cookies, but you may
not have heard of the potter’s
dozen. This term began back in
England in the 1700s as a unit
of pay for throwers and hollowware formers. After these articles
were formed, they were placed
on a ware board for drying. This
board was about 12 inches wide
by 6 feet long. A board full of articles of a single size counted as
a dozen, for pay purposes. Four
one-gallon bowls counted as a
dozen, while it took 30 half-pint
bowls to count as a dozen. In
1796, the English potters agreed
The Hotel Victoria dresser tray, left,
was 10 1/2” by 4 1/4” and had eagles
molded on the handles. The hotel was
located in New York City.
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on standards for what comprised a dozen. These units of
measurement were used at the
Lamberton Works on some hollowware articles, particularly
creamers, which had the sizes
impressed in the bottom. (A
creamer assortment is shown,
right.) (Source: #4)
One of the most unusual
items possibly made at the
Lamberton Works was a combination menu holder/matchbook holder/ashtray, shown
below. This was used for banquets at the Somerset Hotel, in
Boston.
There was a slot in the top to hold either a menu or a place card. Each side of the center shaft contained a projecting holder for a matchbook. The base was curved to serve as an ashtray. Above the
hotel crest was “92,” indicating the table number for assigned banquet seating. It was decorated with
#4134 Rocco border and #5065 Ornaments.
This piece was not marked for Maddock, but it did contain a backstamp for Mitchell Woodbury Co.,
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one of Maddock’s Boston distributors. Fragments of Somerset Hotel china were found in the 1906-1912
Maddock dump site.

Sources
#1 Interview with Robert Scammell 1983.
#2 The Book of Buffalo Pottery, Altman, Crown Publishers, page 30.
#3 Hotel Management magazine, December, 1931, page 266, “What’s New for Kitchens,” item 420.
#4 Historical Archaeology, Vol. 25, No. 1, 1991, “A Revised Set of CC Index Values for Classification and
Economic Scaling of English Ceramics from 1787 to 1880,” George L. Miller, page 21.
#5 This lamp base was advertised on ebay in an auction that ended August 19, 2003.
#6 Industrial Management, Lansburgh, 1928, pages 188-190, “Standardization of Product (Simplification).”
#7 “Manhattan Skyscrapers,” Eric P. Nash, Princeton Architectural Press, New York, 1999, page 71.
#8 Plates offered on ebay in an auction that ended October 16, 2004.
#9 A set of six sterling demitasse cups and saucers with Lamberton China inserts was offered on ebay
in an auction that ended January 3, 2005.
#10 An eight-piece demitasse set that consisted of a six-inch tall coffee pot (no lid), a 2 3/4” tall creamer, a 3-inch tall sugar with cover, two 2 1/2” tall cups, and two 4 3/4” saucers, were offered on ebay in
November 2005. Item #7368191339.
#11 A pair of these lamps was offered on ebay in March 2007. Item #160092609927, ending March 12,
2007.
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Patterns
If you compare the hotel ware items available at the end of the 20th century – as I am writing this
chapter – with what the Lamberton Works was offering early in the century, you will see some similarities, and some differences. The main similarity is the china body color. White body was then, and is now,
your only choice. It is possible now to have overall-colored china, but this is a glaze applied to the white
body. (Source: #1)
Another similarity is a raised, molded-in decoration. These designs are, of course, much more contemporary than the bows and ribbons used by Maddock. In their recent catalogs, Buffalo China offers three
patterns with what they described as “Sculptured” lines and rims. (Source: #2) Syracuse China, Villeroy
& Boch and Hutschenreuther each have three shapes in their lines that contain raised decorative elements. (Source: #3) (Source: #4) (Source: #1)
The main difference between the early and the late 20th century lines is the number of decorative
patterns available. The recent catalogs offer pattern choices for many of their shapes, but these are all
“Stock” patterns and rim bands. Custom patterns and cresting? Yes, they are still available. The Buffalo
China catalog states: “If you prefer china that is elegantly, exclusively your own, we will be pleased to
create a custom design to your specifications or we can suggest a design that reflects your tabletop personality. Use your logo or crest, adopt a color scheme or develop a design theme that’s uniquely yours
and yours alone.”(Source: #2) The main thrust however, is on selling the ready-made patterns.
It is these custom patterns that really give us an opportunity to study what changes were taking place
in artistic trends. Dinnerware, and to some degree stock patterns in hotel ware, are designed to appeal
to as many potential customers as possible. As a result, these patterns are not designed to be trend
setters. They use reworkings of familiar design elements, floral and classical motifs that will not, in the
customer’s mind, go out of style. Custom designed patterns are created to meet the needs and desires
of only one customer. First-class hotels and restaurants are willing to allow designers to try new ideas
that will give their establishment an outstanding tabletop presentation.
The Lamberton Works was always known for its outstanding and unique custom designs. Some of
these custom patterns were created for exclusive use by a major customer, such as a large hotel, railroad
or a restaurant chain. You will see later that many of the custom designs for smaller orders were actually created from decals or transfer engravings that were kept in stock at the pottery. Over the years,
thousands of patterns were produced at the Lamberton Works.
A few of the custom-designed patterns were considered important enough to have been patented.
The 34 designs known to have been patented by the Maddock/Scammell Co. are interesting because
they represent a cross-section of design styles from 1903 to 1952. These are some of the few patterns
whose date of production can be fairly accurately estimated.
Why were only 34 designs out of the thousands produced patented? This is difficult to answer given
the information available today, but in all probability there was usually just too much trouble and expense involved for the benefits gained by having a design patented. The purpose of obtaining a design
patent was to protect this design from being copied and produced by another china maker. In theory,
the design patent was yours exclusively for a period of seven or 14 years. To obtain this patent, you
must prepare a drawing showing the design, have it witnessed as being original, use the services of an
attorney to have your patent application filed with the Patent Office, then wait until a search is made to
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see that a similar design has not already been patented. All of this involved time and money, and frankly
it did not mean a great deal. With a few minor changes – an extra flower here, a couple swirls there –
another china company could start producing your design with little fear of a lawsuit . Of course, it was
possible to bring suit against anyone who infringed on your design patent, but that was also expensive
and time consuming.
Why did the Lamberton Works bother to patent any of their designs then? Again it is hard to say, but
possibly this was reserved for those special designs created for a large account that they felt would
last for many reorders and that they wanted to keep from being copied and sold as a stock pattern by
another company. Some are patterns that the Lamberton Works used themselves as stock designs that
they produced for many customers. For whatever the reason, these patented designs are the only ones
whose creator and birth date have been recorded.

Patent #36,193
The first design patent issued to the
Maddock Pottery Co. was created by
Charles A. May and filed on December 10, 1902. This was, however, not
Mr. May’s first design patent, as he
had one issued in 1885, which was
assigned to the owners of the Empire
Pottery Co., of Trenton.
The first Maddock patent was issued
on January 20, 1903 (No. 36,193). It
was this rather simple border design
of thistles and leaves.
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Patent #36,353
No. 36,353, also designed by
Charles A. May, was filed on April 30,
1903 and issued June 9, 1903. This
border design was composed of flowers connected with gracefully swirling lines.It was originally designed
for the Hotel Manhattan, located on
42nd Street and Madison Avenue, in
New York City, which opened 1895.
Pieces made for the Hotel Manhattan were crested with an interlocking “MH” monogram within this
border. It was an ornate “M” within
the “H.”It was backstamped: Lamberton China – Made Expressly for – Hotel Manhattan – “Design patented.”
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Patent #37,321
No. 37,321, again by Mr. May, was a
stylized floral border very similar to
the former design. It was filed January
6, 1905, and issued February 7, 1905.
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Patent #40,290
No. 40,290 was designed especially
for the LaSalle Hotel in Chicago by Mr.
May. It was filed July 23, 1909, and issued October 12, 1909.
This underglazed Lamberton design
was done in subtle shades of brown
and greenish-gray. The LaSalle crest
was highlighted with coin gold line
work, applied over the glaze.
This china was supplied to the Hotel
LaSalle when it was built in 1909 by
Albert Pick & Co. of Chicago. (See pattern #5078 later in this chapter.)
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Patent #42,807
No. 42,807 (filed May 16, 1912, and
issued July 16, 1912), another design by Mr. May, featured an Egyptian
scarab at top center of the rim, with
a smaller scarab and feather design
around the border. Above the head of
the large scarab was the capitol dome,
while above the smaller scarabs were
the initials “JHM.”
This design was created for the John
H. Murphy Company, which operated
dining rooms in hotels that were operated for use by railroad employees
needing to layover at the end of a day’s
run away from their home.
Pieces of this pattern have been
found with “B&O System,” “Erie
System,” and “JHM System” as part of
the cresting. The 1920 Maddock pattern book listed this as “#8020 B&O
Feather Border, Controlled by J. H.
Murphy System.”
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Patent #44,018
No. 44,018 (filed March 14, 1913,
patent issued May 13, 1913). This design by Charles A. May was originally
designed to be crested for the Vendig Hotel in Philadelphia. The patent
drawing showed the crest, but without
the “V” or “The Vendig.”
The border used by the Vendig was
a pale green and peach combination.
This plate had an impressed “Maddock’s American China” backstamp
along with a decal “Made Expressly for
Hotel Vendig Design Patented.”
This same border design, in a different color combination, and without
the cresting, was made for the New
York Central Railroad, and supplied by
L. Barth & Sons.
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Patent #44,019
No. 44,019, a Charles A. May border design of acorn and oak leaves,
in brown and green. This pattern was
created for the Union News Company,
which operated restaurants in many
railroad stations. It was patented on
May 13, 1913, the same year that New
York Central’s Grand Central Terminal
and Detroit Terminal opened.
Detroit Terminal’s restaurant had a
service plate, shown on the next page,
that used this border along with the
Union News logo and state seals of Indiana, New York, Michigan, Illinois and
Ohio, and the seal of the Dominion of
Canada.
An illustration of the terminal filled
the center of the well on this service
plate.
Grand Central Terminal’s china service used the same shield crest on the
rim, but a “GCT” monogram was used
in place of “UNC.” This pattern was
listed as #8015 in the Maddock pattern
book.
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The service plate for the New York Central’s Detroit Terminal, which opened in 1913.
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Patent #44,690
No. 44,690 (filed August 4, 1913,
patented September 23, 1913). A
very classical leaf and ribbon border
designed by Mr. May.
This was the first of many similar
style border designs from the Lamberton Works that featured tightly
controlled ornamentation encased
in a series of panels that were separated by decorative ornaments.
Below, an underglaze decal border
in browns and green with hand lining, on a 13 3/4” platter crested for
the Hotel Franklin.
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Patent No. 48,729
No. 48,729 (Filed December 24,
1915, patented March 14, 1916). A
rather unusual brown swag and blue
lattice treatment designed by Charles
A. May. The swag was a popular design
element that appeared on a number
of Lamberton patterns.
This particular pattern, even though
it was patented, was copied by other
china companies.
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Patent No. 58,633
No. 58,633. This was the first of many designs created by Emil L. Schnepf, who was
to become chief designer at the Lamberton Works. It was filed on March 9, 1921,
which would mean that Mr. Schnepf started
working for Maddock prior to this date. (See
Works and Workers chapter for additional
information on Mr. Schnepf.)
This patent was issued on August 2, 1921.
Design patent Des 58,633 as applied to a
6-ounce “Field” shape sugar with a Maddock Lamberton backstamp made for “The
Provan.”
An example of how a few changes here
and there could create a similar, but entirely
different pattern is shown in this oval vegetable dish that had the general appearance
of the patented design, but was composed
of different design elements.
This was a pattern that was used by the
Ritz Carlton Hotels chain. I would guess that
this similar, but not patented, design was
also created by Mr. Schnepf.
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Patent #61,099
No. 61,099 (filed October 24, 1921, patented
June 22, 1922). This must have been one of Mr.
May’s most popular designs. It was typical of the
1920s styling and was probably a stock design selected by many customers. Some pieces contained
the Albert Pick & Co. supplier backstamp. All the
pieces I have seen were on the Trenton China body.
This was a one-color underglaze transfer design
that utilized solid and shaded areas to give it a
combination dark and light effect. It was usually
printed in blue-green.
This pattern could be customized, as it was for
Silvers, below, by adding an “S” in the urn and adding “Silvers” in script lettering. Silvers was a cafeteria in New York City circa 1920s–30s.
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Patent #62,090
No. 62,090 (filed June 28, 1922, patented March
13, 1923). A classically inspired, balanced border by
Charles May. This was a very popular pattern that
usually appeared underglaze on Lamberton China. It
could be found with or without cresting and rim lines.
Below, a Bellevue-Stratford shape celery tray
crested and backstamped for the Hotel Hamilton.
This treatment featured coin gold flanking lines and
coin gold details on the crest.
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Patent #62,208
No. 62,208. This was the last of Mr. May’s patented
designs for the Maddock Pottery. The unusual thing
about this patent was that it was filed on April 22,
1922, two months before Mr. May’s previous patented design. For some reason the patent was not
issued for 12 months (April 10, 1923), three months
after No. 62,090.
This delay could have been caused because this design was so similar to another patented design, possibly No. 55,272, which was issued in 1920.
The three-dimensional, interlocking Greek Key design by Mr. May may have been similar enough in appearance to the earlier design by Mr. J. Holland to
cause the Patent Office examiner to delay issuing the
patent for some unknown reason.
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Patent #64,420
No. 64,420 (filed August 6, 1921, issued April 8,
1924). This is another pattern that required a long
time – over two-and-a-half years – between filling
and patent issue. Mr. Schnepf incorporated flowers
into this narrow rim band design.
This 8 1/8” Lamberton plate, below, was made and
crested for the Stacy-Trent Hotel in Trenton, which
opened September, 1921.
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Patent #65,964
No. 65,964 (filed January 15, 1924, issued November 11, 1924). A variation of the popular overflowing bowl of fruit/classic urn design theme, combined
with the usual assortment of scrolls and frames,
made up this design by George Ellis. It was his first
patented design for The Lamberton Works.
The pattern was a rust brown underglaze transfer.
It was backstamped “Scammell’s Lamberton China
Design Patented.”
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Patent #66,453
No. 66,453 (filed May 16, 1923, issued January
20, 1925). This was the last patent issued under
the Maddock Pottery name, but during the almost
two-year delay in issuing the patent, the company
name had been changed to Scammell.
Mr. Ellis used clover leaves connected with intertwined vine-like lines for the rim border and
the central decoration. This pattern was used by
Bowles restaurants. Trenton body “Waldorf” shape
mug with welded handle.
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Patent #67,553
No. 67,553 (filed April 8, 1924, issued June 9,
1925). Emil Schnepf used two-headed eagles,
swags and geometric shapes in the design. Note
how similar the inner scallop and dot treatment on
this pattern was to the outer border design on the
B&O’s Centenary pattern (page 269).
This design was produced as an underglaze decal pattern on Lamberton China for the Hotel Roosevelt in New York, which opened in 1924. The
plates were shown in the October 1931 issue of
Hotel Management, with the very ornate center-of
-well crest.
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Patent #68,094
No. 68,094 (filed July 31, 1924, issued September 1, 1925). This was
a pattern that I have been searching
for an actual piece of since finding
the patent drawing.
Keystone motifs were incorporated into each panel of the border design. This seems to be a perfect pattern for the Pennsylvania Railroad,
which used a keystone as its trademark. As far as I know, an example of
this pattern has never been found.
It may be that it was proposed as a
railroad pattern, but for some reason, was never produced. Of course,
it may have been produced for an
entirely different client.
George Ellis was the designer for
this pattern, which incorporated
scrolls that are similar to his earlier
patent (No. 65,964).
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Patent #68,994
No. 68,994 (filed October 18, 1924, patented December 8, 1925). Emil Schnepf used several shades
of brown, blue and gray-green for this underglaze decal pattern. This pattern was often found on Trenton
China.
Shown below is a detail of a Knights of Columbia
candlestand. To add the crest, the decorator cut
away one of the fruit bowl sections of the decal. This
piece contained a Trenton China backstamp but was
actually a piece of Lamberton China.
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Patent #69,159
No. 69,159 (filed July 18, 1925, issued December 29, 1925). Mr. Schnepf incorporated five ovals
containing flowers into this brown and blue floral
border. The use of five prominent design elements
spaced around the rim was characteristic of many
of Scammell’s designs.
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Patent #69,312
No. 69,312 (filed December 5, 1924, issued January 26, 1926). This classical element design by
George Ellis was produced in a single color underglaze transfer treatment on both Lamberton and
Trenton bodies. It was sometimes backmarked “Atlantic Pattern.”
This Lamberton handled creamer was backstamped “Patent Applied For” and therefore was
made between December 1924 and January 1926.
The Vienna sugar was a Trenton China item.
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Patent #70,195
No. 70,195 (filed February 23, 1926, issued May 18,
1926). The patent drawing for this design by Emil
Schnepf showed a crest at the top of the rim. This
was the crest for the 400-room Berkeley-Carteret
Hotel in Asbury Park, NJ, that opened around 1926.
Early pieces made for the hotel were backstamped
“Designed and made expressly for the BerkeleyCarteret Hotel – Furnished by Steinbach Co. Asbury
Park, N. J. Design Copyrighted.” “Designed” in the
backstamp indicated that the pattern was especially designed for the Berkeley-Carteret, which is why
the hotel crest appeared on the patent application
illustration. “Design Copyrighted” in the backstamp
suggested that the pattern was also copyrighted to
protect it until the patent was issued. Many pieces of
this pattern did not contain a crest.
This is an underglaze decal design that used subdued gray, gray-green, pale yellow, and gray-blue for
the heraldic motifs, and a red-orange background for
the panels. It was advertised in the October 1929 issue of Hotel Management, where it was shown with
a wreath and “P” crest as made for the Plaza Hotel in
San Antonio, TX, which opened April 1928. This pattern has been found on White and Ivory Lamberton
China, and Trenton China. Some pieces contained rim
lines, and some had no lines, indicating that it may
well have been produced for many different customers.
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Patent #72,578
No. 72,578 (filed December 22, 1926, issued
May 3, 1927). A multicolor decal cotton plant border design by Emil Schnepf.
This pattern was used by Griffin & Bland Hotel Company, which operated several hotels in
Greensboro, Raleigh and Winston-Salem, NC, for a
short period around 1928, including the King Cotton in Greensboro.

Photo: Richard Bond

This Scammell’s Lamberton China was supplied
by Albert Pick & Co., Chicago.
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Patent #72,726
No. 72,726 (filed October 2, 1926, issued May
24, 1927). Every railroad china collector would instantly recognize this design by Emil Schnepf as the
Pennsylvania Railroad’s “Purple Laurel” pattern.
The pieces made by Scammell were supplied to
the railroad by John Wanamaker of Philadelphia.
There were at least 25 different pieces comprising this china service, which was also manufactured by Buffalo, Shenango and Sterling china
companies.
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Patent #73,104
No. 73,104 (filed November 23, 1926, issued
July 19,1927). Another of Mr. Schnepf’s designs,
in this case four elements, rather than five, were
used in the border. They were multicolored birds
and flowers in oval spaces connected by a wide
band of two-tone gray vines and leaves.
This pattern was found in both underglaze and
overglaze applications. Some plates contained a
center-of-the-well design with a tree, flying bird,
and flowers in shades of blue and brown.
To complicate matters, a large rectangular platter with this border and the large bird design in the
center of the well – but backstamped “Maddock”
– has been seen.
Does this mean that this pattern was produced
for several years before the Lamberton Works got
around to filing for a patent on it?
This 8-inch plate on Ivory body had the decal pattern applied underglaze, with the coin gold lines
added overglaze after the glost firing.
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Patent #75,075
No. 75,075 (filed January 27, 1928, issued May 1,
1928). This Emil Schnepf design was almost a twin
to his earlier “Purple Laurel” design.
The rectangular boxes between the leaf panels
contained the ever popular fruit basket (pattern
detail shown below).
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Patent #76,426
No. 76,426 (filed January 27, 1928, issued September 25, 1928). Emil Schnepf created this pattern for the American Hotels Corporation. Except
for the service plate (see photo, page 188), this
underglaze transfer pattern was always done in
blue on a white body china. It had an appearance
somewhat similar to the B&O “Centenary” design
introduced in 1927 (see page 269)

The American Hotels Corporation’s sign board
logo appeared at the top of the rim. It was flanked
on either side by eagle, shield and laurel garland rectangular panels and fruit cornucopia rectangular panels alternating around
the rim. Between these panels
were small squares containing a sailing ship, Mount Vernon, a Colonial fireplace, covered wagon and an American
Indian. The American Hotels Co., with headquarters in
New York, operated hotels in
a number of cities. The 1955
Hotel Red Book listed 48 hotels in the AHC chain. (Source:
#5) It is easy to understand why
Scammell wanted to protect
this pattern from use by other
china companies.
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Patent #79,269
No. 79,269 (filed December 19, 1928, issued
August 20, 1929). Mr. Schnepf designed this full
border design of assorted flowers that extended
down past the verge. You will notice that he used a
three-time repeat for this design The daisy groupings appeared three times in the design, as did the
ball-like buds.

This pattern, described as a “Lamberton pattern designed for new Hotel Beach” was shown in Scammell’s August 1929 Hotel Management advertisement. The 200-room Hotel Beach was located in Bridgeport, CT, and by 1934 had been renamed “Barnum.”
This 6 1/2” plate in underglaze blue transfer was backstamped for “Development Service Corporation,
Bowman Management Inc.” and was marked “Design Patented.”
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Patent #80,783
No. 80,783 (filed December 9, 1929, issued
March 25, 1930). This was the last patented design that George Ellis did for Scammell. The patent
drawing for this pattern was almost the same size
as the actual 5 1/2” plate produced for the then
new Mark Twain Hotel in St. Louis, MO.
This hotel advertised a “Mississippi Steamboat
Coffee Shop” as one of its unique features. This
patented design was probably created for this coffee shop.
This was an underglaze transfer in black on Trenton China. This pattern was also produced with a
rose-color border and a black center-of-well scene.
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Patent #87,981
No. 87,981 (filed July 1, 1932, issued October
18, 1932). This design was a real departure for Mr.
Schnepf from his usual classical work into the world
of Art Deco. It showed how a very talented artist
could work in various styles and adapt to emerging
art trends. This geometric composition of triangles
and circle segments was rendered in a two-tone
blue overglaze treatment with a coin gold rim line.
The detail of the rectangular dresser tray shown
below was produced for the Hotel Lexington in
New York City, which opened in 1929.

The red decal backstamp on this tray contained
“Hotel Lexington,” “Myers, Minott & Co” (the
supplier) and “1929,” which was three years before the patent was even filed. This suggests two
possibilities: The backstamp decal was left from
earlier work done for this hotel, or the pattern
was designed and produced before the patent
application.
Because dresser trays were usually part of the original equipment for a hotel, the latter explanation
seems likely. This pattern was also used on Coupe shape plates backstamped for the Hotel CommodorePerry in Toledo, OH.
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Patent #89,860
No. 89,860 (filed February 21, 1933, issued May 9,
1933). Here is a good example of why it was hardly
worth the trouble to patent or copyright a hotel ware
china design. A photo at the bottom of the next page
shows an oval vegetable dish made by Syracuse China
Co. for the Chalfonte-Haddon Hall Hotel in Atlantic City,
NJ. This design, called “Rutland,” was copyrighted by
Syracuse in May 1929. It was created by Mr. D. Bourne,
one of the Syracuse designers. John Wanamaker’s hotel
department supplied this Syracuse China to the hotel.
After about four years, the Chalfonte-Haddon Hall
was for some reason not happy with Syracuse China
and asked Wanamaker to find another manufacturer
for the pattern. Wanamaker asked Scammell to produce it, and Emil Schnepf reworked the design, adding some stars to the brown border, and changing the
black scrolls, fruit and flowers.
Schnepf’s new and “original” design was patented
in 1933. (See photo of the Scammell plate below and
the backstamp on the next page.)
In addition to the usual hotel and supplier names,
this backstamp said “Designed expressly for” and
gave the patent number. These two different patterns could be placed side-by-side on the table and
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pass for identical twins.
Scammell may have decided to patent
this design to keep Syracuse from suing
them for producing their copyrighted
pattern. Scammell knew that copyrights
were only filed in descriptive word
form, which made it difficult to connect
with the actual design. They probably
also realized that the U.S. Patent Office
would never check with the copyright
office before issuing the patent.
Once Scammell got the china contract
and started producing this pattern, Syracuse naturally became upset because
this was a major hotel with the possibility of many large reorders. The president of Syracuse China paid a visit to the
president of Wanamaker, and when the
dust settled, Wanamaker was no longer
a Syracuse China Co. dealer.
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Patent #113,306
No. 113,306 (filed October 25, 1938, issued February 14, 1939). Almost six years went by between
the Chalfonte patent and this one. This was during the Depression, and undoubtedly not many
new hotels or restaurants were being built that required china designs protected by patents.
The Art Deco influence was very evident in this
design by Frank Guildford. The stylized floral design was treated as a series of geometric shapes
with radiating sunburst-like lines.
This pattern, in red on Lenape China, was produced for Liggett’s Drug Store and backstamped
“Pat Applied For” on early pieces and “Patent D 113,306” on pieces made after the patent
was issued.
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Patent #125,304
No. 125,304 (filed December 23, 1940, issued
February 18, 1941). This design was a variation on
the famous “Blue Willow” design that went back
to early Chinese export ware.
This version was by Jacques C. DeKort and was
the only design he did for Scammell that was patented. I have never seen this design applied to a
Lamberton Works piece.
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Patent #168,023
No. 168,023 (filed June 2, 1952, issued October 28,
1952). Eleven more years passed between the DeKort
design patent and this one. These were, of course, the
World War II years when most hotel ware was being produced for the Armed Forces, and the period following
when production was geared to replacing the exhausted
china stocks of former customers.
This postwar period design by Anthony Dragonetti was
a new concept in hotel ware design. Gone was the oldfashioned formal balance border style that had been the
accepted style for so many years. Here was a fresh, informally balanced design, free of all the curlicues and fussiness of the past.
This was the design direction of the future, but the Lamberton Works’ future was to last only a few more years,
and this was to be the last patented design issued to the
Scammell China Company.
Mr. Dragonetti created this corn design for the Boss Hotel Company, which operated more than 30 hotels from
its headquarters in Des Moines, Iowa.
Only the dinner plate contained the Boss Hotel logo,
the rest of china service was decorated with just the corn
design. (Source: #6) This pattern was advertised in the January 1953 Hotel Management Scammell advertisement.
Photos: Richard Bond
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These 34 patented designs were
all that I was able to find after several trips to the Patent Office where
I went through the ceiling-high
stacks of china design patent cards.
It is possible that there might be
more designs that I missed because
they were, for some reason, filed
under a different class.
All of these designs were filed under design class D-7, mostly in subclass 36, with some in subclasses
from 24 to 36. It was also possible
that some of cards containing the design drawings had been lost or misfiled in the stacks where I searched.

photos: Patrick Carie

A full rim border pattern of
stylized leaves, flower buds, scrolls
and swags of beads in green that
was topmarked and backstamped
for Raklios Lunch Rooms,
right, had “Design Patented” on
the Scammell’s Trenton China backstamp. This was a pattern that did
not turn up at the patent office.
There were several patented designs that the Lamberton Works produced that
were not designed by their inhouse designers or that were
not assigned to the Scammell Company. The most famous of these was the B&O
Centenary pattern, discussed later in the book.
On June 15, 1915,
Guernsey Moore of Swarthmore, PA, was issued a design
patent (47,433), which was
assigned to the Traymore
Hotel in Atlantic City, NJ
(left). This was a stylized
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wave border in blue, green and
tan, with ovals containing a lighthouse spaced around the rim.
The lighthouse was the Traymore’s
trademark, and it appeared in the
dance floor area of their round dining room. (Source: #7)
The Traymore, designed by William L. Price, was built in 1905, with
an addition constructed in 1914.
(Source: #8) It was blasted to rubble
in 1972.
Mr. Moore’s design was produced
by the Lamberton Works on both
white, and later, Ivory Lamberton
China, with the decoration sometimes applied overglaze and sometimes underglaze.
Bedroom dresser items were
made in an overall matte glaze, as
were spittoons, right.
Julian Holland designed a
geometric border that was patented May 25, 1920, with the patent
assigned to the Bowman Hotel
Corporation of New York (55,272).
The Maddock Pottery Co. was apparently involved in some way with this
design because both the attorney and
the witness to the patent application
were the same names that appeared
on Maddock’s patents of this era.
Nothing is known about Mr. Holland.
He may have worked for the Bowman
company, or for Maddock, because
this design was similar to Mr. May’s
patent (62,208) that took so long to be
issued. The photos, left, show a bluegray underglaze treatment on Lamberton China.
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In 1927, John E. Phillips designed a classical border, right,
that was patented March 20,
1928 (74,758), and assigned to
the Mitchell Woodbury Company,
a Boston hotel ware supplier.
The Scammell Company produced this design for the Pittsburger Hotel according to
their advertisement in the September 1929 issue of Hotel Management. They also made it for
the Carlton Hotel, in Washington, D.C. (built 1926), and for the Lincoln Hotel in
New York City. It was produced by both underglaze and
overglaze methods.
John Phillips may have been a freelance designer, because he also designed another pattern that was patented
April 7, 1925 (66, 982), shown at right, that was assigned
to the Albert Pick Co., of Chicago.
Scammell produced this multicolor overglaze service
plate, below, for the Book Cadillac Hotel in Detroit,
which opened in 1924.

Several different china patterns used
by the Book Cadillac were illustrated
in Hotel Planning and Outfitting, published by Albert Pick. (Source: #9)
The saucer, detail shown above, contained
the Book Cadillac crest, but the cup, right, had
only the border}
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A design patent was issued to Robert M. Schiller
on October 21, 1924 (65,834). Mr. Schiller was the
president of the Schiller Company, a Chicago hotel
supply company, which made me doubt he was the
actual designer of this pattern.
The pattern featured five ovals (on dinner plate,
detail shown below) that contained an illustration of
a standing lady who was holding onto her wide-brim
hat. The rectangular panels contained six dancing
maidens against the dark background.

Identifying patented designs was much simpler
than identifying copyrighted ones. The patented ones
were illustrated on the patent record cards, but the
copyrighted ones were only described in words on
the record file cards. Scammell was issued five copyrights for china patterns in 1932. Four were designed
by Emil Schnepf, and one by George Ellis.
Here are the pattern names and the descriptions
on the cards in the Copyright Office:
“Aquatius,” Emil Schnepf, July 23, 1932 – conventionalized fish scales arranged in circular fashion;
“Cremona,” Emil Schnepf, October 11, 1932 –
Genuine Italian Renaissance;
“Ondalusis,” George Ellis, July, 1932 – floral
design conventionalized background;
“Selecto,” Emil Schnepf, July 23, 1932 – Renaissance design combining panels and plants; and
“Semiranus,” Emil Schnepf, July 23, 1932 – Assyrian motifs combining panels and plants.
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Now that you have read the descriptions,
it’s time for a test. Which one do you think
is the correct description for the plate crested for Foster’s, right? The backstamp on
this Trenton China plate contained a “C”
in a circle copyright symbol. My guess is
“Semiranus,” but because that is the only
copyright marked pattern I have seen, it is
difficult to be certain.

photo: Susan Phillips

The Eppley Hotel Company had a copyrighted pattern of stylized grape leaves, grapes, and dots flanking parallelograms that contained the stacked “EHCo” monogram. Scammell used this border on
service plates made for the Warrior Hotel in Sioux City, Iowa. Eppley
may have been the holder of this copyright, rather than Scammell, because an almost identical version of this border, designed by C. McKaig
and copyrighted Nov 6, 1926, appeared in the Syracuse pattern book
as 46000 series pattern. (The creamer shown at left was unmarked
and could have been manufactured by Scammell or Syracuse.)
Huyler’s, a New York-based candy and restaurant chain, used a
copyrighted pattern produced on Scammell’s Lamberton China, which
was backstamped “Design Copyrighted.” This pattern had a 1/4” wide
border outlined in dark and light brown. Spaced around the border were rectangular frames containing a black bowl of brown fruit
against a white background. Between the rectangles were strips of
white laurel leaves against a black background, with tan circles where
the V-shape leaf units came together.

In addition to these copyrights, there were a number of sculptural
designs by Geza de Vegh, which are discussed on page 371.
There was one more clue available to help establish which patterns were in production prior to 1921,
and that was a salesman’s pattern sample book used by the Hotel Department of John Wanamaker in
Philadelphia, a major supplier of Maddock and Scammell china.
This was a hard-bound book made by C. H. Fox Blank Book Maker, Trenton, and was numbered 7696,
but it was not marked Maddock. It contained 171 pages, 4 1/2” by 7 3/4”. A handwritten “11-7-20” on
the first page meant, I assume, November 7, 1920. Each page contained a pattern number or name, or
both, with a sample of the decal or transfer attached to the page. The lowest number shown was 15
1/2, the highest was 8084, plus one added page with 8284. In most cases, if the pattern was named, it
was named for the place where it was originally designed to be used. For example, “Green Auditorium”
was named for the Auditorium Hotel in Chicago (pattern in green color); “Hotel Congress Border” was
named for the Congress Hotel, also in Chicago; or “Imperial Ornaments” was named for the Imperial
Hotel (location unknown, but possibly New York City).
This book was used by salesmen to show potential customers border designs that were readily available, or to suggest possible custom variations. The salesmen, and the Lamberton Works, really wanted
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to sell the existing patterns rather than go to the expense of creating a new design. Each design had a
price code for that particular pattern. Some patterns were marked “Controlled,” which indicated that
they were reserved for a particular customer or available only in certain areas of the country. Design
#8080, for example, was marked “Controlled west of Pittsburgh by Pick and Co,” meaning Albert Pick &
Co. had exclusive use of this pattern in that area.
As a research tool, this pattern sample book was valuable for identifying pre-1921 designs. I was allowed to make photocopies of the original book, which was owned by John Wanamaker, and you will
find it at the end of this chapter. Some of the actual china is shown below. Note that the numbers are
shown in the order of their arrangement in
the book, from first page down.
#8284 Wan. Tulip Orna – (handwritten caption, with notation New Wan NY
Tea Rm.) The translation would be New Wanamaker New York City Department Store
Tea Room.

#8284 new wanamaker

#32 – An overglaze scroll and bellflower
border in light green and brown. This 11inch by 7-inch rectangular platter with bow
ends was similar to the “Hudson” pattern
used by the New York Central Railroad.

#32
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#115 Torch and Wreath – An underglaze transfer design in blue. This early
Maddock Lamberton creamer had spongeapplied coin gold along with a brush-applied
line on the handle.

#115 torch and wreath

#130 Cumberland – Named for
the original user, the Cumberland Hotel at
Broadway and 54th Street New York City
was built before 1904.

#130 cumberland

#138 Buckingham – An underglaze
one-color transfer design created for the Buckingham Hotel in New York City, which opened
in 1873.

#138 buckingham
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#146 Breslin – This plate was crested
for the Hotel Martha Washington, at 29th
Street, New York City, which opened in 1903.

#146 breslin

#152 White-house – This was patented design 37,321, designed by Charles A.
May in 1905.

#152 white-house

#154 Santa Fe – This post-1928 example on an Ivory body had the design in coin
gold over a pink background.

#154 santa fe

#156 Boston & Phila. S. S. Co. –
A transfer design, produced in gray-green
for the Boston & Philadelphia Steamship
Co. and supplied by John Wanamaker. This
pattern dated to before 1907, the date the
steamship company went out of business.
#156 boston & philadelphia steamship co.
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#164 Nippon – A transfer design in
green on an early example of Maddock’s
American China.

#164 nippon

#164 – A scroll border in shades of
green with thin red outlines and tiny green
flowers and vines.

#164

#170 New Buckingham – A bluegreen underglaze transfer border.

#170 new buckingham

#646 Harriman – A controlled pattern used by the Union Pacific Railroad and
other Harriman-controlled lines.

#646 harriman

#1040 Breath Rose – Overglaze.
A decal of pink roses, with green and gray
leaves.

#1040 breath rose

#1080 Small Festoon – Overglaze.
Decal festoons of pink roses and green
leaves. Maddock Lamberton footed compote
with unidentified crest added to festoon border. This early piece was supplied by Abram
French Co. Hotel Department, Boston.
#1080 small festoon
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#2058 – Overglaze with green scrolls
with thin red orange outlines (drawing from
Maddock Pattern book).

#2058

#6070 Radisson Hotel – Service
plates only. A border with water, trees and
clouds divided by white grid.

#6070 radisson hotel service

#6095 & 6096 Bender Border –
Two-color decal originally designed for the
Bender Hotel in Houston, TX, which opened
in 1911. A platter with the original Bender
crest appeared in the pattern book. This
Lamberton demi cup was crested for the
Manufacturers Club in Philadelphia.
#6095 & 6096 bender border

#7005 & 7006 Carlton Border –
This pattern was originally designed for the
Carlton Hotel in Portland, OR, which opened
before 1910. This underglaze Lamberton
comport was crested with an unidentified
“MH” monogram.

#7005 & 7006 Carlton border
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#7010 & 7013 Three Ornaments –
A transfer design showed a torch within a
circle of beads, with a bow on top. Three of
these ornaments – or two ornaments plus
a crest – were spaced around a plate, with
connecting pin lines. This ornament in green
was known as #7010; in brown it was #7013.

#7010 & 7013 three ornaments

#7025 Fifth Avenue Border – The
Solari crest shown was the way the pattern
was displayed in the sample book.

#7025 fifth avenue border

#7030 Georgian Border and Ornaments – Created for the Georgian Terrace Hotel, which opened in Atlanta in 1912.
The rim band was a series of rectangles with
inward and outward pointed ends. Dots and
long dashes connected the ornaments. The
central “GT” shield crest appeared on the
Maddock sample page with this border.

#7030 three ornaments
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#7040 McCormick Pattern –
Border – A border of squares and dots
with Arts and Crafts inspired ornaments
in black and yellow. The McCormick crest
#7040 McCormick pattern with crest
with “Sine Timore” (without fear) was as it
appeared in the pattern book. This Lamberton celery tray was supplied by Boutell Bros. of Minneapolis. The customer was probably located somewhere in Minnesota.
#7055 Craig Hall Thistle Border
– Craig Hall was an early Atlantic City Hotel
that opened before 1904.

#7055 craig hall thistle border

#8001 Neuces three Ornaments
& Lines – Decal ornaments that were connected with lines that were hand-applied by
a liner. The “L” logo (not shown) might have
been for the Leamington Hotel in Minneapolis, as this Lamberton piece was supplied
by Boutell Bros. of that city.
#8001 neuces three ornaments

#8015 Union News Oak Border
Pattern – This was a “Controlled” pattern
available only to the Union News Co. The
multicolor oak leaf and acorn decal border
flanked the Union News logo. This soup
plate was made by Scammell on Lamberton
China.

#8015 union news oak border pattern

#8027 Oakland General Service
Border – This decal border was composed
of tan and brown acorns, green oak leaves
and an oak twig rim. The pattern page stated
“always used with crest.” This pattern, originally designed in 1912 for the Hotel Oakland
in Oakland, CA, was also noted as “not likely
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#8027 oakland general service border

sold [to] anyone else.”
#8078 Virginia Dryburg – The
plate shown here does not have a rim band
of laurel leaves that was shown in the sample book. This underglazed Lamberton piece
was backstamped for the Lycoming Hotel in
Williamsport, PA., which opened in 1922.
#8078 virginia dryburg

#8042 oregon border
general service

#8042 Oregon Border General
Service – A design that dated to 1913
when it was created for the Hotel Oregon
in Portland, this transfer design was shown
in brown in the pattern book. The example
here in gray was crested for the Revere
House Hotel in Narragansett, RI, which operated 1868-1928. This plate was supplied by
Mitchell Woodbury of Boston.

#8046 Rice Border General
Service – This oval vegetable dish had the
brown verge beading that distinguished it
from #8047 – the same pattern, but without
the beading. This was originally designed for
the Rice Hotel in Houston, TX, which opened
May 17, 1913.

#8046 rice border general service

#8060 “vendig Border & Lines
This was the 1913 patented border described earlier in this chapter.
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#8060 vendig border & lines

#8074 – A multicolor decal border with
blue background, tan and green details. This
bouillon cup was crested for the Town House
Hotel in Los Angeles, CA.

#8074

#8076 & 8077 – A geometric border
that had a handwritten notation on the
pattern page: “Omaha Red & Blue.” The
red-green version was #8076. A somewhat
reduced version of the border design was
fitted here to a Lenape butter pat.

#8076 & 8077

#8082 – An underglaze transfer sailing
ship design, known to have been produced
in blue and brown.

#8082

#6000 Senate Border – As the name
suggests, this design was created for the
Senators’ dining room in the Capitol building
in Washington, D.C. The patriotic crest used
with this border is as it appeared in the Maddock pattern book.

#6000 senate border
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#2234 Hotel Shoreham, Overglaze – This was the overglaze version of
#5000, shown later in this chapter. It was a
two-color decal in yellow-green with gray
outlines. The griffon crest for the Shoreham
Hotel in Washington, D.C., on this nut dish
was the design as shown in the pattern book.

#2234 hotel shoreham

#2244 Violets, Overglaze – This
pattern had a very long run of popularity
and originated as a French dinnerware decoration.

#2244 violets

#2248 Hochschild and Kohn
Overglaze – This butter pat was backstamped “The Hochschild, Kohn & Co. Tea
Room.” Hochschild, Kohn was a department
store in Baltimore, MD.
#2248 hochschild and kohn

#2254 Hotel Congress Border –
Small pink roses and white flowers with light
green leaves. This 5 1/4” by 3 1/4” pin tray
with cresting for the Hotel Fairfax in Norfolk,
VA, was decorated with #2254 border applied overglaze.
#2254 hotel congress
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#2256 Plaza Gold Border – The
pattern book contained a hand-written notation, “Copley Plaza gold,” indicating its
use at that Boston hotel. This overglaze decal border design was composed of brown
outlines on a mustard gold background with
coin gold details and lines. Coin gold rim and
verge lines were applied by a liner.

#2256 plaza gold border

#2260 Woodward and Lothrop
Restaurant Overglaze– The interlocking “WL” monogram, not shown here, was
for the Washington, D.C., department store
commonly known as “Woodies.”

#2260 woodward and lothrop restaurant

#2262 Overglaze Buffalo Club
– This roll tray was probably for the club in
Buffalo, NY.

#2262 buffalo club
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#2270 Overglaze Haddon Hall –
This pink and green floral decal border was
similar in concept to the pattern used for
the Haddon Hall’s sister hotel, the Chalfonte
(#2286). The Haddon Hall pattern incorporated a center-of-the-well ornament.

#2270 haddon hall

#2280 Hotel Severin Overglaze,
Gold Decal, – Described as “two-line
band on edge and pin line on shoulder in
coin gold,” this same design in a silver and
blue combination was known as #2277 “Cafe
Boulevard.” Severin border (later in this
chapter) in pink and coin gold with a single
thick rim band and verge pin line was crested
for the Manufacturers Club of Philadelphia.

#2280 hotel severin

#2286 Overglaze Chalfonte – A
leaf-and-vine design originally created for
the Chalfonte Hotel in Atlantic City, NJ, which
was built in 1904. This Scammell Trenton
plate had the Chalfonte decal border applied
underglaze.

#2286 chalfonte

#2290 Youngs Hotel Overglaze –
This design in gray and yellow was originally
used for Youngs Hotel and appeared in the
pattern book with their crest.

#2290 youngs hotel
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#2292 Parker House Border
Overglaze – Designed for the original
Parker House in Boston, which operated
from 1855 until it was replaced by the new
Parker House in 1925. Parker House decal
applied under glaze on a plate by Scammell.

#2292 parker house

#5000 Shoreham Border – A onecolor underglaze transfer pattern was also
available overglaze as #2234.

#5000

#5015 Fort Pitt General Service
– This crested plate was for the Fort Pitt Hotel in Pittsburgh, PA, which was built before
1913.

#5015 fort pitt general service

#5025 Nassau Border – A multicolor decal border originally designed for the
Hotel Nassau in New York City, shown on a
seldom-seen Lamberton 8 1/4” rolled edge
coupe soup plate.

#5025 nassau border

#5030 Laurel Border – Green border band of laurel leaves and berries on the
Hudson navigation platter.

#5030 laurel border
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#5040 Indian Border – Multicolor
decal border.

#5040 indian border

#5050 Beefsteak Border – This
brown, red and black border featured small
illustrations of food, including a chicken and
a cut of beef. The butter pat decorated with
the Beefsteak Border was not backstamped,
so it may be Syracuse China’s version that
they called “Black’s (#62401).

#5050 beefsteak border

#5065 Frost and Dearborn – This
multicolor decal ornament design was handlined in two colors to connect the ornaments.

#5065 frost and dearborn

#5070 Egyptian Border – A decal
design composed of eight colors that included stylized lotus blossoms and leaves rising
above zigzag waves.

#5070 egyptian border

#5072 Hotel Baltimore, Egyptian
Border – A variation on the lotus theme,
this time in a six-color decal. Originally created for the Hotel Baltimore in Kansas City,
which opened around 1900.

#5072 hotel baltimore egyptian border
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#5075 Hotel Griswold Service –
A gray-green scroll design, outlined in brown
that was created for the Hotel Griswold in
New London, CT, which opened before 1913.

#5075 hotel griswold service

#5078 La Salle General Service –
Marked “Controlled by Pick for La Salle Hotel
only.” This two-color decal pattern of scrolls,
leaves and tiny blossoms was patented in
1909.

#5078 la salle general service

#5079 La Salle German Room –
This began as a “Controlled Pattern” exclusively for the German Dining Room in the
LaSalle Hotel in Chicago, which was built in
1909. This popular pattern was still being produced by another company just a few years
ago. This early nine-inch Lamberton plate
was backstamped “Design Patented,” but the
patent information has not been found.

#5079 la salle german room

#5080 Three Ornaments Seelbach Hotel – An orange and green decal
ornament. Three of these ornaments were
spaced around the rim with green handlining connecting them. Close-up of one
ornament showed the use of underglaze on
a Scammell’s Trenton China platter.

#5080 three ornaments seelbach hotel
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#6010 Large Iris Border – Border
of intertwined purple iris with blue-green
leaves and brown outlines. This rectangular
celery tray was backstamped for the Rockingham Hotel in Portsmouth, NH, which
opened in 1885; supplied by Mitchell Woodbury of Boston. It was marked neither “Lamberton” nor “Maddock” but was an exact
size and shape match to another marked
Lamberton celery tray.

#6010 large iris border

#6030 St. James Border Pattern
– The cresting on this china service for the
St. James Hotel in Philadelphia (not shown)
was intentionally placed off-center. The St.
James was built in 1900.

#6030 st. james border

#6050 Northwestern Depot
Ornaments – This pattern was composed of two different Art Nouveau-inspired
ornaments in mustard and green that alternated around the rim. The ornaments were
connected with hand-lined green lines, and
there was an orange rim line to complete the
pattern. This pattern was originally designed
for use in the Chicago and Northwestern
Railroad station dining room. This oval platter was produced by Scammell, indicating
that it was still an active pattern after 1924.

#6050 northwestern depot ornaments

When judging the design of any china pattern, keep in mind that each piece was only part of the complete place setting. If you only have a single piece of a pattern, you can’t really make a fair judgment of
its artistic merit. Often a single piece will seem rather uninspiring, but when seen in a complete place
setting it will look very attractive.

Sources
#1 Hutschenreuther Hotel China Catalog and List Prices, Germany, April 1994.
#2 The Buffalo Collection, Oneida Food Service Catalog, Buffalo, NY, 1996.
#3 Syracuse China Company, Catalog, Syracuse, NY, 1989.
#4 Villeroy & Boch, Restaurant & Hotel Division, Catalog, Germany, 1993.
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#5 Hotel Red Book, 1955-56, American Hotel Association Directory Corporation.
#6 Letter from Mr. Donald A. Boss, secretary, Boss Hotels, April 1980.
#7 Hotel Management magazine August, 1938 (Traymore photographs).
#8 Preservation News, National Trust for Historic Preservation, November, 1971, December, 1971
(Traymore articles).
#9 Hotel Planning and Outfitting, Albert Pick-Barth Company, 1929.
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Service Plates
Service plates were unquestionably the ultimate examples of the decorative skills available at the
Lamberton Works. In creating these plates, the artists and craftsmen pulled out all the stops. Many were
lavishly decorated with coin gold and intricate multicolor designs.
Service plates were not designed to serve food. They were usually placed on the table before the patrons were seated to create the desired atmosphere of elegance and to set the mood.
Today they are called “Show Plates,” which is probably a better description of their function than
“Service Plates.” “Charger Plates” is another name that is sometimes used today. These plates were
removed either before the first course was served or used as an underliner for the appetizer course and
then removed and replaced with the dinner plate, which held the main course.

Photo: Trenton Evening Times, June 11, 1951

Robert Scammell with a collection of service plates in the Lamberton Works showroom.

Because they were not subject to the surface wear caused by knives and forks, service plates could be
decorated with overglaze techniques. In the 1917 Maddock Lamberton catalog, 11-inch service plates
were priced from $5 a dozen undecorated (about 42¢ each) to $11.25 per dozen (about 94¢ each) for
ones with the most elaborate decoration. By the time the Scammell Lamberton catalog was issued in
1931, the prices had risen to $9 per dozen undecorated (75¢ each) to a maximum of $22.50 ($1.87 each).1
1 By 1994, 11.5” Service plates in stock patterns, not custom designs, were listed in the Hutschenreuther hotel ware catalog at prices
ranging from $62 each to $107.00 each, depending on the pattern.
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Wallick Hotel
The high quality decoration work required for service plates was evident in
even very early examples from the Lamberton Works. A 9 3/4” service plate
produced by Maddock for the Wallick
Hotel – on Broadway at 34th Street in
New York City around 1917 – had an
overglaze, multicolor decal, Art Nouveau-style border. Hand-applied coin
gold pin lines at the verge connected
the scrollwork.
The 3 3/8” circle in the center of the
well contained an illustration of a young
lady in a rather daring outfit and pose.
This decal required at least 10 litho
stones to print all of the colors. Notice
that the circle was placed slightly above
center to allow space for the coin gold
lettering.

Hotel Tuller

wallick

tuller

This same border was used on a 10
7/8” service plate for the Hotel Tuller –
built in 1904 in Detroit. On this plate,
which was just over an inch larger than
the Wallick’s, you can see that the three
elements of the border were actually
three decals rather than one complete
border decal. Blue rim and verge lines
were used rather than coin gold. At
least four colors were used to make the
center illustration.
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Hotel Avery
An early example of overglaze design
featuring coin gold was the service plate
created for the Hotel Avery in Boston,
which was in operation before 1915.
The hotel’s rampant lion crest placed
in the center of the well combined red
and black details with the coin gold.

Hotel Kimball
avery

kimball

The Hotel Kimball in Springfield, MA,
used a 9 7/8” service plate with an underglaze lotus blossom border. Egyptian-inspired designs such as this lotus
became popular after the unearthing
of King Tutankhamen’s tomb by Howard Carter and Lord Carnavon in 1922,
but this design was created prior to
that year because it appeared in the
1921 Maddock pattern sample book as
#5070 “Egyptian Border.”
The central heraldic design was a combination of underglaze and overglaze
work, with the coin gold lining applied
after the glost firing. The Latin “Fortis
non Ferox” translated into “Strong not
Fierce,” which one hopes didn’t refer to
the hotel’s waiters.
The Kimball opened on March 17,
1911, with over 1,500 attending the
gala. The hotel was named for William M. Kimball, the managing director.
(Source: #1) Presidents Calvin Coolidge
and Franklin D. Roosevelt stayed in this
400-room hotel. (Source: #2)
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Hotel Baltimore
Another Egyptian-inspired design
was used for the Hotel Baltimore in
Kansas City, MO. The underglaze decal border was listed as #5072 “Hotel
Baltimore, Egyptian Border” in the
Maddock sample book, indicating that
it was created for this hotel, which
opened around 1900.

baltimore

Hotel Baltimore

baltimore

The Hotel Baltimore used another
Lamberton service plate, which in the
center of the well contained the hotel’s
coat-of-arms crest in red, blue and coin
gold. The border on this 10 3/4” plate
was #2280 gold decal border with red
and blue “S” shapes within the ovals.
The Hotel Baltimore service plate at right
was supplied by Albert Pick & Company of
Chicago.
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Maxim’s
Maxim’s, a New York City restaurant,
had a plate that was composed of a
combination of in-stock and custommade decals. The border panels were
stock items that were used with handapplied blue curved lines to create the
panels. The musical instruments and
dancer decals may have been custommade to go with the center-of-the-well
cresting. The “Maxim’s” crest contained
at least five colors and had some fun
things going on in it. The jester at the
top of the circle was tickling the satyr’s
ear with a feather. This same panel border was combined with American Indian motifs and a full-well illustration
of Pere Marquette and the indians as a
service plate for the Marquette Hotel in
St. Louis. (Source: #5)
maxim’s

folies bergere

Folies Bergere
The Folies Bergere was a short-lived
dinner theater at 210 W. 46th. St., in
New York, that opened April 27, 1911.
They used Lamberton China plates supplied by L. Barth & Son that contained
an underglaze grape vine and trellis design. “Folies Bergere,” flanked by comedy and tragedy masks, was at the bottom of the rim, while a dancer with a
dog filled the center of the well.
The orchestra level of this theater was
arranged on rows of terraces around
tables of various sizes, each illuminated
by a pink-shaded candelabra. Dinner
was served, starting with appetizers,
at 6 p.m., while a vaudeville show was
performed on stage. After supper and a
two-hour cabaret, the evening’s entertainment ended at 1:30 a.m. – all this
for a cost of about $35 per couple.
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This expensive dinner theater concept lasted only about three months. It
closed for remodeling, which included
removing the kitchen that was under the
stage, and reopened in October 1911 as
the “Fulton.” In November 1955 it was
renamed the “Helen Hayes,” which was
demolished in 1982. (Source: #3)

Cafe Bova
The “Indian Border” #5040 and a
slightly smaller version #5041 (when
combined with a center-of-the-well
cresting) served as a custom pattern for
a number of customers. For the Cafe
Bova, at Arch and Otis streets in Boston, an illustration with a man holding
up pasta and a lady seated at a table –
along with the cafe name and a verge
pinstripe – made this stock design into
a custom one.
The illustration used on the Cafe Bova plate
was the same one used on the Cafe Bova
menus around 1906. (Source: #4)

cafe bova

suntaug lake

Suntaug Lake Inn
A large circular Indian chief and
brown lettering customized the same
border for Suntaug Lake Inn.
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Pontchartrain Hotel
The slightly smaller #5041 border,
with a tan verge line and a central illustration, became another custom
design. In this example the man was
Comte de Pontchartrain, Minister of
Marine of France, who sent Cadillac to
settle in North America. This plate was
used in the Pontchartrain Hotel in Detroit, which opened October 29, 1907,
and closed January 31, 1920. It was
supplied by James M. Shaw & Co. of
New York.

pontchartrain

murphy’s

Murphy’s Hotel
The Colonial coach with alighting
lady attended by footmen border was
another design that suited a lot of customers. It was used from the years of
the Maddock ownership into that of
Scammell.
Murphy’s Hotel in Richmond, VA,
which opened before 1913, used a
plate with the “Lamberton China” only
backstamp.
Between the coach elements were
three illustrations of Richmond monuments, and at the bottom of the rim
was the Murphy’s Hotel crest and
name. A dining Colonial couple in the
center completed this design.
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George Washington Hotel
The George Washington Hotel in
Washington, PA, built in 1922, used another version of local statues and hotel
crest for its Maddock Lamberton plate,
with an illustration of Washington &
Jefferson College in the center.

george washington

Rotary International

rotary

With the substitution of a Rotary International logo for the statue at the
top of the rim, this plate became a special service for Rotary dinner meetings
held in the hotel. There was yet another set of these service plates crested for
Kiwanis Club dinners. These plates were
supplied by Albert Pick & Company.
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White Swan Inn
Scammell’s Lamberton backstamp
appeared on the service plate for the
White Swan Inn, of Uniontown, PA. This
time Colonial figures and flower baskets
filled the four rim spaces, and an illustration of the original 1805 White Swan
Inn filled the center.

white swan

penn lincoln

Penn Lincoln Hotel
The same Colonial figures and basket elements were used on the Scammell plate for the Penn Lincoln Hotel
in Wilkinsburg, PA. William Penn and
Abraham Lincoln were featured in oval
frames in the center.
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The Hotel Oregon, in Portland,

was another customer that used the Colonial coach border with the dining Colonial couple in the center. Their plates
had “Hotel Oregon” at the 6 o’clock position. (no photo available)

General Oglethorpe Hotel
The General Oglethorpe Hotel,
located in Savannah, GA, used the same
design but with “The General Oglethorpe” at the 6 o’clock position.
When the 200-room Hotel Franklin on Main Street in Spartanburg, SC,
opened in January 1923, the dining
room service plates were of this same
design. “Hotel” above “Franklin” was
placed at the top, and a two-oval, within a circle, South Carolina seal was at
the bottom. (no photo available)

general oglethorpe

The Grange

grange

Not all of the early service plates
were elaborate in design. Some were
done totally underglaze and could have
been used as dinner plates. The Grange
in Winnipeg, Canada, was a good
example.
The large central shield and the buffalo decoration could easily have served
as a service plate. “Occidens Noster
Magnus” roughly translated to “Our
Great West.”
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The Gargoyle
Overglaze designs with coin gold details made elegant plates even without
fancy border designs.
The Gargoyle made a dramatic presentation combining black, red and
coin gold in the central crest. The coin
gold line illustration bust of the gargoyle showed it resting its head on its
hands. This early piece was supplied
by Albert Pick & Co.
A menu from the Gargoyle Restaurant in Milwaukee, WI, was listed on
ebay and dated 1917. The crest on the
restaurant’s menu was an exact match
for the crest on this plate.

gargoyle

radisson

Hotel Radisson
The 350-room Hotel Radisson in Minneapolis, named for explorer Pierre Esprit Radisson, had a custom designed
border shown in the pattern book as
#6070 “Radisson Hotel Service Plates
Only.” The tile-like central interlocking
“RH” shield was in gray, blue-gray and
dark gray-green.
The Radisson Hotel was backstamped “Lamberton China, Made Expressly for, Hotel Radisson, Boutell Bros.”
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Radisson Viking Room
The Viking Room of the Radisson
Hotel was equipped with Maddock’s
American China service plates when it
opened in 1909. The Viking ship and
the rope border were decals applied
underglaze. The Radisson closed November 20, 1981, and was torn down a
few years later.

radisson viking

Travis Club

travis club

The service plate for the Travis Club in
San Antonio, TX, had an underglaze decal crest along with “1911,” which may
have been the founding date for the
club as well as the production date of
the plate.
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Puritan Hotel
The only decoration on the service
plate for the Puritan Hotel in Boston
was a no-nonsense Puritan man. The
plate was back stamped for the hotel
and supplied by Mitchell Woodbury Co.
The Puritan opened before 1911.

puritan

unidentified

AH Mystery Plate
One of those mystery ownership
plates with interlocking “AH” monogram in a wreath was another underglazed example of a possible service/
dinner plate.
Both this plate and the “Grange” plate
had the identical early M-China-L, and
(curved) “Albert Pick” above (straight)
“&,” “Company” (curved) “Chicago”
backstamps.
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AH Mystery Plate 2
The “Rice Border” #8047 was used on
yet another “AH” mystery monogram
plate. This underglaze decal border and
crest piece contained only the “Lamberton China” backstamp, suggesting production around 1917.

unidentified

Rice Hotel

rice

One of the original uses for “Rice
Border General Service” #8046 was
on a service plate with center-of-well
cresting for the Rice Hotel. This plate,
supplied by Albert Pick & Co., also had
only the “Lamberton China” mark.
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La Salle German Room
“La Salle German Room” #5079 border service plates originally had an Imperial eagle crest in the center of the
well. This plate was backstamped for
the La Salle, and “Design Patented”
was included with the Albert Pick & Co.
mark.
If this design was patented, the patent drawings have not been found. It
may be that this backstamp was the
same one used on the known La Salle
patent (#40,280) pattern china.
Albert Pick supplied this 10-inch Lamberton
plate for the Congress Hotel & Annex’ German Room, which was decorated underglaze
and could have been used to serve food. The
use of this pattern was probably discontinued
along with the name German Room at the
outbreak of WWI.
la salle

congress

Congress Hotel & Annex
A very similar Imperial eagle was used
as the central design for the German
Room of another early Chicago hotel,
the Congress Hotel & Annex.
This crest with the interlocking “HA”
monogram would be almost impossible
to identify as belonging to the Congress
if it had not been illustrated and identified in the 1913 Albert Pick & Co. catalog. The “H” stands for “Hotel” and “A”
is “Annex.”
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Hotel Gibson
The Hotel Gibson in Cincinnati, OH,
which opened in 1914, had plates decorated in cobalt blue and coin gold with
a central crest. In addition to the top
marking, this plate was backstamped
with the hotel name and city.

gibson

Los Angeles Biltmore

la biltmore

For the 1923 opening of the Los Angeles Biltmore, Maddock created 10 3/4”
Lamberton service plates that were
placed on top of even larger gold-plated
plates, part of the hotel’s now historic
gold service. The elaborate coin gold
swag border had multicolor flowers in
the gold urns. (Source: #6)
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Hotel Bethlehem
The Maddock Lamberton 10 3/4” service plate made for the 1921 opening of
the 200-room Hotel Bethlehem in Bethlehem, PA, featured an ornate pale blue
and pink scroll border with coin gold
details.
The central crest contained a number
of symbols. A star of Bethlehem with
an eagle and the Pennsylvania keystone
left no doubt about the hotel’s location.
Between each of the five star points
were other symbols representing music, religion, literature, sports and steel
making.
Unfortunately years of use have worn
away some of the plate’s overglaze decoration.
bethlehem

stacy-trent

Stacy-Trent Hotel
The same border, but on Scammell’s
Ivory base, was used for the Stacy-Trent
Hotel in Trenton, NJ. In this case, the
side-by-side “Stacy” and “Trent” coat of
arms were featured in the center of the
well, inside a coin gold circle.
The Hotel Nicollet in Minneapolis used this same border on their service plates, with their name in a green
laurel leaf wreath in the center of the
well. (no photo available)
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Francis Scott Key
The Francis Scott Key, a five-story,
157-room hotel in Frederick, MD,
which was named for the writer of the
Star Spangled Banner, used service
plates made by Scammell. The large
overglaze central crest in purple, gray
and coin gold was identified by its use
on the hotel’s menus.
The Frances Scott Key opened in
1923, and the backstamp on this plate
contained only the “S” in the shield,
without “Scammell” underneath, indicating it may have been produced during Scammell’s takeover period.
This plate was an example of the
high-quality work produced during this
period for even relatively small hotels.
francis scott key

Hotel Alba

alba

When the 550-room, $7 million Hotel Alba in Palm Beach, FL, opened in
February of 1926, it was equipped with
Lamberton service plates crested in the
center of the well with the hotel’s name
and a sailing ship within a shield.
This china service was in use for less
than 10 years because by 1936 the hotel had been renamed The Ambassador.
The Hotel Alba plate was backstamped “Hotel
Alba” and originally contained the name of the
distributor, but that information was ground
off before the china left the factory, suggesting a possible change in the distributor during
production.
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Hotel Alba
The “AH” monogram on this plate was
likely made for the Hotel Alba as well.
It had oranges, palm trees and water
scenes worked into the overglaze border. In the the center were two sailing
ships and a woman with the black Spanish mantilla. An “A,” now worn, with
wide and narrow coin gold rim band,
completed the decoration.
Research indicated this might have
been used in the hotel’s Isabella restaurant. This backstamp also did not contain “Scammell,” only the “S” in shield
logo. It was supplied by Duparquet of
New York City.

alba

plaza

Plaza Hotel
An incredible amount of work was
needed to produce all of the multicolor
decals used on this Plaza Hotel service
plate. The Alamo scene at the top of
the border tips you off to its San Antonio, TX, location.
The other scenes contained Texas
Rangers, a lady picking oranges, a park
scene, a building, bi-wing airplanes,
golfing and horse racing. The hotel was
illustrated in the center of the well. Coin
gold rim and verge lines added sparkle.
The Plaza opened in April 1928.
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Fort Harrison Hotel
Patented design No. 68,994 was the
border used on the service plate for
the Fort Harrison Hotel, which opened
around 1925. It was supplied by Maas
Bros., of Tampa, FL.
Elements of the border design were
worked into the frame around the hotel
illustration. This was a combination of
underglaze border and lines and overglaze central decoration, which meant
it went through the Decorating Department twice.

fort harrison

American Hotels Corporation

ahc/daniel boone

A multicolor overglaze decal version
of the American Hotels Corporation’s
1928 patented border design was used
on service plates.
The central scene was of a buckskinclad hunter resting on a rock, with his
dog by his side. This may have been
used in all of the chain’s hotels, or it
may have been for only the Daniel
Boone Hotel in Winchester, VA. The
backstamp included the text, “A combination of many fine old Colonial designs
discovered on originals in New England
and the South. The whole design typifies the development and colonization
of the North American continent,” plus
“American Hotels Corporation Standard
China.” The backstamp contained both
“Design Patented” and “Design Copyrighted.”
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Penn Athletic Club
The Penn Athletic Club in Philadelphia used service plates with a blue
overglaze Greek key border containing
Greek gods within black circles. Above
the central eagle were the initials
“PAC.”
The backstamp contained “Designed
Expressly for Penn Athletic Club” with
John Wanamaker as the supplier of
the Scammell Lamberton piece. (This
chipped and rather worn example
turned up at a yard sale.)

penn athletic

penn athletic

Penn Athletic Club
The same central design was used
with a different overglazed bird and
floral border on another Penn Athletic
Club service plate.
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Hotel Dennis
The Hotel Dennis in Atlantic City, NJ,
had lots of coin gold on the decals used
for their service plate. The central crest
included the hotel’s sailboat logo.

dennis

Mystery Peacocks, feathers

unidentified

Coin gold was used for the ovals and
feather details of the peacocks on this
unidentified service plate made by
Scammell and supplied by John Wanamaker.
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Hotel Salisbury
The Hotel Salisbury in New York City,
which opened in 1927, used a 10 3/4”
service plate that featured a two-tone
central crest.

salisbury

gotham

Gotham Hotel
A full rim floral design in coin gold
over green was used by the Gotham
Hotel on Fifth Avenue in New York City.
The center contained the hotel’s “GH”
monogram.
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Carter Hotel
The same coin gold floral border, but
over a cobalt blue background, created
an entirely different look for the Carter
Hotel in Cleveland, OH.

carter

Mystery Plate

unidentified

This plate, on Ivory body, was furnished to the hotel by The Cleveland
Range Co., and was dated 1932. With
a pink background under the coin gold,
on Ivory, you get still another look,
which is attractive even without any
cresting.
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The Brass Rail
Solid cobalt blue rims flanked by coin
gold rim and verge lines, and used with
center-of-the-well illustrations or crests
were a popular style of service plate.
The Brass Rail, a New York City restaurant located in 1939 at 745 7th Ave.,
used the full cobalt rim treatment with
a full well illustration. The Brass Rail’s
“BR” shield was incorporated into the
windows where one of the men was
pointing.
This 11-inch Lamberton plate was
backstamped underglaze “The Brass
Rail.” It was also marked overglaze “H.
R. Kuehner.”

brass rail

hildebrecht

Hildebrecht Hotel
For the Hildebrecht Hotel in Trenton,
NJ, which opened around 1931, Scammell added their coin gold logo to the
top of the rim and placed a large multicolor floral spray in the well.
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Chamberlin Hotel
The Chamberlin Hotel at Old Point
Comfort in Virginia, which opened April
5, 1928, had their service plate crested
in coin gold.

chamberlin

Elks Club

elks

For the Elks Club in Brooklyn, NY, the
rim color was purple flanked by coin
gold, which matched the purple used
in the large central crest. This plate was
shown in Scammell’s advertisement in
the February 1929 issue of Hotel Management.
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Oakland Hills Country Club
The 10 3/8” service plate for the Oakland Hills Country Club, near Detroit,
had a grass green rim and crest background, and coin gold on the Ivory body.

oakland hills

whittier

Whittier Hotel
The Whittier Hotel, which opened in
Detroit before 1928, used a full brickred rim with coin gold doorway logo
and stripes.
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Desoto Hotel
The floral border with birds used for
the DeSoto Hotel in Savannah, GA, was
an overglaze design that gave the impression of tapestry work. The central
crest was coin gold.

desoto

Gideon Putnam Hotel

gideon putnam

The Gideon Putnam Hotel in Saratoga, NY, which opened in 1935,
used a service plate with a much less
formal look.
The dark green leaves and the central signboard were applied by the
transfer method. Then they went to
the liners who hand painted the light
green flowers.
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Detroit-Leland Hotel
The Detroit-Leland Hotel plates had a
central crest and underglaze rope border. This plate was backstamped Lamberton Scammell, with the hotel name
and furnished by Reichle Sons Co. Detroit, Mich., but that was not totally
true; it was actually on heavyweight
Rolled Edge Trenton China, not the
Lamberton body.

detroit-leland

southland

Southland Hotel
A very ornate overglaze full border
design incorporating classical scrolls,
cornucopia, fruit and flowers in a dark
blue, light blue and tan color combination was used by several customers.
The Southland Hotel in Norfolk,
VA, combined this border with an illustration of their building for their
10 3/4” service plate.
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Whitemarsh Valley Country
Club
The same border with a central crest
was made for the Whitemarsh Valley Country Club, located north of
Philadelphia, and supplied by John
Wanamaker.

whitemarsh valley

Berkeley-Carteret Hotel

berkeley-carteret

On 11-inch plates, such as the one
made for the 400-room Berkeley-Carteret Hotel in Asbury Park, NJ, which
opened before 1928, an additional coin
gold pin line was added to the rim to fill
the additional space.
The hotel’s multicolor crest was used
in the center of the well, and the piece
was backstamped with their name.
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Photo: Richard Bond

Robert E. Lee Hotel
The Robert E. Lee Hotel in WinstonSalem, NC, which opened before 1927,
used this border with a large center-ofthe-well illustration of Robert E. Lee in
uniform.

robert e. lee

richmond-leland

Richmond-Leland Hotel
This border on the next page, without any center-of-the-well decoration,
was used by the Richmond-Leland Hotel in Richmond, IN.
The Richmond-Leland Hotel was backstamped
for the Richmond-Leland and was furnished
by Hartman Wholesale Corp., of Chicago.
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Cavalier Hotel
Scammell’s designers used a full scenic treatment on the Virginia Beach, VA,
Cavalier Hotel service plate. The central
scene was the planting of the cross at
Cape Henry, VA, on April 29, 1607.
The border of three sailing ships
against the sky completed the scene.
Four coin gold stripes, now partly worn
away, framed the decals.
On the back was a complete description of the scene, Lamberton Scammell
logo, Furnished by Max Schwan, Inc.
Norfolk, Va., Made expressly for Cavalier Hotel Virginia Beach, VA. The Cavalier opened in 1927.

cavalier

Boca Raton Club

boca raton

For the Boca Raton, Scammell created a completely custom-designed plate
with a full center-of-well illustration of
gondolas on a canal, viewed through an
arched colonnade.
The eight-panel rim contained stylized water scenes flanked by fan design panels. A coin gold rim line completed this multicolor work of art. This
hotel began as the 100-room Cloister
Inn designed by Addison Mizner, which
opened in 1926.

Photo: Susan Phillips

Shultz & Weaver designed an addition
in 1928, which was completed shortly
before the Cloister closed. It was then
completely renovated and reopened as
the Boca Raton, complete with these
new Lamberton Service plates.
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Netherland Plaza
The Netherland Plaza Hotel in Cincinnati, OH, which opened in 1931, was an
outstanding example of Art Deco design. The service plates for the Netherland Plaza reflected this Art Deco look,
and they were quite a departure from
what was normally used for a table
setting. This plate was completely covered with black glaze, front and back.
The center-of-the-well circle and the
rim and verge lines appeared to be silver, but were actually platinum, used
because it would not tarnish the way
silver would.

netherland plaza

The “NP” monogram and scroll frame
were done in black, which was applied
on top of the platinum. The overglaze
Lamberton Scammell backstamp was
in red, and platinum was even used to
cover the base foot rim.

Sources
#1 Hotel Kimball brochure, 1911, Collection, Springfield Room, City Library, Springfield, MA.
#2 Sunday Republican, Springfield, MA, March 18, 1951.
#3 Lost Broadway Theaters, Nicholas Van Hoogstraten, Princeton Architectural Press, 1997, pages
137-141.
#4 A la Carte, A Tour of Dining History, Lou Greenstein, PBC International, Inc., 1992, page 69.
#5 The Antique Trader Annual of Articles Volume XV, Pg. 390, “American Dinnerware and Commercial
Pottery,” article by Lois Lehner.
#6 The Los Angeles Biltmore: The Host of the Coast, Margaret Leslie Davis, The Regal Biltmore Hotel,
1998, page 84.
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Hotels
Hotels were by far the largest group of users for the china produced at the Lamberton Works. In the
early 1930s there were approximately 20,000 hotels in the United States. Of these, 8,713 had 50 or
more rooms. Sixteen thousand hotels served meals – 1 billion a year to guests, plus an additional 220
million to their employees. Their annual food sales totaled $710 million. Every year they purchased $300
million worth of food, $1,300,000 worth of glassware, $1,400,000 worth of silverware and $1,600,000
worth of china for their tables. (Source: #1) And this was in the midst of the Depression.
The Scammell Company got their share of this million-and-a-half-dollar a year china business. Scammell China was to be found on the tables of many of this country’s finest hotels. Most of the larger hotels had several dining and banquet rooms, each room often having a complete service of its own china.
In addition, outside caterers would sometimes have china, crested for the hotels they served, which
they would bring into the hotel each time they catered an affair. In the case of a Kosher meal, two sets
of crested china were required.
A complete listing of all the hotels for which Maddock and Scammell produced china is not available,
but a collector could probably spend a lifetime turning up different hotel crested pieces.
The Lamberton Works supplied hotels
in most of the major cities throughout the
United States, with particularly strong usage
on the East Coast.
A very early example of hotel crested ware
from the Lamberton works was a 13 1/4”
oval platter for the Hotel Nelson, which according to the crest was owned by J. Roger
Nelson. The location of the Hotel Nelson is
unknown, but this is a good example of the
style of cresting used by early hotels. This
platter was on Maddock’s American China
with impressed back stamp, and the bottom
was flat and completely glazed.
New York City has more hotels than any
other city, and china from the Lamberton
Hotel Nelson – Included in the multicolor underglaze crest were Works was used in many of New York’s
a crossed knife and fork above the shield.
finest hotels.
Nelson

New York City
Waldorf-Astoria
The Waldorf-Astoria is, without question, the hotel of America. Not only is it New York’s most spectacular Art Deco hotel – designed by Leonard Schultz and Fullerton Weaver – but the service and
accommodations within its 47 floors make it “The Grandest Hotel.” (Source: #2) In 1929, the original
Waldorf-Astoria on Fifth Ave and 34th Street was torn down to make way for the Empire State Building.
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Lucius Boomer, who along with Coleman
Du Pont had owned the old Waldorf-Astoria
since 1918, bought for $1 the exclusive rights
to the name. (Source: #3) Boomer was called
out of retirement by a group of investors
who wanted to build a new and greater Waldorf-Astoria. Financing was worked out just
a few days before the stock market collapsed
in October 1929. Excavation started on January 6, 1930, and on October 1, 1931, the new
Waldorf-Astoria opened to the public.

waldorf-astoria

Waldorf-Astoria – Top, the room service pattern creamers
are shapes still used by the Waldorf-Astoria.

When it opened, the hotel contained about
1,900 guest rooms, a two-tiered grand ballroom with a 44-foot high ceiling, and capacity of 2,000 people. The Starlight Room had,
before the days of air conditioning, a roof
that opened to reveal the stars. (Source: #4)

If you were wealthy enough to have your own private railroad car, there was a private siding track off
Grand Central Terminal, located under the hotel with its own elevator to take you directly to your suite.
As you have probably guessed, Scammell’s china was selected for use in the new Waldorf-Astoria. A
letter from Lucius Boomer appeared in Scammell’s November 1931 Hotel Management advertisement.
“Lamberton China is like an old friend – it wears
well and grows old gracefully. Naturally we have
selected it for the new Waldorf-Astoria.”
Two of the patterns Scammell made for the
Waldorf-Astoria were illustrated in a two-page advertisement. One was described as a “new special
shape (scalloped rim on the plates) and pattern
created expressly for Waldorf-Astoria room service in Lamberton Ivory China.”

waldorf-astoria
waldorf-astoria

This pattern was a multicolor overglaze floral design with pink, yellow and purple flowers. The lines
were coin gold. The other pattern was a “special
Lamberton design furnished for Waldorf-Astoria
main dining rooms and banquet service. A mellow
combination of Ivory and Gold.” (Source: #5)
Neither of these patterns was particularly Art
Deco in feeling, which is surprising considering all
of the Art Deco decoration lavished on the public
rooms and the specially designed silverware used
Waldorf-Astoria – Right, the open sugar and ashtray
were from the original banquet service.
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with this china. 1
A china pattern more in keeping with the hotel’s
Art Deco atmosphere was an overglaze border of
stylized leaves and dots that combined a brown
and golden ochre decal with coin gold highlights
and pin lines.
The Waldorf-Astoria’s most elegant pattern had
a coin gold rim band with acid etched stars on
Scammell’s Ivory body.
Suite 35-A in the Waldorf Towers, the Presidential Suite – complete with four bedrooms and
baths, a drawing room, dining room, foyer, and
serving pantry – had a special tea service entirely glazed in coin gold that was custom made by
Scammell.(Source: #6)

waldorf-astoria

At least one additional pattern was produced
by Scammell and supplied by Nathan Straus-Duparquet for the Waldorf-Astoria. This pattern had
a wide rim band of pink, with multicolor floral
sprays on the pink. It had a coin gold border design, flanked by lines. Handled bouillon cups had
the gold border inside the bowl, with both handles covered with gold.
To give you some idea of the quantity of china
used by the Waldorf-Astoria, this is a list of the
china required for a dinner in the Grand Ballroom
to honor Francis Cardinal Spellman on May 14,
1966: (Source: #7)
5,000 bread and butter plates;
15,000 salad plates;
5,000 soup plates;

waldorf-astoria

Waldorf-Astoria – Top, the stylized leaves and dots pattern. Below, the etched stars pattern. Each cup handle had
three hand-lined coin gold lines.

11,000 dinner plates; and
5,000 demitasse cups and saucers.
This was the largest dinner ever served in the history of the hotel up to that time, attended by some
5,000 of New York’s most distinguished citizens, part of the reason the Waldorf-Astoria is called the
“Unofficial Palace of New York City.”
1 The Waldorf’s Art Deco silverware was designed by Peer Smed and Frederick Stark, and the patent (D 86,554) was issued March 15,
1932, and assigned to the hotel.
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The Plaza
The Plaza is probably the Waldorf’s closest rival as New York’s
prestige hotel. Like the Waldorf,
the present Plaza is the second
building with the same name.
The first Plaza Hotel was an eightstory building with accommodations for more than 500 guests that
opened in 1890. A lion was used
as the hotel trademark, and a lion
head crest was used on the china
and silver. (Source: #8)
Plaza

The Plaza – This photo shows the same design, executed in both underglaze
and a coin-gold overglaze. They were backstamped for the Plaza, and were
supplied by Nathan-Straus & Sons.

In 1905, the 15-year-old building came down, and the new Plaza,
designed by Henry Hardenburgh in
the French Renaissance style, went
up in its place.

The new Plaza had 800 rooms with 500 baths and dozens of suites ranging from 14 to 17 rooms each.
On Tuesday October 1, 1907, the new Plaza opened for guests. This 19-story castle-like hotel had a
number of public dining rooms, including the Palm Court, The Edwardian Room and the Terrace dining
room. Over the years, changes have been made. In 1921, the present Ballroom was added, and in 1923,
a miniature forest of more than 50 live trees was planted in a rooftop courtyard several stories above
the ground. (Source: #9)
The Plaza is now one of the country’s oldest hotels, but it remains one of the grandest and most
popular. When it opened in 1907, it was equipped with coin gold-encrusted china supplied by L. Straus
and Sons. (Source: #3) An early Plaza
Maddock pattern, shown in
their pattern book as #2256
“Plaza Gold Border” was a
geometric overglaze border
with coin gold highlights.
The Plaza bedroom dressers were equipped with pin
trays that look like miniature
celery trays, but were only
5 1/4” long.
The Plaza – A coin gold lace
border, rim line and central crest
decorated this Vanderbilt ashtray
(left) and tiny pin tray produced by
Scammell for the Plaza.
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The Plaza’s Lamberton matchbook holder/
ashtray, left, was topmarked with the double
“P” crest that appeared on many items from
the silverware to the elaborate light fixtures
outside the Plaza’s entrance.

Plaza

The Plaza – The back-to-back “P” crest was also used
by the Copley-Plaza in Boston, so it is difficult to tell in
which of these hotels a piece was actually used.

Biltmore Hotel
The Biltmore on Vanderbilt and Madison Avenue opened December 31, 1912, as part of the Grand Central Terminal complex. Maddock supplied Lamberton China to the hotel with a gray-green lattice border
and pink flowers.
Biltmore

Biltmore Hotel – This
Penn Shape cup, right, had
the Biltmore’s coin gold “B”
crest inside the cup.
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Bretton Hall Hotel
The Bretton Hall was located on Broadway between 85th and 86th streets and was operating before
1915. Maddock produced Lamberton China with a blue and tan underglaze scroll border that had swags
of pale blue flowers outlined in brown. This china, below, was backstamped “Made especially for the
Hotel Bretton Hall, New York.”

Bretton Hall

The Brewster
The Brewster, on 86th Street, was supplied in 1927 with Lamberton China topmarked with the hotel
crest in black and coin gold.

Brewster
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Cadillac Hotel
The Cadillac at Broadway and 43rd Street
opened as Wallick’s Hotel (see page 170), but
not long after was renamed Cadillac.
The new owners also operated the Secor
Hotel, in Toledo, so they used a combined “CHS”
on Tooth Brush Vases for bedrooms in both
hotels.

Cadillac

Cumberland Hotel
The Cumberland, at Broadway and 54th Street, opened before 1904 and used Lamberton China with
Border Pattern #130 along with the hotel’s crest. (A Club No.1 shaped celery tray was supplied by James
Shaw & Co.}

Cumberland
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Essex House
The Essex House at 160 Central Park South, which opened in 1931, used Ivory Lamberton China with
an overglaze purple circular elements border and a lyre, feather and ribbon in the center of the well.

Essex House

Essex House – This celery tray was backstamped “Made in America Expressly for Essex House New York City.”

Fifth Avenue Hotel
Located at 24 Fifth Avenue and Ninth Street overlooking Washington Square, this 700-room hotel
opened in 1926. Its dining rooms included The Pink Salon, The Amen Corner, The Jade Suite and The
Washington Square Room.
Fifth Avenue

Scammell China was
used in the Washington
Square Room, crested
with a shield containing
five castle towers in the
shape of an “A” with a
“W” below.
This was only one of
several patterns produced by a number of
china companies for
this hotel, including the
Lamberton Works.
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Gotham Hotel
The Hotel Gotham was located on
the southwest corner of Fifth Avenue at 55th Street. When it opened
in 1905, it contained such deluxe
features as a ladies’ entrance, tworoom suites with fireplaces, and a
large dining room with a terrace
along the Fifth Avenue facade.
One of the china patterns that
was auctioned off when the hotel
closed in 1980 was this Lamberton
plate by Scammell, right, decorated with an overglaze border of
green leaves. The Gotham’s “GH”
monogram in green and mustard
appeared six times around the rim.

Gotham

Hampshire House
The Hampshire House, at 150 Central Park South, opened in 1937 after a six-year construction delay
caused by the Depression. Dorothy Draper, an interior designer known for her use of floral motifs, styled
a flower spray and pink rim
Hampshire House
pattern for the Hampshire
House. The overglaze floral decoration on this china
was identical to that used
on Lamberton dinnerware
in the “Spring Garden” pattern, which is described in
the Dinnerware chapter.
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Lombardy Hotel
The Lombardy, which opened in
1927 on 56th Street off Park Avenue,
used the same overglaze black and
gold border that was used by the
Brewster Hotel, but with the addition
of the Lombardy name and crest.

Lombardy

Majestic Hotel
This early “Maddock’s American
China” impressed plate with brown
scroll border and interlocking “MH”
crest is believed to have been made
for the Majestic Hotel on Eighth Avenue at 71st Street.
The Majestic opened in 1894 and
was torn down around 1929.

Majestic

Martha Washington Hotel
The Martha Washington, at 30 East 30th St., opened in 1903 as the first women’s hotel in the United
States. Maddock’s American China, with a blue border and crest, was used in the hotel dining room. It
was supplied by by Kniffin & Demarest Co.

Martha Washington
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Netherlands Hotel
The Netherlands, which opened
in 1892, was located on Fifth Avenue at 59th Street. The blue border of this pattern contained tulips
and a subtle “NH” monogram at
the top of the rim. The well crest
was purposely place below center.
This early Maddock pattern was
supplied by Higgins & Seiter of
New York and was marked “Design
Patented,” but the patent drawing
number has not been discovered.
The Netherlands closed around
1926.

Netherlands

New Yorker Hotel
The Hotel New Yorker was a 2,500-room businessmen’s
hotel that opened January 2, 1930, with a private tunnel
access to Pennsylvania Station.
An overglaze, multicolor design of five flower baskets
and panels on white Lamberton China was used in the
hotel’s Manhattan Room. This pattern was designed by
New Yorker

New Yorker - a.c.
scavullo design

A.C. Scavullo and was patented January 1933
(Des 88,932, not issued to Scammell).
Another overglaze pattern, this time on
Ivory and shown at left, had a beige border
with a green and blue geometric design.
All of these patterns were supplied by
Nathan-Straus-Duparquet and were backstamped for the New Yorker.
An unusual Art Deco demitasse service
totally covered with black glaze, with the
white body exposed inside the cup, has
been found.
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The cups have thin
rectangular handles,
with no finger hole.
Cups and saucers have
thick and thin coin gold
rim stripes. The saucers have “Made Expressly for Hotel New
Yorker” backstamps in
red overglaze, along with the Scammell
shield logo. (Source: #30)
The cups, for lack of space, have only
the Scammell shield logo in red, above.

New Yorker – Photos: Paul Trosko

Paramount Hotel
The Hotel Paramount opened in 1928 and advertised that it was “45 seconds from Broadway.” It used
Lamberton China with the hotel’s “P” crest and a blue background leaf border, below.

Paramount
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Pierre Hotel
The 615-room Hotel Pierre was located on Fifth Avenue and opened October 1, 1930. It has been called
the “Aristocrat of Hotels.” (Source: #11) For the Pierre,
Scammell created a pattern similar in appearance to the
Pennsylvania Railroad’s “Broadway” pattern (see page
305). This pattern, right, with its reddish brown border
on Ivory, shows how effective a one-color design can be.
The Pierre’s more formal china service had their “P”
monogram crest in coin gold on Ivory, below. Both of
these patterns were backstamped with the hotel and
suppliers’ names.

Pierre

Pierre

Ritz-Carlton Hotel

Ritz-Carlton

The original Ritz-Carlton on Madison Avenue opened in 1910. It was
the first of a chain of Ritz-Carlton
Hotels. Philadelphia opened in
1911, Montreal in 1913, Atlantic
City before 1927, and Boston in
1927. All of these hotels used the
same china pattern that consisted
of a green lattice border with scroll
urns containing a single flower that
was suspended from a blue bow.
This underglaze decal had an overglaze coin gold rim band.
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Pierre Hotel – Myers Minott & Co., of New York
City, supplied this Ivory monogrammed china, left, to
the Pierre.

Savoy-Plaza Hotel
The Savoy-Plaza, which opened in
1927, was a 1,000-room hotel overlooking Central Park. There were at
least three different Lamberton China patterns made for use in various
dining rooms.
One pattern, dated 1927, has a
coin gold laurel leaf border over a
purple background (left). Another
pattern on Ivory with scalloped rim
and molded ridges, is dated 1936.
The border is decorated with five
blue-gray baskets filled with pink
and red flowers, with blue-gray
leaves. A band of laurel leaves connects the baskets. Hand-applied
pin lines complete this underglaze
design (above). A much less formal
pattern with an Art Deco-inspired
blue, gray and tan border on Ivory
body was probably used in the cafe
lounge or snack bar (below). All of
these patterns are backstamped
with the hotel name.

Savoy-Plaza

Savoy-Plaza Hotel – The savoy-plaza was torn down in the 1960s and
replaced with the General Motors Building.

Tuscany Hotel
The Tuscany, at 120 East 39th St., which opened before 1929, used topmarked Lamberton China,
below, that was supplied by Nathan Straus & Sons.

Tuscany
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Vanderbilt Hotel
The Vanderbilt, on Park Avenue
between 33rd and 34th Streets,
opened in 1912 and used Lamberton China with the hotel’s “V”
crest.
There are two known versions of
this china, one in cobalt blue and
one in coin gold.

Vanderbilt

Vanderbilt

Other New York City hotels that were supplied with china from the Lamberton Works are described
elsewhere in the book. These include: The Lexington, Wallick’s and the Nassau.

Washington, D.C.
Washington, D.C., the nation’s capital, had many prestige hotels that used china made at the
Lamberton Works.
carlton

Carlton Hotel
The Carlton at 16th and K
Streets opened in 1926 with
Lamberton
China.
Three
known patterns were used, all
with backstamps as shown below. (More pattern photos on
next page.)

photos: Richard Bond
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Carlton

Carlton

Continental Hotel

Carlton Hotel – Additional patterns used by the
Carlton, all with the same backstamp as shown on previous page. Service plate photo: RWCN
Continental

The Continental opened
before 1911 on North Capitol Street. A copy of the
famous “Spirit of 76” painting was used as part of
the Hotel Continental’s
Scammell Lamberton service, right.
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Harrington Hotel
The Harrington at 11th and E streets, which was built in
the 1920s, is not a luxury hotel but its 300 rooms are popular
with families visiting the nation’s capital.

Harrington Hotel – The glaze wear on this old Harrington crested
plate indicates many years of use.

Harrington

Hay-Adams House (Hotel)
The Hay-Adams, on Lafayette Square across from the White
House, opened in the spring of 1928. This 200-room, eightstory, Italian Renaissance-style stone structure was built by
Harry Wardman.
The Lamberton China that Scammell produced for the
opening of the Hay-Adams is a simple, yet classic design with
the hotel crest and rim band in coin gold.

hay-adams

Harrington Hotel – The “W” in the crest is for Harry Wardman,
builder of the Hay-Adams. This original equipment platter uses “House”
instead of “Hotel” as it is now known. This piece was made between
1928 and 1936, when The Hay-Adams was sold to the Manger Hotel
chain.

Highlands Hotel

highlands

The Highlands, a pre-1904 hotel on Connecticut Avenue
and California Street, used Maddock Lamberton China with a
coin gold crest that features Scotsmen.
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mayflower

Mayflower Hotel
The Mayflower, “a name of international fame” according to its advertisements, is steeped in service
and tradition. Scammell was one of several hotel china makers who produced china for the dining rooms
of this 1,000-room hotel on Connecticut Avenue, which opened on February 18, 1925. This underglaze
flower basket and blue panel border crested with the Mayflower ship logo on Trenton China is one of
many patterns used by this hotel over the years. (Source: #31)

Raleigh Hotel
The Raleigh Hotel, with 500 rooms,
was located at 12th and Pennsylvania
Avenue, midway between the White
House and the Capitol.
Around 1912 a new section was
added to the original 1893 hotel. The
main dining room and cafe were located on the ground floor, with banquet
rooms on the 10th floor. (Source: #12)

raleigh

Raleigh Hotel – This Raleigh plate with coin gold and red lines was
made by Scammell.
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The Raleigh’s crest of a boar’s head
surrounded with a leaf wreath was
used on larger pieces of their china
service. Over the years, several companies including Bauscher of Weiden,
Germany, Wm. Guerin & Co. of Limoges, France, and The Lamberton Works
supplied their china needs. Scammell
also produced a different pattern for
the Raleigh Coffee shop.

Shoreham Hotel
The original Shoreham on 15th and H
Streets, operated from 1891 until 1927.
Maddocks overglaze border #2234 with the
addition of a griffon and coin gold scrolls was
used in the original Shoreham.
In 1930, a new Shoreham on Connecticut
Avenue opened with a new Ivory Lamberton
China pattern that featured stylized, exotic
birds and flora. The overglaze decal ornaments were arranged differently on various
size pieces, and there was a coin gold rim line.
This pattern was usually not marked with
the hotel name, and it continued to be produced by Sterling China after the Lamberton
Works closed.

shoreham

Shoreham Hotel – This Shell No.2 Pickle dish, above, was
supplied by James M. Shaw & Co., of New York. Flora and fauna
pattern, below.

shoreham

Wardman Park Hotel
The Wardman Park Hotel, on Connecticut Avenue,
opened in 1918 as the Wardman Park Inn. It used Lamberton China topmarked with the Wardman Crest, left.

wardman park

Wardman Park Hotel – A Tooth Brush Vase crested in coin
gold with the original “Inn” name.
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Willard Hotel
Since 1817, hotel accommodations have existed at 14th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue.
Henry and Edwin Willard started hotel keeping here in 1847. By the 1870s, the Willard
was a five-story brick hotel. The eleven-story
French Beaux Arts building standing on this
corner today was designed by Henry Hardenburgh, who also designed the Plaza, in New
York.
To maintain continuous hotel operations,
the new hotel was constructed in two phases.
The first was completed in 1901, the second
in 1904. A 100-room addition was constructed in 1924. (Source: #13)
When the hotel’s first new section opened
in 1901, it was called the “New Willard” and willard
used an “NW” monogram on its china and silver. The interlocking “NW” crest on Lamberton China was done in green with coin gold tracery, above.
Dulin and Martin Co. of Washington was the supplier. Later the “New” was dropped and the name
became simply “The Willard.” The hotel closed in July 1968 and remained vacant for years. On February
1, 1984, a nearly three-year restoration of the hotel was undertaken by the Oliver T. Carr Company. On
August 20, 1986, the newly restored Willard Hotel reopened. (Source: #32)

Chicago

Chicago, Illinois, rates as the location for the second largest concentration of American hotels. Many
of these were furnished with Lamberton China.

Congress Hotel
As far back as 1913, Lamberton China was on the tables of
Chicago’s famous 1,000-room
Congress Hotel. (Source: #14)
The hotel crest in coin gold,
right, was used on Lamberton
China at the Congress.
Congress Hotel – This open
sugar, crested on both sides for the
Congress Hotel, is a shape that is not
shown in the Lamberton catalog.

congress
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Drake Hotel
Lamberton China with a floral
basket design was used when
the Drake Hotel opened in 1921.
The bedrooms were equipped
with large Comb and Brush Trays
featuring an overglaze central
floral basket ornament.
After 1937, Syracuse china was
used exclusively by the Drake.
(Source: #15)

Wardman Park Hotel – This 11 3/8” by
8 1/8” “Blackstone”-style Comb and
Brush Tray was made by Maddock and
supplied to the Drake Hotel by Albert
Pick & Co.

drake

La Salle
The La Salle’s patented scroll pattern in gray and
brown with coin gold details, left, was supplied by
Albert Pick & Co. The La Salle crest in just coin gold
was used on candle stands and another china service, below right. The La Salle German Room pattern is shown on page 183.
La Salle Hotel – Detail of a match stand, below, shows a
slightly different coin gold crest. Photo: Richard Bond
la salle

la salle
la salle
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stevens

Stevens Hotel
Ernest J. Stevens, president of the Stevens Hotel Company, used
Lamberton China for many years at his La Salle Hotel. (Source: #16)
When the 3,000-room-Stevens Hotel opened on May 2, 1927, it had
several crested designs made by Scammell.
The design used for restaurant and banquet service featured the
Stevens crest and a blue gray and brown scroll border, above, that
reflected the French 18th century styling used throughout the hotel.
(Source: #17) This underglaze Lamberton China was supplied by Marshall Field & Co.
Service plates for the Stevens had the crest
in the center of the well, with a circular swag
surrounding the crest. The scroll rim border
featured five ovals containing women’s heads
in silhouette. (Source: #18)

stevens
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When it opened, the Stevens had a
Japanese Lunch Room on the exhibition hall floor, one flight down from
the lobby. A special pattern (bottom
of previous page) with Japanese motifs was created for use on the marble
lunch counter of this room.
Combination
ashtray/matchbox
holders with raised logo and brick red
glaze, left, were custom made for the
Stevens as well.
When it opened, the Stevens was
the world’s largest hotel, but it did not
operate under the Stevens name for
very long. In 1942, it was taken over
by the military, and in 1945, it was purchased by Conrad Hilton and became a
Hilton Hotel.
stevens

Atlantic City
Resort hotels were somewhat different from city hotels. They were designed and built as places to
go and to stay just for the pleasure of being there. Resort hotels went to great lengths to create their
distinctive personalities.
This personality was created to appeal to a certain group or social level of customers that the hotel
sought as their guests. In some cases, the social level the hotel pretended to cater to was in fact not the
social level of its guests.
Atlantic city was never the resort of the very wealthy, but it always pretended to be. Many of Atlantic
City’s larger hotels were designed to make predominately white collar and upper middle class guests
think they were staying in the same hotel with the very wealthy, who were not staying there and had
never stayed there.
The Lamberton Works was well represented on hotel tables throughout Atlantic City. Part of the
reason for this was the good job that John Wanamaker’s Hotel Department did as a supplier for this
resort. Many of the hotels may have favored patronizing a china maker in their home state over those
from outside of New Jersey.
The fact that china was shipped F.O.B., and delivery from nearby Trenton would be lower than from
New York State or Ohio may also have influenced their selection of the Lamberton Works.
D. William Scammell’s personality and super salesmanship probably played a large part in landing
many of the Atlantic City contracts, too.
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ambassador

Ambassador Hotel
The Ambassador, which opened before 1921, used Lamberton China, above, with an overglazed blue
bellflower border and blue and coin gold stripes. The eagle, lions and “A” crest were also in coin gold.
This pattern was also used by other hotels in the Ambassador Hotel chain.

Chalfonte-Haddon Hall
Maddock produced two different but similar patterns for the original Chalfonte Hotel and the nearby
Haddon Hall. These were shown in the Maddock pattern book and are illustrated on page 608. When
the original Haddon Hall was replaced with a new building that opened July 1929, a new pattern was
created for the hotel by Syracuse China. It was later slightly redesigned and patented by the Scammell
China Co., below. The details of this event can be found on page 142.
chalfonte-haddon hall
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Claridge Hotel

claridge

The Claridge, a 26-story hotel at Park Place that opened in 1930 and
advertised itself as “The Skyscraper by the Sea,” used a floral pattern
with red band on Ivory Lamberton China, above.

Dennis Hotel
The Hotel Dennis, at Michigan Avenue and the Boardwalk, began as a two-room summer house in
1860. It was rebuilt in 1901, and used a number of Lamberton patterns over the years. An early Maddock pattern, below, consisted of an overall floral design in brown and blue. This was a one-color transfer with the brown and blue flowers hand-painted after the transfer was applied.
A 10-ounce mug with the hotel’s sailboat crest was used in the hotels bedrooms (top of next page).
Dennis Hotel – This Individual Roll Tray is backstamped for the Hotel Dennis and was supplied by James M. Shaw & Co,
of New York.

dennis
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This overglaze decorated piece was supplied by John Wanamaker. The Hotel Dennis service plate with the same logo is
shown on page 190.
Theodore Havilland of France made a pattern that is
backstamped for the Hotel Dennis. This overglaze pattern
of linked shapes in green with pink outlines and pink roses
was also made by Scammell, but usually without the hotel
backstamp. See photos below.

dennis

dennis

dennis

Galen Hall

galen hall

Galen Hall was built in
1898, complete with elevators, steam heat and electric
lights, and had crested china
by Maddock that was supplied by John Wanamaker.

Galen Hall – These rectangular dishes are topmarked with
Galen Hall’s interlocking “GH”
monogram within a wreath.
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Dennis Hotel – Clockwise from top: 10-ounce
mug with hotel’s crest; Hotel Dennis backstamp;
and plates with linked shapes and pink roses.

president

President Hotel
The President Hotel, on the
Boardwalk at Albany Avenue,
opened in 1926. Scammell furnished Lamberton China with
a seahorse and wave border in
green, purple and yellow. This
pattern is backstamped with the
hotel’s “P” and seahorse crest.
president

Seaside Hotel
The Seaside Hotel, located on Pennsylvania Avenue,
opened before 1928.

seaside

They had at least two Lamberton China patterns. One
had a wave and cloud border
with seagulls and sailboats in
gray, left top.
Another consisted of orange, blue red, and black flowers on Ivory body, left.
Both pieces are backstamped with the hotel name
and city.

seaside
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Shelburne Hotel
The Shelburne was originally built before 1903, and then rebuilt before 1931.
Early pieces by Maddock, right, are topmarked with a twin shield crest and “The
Shelburne.”

shelburne

Traymore Hotel
The Traymore, as described earlier (see page
147) used a patented
custom design with their
lighthouse crest. This
china service included a
crescent salad plate.
Bedrooms were furnished with “Blackstone”
shape Comb and Brush
Trays that had a light
yellow overall glaze and
the lighthouse crest.

traymore

California | Los Angeles
New York, Washington, D.C., Chicago and Atlantic City were all known for their famous hotels in the
early-to-middle years of the 20th century, but there were many more important hotels throughout
the United States that purchased china from the Lamberton Works. Some of them are listed below, by
states. Please note that additional hotels are shown in the Service Plates and Patterns chapters.
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lankershim

Lankershim Hotel – This early Maddock Lamberton

China was supplied by Albert Pick & Co..

Lankershim Hotel
The Lankershim, a pre-1911 hotel on Broadway and Seventh, was one of two Lankershim Hotels (the
other was in San Francisco) that used the same china pattern, which consisted of #138 “Buckingham”
border and the interlocking “LH” monogram, shown above.

Town House Hotel
The Town House on Wilshire Boulevard, which
was built in 1929, added their “TH” crest to #8074
border, right (see page 160).

town house

California | San Francisco
st. francis

St. Francis Hotel
The St. Francis on Union
Square, which opened March 21,
1904, incorporated their “ST.F”
monogram into the scrolls of the
laurel leaf border used on Scammell’s Lamberton China, left.
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Delaware | Wilmington
DuPont Hotel
The Hotel DuPont, which
opened January 15, 1913, used
Ivory Lamberton china with their
crest in coin gold.

dupont

Florida | Miami Beach
Hotel Good
The Hotel Good, at 4301 Collins Ave., used topmarked Lamberton China
with the hotel crest applied overglaze in red and gray, outlined in black.
“Good” in Old English letters is below the crest, left.
helene
good

Helene Hotel
Scammell’s Lamberton
China for the Helene Hotel
is topmarked “The Helene”
in a yellow panel that is
flanked by palm trees.
The border, originally
designed for the Breakers
Hotel, is in blue and tan
with a red rose, in scalloped panels. This china,
right, was supplied by Albert Pick & Co. The Helene
opened before 1928.
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princess martha

Florida | St. Petersburg
Princess Martha Hotel
The 250-room, nine-story, Princess Martha Hotel, which opened before 1926, used Scammell’s Lamberton China with a blue and orange floral border and the hotel’s “M” crest, above.

Georgia | Atlanta
Ansley, Hotel
The Ansley, with 425 rooms, opened June 30,
1913. The Maddock China, left, was supplied by
Albert Pick and, crested with the hotel’s “AH” monogram within a shield, was used in the dining room.

Georgian Terrace Hotel
This 10-story, million-dollar hotel opened in
1912 with at least two Lamberton China patterns
on the tables. “Georgian Border and Ornaments”
(#7030) is shown in the Patterns chapter. Another pattern is composed of a coin gold crest and trim.
The coin gold crest congeorgian terrace
georgian terrace
tains only a “G,” below
right, while the blue and
yellow pattern crest, below
left, contains an interlocking “GT.” This china was
supplied by Mitchell Woodbury Co., of Boston.
ansley
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Iowa | Cedar Rapids
Roosevelt Hotel
An illustration of the Roosevelt Hotel, along with the name
and address, was topmarked on their Scammell Trenton China
service, right. This 12-story hotel opened before 1928.

Roosevelt

Iowa | Sioux City
The Warrior Hotel
This Eppley chain hotel had Scammell Lamberton service plates featuring a multicolor rendering
of an Indian chief’s head, facing to the left, with a
circular border containing “The Warrior” below
the head, right. The copyrighted Eppley leaf border with interlocking stacked “EHCo” panels was
placed below a coin gold rim band, shown below.
Photos: Richard Bond

warrior

warrior

Kentucky | Louisville
Seelbach Hotel
The Seelbach Hotel opened May 1, 1905. In addition to china decorated with #5080 Ornaments, some
pieces contained only the Seelbach crest and a green rim line, shown on the next page.
In the basement, the Seelbach had a Rathskeller with arched ceiling and walls covered with tiles made
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seelbach

seelbach’s rathskeller

by the Rookwood Pottery Co. These tiles were decorated with symbolic coat-of-arms designs and conventional German landscapes,
complete with castles. (Source: #29) This tile motif was used as a
background for the circular crest on the Rathskeller’s china service
produced by Maddock around 1911, above.

Maine| Portland
Lafayette Hotel
The Lafayette on Congress
Street in Portland purchased
Lamberton China decorated
with the hotel’s multicolor crest.
lafayette
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Seelbach Hotel – Shown above was
the detail on an “Individual Shape” relish tray with only the hotel crest, backstamped for “The Seelbach,” and supplied
by J. Dolfinger & Co. Photos: Richard Bond

Maryland | Baltimore
Belvedere Hotel

belvedere

On December 14, 1903, the
14-story, 300-room, French Renaissance-style Belvedere Hotel opened
for business. On the top floor, under
the mansard roof, were two ballrooms, and on the lobby floor were
several dining rooms.

In its first 40 years of operation, the Belvedere served 14.3 million meals. The 20,168 pieces of Lamberton China that Maddock
produced as the initial order for the hotel were rather simple
in design. The china was
decorated with the same
crest that was used on
silver serving pieces,
etched glass panels in
the Owl Bar and even in
the plaster work on the
walls. (Source: #19)
A Tea Dansant Tray
with #2250 “Rose Border,” left, was one of the
more unusual pieces
used by the Belvedere.

belvedere
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belvedere Hotel – The
Tea Dasant Tray with the
Belvedere crest in coin gold
had a molded-in ring for a
tea cup, and was used for
refreshments at tea dances.

Caswell Hotel
The Caswell only lasted for
20 years – from 1905 until
1927 – but for some reason a
good variety of its china has
survived. The earliest pieces
were marked “Maddock’s
American China,” and the
last pieces were “Scammell’s
Trenton China.” All were topmarked with the Caswell crest
in green and orange.
The 200-room Caswell was
torn down in 1927 to make
way for the new 700-room
Lord Baltimore Hotel.

caswell

Emerson Hotel
The Emerson opened in 1911 and closed
in 1969. It had its own farm outside the city
to keep the kitchen supplied with the best of
Maryland produce.
The Emerson china service, first produced by
Maddock and later by Scammell, had the hotel
crest and rim lines in coin gold.
Emerson Hotel – A club named The Chesapeake
Club, which met in the Emerson Hotel, had its own backstamped pattern on Ivory Lamberton china. See the
demi cup, below, marked for The Chesapeake Club.
emerson

emerson

Emerson Hotel – The demi cup shape was created by
Maddock for the hotel and was named the “Emerson” shape.
The Emerson bedrooms were equipped with a number of Lamberton items, above.
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Forbes Hotel
The Forbes was a small hotel on McMechen
Street, but it had custom-crested Lamberton
China topmarked “Forbes” in green script lettering, right.
forbes

Raleigh Hotel
The Raleigh, another small hotel, opened
around 1905 as a rather aristocratic place with
separate private dining rooms for ladies and gentlemen, and featured evening concerts. In the
1920s, it was renamed the Armistead, but the
Raleigh crest that appeared on the china also appeared in stone above the hotel entrance until it
was demolished in 1979.

raleigh

Stafford Hotel
The Stafford opened on November 5, 1894. Some of
the hotel china was decorated with #170 “New Buckingham” border, with added crest, left.
Another pattern used #7005 “Carlton Border” with
no crest but backstamped “Hotel Stafford Baltimore”;
see backstamp below.

stafford

Lord Baltimore Hotel
When the Lord Baltimore opened in 1929, it was stocked with several patterns supplied by Syracuse
China Co. One of these patterns was named “Shanghai” by Syracuse (shown on the next page), and the
Lord Baltimore was the first customer to use this new pattern. (Source: #20)
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At some later date, Scammell managed
to get the china contract for this pattern.
The Ivory Scammell version was altered
slightly, particularly in the border bands,
but was close enough to be used alongside the Syracuse version.
shanghai

lord baltimore

lord baltimore hotel – The relish tray, above, is by Scammell.
The Syracuse “Shanghai” version with a Greek Key border design is
shown on the demi cup at left, with the same Scammell relish tray in
the background.

Massachusetts | Boston
Hotel Brewster
The Hotel Brewster at 19 Boylston St., opened before 1915 and used coin gold-crested Lamberton
China with a gold border and rim stripe. This Maddock footed compote, below, was supplied to the
Hotel Brewster by Mitchell Woodbury Co.
brewster
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copley-plaza

Copley-Plaza Hotel
The Copley-Plaza opened on August 19, 1912, with Lamberton China that used the same gold border
as the Plaza Hotel in New York City. Some of these pieces were backstamped “The Plaza” and were
supplied by Mitchell Woodbury of Boston. There were also some pieces by Scammell that were backstamped “Sperry Service,” which appeared to have been a caterer that used the Copley-Plaza for events.
The example here shows the Copley-Plaza backstamp with the Boston distributor Jones, McDuffee and
Stratton. Backstamp photo: Richard Bond.

Georgian Hotel
The Georgian used 7 3/8” square Roll Trays
topmarked with their “G” in a frame crest and
trimmed with coin gold bows and lines, right.
This Maddock Lamberton China was supplied by
Mitchell Woodbury Co.

Thorndike Hotel
The Thorndike, a pre-1897 hotel on Boylston
Street, used china with a coin gold border and
crest, below.
thorndike

georgian

Thorndike Hotel – A St. Charles No.2 Pickle dish with
early Maddock backstamps, left.
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Youngs Hotel
Youngs Hotel opened in the 1890s, and around
1917 they were using Lamberton China decorated in overglaze pattern #2290, below.

Youngs Hotel – A Square, Handled, Salad bowl crested
for Youngs, right.

youngs

Massachusetts | Stockbridge
Red Lion Inn
The existing Red Lion Inn opened in 1897. Maddock’s Lamberton China supplied by Mitchell Woodbury was an early pattern used at the Red Lion. The pattern was #123 “Manhattan Border” in gray green.
This small hotel had a variation on the original pattern that was made by Scammell. The more modern
version used the same border, but this time in brown. The center-of-the-well crest consisted of a lion
holding a shield with “1773,” which referred to the original founding of the inn.
red lion inn

red lion inn

Red Lion Inn – A Palace shape candlestick with
the earlier version of the Red Lion crest, right.
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Massachusetts | Swampscott

new ocean house

New Ocean House – In addition to the top cresting, this Maddock celery tray was backstamped “New Ocean House” and
was supplied by Mitchell Woodbury.

New Ocean House
The 300-room, American Plan, New Ocean House was operating before 1903. The decoration was
the popular, patented “Manhattan Border” #123, this time in blue-green, with the hotel’s sailboat
crest, above.

Massachusetts | Templeton
Landlords Inn
The 125-room Landlords Inn, which operated on the American Plan in 1928, was a relatively small
hotel to have custom china. The service plate created by Scammell for them featured a center-ofthe-well scene of a Colonial inn with the innkeeper at the door to welcome guests. The border of this plate
contained 25 gold-framed oval
black-and-white portraits of men
against an ornate background.
The china pattern that was
used with these service plates
was composed of Emil Schnepf’s
1926 patented border (70,195)
combined with at least one of
the oval portraits. Exactly who
the 25 gentlemen landlords
were remains a mystery.
Landlords Inn – The border and
lines on this gravy boat, right, were
underglaze, while the portrait and coin
gold frame were applied overglaze.

landlord’s inn
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Michigan | Detroit
Whittier Hotel
The 820-room Whittier Hotel
on East Jefferson used Scammell
Lamberton China topmarked
with their “W” crest in blue and
rust, right.

whittier

Michigan | Kalamazoo
Columbia Hotel
The Columbia Hotel opened in 1893 and was enlarged
in 1923. The hotel’s crest – with eagle and shield within a
wreath in rust – was the only decoration on their Ivory Lamberton China.
Columbia Hotel – This relish tray, detail at right, was part of the
unused china stock found in the basement of the Columbia after the
hotel closed around 1980.

columbia

Minnesota | Duluth
Holland Hotel
The Holland Hotel, at 11 W. Fifth Ave. in Duluth, was in operation by 1915 and used Lamberton China
decorated with Art Nouveau ornaments spaced around the rim. The hand-applied pin lines connecting these ornaments framed scenic
holland
views of Holland.
At first glance these scenes appeared to be rendered in two shades
of blue-gray, but on close examination small amounts of yellow-orange
could be found in the sky and water.
Holland Hotel – This pattern, left, supplied by E. F. Burg of Duluth, does not
contain the Holland Hotel name or crest,
but the scenic border identifies the hotel.
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Minnesota | Minneapolis
Andrews Hotel
The Andrews Hotel at Fourth and Hennepin, which opened before 1915, originally furnished their bedroom dressers
with Lamberton pin trays that featured
an illustration of the hotel in the center,
with an overglaze border of pink and
white roses (far right). This was the #2354
Hotel Congress Border.

andrews

The hotel crest (right and below) appeared on Lamberton China in the dining
room, along with #5065 ornaments that were connected with handpainted red and green pin lines.

andrews

Andrews Hotel – This Andrews
Hotel illustration, above, in shades of
brown, appeared in Maddock’s sample
pattern book.

Missouri | Excelsior Springs
Elms Hotel
elms

The Elms Hotel, which opened before 1914, used
Scammell Lamberton spittoons crested in coin
gold with “Elms” composed of elm tree trunks and
“The” up in the leaves.
They also used Scammell’s Trenton China crested with the same tree logo in green and reddishbrown, right. On the dinner
plate this crest was placed
on the left of the rim at the
9 o’clock position, right.
(Photo: Stephanie Carr)
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baltimore

Missouri: | Kansas City
Hotel Baltimore
The Hotel Baltimore was supplied with several
Lamberton patterns. Two of their service plates
are shown in the Service Plates chapter.
For the Pompeian Room china service, left,
Maddock designed a Greek key border in brick
red flanked by black lines. The center of the well
was decorated with a classic Greek vase containing the figure of maiden.

Hotel Baltimore – This 7 5/8” plate was backstamped
“Hotel Baltimore” “Pompeian Room.”

Nevada | Las Vegas
Desert Inn
Desert Inn, a 300-room hotel built by Wilber Clark that opened in 1950, used a pattern known at the
Lamberton Works as “Aztec.” This tan and dark blue design had hand-painted rust red work in the space
between the rim and center-of-the-well decals. It may have been used in the hotel’s Painted Desert dining room. This pattern was Scott Scammell’s favorite .
desert inn
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New Hampshire | Dixville Notch
The Balsams
The Balsams, a 375-room summer hotel that opened in 1870,
used Maddock Lamberton china top marked with their stylized
pine trees logo, right.

New Hampshire | Mount Washington

the balsams

the balsams

Mount Washington Hotel
The Mount Washington is a major
resort hotel that used Lamberton China with both the Maddock and Scammell backstamps. An intertwined “MW”
monogram composed of tree branches
was used along with the pine needle and
pinecone border. The Mount Washington
opened July 28, 1902.

mount washington

Mount Washington Hotel – The demi saucer and platter with underglaze decal decoration
were examples of production on an Ivory body
and were a contrast in body color to the plate.

Sunapee-Granliden Hotel
The Granliden, a pre-1911 resort hotel, used Maddock Lamberton China with a pinecone and pine
needle border, which was backstamped for “Granliden.”
sunapee-granliden
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New York State

It was difficult for the Lamberton Works to compete outside of New York City with Syracuse China and
Buffalo China (both located within the state of New York ), if for no other reason than their lower freight
rates. There are however, some excellent examples of Lamberton China from hotels in this state.

New York | Brooklyn
St. Marks Ave. Hotel

st. marks ave.

St. Marks Ave. Hotel was
located in the Crown Heights
section of Brooklyn, and
opened before 1909. Frederick Loeser & Co. of Brooklyn
supplied topmarked Maddock Lamberton China to the
St. Marks. The #758 Individual Roll Tray, right, was crested
for St. Marks Ave. Hotel.

New York | Long Island
Montauk Manor
This 200-room English Tudor structure was designed by architects Schultze & Weaver for Florida resort promoter Carl Graham
Fisher. The Montauk opened June 1, 1927, but then struggled
through the Depression. During World War II, it was taken over
by the U.S. Navy. It opened as a hotel following the war.

Montauk Manor

The Montauk service plate contained a center-of-the-well
illustration of a 1920s lady, standing on a rock outcropping beside a Native American and looking out toward Montauk Point.
The border was patent design 68-992. The regular china service, below, was a border design of six scenes.
Montauk Manor

Montauk Manor – Above
left, the 1927 service plate
with a Twenties-era flapper and Native American.
Photo: Richard Bond

Left, both sides of a creamer showed two of the six
scenes that were placed on
the regular china service, including the lighthouse and
tennis court.
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The “Aztec” pattern, right,
which also saw use at the
Desert Inn in Las Vegas, was
used at Montauk Manor.

montauk manor

Interesting, too, is that the
pattern below, #68,9994,
also has been documented
as having been used at Montauk Manor, with the same
1927 backstamp as at right.

New York | Newburg
Washington Hotel
The Washington Hotel opened in
1930. Its bedrooms were equipped
with dresser trays decorated in Emil
Schnepf’s 1925 patented design
#68,994, right. They were on a Trenton China body and backstamped
for the hotel with the city address.
washington

New York | Rochester
Rochester Hotel
The Rochester Hotel, which was built in 1908, had crested Lamberton
China by Scammell. The hotel’s crest was placed in the center of this
celery tray, with an underglaze blue and brown swag and oval border.
rochester
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Hotel Seneca
The 10-story Hotel Seneca
opened around 1900 and had a
Maddock candle stand in each
of its 500 bedrooms. These were
topmarked with the hotel crest in
coin gold and backstamped with
the hotel name and “Sibley Lindsey & Curr Co.,” the supplier.
The hotel crest included a banner with “Nun Do Wah O Noh.”
Multicolor versions of this crest,
but without the hotel name, were
used on china made by Syracuse
China in the 1904-10 time period.

seneca

North Carolina | Pinehurst
The Carolina
The Carolina, a resort hotel that opened January 1, 1901,
originally used Maddock Lamberton China crested with an
interlocking “NPC” monogram within a laurel wreath, along
with #5000 Shoreham Border of ribbon and laurel, all in
green, below.
Later, Scammell produced Lamberton China crested with a
different Carolina Hotel logo in coin gold, right.
carolina
carolina

The Carolina – This “Palace” shape candlestick, left, with the “NPC” monogram was a mystery piece until a piece backstamped “Carolina
Hotel” turned up. Then the monogram made
sense as: “P”inehurst “N”orth “C”arolina.
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Ohio | Cincinnati
Gibson Hotel
The 1914 Hotel Gibson used several patterns of
Lamberton China. One pattern was topmarked with
the hotel’s multicolor crest, right. Another had just a
blue Greek key border, but was backstamped with the
hotel name and address.
The Gibson’s service plate is shown in the Service
Plates chapter, and a dresser tray is shown in the Sizes
and Shapes chapter.

gibson

Netherland Plaza Hotel
The Netherland Plaza china that was used
with the black and platinum service plate
(shown in the Service Plates chapter) used
the same “NP” monogram along with a black
and tan scroll border and brown rim stripe.
Between 1955 and 1960, this hotel became
part of the Hilton Hotel chain, and the name
was changed to Netherland Hilton. At that
time, the crest on the china was changed to
“NH.” (Source: #21)
netherland plaza

Vernon Manor
The Vernon Manor china combined its interlocking “VM” monogram with a poppy flower and leaf
decal border. The Vernon Manor was built in 1924.

vernon manor
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Ohio | Cleveland
Wade Park Manor
The Wade Park Manor, which opened
before 1923 at 107th Street and Chester Avenue, used Maddock Lamberton
candle stands crested with a coin gold
“WPM” shield logo, right.
Wade Park Manor – In addition to the top
logo, this piece was backstamped “Made For
Wade Park Manor.”

wade park manor

Oklahoma | Oklahoma City
Oklahoma Biltmore
Bedrooms in the Oklahoma
Biltmore, which opened before 1934, were furnished with
Lamberton pin trays crested
with the Biltmore chain’s “B”
logo in coin gold.

oklahoma biltmore

Oklahoma Biltmore – These dresser pin trays were backstamped with the
hotel name and supplied by Nathan Strauss & Sons of New York City.

Oklahoma | Tulsa

mayo hotel

Mayo Hotel
When the Mayo Hotel opened around
1925 the bedrooms contained Lamberton
candle stands with coin gold crests, right.
Mayo Hotel – The crest on this candle stand contains all the letters for “MAYO” which were interlocked to create a design. The “Y” is part of the inner leg of the “M.”
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Tulsa Hotel
The Tulsa Hotel opened before
1913. Lamberton China topmarked
with the hotel crest was furnished
by Albert Pick & Co., and was shown
in the Albert Pick catalog from
that period.
Tulsa Hotel – The hotel crest on this
small platter contained a gushing oil derrick in the upper left section of the shield.

tulsa

Oregon | Portland
Imperial Hotel
The 300-room Imperial Hotel,
built in 1909 at Broadway and Stark,
used Maddock Lamberton China
topmarked “Imperial Hotel,” which
was supplied by Prael Hegele & Co.
of Portland.

Imperial Hotel – This was a St. Charles
No. 2 shape Pickle Dish.

imperial hotel

Portland Hotel
The eight-floor Portland Hotel opened April 7, 1890 and had 326 bedrooms. Maddock produced
Trenton China that was topmarked with the hotel name and its shield crest.
portland

The Portland Hotel closed August 15, 1951
and was torn down in September 1951.
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Pennsylvania | Hazelton
Altamont
When the 175-room Altamont
opened in the mid-1920s on
Broad and Church Streets, it was
furnished with Scammell’s Lamberton China. This blue transfer
underglaze pattern was crested
with an “A” within a shield and
“The Altamont” in a banner below. Albert Pick & Co. supplied
the equipment, including the china, for The Altamont.

altamont

Pennsylvania | Philadelphia
Adelphia Hotel
The Adelphia, which opened on Chestnut Street before
1917, used Plaza shape matchbox holders, left, crested
with their “A” shield and wreath logo in coin gold. They also
had Lamberton service plates with multicolor crests in the
center of the well.
Adelphia Hotel – This Matchbox holder was backmarked “Property of Hotel Adelphia, Philadelphia PA.,” which obviously did not stop
some guest from taking it with them when they checked out.

Hotel Barclay

adelphia

The Barclay opened around 1929 and had a customdesigned pattern created for their use. The overglaze service
on the newly introduced Ivory body china was advertised by
Scammell in a November 1929 Hotel Management ad.

Hotel Barclay – This 8-inch plate was backstamped “The Barclay’ and was
supplied by John Wanamaker.
barclay
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Bellevue Stratford
When the Bellevue Stratford opened
on September 20, 1904, it was Philadelphia’s finest hotel. Scammell produced
topmarked Trenton China that was backstamped for the hotel.
This heavier weight Trenton body may
have been used for banquet service.
bellevue stratford

Bellevue
Stratford
– The crest on this twohandled bouillon cup, shown
above, was located inside
the bowl and would have
been placed on the table
facing the guest.

Gladstone, The
The Gladstone, at 11th and Pine
streets, was an early Philadelphia hotel
that used Maddock Lamberton China
crested with their griffon logo and “The
Gladstone.”
Their china, shown at left, was supplied by John Wanamaker.

gladstone

New Hanover Hotel

new hanover

The New Hanover opened
before 1911 on Arch and
12th streets. Their china,
by Maddock and shown at
right, was topmarked with
the hotel name and crest,
and was supplied by John
Wanamaker.
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Hotel Pennsylvania
The Hotel Pennsylvania, at Chestnut
and 39th streets, opened before 1924
and used Lamberton China with a brown
and teal blue border and their crest.
By 1937, the hotel’s name was
changed to Hotel Philadelphia, and by
1947 to Penn-Sheraton. This pattern
was supplied by N. Snellenburg & Co., of
Philadelphia.
pennsylvania

Hotel Pennsylvania – The crest on this cup was inside the bowl.
Above the interlocking “HP” monogram was a small keystone shape,
a Pennsylvania symbol for the “Keystone State” (holding together the
North and South.

At some point this hotel’s name may
have been changed to something beginning with a “C,” because the same pattern and crest, except with a “C” in place
of the “P,” was made by Scammell, left.

sylvania

Sylvania Hotel
The 400-room Sylvania, at Locust and
Juniper streets, opened before 1928 and
used a pattern, shown at left, that was
very similar to the “Stotesbury” pattern
used by the Reading Railroad around the
same time.

Sylvania Hotel – This plate was topmarked
on Trenton China and was supplied by John
Wanamaker.
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Walton Hotel
The 400-room Walton, at Broad and Locust streets, used at least two Lamberton
patterns. One was topmarked with the
hotel’s crown and boar’s head crest, right,
and backstamped “Hotel Walton.” The
blue-green transfer border, patented design D 37,321, was shown in the pattern
book as #152 “White-house.”
Another pattern contained only a coin
gold pin line but was backstamped for
the Walton.

walton

Pennsylvania | Pittsburgh
william penn

Hotel William Penn
The Hotel William Penn, which
opened in 1916, had very elegant
matchbox holders that were crested
in green and coin gold.
Another original William Penn pattern was C. A. May’s patented design
48,729 that he created around the
time the hotel opened, shown below.
photo: Stephanie Carr

Hotel William Penn – Left, the William
Penn crest was on both sides of this Traymore shape matchbox holder..
william penn
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Pocono Manor Inn
In the late 1920s, Scammell created a realistic pine
border design for the 238-room Pocono Manor Inn, a
popular resort hotel that operated on the American
plan – meaning that meals were included with the
price of a room.
This was the same pattern that was used by the
Mount Washington Hotel in Bretton Woods, NH, except that theirs was crested with the “MW” logo.
After the Lamberton Works closed, the manager of
the Mount Washington asked Robert Scammell where
he might get more of the pine border china. Scammell
suggested he call the Pocono Manor, which was no
longer using their pine border pattern. As a result, the
Mount Washington purchased the Pocono’s china and
had it shipped to New Hampshire. (Source: #22)

pocono manor
pocono manor

Pocono Manor Inn – At right is a topmarked Scammell dish
used at the inn, with the “PM” initials. photo: Jean Lesoine

Pennsylvania | Reading
abraham lincoln

Abraham Lincoln Hotel
The Abraham Lincoln used coin gold
crested Plaza shape matchbox holders.
The “MH” monogram within the rectangular frame stood for Robert Meyer Hotels,
the owner in 1931.

Pennsylvania | Stroudsburg
Penn-Stroud Hotel
The five-story, 200-room Penn-Stroud, which opened before 1928, had a restaurant, Tavern Room,
Algerian Coffee Shoppe and a Japanese Garden, and Scammell’s Trenton China was on their tables.
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The Penn-Stroud also used Lamberton
China with #8078 “Virginia Dryburg” border
with the hotel crest.

penn-stroud

Penn Stroud Hotel – The multicolor decal crest was combined
with cobalt blue rim stripes on this oval vegetable dish, above.

Rhode Island | Providence
Narragansett Hotel
The Narragansett Hotel opened before
1883. By the 1920s, the hotel was using
Scammell Lamberton China topmarked with
an Indian holding a shield with the Rhode
Island anchor symbol, below the #5041
Indian Border, detail shown at left.

narragansett

The service plate for this hotel featured a
center-of-the-well illustration of the bust of
an Indian chief facing left with “Narragansett”
curved below. `

Tennessee | Jackson
New Southern Hotel
The 250-room New Southern
Hotel opened around 1928.
The hotel’s multicolor crest with
name, right, was the only decoration on their Scammell Trenton
China.

new southern
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Tennessee | Memphis
Chisca Hotel
The Chisca on Main Street opened before 1913 with Lamberton China topmarked
“Chisca” and supplied by Albert Pick &
Co. This pattern was shown in Pick’s 1913
catalog.
Chisca Hotel – The exact use for this 3” diameter
bowl is unknown as it does not appear in Maddock’s
Lamberton catalog, but it may be a butter dish designed to hold a small amount of ice below the pat
of butter, which would have been useful during
the summer.

chisca

Peabody Hotel
The Peabody, famous for the ducks swimming in their lobby, used scalloped-edge Scammell Lamberton
China decorated overglaze with a scroll and floral swag border against a green background. The Peabody
was the second hotel by that name on the site. It cost $5 million and opened in 1925 with 625 rooms.
peabody

Tennessee | Nashville
Hotel Hermitage
hermitage

The Hotel Hermitage equipped their bedrooms
with Maddock Lamberton Round, Hooded matchbox holders that were decorated with coin gold
“HH” crests.
The Hermitage opened in 1910 and closed
in 1977.
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Texas | Houston
The Bender
This hotel opened in 1911 with a
custom border design produced by
Maddock on Lamberton China and
supplied by Albert Pick & Co.

Lamar Hotel

bender

There were two Lamar Hotels, one in Houston, and another in Meridian, Mississippi. They both
opened in April 1927. The 325-room Lamar in Houston used topmarked Lamberton China with magnolia blossoms flanked by bluebonnet flowers around the rim, below. Smaller pieces, such as saucers, did
not contain the top crest, but were backstamped “Lamar Hotel.” The Lamar in Houston was imploded
in April 1985.
lamar

Shamrock Hotel
The $21 million Shamrock, which opened on St. Patrick’s Day 1949, was one of the first large postwar
hotels, and Scammell supplied their china through Nathan Straus Duparquet & Co. The 10 1/4” plates
had two acid-etched, coin gold bands and a coin gold rim line with mint green bands separating the
shamrock
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shamrock

gold. This was applied to an Ivory body.
One of the custom-designed shapes
that Scammell created for this Shamrock
china service was a 7 1/2” handled underliner with molded scrollwork on the
handles, decorated in coin gold, shown
on the previous page.
The hotel bedrooms had pin trays,
right, crested in coin gold with the “S”
and star within a wreath logo. By 1955, it
had become the Hilton Shamrock.
st. anthony

Texas | San Antonio
St. Anthony
The St. Anthony opened January 4, 1909, and used Maddock
Lamberton China, right, topmarked with the hotel crest and
name, which was supplied by Albert Pick & Co.

Virginia | Richmond
Hotel William Byrd
The 11-story William Byrd was
built circa 1922 with 200 rooms,
located directly across from Richmond’s Broad Street Station at 2501
W. Broad St.

william byrd

The Scammell Lamberton service
plate featured the portrait of Byrd
in the center – who was a plantation owner, author and considered
by many to be the founder of Richmond. It also had the popular Art
Nouveau-style border seen on the
Wallick Hotel and Hotel Tuller plates.
The hotel went from being remodeled into a “Motor Hotel” in the early
1960s to being leased for student
housing for Virginia Commonwealth
University in the 1980s, to providing
housing for low-income seniors, which
it is today. Photo: David McGrann
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Jefferson Hotel
The Jefferson opened October 31, 1895. It suffered a major fire in 1901 and did not reopen until
1907. At some point it used Lamberton China topmarked with a bust of Thomas Jefferson in graygreen and brown, right.

Virginia | Staunton
Stonewall Jackson Hotel
The 200-room Stonewall Jackson opened before
1928. Their Lamberton China service was topmarked with the hotel crest and name, along with
a border of Arts and Crafts stylized roses in squares.
The entire underglaze decoration was in black and
gray, as shown below.

jefferson
stonewall jackson
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Virginia | Virginia Beach
Cavalier Hotel
The Cavalier opened in 1927 as part of the
American Hotels chain. In addition to their
service plate, described in the Service Plates
chapter, they used the American Hotels floral
border pattern with an added oval frame containing the figure of a cavalier along with “The
Cavalier.”
Cavalier Hotel – The Cavalier decal logo and floral
border, right, were applied underglaze on Trenton China.

cavalier

Virginia | Williamsburg
Williamsburg Inn
When Colonial Williamsburg opened their Williamsburg Inn in 1937, Lenox China Company received
the contract for the dining room china service. Lenox had problems trying to produce the pattern so
they subcontracted with Scammell to make this china, which was decorated with a wide yellow border
(containing uranium) and coin gold stripes. (Source: #28) Even though it was produced by Scammell, it
may have contained the Lenox backstamp because Lenox was listed as the maker in articles about the
new hotel. (Source: #29)

Williamsburg – Motor House
The Motor House is a 188-room motel-style facility built and operated by Colonial Williamsburg. It opened around 1956, which would
have been after the Lamberton Works closed down.
Motor House-crested Lamberton China with the Scammell backstamp exists, so this china may have been among the last produced in
Trenton, or it was produced in the Sterling factory using the obsolete
Scammell backstamp decals.

motor house

Motor House – The red “M,” gray “h” monogram with gray rim stripe appeared
on Scammell marked china that was found in the Trenton area, suggesting that it
was among the last china produced by the Lamberton Works.

Washington | Seattle
The Washington Hotel
The Washington Hotel opened in 1908 as a replacement of an earlier Washington Hotel that was torn
down in order to re-grade the hill and street. Maddock’s Lamberton China was supplied to the new
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washington

hotel by Frederick & Nelson of Seattle. This china was topmarked
with a variation of George Washington’s family coat of arms, with
“The Washington” curved below the crest, and a blue rectangle
border, blue-green rim line and flanking orange pin line.

The Washington Hotel – In addition
to the top crest, this footed compote was
fully back stamped with the hotel and
supplier names.

Wisconsin | Milwaukee
Republican House
The Republican House, at Third
and Cedar streets, opened before
1891 and was an early Maddock
customer. Their Lamberton China
service, supplied by Albert Pick &
Co., was topmarked with a shield
containing “Republican House Milwaukee” and flanked with handpainted orange and green lines.
Republican House – A fragment of this
pattern was found in a Maddock dump site
that was in use between 1906 and 1912.

republican house

Chain Hotels
Today almost all major hotels and motels are owned or operated as part of a brand-name chain This
reduces the cost of advertising, reservation systems and purchasing supplies for the individual facility,
and gives customers a guarantee of a certain level of quality in accommodations.
This concept of hotel chains began in the early 20th century by Mr. Ellsworth Statler, who founded the
Statler Hotel Chain and introduced many of the standardization elements used by today’s chains. Unfortunately for the Lamberton Works, Mr. Statler only purchased china from the Syracuse China Company.
There were other chains that did purchase Lamberton and Trenton China for use in multiple hotels.
Some of these patterns have been described elsewhere, but an overview of chain patterns here may be
useful in identifying some of these patterns.
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American Hotels Corporation
The American Hotels Corporation executive office in 1928 was located at
25 West 45th St. in New York City. At that
time, J. Leslie Kincaid was the president
of a chain that consisted of 28 hotels,
all located east of the Mississippi River.
(Source: #23)

american hotels

By December 1939, the list had grown
to 57, with hotels as far west as Colorado.
(Source: #24) In 1957, there were 48 hotels, including one in Panama. Source: #25)
There were two patterns used by
American Hotels that were produced at
the Lamberton Works.
The earliest, right, was the orange,
blue and green floral border with the
multicolor signpost logo. This pattern
was originally designed for United Hotels
Company by C. McKaig
The other American Hotels pattern
was the one designed by Emil Schnepf
at the Lamberton Works, and patented
in September 1928. This pattern was a
transfer design in blue with “Corporation
NY” added to the signboard logo.

american hotels

The 1934 date code on the Syracuse
floral pattern indicated that it was still
being produced and used after this
newer pattern was introduced.

American Hotels – The American Hotels
Corporation original pattern was produced by
Scammell, Shenango and Syracuse. The pin tray
(top right) is the Shenango version. The matchbook holder (middle) is the Scammell version.
Syracuse China’s version (not shown) was called,
in their sample book, “American Hotels #76801.”
The photograph (right bottom) shows the service plate multicolor decal border above the
blue transfer border used by Scammell on the
rest of the service.
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Boss Hotels
In 1952, Anthony Dragonetti, Scammell’s head designer, created an ear of corn design for the Boss
Hotel chain that operated in Iowa under the leadership of Edward A. Boss. This design was patented in
October 1952 (Des. 168,023). The corn design was placed on the left rim of plates, with “A Boss Hotel”
at the bottom of the rim. A photo of this design is shown in the Patterns chapter.

Bowman Hotels

bowman hotels

John McEntee Bowman was president
of Bowman Biltmore Hotels in 1928. At
that time there were 15 hotels under
Bowman ownership or management.
Twelve of these operated under the
“Biltmore” name. Three others, The
Commodore, Belmont and Murray Hill
– all in New York City – did not use the
Biltmore name. (Source: #23)
By 1934, David B. Mulligan was president, and the name had been changed
to Bowman-Biltmore Hotels Corporation. Only the Biltmore and Commodore
hotels were then operating under the
Bowman-Biltmore chain. (Source: #26)
There were two patterns associated
with the Bowman chain. One originated
back in 1914 when the Biltmore in New
York City opened.

Bowman Hotels – The cup and saucer (above) is shown in the 1914
design by W. P. Graham with the Biltmore crest in coin gold.
bowman hotels

This pattern, designed by W. P. Graham,
had a trellis border with pink blossoms
in groups of three against a gray-green
background. It was patented March 3,
1914 as Des 45,336. It was crested with
the “B” in an oval logo in coin gold.
Pieces made by Maddock were
supplied by L. Barth & Son. This pattern
was also made by Buffalo China, Bauscher
and Rosenthal. The green background on
the two German-made pieces was less
gray than on the Maddock China.
The other pattern was the blue-gray
border designed by Julian Holland and
patented in 1920, right.

Bowman Hotels – This underglaze pattern on Lamberton China
could be found with, or without, coin gold stripes.
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Meyer Hotels
As early as 1947, The Farragut Hotel in
Knoxville, The Roosevelt in Jacksonville, The
Emerson in Baltimore, and the Sir Walter in Raleigh were being advertised as “A Robert Meyer
Hotel.” (Source: #27)
By 1957, the Washington Duke in Durham
had been added to the Meyer Hotels chain,
headquartered in Birmingham, AL, with John E.
Meyer as president. (Source: #25)
Scammell made topmarked Ivory China with
the “MH” shield logo.

Ritz Carlton Hotels
The original American chain of Ritz Carlton
Hotels used an underglaze decal pattern with
coin gold rim line. This pattern, which was not
marked for the Ritz Carlton, was described
above in the New York City section.

meyer hotels

Meyer Hotels – This individual teapot was crested overglaze
in red for the Meyer Hotels chain. Photo: David McGrann

Schroeder Hotels
Walter Schroeder was the president
of Schroeder Hotels, which operated
in Wisconsin. Their flagship hotel was
the Schroeder Hotel in Milwaukee that
opened February 15, 1928.

schroeder hotels

Schroeder China was crested with
a shield logo containing “Schroeder
Hotels” in green. The border was the
1924 patented design Des 65,834. It
was backstamped “Schroeder Hotels
Walter Schroeder President 19251926-1927 Furnished by Albert Pick &
Co Chicago.”

Sweet Hotels
The Sweet Hotel chain, with John S. Sweet as president, was operating in Kansas and Missouri in
1928. At that time there were at least seven hotels in the chain. It used Scammell’s Trenton China topmarked “A Sweet Hotel” in stacked Old English-style lettering, flanked by a blue rim and red verge lines.
By 1947 many of these hotels were part of the Pick Hotels or Boss Hotels chains.
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Todes Hotels
The Todes Hotels chain of Kentucky and Missouri
used Lamberton China, left, with a blue oval and
diamond border flanking their crest of rampant
lions holding a three-tower castle above a shield
containing “Todes Hotels.” Photo: Susan Phillips

United Hotels
By 1928 United Hotels Company of America was
operating 18 large hotels in the United States,
six in Canada, and had one scheduled to open in
Jamaica in 1929.

todes hotels

Scammell Lamberton China with an underglaze
blue background with white and gray flowers border band, below, was used by the United chain.
This china was backstamped with the “United
Hotels Co.” logo.
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Transportation Companies
Transportation companies were especially welcomed as customers by the Lamberton Works because
they represented not only large, original china orders, but also continuous replacement orders. These
transportation companies consisted of railroads and steamship lines, plus one known airline pattern.
The Lamberton Works produced china patterns for quite a few railroads. These were often orders of
considerable size because the average dining car – seating 36 to 48 passengers – could require as many
as 1,000 pieces of china to be carried on board. (Source: #1)
During the 1920s and 30s, there were about 1,850 dining cars in operation on the various United
States railroads. (Source: #2) In addition to the stock carried on board these diners, the railroads kept
back-up stock in their commissaries.
The commissaries were usually located at each end of the railroad’s territory and at strategic locations
along the rail lines over which their dining cars operated. If a dining car was derailed or involved in an
accident, most if not all of the china on board could be chipped or broken. The commissary had to be
equipped to replace all broken or damaged china and glassware before the car could make its next trip.
Many of the larger railroads had more than one china pattern in use at the same time. Some deluxe
“name” trains had special patterns used only on their train sets. All of this added up to a huge inventory of china and constant reorders from the Lamberton Works, as well as from other china companies.
Pieces from several potteries, as well as pieces made several years apart, would appear together on a
dining car table, requiring quality control standards to assure that all pieces matched in appearance.

B&O Centenary Blue
Of all the patterns made by Scammell, one stood out as their most famous. This pattern was created
for use on the dining cars of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. From both an artistic and technical standpoint, it must rank as the finest service of hotel ware ever produced in the United States. Because this
pattern, known as “Centenary,” or “Centenary Blue,” represented the standard of quality sought by the
American pottery industry at the time it was created and produced, it deserves a special in-depth study.
In 1927, the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad would be celebrating its 100th anniversary. Because the
B&O was America’s first railroad, it would also be the 100th anniversary of American railroading. The
Baltimore and Ohio was a first-class railroad in every respect. Every detail of its operation was of the
highest possible standards. When plans were being prepared for the Centenary celebration, Daniel Willard, president of the B&O, made it clear that only the very best would be acceptable.
Among the projects accepted were a two-volume history of the railroad written by Edward
Hungerford; an anniversary medal designed by Baltimore’s distinguished sculptor, Hans Schuler; a centenary march “Hail to the Baltimore and Ohio,” by Walter Goodwin; and most importantly, the “Fair of
the Iron Horse” to be held during September and October of 1927 on a site personally selected by Mr.
Willard along the B&O mainline, just outside of Baltimore.
The main event of this fair would be a pageant of railroad motive power, beginning with the horsedrawn car and ending with the very latest of steam-operated locomotives, the “Lord Baltimore.”
All of these proposals would provide a proper celebration for this great railroad, but they would be
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Olive Dennis

This she did, and soon she was working in the Passenger Department,
improving many areas of the B&O’s passenger accommodations. Her
suggestion for the Centenary was inspired by two Staffordshire plates
that had been made by Enoch Wood of Burslem, England, during the
1830s to commemorate the founding of the B&O. One of these flowblue plates had a not-very-accurate rendering of an early locomotive,
while the other contained a view of the incline plane machinery used
to pull trains up hills before locomotives were strong enough to do so.
Olive Dennis designed a plate for use on the railroad’s dining cars
that featured a border showing the progression of improvements in
motive power from the horse-drawn car to the then-new “Lord Baltimore” locomotive. The plate’s complete well was filled with a scenic
view of Harper’s Ferry, WV., showing the B&O bridges that crossed the
Potomac River at that point.

The idea for a commemorative china plate was accepted by
Mr. Willard and the management of the railroad, and it was
decided to have a full service of china based on Miss Dennis’
design produced for use on the special dining cars that were
being built and that were to be named after famous American women of the Colonial period. The interiors of these cars
were decorated in Colonial style with dark mahogany paneling and cream color trim.
The car windows had Georgian leaded glass panes topped
with mirrored fan lights. Hepplewhite chairs were beside
each table, and a Sheraton sideboard was placed just outside
the arched entranceway.
No detail was overlooked. Even the cloth lampshades on
the wall sconces were designed by Miss Dennis to keep the
wire frames from casting a shadow on the shade when the
lights were on.
Because the same fine quality and attention to detail was
expected of the china for these special dining cars, the Scammell China Company was given the contract to produce this
new china service.
Mr. Scammell had Lester Sargent, the firm’s patent attorney, prepare a patent application to protect
Miss Dennis’ design. The patent was applied for on December 7, 1926, and the patent was issued on
May 31, 1927, as design patent 72,763.
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B&O Railroad Museum

Baltimore & Ohio Magazine, January 1949

forgotten by the general public in a few years. There was, however, one idea that would remain popular
for at least the next 55 years, and it was a suggestion from Miss Olive Dennis, a B&O employee. Miss
Dennis had graduated from Cornell in 1920 with a degree in engineering. She was employed by the B&O
as a draftsman. This was at a time when railroads were considered a
man’s world, and Miss Dennis had to work hard to prove her abilities.

When this project was undertaken, none of the people involved, either at the Lamberton Works or at
the B&O Railroad, realized all of the work or problems they would have ahead of them.
Emil Schnepf, head of the Design Department, assigned three of his engravers – including Frank
Guildford – the job of preparing the copper plates needed for this pattern. It was decided that photoengraving could not produce the desired effect, so each design would have to be engraved by hand. To
achieve the varying shades of blue needed to suggest distance and dimension in each scene, a series
of dots were cut into the copper. The deeper the dot was cut, the more blue ink it would hold and the
darker the print it produced. About 2,600 of these hand-engraved dots were required for each square
inch of the design. Just the central scene and its rose border for the dinner plate required approximately
90,000 of these tiny dots. The engraving was done under a magnifying glass, and a single slip of the
engraving tool could ruin the entire copperplate.
Most china patterns used a single design that could be repeated over and over again in sections to fit
the various sizes and shapes making up a complete service. Usually the decoration was limited to the
border or rim area of the china. Occasionally a central design was used, which could be placed on several size pieces.
For the Centenary china, there was little repetition. The border and central scene for almost every
size and shape required a separate engraving designed to fit that particular piece. This meant that more
than four times the usual number of engravings were needed. As it turned out, it took the engravers a
year to make the 16 printing plates required for the complete Centenary service. Mr. Scammell realized
that the only way to produce high quality printing plates was to hand engrave each dot to the desired
depth, so that was the way it was done. There was to be no sacrifice of quality regardless of how long it
took to get the job done.
All of this work was done at no cost to the railroad, because Mr. Scammell knew that if the quality of
the china was outstanding, the quantities of china produced would eventually more than pay for all of
the work involved in preparing for its production. The foremost consideration of both the Lamberton
Works and the B&O was producing the highest quality china service possible. The cost of achieving the
desired results was not a controlling factor.
There were seven scenes from along the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad’s main lines that were selected for use on various pieces in the Centenary
service:
Harper’s Ferry, WV – Famous for its part in the
Civil War and its beautiful scenery where Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia all join, Harper’s
Ferry was selected for the dinner plate (right).
Thomas Viaduct – This viaduct across the
Patapsco River at Relay, MD, was the first multiarch curved stone bridge built in America. It is
still used daily by CSX freight trains, even though
many thought it would not support the little trains
pulled by the Tom Thumb locomotive when it was
completed in 1835.
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harper’s ferry

thomas viaduct

potomac valley

The building shown at the far end of the viaduct was a combination hotel and station built by the B&O
in 1872.
Viaduct Hotel was a popular summer retreat during the late 1800s. This view was probably based on a
photograph taken by William Henry Jackson (1843-1942), which was commissioned by the B&O around
1892 for use on postcards made by the Detroit Publishing Company. (Source: #35) This scene was used on
small platter, saucers and the bread-and-butter plates (top left).
Potomac River Valley – This scene, which included the B&O railroad tracks alongside its old rival,
the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, was used on the tea plate (top right).
Carrollton Viaduct – This is the oldest stone railroad bridge in America, and it was named for Charles
Carroll of Carrollton, signer of the Declaration of Independence and the man who took part in laying
carrollton viaduct

cheat river
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the cornerstone of the B&O. This viaduct, which
is still being used, was shown on sauce dishes and
oatmeal and grapefruit bowls (previous page, below left).
Cheat River – This view of the B&O tracks
running beside the Cheat River in West Virginia
was used for celery trays and compartment plates
(previous page, below right).
Cumberland Narrows – The bridge across the
narrows at Cumberland, MD, was the scene used
on medium-size platters (below left).
Indian Creek – This beautiful view of Indian
Creek at the juncture of the Youghiogheny River
was used only on the two largest size platters
(below right).

horse-drawn car

In addition to the seven scenes, an illustration of the railroad’s original 1830 horse-drawn passenger car was used as a
central scene on some of the smaller pieces such as the butter
pat (above) and the oval vegetable dish.
The border design for plates and platters featured the development of motive power during the first 100 years of the
B&O’s history. At the six o’clock (bottom) position on the
plates, the first stone of the railroad was shown, which was
laid in a celebration on July 4, 1828, by Charles Carroll of
Carrollton (left).

cumberland narrows
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indian creek

Moving clockwise from the stone on the
plate, the first form of motive power was the
horse-drawn car. Next was the “Tom Thumb,”
the first American-built locomotive. Then the
“Atlantic,” which was in use for more than 60
years. The “Philip E. Thomas,” of 1838, named
for the railroad’s first president, came next,
then the “Winans Camel-back,” so called because the engineer’s cab was mounted on top
of the boiler like a howdah on a camel.
If you look closely between the Camel and
the “Mogul” (photo at the bottom of the next
page) you can see where the border design
transfer was joined by the decorator. Because
of the slope of the plate’s rim, a wedge-shape
space was left in the design of the flat-printed
transfer so that it would fit together when
placed on the china.
The final locomotive shown on the original
issue of the plates was the “Lord Baltimore”
of 1925.
An article in the August 21, 1927, issue of
the Baltimore Sun stated that there were 26
different pieces in the Centenary china service. From time to time, additional pieces
were added to the service, while others were
discontinued for various reasons.
I have, so far, seen 38 different pieces produced by Scammell. In addition, there were a
number of variations to be found in the way
pieces were decorated. For example: Most of
the 9-inch soup plates contained the Potomac
Valley scene in the center, with the “Atlantic”
locomotive used twice in the motive power
border.
Some of the Scammell soup plates contained the Harper’s Ferry scene and only one
“Atlantic” in the border. The 12-ounce pitcher
usually had an overall background of small
flowers between the oval scenes. Pitchers
Border design components, including from top: HorseDrawn Car, Tom Thumb, the Atlantic with Bride’s
Coach, the Atlantic, and the Philip E. Thomas.
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with only the oval scenes against a plain white
background are owned by the Baltimore and
Ohio Transportation Museum in Baltimore.
The very first pieces that were made were
produced before the patent was issued in May
1927, and these pieces were backstamped
“Patent Applied For.” These pieces were probably made shortly after December 7, 1926,
the date the patent was filed. The original
dinner plates were 9 inches in diameter, and
were backstamped with a shield containing
a list of “Firsts” for the B&O. The shield of
these early “Patent Applied For” plates listed
“Firsts” up to “1874”
After the patent was issued, the backstamp
was changed on the smaller pieces, and a new
shield with two more “Firsts,” up to “1894,”
was created for the back of the plates.
Photos of backstamps are shown on the
next page.
The original engravings contained an illustration of the “Nova Scotia Bride’s Coach” being pulled by the “Atlantic” locomotive, shown
in the middle of the previous page. Additional
research proved that this coach was of a later
period than 1832, so when new engraving
plates were made this coach was replaced
with the “Imlay” coach, which was actually a
stagecoach fitted with trucks (flanged wheels)
for use on the rails.
In 1941, a larger 10 1/2” dinner plate was
introduced that contained some differences
in the design. The “Atlantic” was pulling two
of the “Imlay” coaches. These coaches were
made by Richard Imlay, a Philadelphia carriage maker, and named the “Maryland” and
the “Ohio.”

More border design components, including from top: Winan’s
Camel, Mogul and Lord Baltimore. The photo above shows where
the decorator fitted together the wedge-shaped gap in the border transfer to appear seamless.
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The B&O’s new diesel-electric locomotive,
which was put into service in 1937, replaced
the “Lord Baltimore” as the latest thing in
motive power on the border. Some of these
larger plates contained the shield backstamp,

Centenary backstamps – Clockwise from top left: Dec 7, 1926 – list of firsts backstamp used on plates; 1926 – backstamp used on smaller pieces; list of firsts used on plates from 1927 on; and backstamp on smaller pieces produced after
May 31, 1927.

while others had only the small “Baltimore & Ohio” backstamp found on smaller china pieces.
The introduction of this 10 1/2” plate required the Lamberton Works to make a new engraving plate.
This plate, shown on the next page, which was about 16 inches by 14 inches, contained the Harper’s
Ferry center-of-the-well scene and the new motive power border as a complete unit. It also contained
the shield of “Firsts” backstamp for this plate as well as two motive power borders, two handle scroll
designs, and two “Baltimore & Ohio – Design Patented” backstamps for decorating two Penn-shaped
coffee cups.
One of the transfer paper sheets from this engraving that has survived has pieces cut off the edges of
the sheet that suggests that it may have contained transfers for other shapes. (Source: #31)
Having transfers for two coffee cups on the same engraving as the dinner plate indicated that it was
normal for twice as many cups to be required as dinner plates when decorating a replacement order,
and that the cups were decorated at the same time as the plates.
In addition to fitting the complex transfers to the china, some of the early cups, pitchers, and sauce
boats were sent to the liners where blue lines were painted inside their rims (shown on next page).
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One of the most difficult shapes
to decorate must have been the teapot, which had to have the overall
pattern fitted to its complex curved
shape (shown on the next page).
Scammell produced a couple of
unusual Centenary pieces which, as
far as I know, were never produced
by the other makers of this service.
They were the dome-shape toast,
or hot cake, cover, and a small cover that fitted over the coffee cup
(shown on the next page).

harper’s ferry
motive power border

served in all of their dining cars.
These pitchers were in fact not
made by Scammell , but were made
by the Hall China Co. and shipped
to Scammell as undecorated bisque
ware. Decorators at the Lamberton
Works applied the Potomac Valley
and Carrollton Viaduct scenes and
the Horse-Drawn Car transfers to
these pitchers, and the remaining
space was filled with sponge-applied
cobalt blue transfer ink.
These pitchers were prepared
as samples for the Dining Car Department with the hope of adding
them to service. Rather than making molds for this ball-shape pitcher,
which Scammell was not producing
as part of their line, the Hall bisque
From top of page: the 10 1/2” Harper’s
Ferry plate with the motive power border;
detail of the 1937 Diesel Electric “51”; and
a blue-lined cup.
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From time to time Scammell experimented with other pieces in an
attempt to sell the B&O additions to
this china service. A few round ballshape water pitchers were produced
for possible use serving the B&O’s
Deer Park Spring Water, which was

tea pot

was purchased for these samples.
For some unknown reason the railroad decided not
to order these pitchers, and except for the samples
(possibly as many as one or two gross), no others
were ever made. (Source: #3)
At least one 11 3/4” covered “Chateau” oval tureen
was prepared as a sample, but again this piece never made it into production. An 8 5/8” double spout
gravy boat decorated with multiple horse-drawn car
images below a rose band, with attached underplate
that had the motive power border, was another sample piece that did not get added to the service.
A “Vienna” style covered sugar with raised heads
from the Trenton China line was decorated with scenes
and the tiny blue flower background as a sample.
(Source: #26)

cake cover
coffee cup lid

In March 1937, Scammell sent samples of the Centenary pattern printed in pink and black to Olive
Dennis. Miss Dennis had requested samples of these
color variations as a possible replacement for the
Capitol pattern (see B&O listing below) that was
Top, early teapot shows how a transfer of tiny flowers with
a blue background was used by the decorators to fill spaces
around scenes. These tiny flowers were used on a number of
early pieces, such as the compartment plates, until transfers
fitted to the triangle spaces could be engraved. Middle, the
cake or toast cover; and bottom, the cover made by Scammell
for the coffee cup.
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more expensive to produce. There
was considerable communication
among B&O officials about possibly ordering one of these colors
as a replacement for Capitol. Miss
Dennis liked the black, and Mr.
Stine favored the pink. An authorization of $8,700 was made to
order some of the color variation
pieces from Scammell. (Source:
#25) But by August 4, 1937, it
was decided to hold off on ordering any color other than blue.
(Source: #4)

On March 25, 1937, Mr. F.A.
Stine, manager of the Dining Car
Department, suggested to vice
president Galloway that a suitable
base plate might be made for use
on several of the first-class name
trains.(Source: #4).
round ball-shape pitcher

At some point Scammell made a
Above is a round, ball-shape water pitcher made by Hall and decorated by 9 3/4” plate with a solid cobalt blue
Scammell but never ordered by the B&O. This sample pitcher, which came rim that had the motive power
from a former B&O executive, was damaged around the pour spout.
border in coin gold. The well of this
plate was undecorated, suggesting
that it may have been designed for use under a smaller Centenary plate. The art work on this plate was
slightly different from the transfer engravings, which means that it was created for this sample plate and
that it may have been created in response to Mr. Stine’s suggestion.
In February 1939, Scammell, Buffalo and Shenango all bid on the Centenary china contract. Shenango’s bid was too high. Buffalo and Scammell’s bids were all right. Mr. Galloway wanted china contracts
to go to “on line” factories, if possible, during the Depression. The Lamberton Works was an arch rival of
Pennsylvania Railroad’s line, but not the B&O. Buffalo and Shenango were on the B&O line. (Source: #25)
From a public relations standpoint, the creation of the Centenary Blue china was probably the smartest thing any railroad ever did. It was an instant success with the public when it was introduced in 1927,
and it is still popular and eagerly sought after more than three quarters of a century later. The dedication to this project, both by the management of the B&O and the management and employees of the
Scammell China Company, resulted in a work of ceramic art that appealed to the public. Just as the
original Staffordshire flow-blue china had appealed to earlier generations of Americans, the Centenary
Blue china took the fancy of those who saw it. The B&O wisely decided to allow the public to purchase
any of the various pieces that they wanted. This undoubtedly kept a lot of it from being stolen off the
dining car tables.
The Dining Car Department had a 12-page booklet entitled “Concerning The Blue China” printed and
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placed on each table in the dining cars. This booklet told the story of the china and illustrated many of
the pieces. The dinner plate, packed in a special carton, was available from the dining car steward for $1.
Any of the other pieces could be ordered from the manager of the Dining Car Department in Baltimore.
A price list for these pieces was printed on the last page of the booklet. The least expensive piece on the
early list was the butterchip for 20¢; the most expensive was the extra large platter at $3.45.
The B&O’s passengers were not the only ones who wanted to purchase individual pieces or complete
place settings. This china also was sold to the public at the Fair of The Iron Horse in 1927. The December 1928 issue of the B&O employee magazine advertised a 100-piece service for six at $80.85, or a
130-piece service for eight at $101.15. There are people today who have complete services for eight
that they use and would not part with. Many of these sets have been handed down in families, from
generation to generation. From their exhibit at the Century of Progress Exposition, held in Chicago in
1934, the B&O sold Centenary china. Thirty different pieces were offered for sale at the Century of
Progress. (Source: #36). During this event they sold 1,068 pieces of the china for a total sale of $1,849.70.
Mr. Scammell’s gamble of time and expenses in producing the Centenary china paid off in several
ways. Not only did the B&O use this pattern on their original fleet of Colonial diners, they eventually expanded its use to all of their first-class dining cars. The public’s overwhelming acceptance of this pattern
for home use created a large market that the Lamberton Works had not expected. It was this Centenary
Blue china that was probably most closely associated in the minds of the general public with Scammell’s
Lamberton China. The public relations value of this one pattern for the Lamberton Works was certainly
far greater than Mr. Scammell expected.
Contrary to some published reports, Scammell continued to produce at least some of the Centenary
china during World War II. Because the railroads were involved in troop movements, Scammell was
permitted to obtain the cobalt blue needed to make their clay formula white, and for the inks used in
the transfer printing operation. (Source: #3) On September 21, 1942, it was reported that “arrangements
have been made to discontinue for duration of the war, sale to the public of Baltimore and Ohio Colonial
blue chinaware.” (Source: #4)
When Sterling China Co. purchased the Scammell Company, the engraving plates were moved to Sterling’s Wellsville plant. Sterling continued to produce the pattern. By this time some of the printing
plates had been in use for more than a quarter of a century, and the transfers they produced lacked
much of the original depth and detail. Sterling tried to use scenes originally designed for one piece on
other pieces. For example, they used Cumberland Narrows, designed for a small platter, on celery trays.
Sterling may also have used some of the Scammell backstamps on pieces produced in the Sterling plant.
Scammell was not the only china company to produce the Centenary pattern for the B&O. Buffalo
China Co. made a number of different pieces including plates and platters. According to Mr. Howard O.
McAbee, who was working in the B&O Dining Car Department at the time – and later became its manager – the china made by Buffalo was used on the dining cars, but the railroad was not satisfied with its
quality so it was not reordered. (Source: #5)
In September 1949, the Shenango China Company of New Castle, PA., began producing the Centenary
pattern, which they called “underglaze print decoration 7115-4.” Mr. W. C. McBurney, Shenango’s director of design, worked on the artwork. (Source: #6) At that time the motive power border was changed
to include the B&O’s new streamliner “The Cincinnatian.” This locomotive was placed between the Mogul 600 and the Diesel Electric. Miss Dennis, who had designed the original china, was involved in the
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interior design of the new Cincinnatian passenger cars and may have suggested this change in the china
pattern. Shenango introduced new, more modern shapes for some of the pieces like the tea pots and
pitchers.
Cake covers, large pitchers and compartment plates were no longer produced. Shenango continued to
produce the Centenary pattern until the advent of Amtrak in 1971 ended passenger service on the B&O,
and most other railroads in the United States. The public, however, still wanted Centenary china, and to
fill this need Shenango continued to produce this pattern for sale through the B&O Museum gift shop.
In 1977, the Baltimore & Ohio celebrated their 150th anniversary. For this event, they had Shenango
issue a new version of the then 50-year-old pattern that Scammell had worked so hard on. It was identical to the 1927 motive power border with the exception of the use of the Imlay coaches rather than the
incorrect Nova Scotia coach. The 1925 Lord Baltimore locomotive was once again back on the dinner
plate. In 1978, the shield with the lists of “Firsts” was added to the reverse of the dinner plate. Starting
in 1977, Shenango converted the pattern to a silk screen decal process and discontinued using their old
engraving plates. Even with the elimination of much of the hand work, this pattern was still difficult and
costly to produce. A comparison of any of the pieces produced by other china makers with the original
Scammell pieces will reveal just how superior Scammell’s work was.
The production of the Centenary china service was an accomplishment for which the Scammell China
Company could be justly proud. It was their most famous work and a monument to their place in the
history of American-made china.

B&O Centenary Blue Pattern
List of pieces in the service
Scammell made over 30 different production pieces for the Centenary pattern. Many of these pieces
required their own transfer engravings. The following is a list of the various known pieces with some
information about each piece, including the original retail (for the general public) price as printed in the
Concerning the Blue China booklet. Some of the uses for these pieces, as listed in the B&O Dining Car Department manual, are also given.
medium baker

Baker – large (oval
shape) – 70¢.
Baker – small – 60¢.
Baker – medium – 65¢.
These oval dishes had the
Horse-Drawn Car scene in the
center. Two of the three sizes
were approximately 5 5/8”
long by 4 3/8” wide, and 6 1/4”
by 4 3/4.” The medium baker,
right, was used for both à la
carte and table d’hôte service
of vegetables.
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Butter Chip – 3 3/8” diameter – 20¢. The butter chip was
shown in the August 1927 issue
of the Baltimore and Ohio Magazine with the Horse-Drawn Car in
the center and a single rose border on the rim. As shown, it had
a white space on the slope of the
verge. Butter chips with the “Patent Applied For” backstamp, however, had an additional rose border
on the verge that almost filled the
space. “Butter, cut forty pieces to
a pound, was served from a comport or small oatmeal bowl to the
butter chip with an oyster fork to
eliminate finger marks.”

butter chip
cake cover
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Cake Cover – 5 5/8” diameter by 2 1/2” high – $1. This
piece had the Thomas Viaduct
scene on top. Around the base was
the Horse-Drawn Car to the Mogul locomotive border. “Hot cakes

celery trough

(pancakes), three to an order, served on a heated tea
plate under the cake cover.”
Hot bread, or toast, was also
served under these covers.

chocolate pot

Celery Trough – 11 3/4”
long by 5 3/4’ wide – $2.35.
The Cheat River scene with a
rose border filled the center of
the celery tray. Another rose
border was placed around the
outer rim. Celery troughs were
used to serve “whole grapefruit, and watermelon slices,
in addition to celery and spring
onions, placed in shaved ice.”
Chocolate Pot – $2.
This pot, left, featured the
Potomac Valley and Thomas
Viaduct scenes. “Chocolate
or cocoa made with hot milk,
served in chocolate pot, coffee cup and saucer for serving,
cream in individual pitcher.”
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thomas viaduct compartment

cheat compartment

Compartment Plate – 11” diameter – $3. This plate, above, was divided into three sections.
The main section had a Cheat River scene. Small sections contained Potomac Valley and Thomas Viaduct
scenes. It was used for club plate service: “Entree and two vegetables placed on compartment plate.”
Comport – $3.15. A Thomas Viaduct scene was inside center with a motive power border. Comports were used to serve “Á la carte salads,
demitasse cup
grapes (on a bed of shaved ice), and butter.”
Cup – After Dinner (Demitasse) –
2 1/2” diameter by 1 1/2” high – 70¢. The
Penn style 3-ounce cup with a loop handle
was decorated with the first stone, HorseDrawn Car and Philip Thomas locomotive,
left. Early examples had a blue line inside
the cup. The “A.D. cup and saucer underlined with a bread and butter plate.” A free
demitasse cup of coffee was served each
breakfast patron as soon as they were seated in the dining car. There was also a taller
Ovoid or Dora shape cup with block handle
that had white space below the motive
power border.
Cup – Bouillon – 80¢. This cup had
views of the Horse-Drawn Car and Philip
Thomas locomotive, left. “Thin soups such
as consommé and bouillon, plus table d’hôte
soup service in bouillon cup, underlined with
saucer and tea plate.” This style was also referred to as a two-handled soup cup.
bouillon
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coffee cups in two styles

Cup – Coffee – 80¢. These were made in both a straight-sided 8 ounce with block style handle
and the lower Penn shape with loop handle and decorated with the first stone, Horse-Drawn Car and
Philip Thomas locomotive, above. Early pieces had a blue stripe inside the cup.
The Penn shape was the one used originally, and Miss Dennis was upset when they changed to the
straight-sided style without consulting with her. She was not pleased with the art work on the straightsided cups and did not think they went well with the rest of the service. (Source: #25) “Coffee must be
served in pot, except when specified in cup. Cup and saucer placed on right of guest, cream in individual
creamer.”
Gravy Boat –
7 1/2” long – $1.40.
The Club shape gravy
boat, right, had the
Horse-Drawn Car on
both sides and the first
stone under the pour
lip. Some of the Scammell pieces were backstamped, while others were unmarked.
“Á la carte salad dressings in gravy boat with
gravy ladle. Drawn butter for lobster, vinaigrette and mint sauce,”
and of course gravy was
served in these boats.

gravy

Ice Cream Shell – 5” including handle – 65¢. This piece was decorated with the Carrollton Viaduct scene.
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large oatmeal

Oatmeal Bowl – Large – 7 1/4” diameter by 1 1/2” high – 65¢. The Thomas Viaduct scene was
in the center, with motive power border around the 1 1/2” wide rim. This bowl, above, was shaped like
a smaller version of the soup plate. On “Patent Applied For” pieces, the viaduct scene and rose border
were smaller, with a additional
small oatmeal
small rose border band added
to fill the slope space. “Design
Patented” pieces had the viaduct scene and rose border
that was 5” in diameter.
Oatmeal Bowl – Small
– 6 3/8” diameter by 1 3/4”
high – 70¢. This size, left, had
the Carrollton Viaduct scene
in the center with the motive power border going from
the Horse-Drawn Car to the
Winan’s Camel locomotive on
the verge slope. There was
a small rose border on the
3/4” rim.
It was used to “serve shortcake, dumplings, half a grapefruit, sliced fruit, and hot or
cold cereal.”
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Pitcher – 2-quart – 6 1/4”
high – $2.65. This pitcher was the
same shape as the smaller pitcher
and had the Thomas Viaduct and Potomac Valley scenes on the sides. The
Horse Drawn Car was below the pour
spout. There was a connecting blue
background with the small white flowers. At the rim and base as well as
along the handle were rose borders.
(Source: #34)

This large pitcher may have been
used for serving iced tea and lemonade in the summer, as well as water.
Pitcher – 12-ounces – 4”
high – $1.35. This piece, right, contained the Thomas Viaduct, Potomac
Valley and Horse-Drawn Car views with
a blue background with small white
flowers. Early production pieces contained the blue line inside.

12-ounce pitcher
9-inch dinner plate

It was used to serve “cream
for shortcake, hot milk or
cream for milk toast, and hot
water with a pot of tea.”
Plate – Dinner – 9”
diameter (10 1/2” size introduced in 1941) – $1. This plate
had the Harper’s Ferry scene
with motive power border, left.
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Plate – Tea – 8 1/8” or 8 3/8”
– 75¢. The Potomac Valley scene, left,
was in the center of the well with the
motive power border.
It was used for “broiled oysters,
poached eggs, pie or cake, cheese and
crackers, melons, hot cakes, toast,
underliner for small oatmeal bowl.”
Plate – Soup – 9” diameter – $1.
The Potomac Valley scene or Harper’s
Ferry scene was in the well with the
motive power border and with the Atlantic locomotive appearing twice, as
in the examples below..
It was used for “oysters on the half
shell (on shaved ice), oyster stew, à la
carte soup, milk toast.”
tea plate

soup plate
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soup plate

bread & butter plate

Plate – Bread and Butter
– 6 3/4” – 60¢. This plate had the
Thomas Viaduct scene with motive
power border. “Table d’hôte salads,
underliner for pudding in sherbet
glass, sauce dishes, bread and rolls.”
Platter – Extra Large – 15
3/4” by 11” – $3.45. This platter, below, had the Indian Creek scene with
motive power border.
On January 29, 1934, Miss Olive
Dennis suggested to vice president C.
W. Galloway that the overstock of extra large platters be donated as door
prizes for employee meetings. At that
time there were 360 of these excess
platters in stock, and they had cost
the railroad $2.30 each, for an investment of $828. (Source: #4)
No mention was made in the 1941
manual of the use for these platters.
indian creek platter
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cumberland narrows platter

Platter – Large – Approximately 13 3/4” to 14” by 91/2” – $3.15. This platter also had the Indian
Creek scene (the same engraving as on the Extra Large Platter, except cut down to fit smaller well area)
and motive power border. It was used to serve “broiled lobster, double sirloin steak.”
Platter – Medium – 11 1/2” by 8” – $1.70. This platter, above, had the Cumberland Narrows
scene with motive power border. It was to be used for “crab cakes, soft-shell crabs, fish, two chops,
boiled and roast meats, sausage, fried or scrambled eggs, sandwiches.”
Platter – Small – 8 1/4” by 5 3/4” – $1. This piece, below, had the Thomas Viaduct scene with
motive power border. It was used to serve “sardines, kippered herring, stuffed celery, sliced tomatoes,
cucumbers, single chop, single egg orders, asparagus, broccoli, eggplant, stuffed tomatoes, stuffed peppers, corn on the cob.”

thomas viaduct platter
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sauce dish

after dinner saucer

Saucer – After Dinner – 4 3/8” – 30¢. Penn shape with Thomas Viaduct scene, above right. In
addition to being used under an After Dinner cup, it was used to serve a “slice of lemon with hot tea.”
Saucer – Coffee – 6 1/4” or 6” – Penn shape – 50¢. This saucer also has the Thomas Viaduct
scene. It was produced in two shapes, shown below, and with or without a full blue background of tiny
white flowers.
Sauce Dish – 5 1/2” diameter – 45¢. This dish with the Carrollton Viaduct scene, above left, was
used to serve “pudding, ice cream, cobbler, stewed fruits, jelly, underlined for iced tea, iced coffee,
malted milk.”
coffee saucers
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tea pot

TeaPot Palace shape – 1 portion – $2.25.
This piece had the Thomas Viaduct, Potomac Valley, and Horse-Drawn Car, with full blue background and tiny white flowers, above.
All the above items were listed in the circa 1929
issue of Concerning the Blue China issued by the
B&O.
Pedestal Egg Cup, Belvidere shape. This

photo: susan phillips

pedestal egg cup

footed egg cup

cup had the first stone illustration with full blue
background and tiny white flowers. It was used
for “boiled eggs.” The egg cup shown above was
the earlier pedestal version, eventually replaced
with the footed egg cup at left, probably as a costsaving measure.
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Two-handled Soup Cup – This cup had
the Horse-Drawn Car and Philip Thomas locomotive and is shown earlier in this section as a bouillon cup. It was featured in an article in the April
1941 issue of Better Homes & Gardens, indicating
it was being used at that time. It is shown on a
previous page in this chapter. (Source: #7)
Single Pedestal Egg Cup – This cup had
the first stone and Horse-Drawn Car.
Cup Lid – The lid had the Thomas Viaduct
scene. This item is not mentioned in the Dining
Car Manual, so its exact use is not known, but it
may have been used to cover a cup of coffee when cup lid
ordered without a pot, or to cover bouillon or egg
cups. It may also have been used with meals that
were taken by the car attendant to sleeping car compartments.
Sugar Bowl, with Lid – This piece was decorated with the motive power border, including the
Horse-Drawn Car and Philip E. Thomas locomotive around the vertical area of the bowl. There was a
rose border around the edge of the lid. The bowl was 4” in diameter. (Source: #32)
Ashtray, Park Lane shape – This piece was decorated with the first stone and Carrollton Viaduct scenes. There were at lease two versions of the decoration on this item. One had the viaduct inside
on the bottom, with the first stone on the face of the matchbook holder along with the rose border
around the inside; the outside wall was undecorated. The other known version contained a different
rose border which was applied to both the inside and outside of the sloping vertical wall.(Source: #30)
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The B&O Centenary china was the best known railroad pattern produced by Scammell, but it was by
no means the only china that the Lamberton Works produced for America’s railroads. Some railroads
operated hotels and steamships as part of their transportation networks. These railroad-associated
steamship line china patterns will be listed in the steamship section of this chapter, but the railroad hotel patterns will be included here in the railroad listing.
The pattern names and identification numbers used below were developed by Richard W. Luckin
as a means for collectors and researchers to identify the various patterns. These pattern names were
introduced in Mr. Luckin’s book “Dining On Rails,” which was first published in 1983. (Source: #4) Many
of these patterns never had formal names, particularly when a railroad only had one pattern in use at
a time. Naming china patterns was something that was normally reserved for dinnerware, where the
pattern names were used as a marketing tool.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad
ATSF-7a Columbian
Maddock made this early pattern for the Santa Fe. This was plain white Lamberton China topmarked
“Santa Fé” in black san serif letters. It was supplied to the railroad through Albert Pick & Co.

ATSF-7.1 Emporia
This was pattern #154 shown in the pre-1920 Maddock pattern book as “Santa Fe.” In addition to the
green border, it was topmarked “Santa Fe Route.”

ATSF-4 Bleeding Blue
This was another early pattern
that continued to be produced
after 1924, because it could be found
with the Scammell, as well as, Maddock backstamps. This white china
was topmarked with “Santa Fe” in
dark blue outlined letters and flanking pin lines, left. Albert Pick & Co.
supplied this pattern.
The Shenango China Company
also produced this pattern, which
was supplied through the Stearns
bleeding blue
Company of Chicago. While it was
not unusual for two or more suppliers to provide the same pattern to a railroad, there may be a story behind the two supplier backstamps
on this pattern.
Mr. I. S. Anoff, who was, for many years, the president of Albert Pick & Company, told me that Bob
Hodges, president of the Stearns Company during the 1920s, had a special “in” with the Santa Fe.
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Mr. Hodges handled the Santa Fe account out of Atchison, Kansas. (Source: #9) Mr. Anoff did not elaborate on exactly what that special “in” was, but it could be that for some reason Stearns got the Bleeding
Blue contract away from the Pick Company. This might mean that Lamberton Works made Bleeding Blue
originally, and the Shenango China version may have been produced later, after Stearns obtained the
contract.
For whatever the reason, Scammell, as far as I know, did not produce any other patterns for the Santa
Fe. More recent patterns were produced by Syracuse China. It might be worth noting that the Fred
Harvey Company, which operated the dining cars for the Santa Fe, was the one ordering the china for
the cars.

Atlantic & West Point
A&WP-1 Atlanta
Lamberton China topmarked “The West Point Route” in orange,with flanking black and orange pin
lines. This was supplied by John Wanamaker of Philadelphia.

A&WP-1.1 Chehaw
White Lamberton China topmarked with a diamond-shape frame containing “The West Point Route”
in brownish-gold. A small brownish-gold border of crosses and dots is placed near the rim.

A&WP-2.1 Newnan
White Lamberton China with the diamond containing “The West Point Route” rendered in orange,
with flanking black and orange pin lines.

Atlantic Coast Line
ACL-3 Palmetto

(This photo is a detail of a platter
that was not backstamped and is
included here as a representation
of Lamberton’s pattern. )

photo: susan phillips

The Lamberton Works was one
of several potteries that produced
the Palmetto pattern used by the
Atlantic Coast Line. This pattern
had a green tri-leaf border near the
rim and was topmarked with the
railroad’s circular logo containing
“Atlantic Coast Line” and the names
of the six states through which it
operated.

palmetto
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Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
B&O-8 Garrett
This Maddock pattern was believed to have been in use before 1900. It was topmarked with a Victorian-style interlocking “B&O” monogram in vermillion, with the same color rim stripe.

B&O-3 Capitol
This elegant early pattern had a rim band of coin gold
with black overglaze scroll design applied on top of the
gold. It was topmarked with a circular logo containing
an illustration of the dome of the Capitol in Washington,
which was flanked by a banner containing “B&O,” “R.R..”
There is some evidence that this pattern was used as early as 1895.
There were at least 30 different pieces in this china service. It was usually found with Shenango, Warwick, or
Syracuse as the maker, but Scammell Lamberton pieces
exist. Scammell’s version of the logo contained a more
accurate representation of the Capitol dome.
As mentioned above, in 1934 Olive Dennis wanted to capitol
replace this pattern with either a red or a black version
of Centenary, partly because the underglaze transfer pattern would cost about 50 percent less than this overglaze design, and would take wear better. She was
informed that Daniel Willard had selected Capitol for use on business cars. (Source: #4) During the Depression, the B&O wanted china contracts to go to “on line” factories whenever possible, this included
Warwick, Mc Nichol, Buffalo and Shenango, but not Scammell, so Scammell did not get the Capitol pattern contract at that time. (Source: #25)

B&O-7 Derby
This early pattern, shown on next page, was used on the less deluxe B&O passenger trains. This blue
underglaze transfer design featured a stylized floral border and a circular center-of-the-well medallion. {
Pieces of this pattern could be found with backstamps for
Maddock’s American China, Maddock’s Trenton China and
Scammell’s Trenton China, indicating a rather long period of
use, from about 1910 to at least the mid 1920s. H. P. Chandlee Sons Company of Baltimore, which was in business
from 1876 until 1934, supplied this china to the railroad.
(Source: #9)

derby backstamp

Someone at the Lamberton Works had a sense of humor
that they used in designing the B&O backstamp used on this
pattern, left. The “B&O” in a crescent was a potter’s inside
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joke. This was a takeoff on the mark used by Ott
and Brewer, another Trenton pottery company.
Ott and Brewer’s logo contained the crescent
with “O&B.”
I would doubt if anyone at the B&O railroad was ever aware of this reversed letters joke. The Derby pattern saw long usage
on the B&O. In December 1932, it began use
in the employee lunch room at the central
office in Baltimore. (Source: #4) It was also used
during World War II on trains carrying military
troops and was rumored to have been used on
special trains to the Kentucky Derby, which was
how it may have obtained its name.

B&O-4 Centenary
derby

See the beginning of this chapter for extensive information on this 1927 pattern.

The Baltimore and Ohio operated several hotels as part of their passenger operations. Some of these
hotels were combined with stations, others were developed as resort destinations.

B&O-6 Deer Park
The Deer Park Hotel was built and operated
as a resort in the Allegheny Mountains of Western Maryland. The hotel opened July 4, 1873 and
closed in 1929. (Source: #10)
Maddock produced at least two of the four
known patterns used by this hotel. The underglaze
brown transfer scroll pattern, right, was supplied
by The Chandlee Co.

deer park

photo: paul trosko

deer park

The pattern at left with herds of deer placed around the
plate was made by Maddock and distributed by Albert Pick
& Co. The Deer Park version of this pattern was an orangebrown transfer. The example shown here in green was supplied by Albert Pick & Co, and may have been for a different
customer.
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B&O-14 Scarab
The John H. Murphy Company operated a number of restaurants and employee hotels at stations
along the B&O lines. This pattern was a variation of their scarab and feather border design with “B&O”
“System” added to the crest.

Boston & Albany Railroad
B&A-2.1 West Springfield
Maddock produced topmarked china for the railroad’s West Springfield employee YMCA. The green
diamond logo with “Rail Road” “YMCA” “West Springfield” was flanked by twin green pin lines.

Boston & Maine Railroad
B&N-1 Bar Harbor
This Maddock Lamberton China was topmarked with the “Boston and Maine Railroad” arrow logo in
black. The flanking pin lines were black and brown. It was supplied by Mitchell Woodbury of Boston, and
it could date to around 1906. (Source: #11)

Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad
C&O-1 Charlottesville
“C&O” in outlined letters topmarked this 1920s
decal pattern of oval medallions and bows connected by swags, all in orange, green and brown.
This pattern was produced by a number of makers, including Scammell.

charlottesville

Chicago & Alton Railroad
C&A-3 Lincoln
Almost identical versions of this border design,
but with the C&A’s triangular logo, or a “C&A R.R.”
backstamp, were found that were produced by
other manufacturers. The Maddock pattern book
contained two examples of this pattern, #8076, in
pink and green; and #8077, in red and blue-green.
It is not known if the Lamberton Works produced
this pattern for the Chicago & Alton.

maddock patterns #8076 & 8077
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Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad (Burlington Route)
CB&Q-13 Violets and Daisies
This pattern originated in France as a
Haviland dinnerware design. Later it was
produced by Haviland on hotel china and
backstamped for the CB&Q R.R. (Source:
#12) Buffalo, Syracuse, Shenango, Maddock and Scammell all made the Violets
and Daisies pattern, but only the earliest
pieces were railroad marked.

violets and daisies

This pattern, #2244 in the Maddock
pattern book and shown as an overglaze
design called “Violets,” was not marked
“Controlled,” so it may have been available
to other customers.

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway (Monon)
Mon-1 Hoosier
The “Monon Route” logo, with white letters outlined in black inside a red panel that topmarked this
pattern, dated back to the 1890s. Black and orange pin lines flanked the logo on this Maddock pattern.

Chicago Rock Island and Pacific
CRi&P-1 El Reno
One of Scammell’s pattern sheets from 1949, which was found at the Sterling plant, contained the
Rock Island’s interlocking monogram as it appeared on El Reno. There is no record as to weather Scammell actually produced this pattern.

Cincinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton Railroad
CH&D-1 Cincinnati
An oval containing “CH&D” in rust-orange and
black flanked by pin lines in the same colors was
the top cresting on this pattern by Maddock
Lamberton China.
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cincinnati

Erie Railroad
ERIE-7 Scarab
Maddock produced another variation of the Murphy Co.’s Egyptian Scarab border, this time with the
beetle holding a diamond shape containing “ERIE” with “System” curved below the beetle. This china
was supplied by Boutell Bros., of Minneapolis, and was reported to have been used in station restaurants.

Florida East Coast Railway
FEC-8 Salerno
This was white Lamberton China decorated with a wide, cream-colored band that was flanked by coin
gold pin lines. Pieces were usually backstamped “Florida East Coast Railway.”

FEC-3.2 Hotel Alcazar
This pattern for the railroad-owned Flagler System Hotels, Hotel Alcazar, was described in the Hotels
chapter.

Grand Rapids & Indiana Railway
GR&I-1 Fishing Line
This Maddock Lamberton pattern contained a round crest with the words “Grand Rapids & Indiana
Ry.,” “The Fishing Line” in white letters on a blue background. Inside the outer circle of lettering, was a
smaller circle with an illustration of a fish jumping out of the water. The “Lamberton China” backstamp
suggested usage around 1915-1917, when the GR&I had three dining cars in operation.

Illinois Central
IC-10 Louisane
This pattern dated back to 1910 and was made by Bauscher, Syracuse and Warwick, as well as the
Lamberton Works. The railroad’s intertwined “I C R R” monogram in black, flanked by wheat-brown
and black pin lines, was the cresting on this china. Albert Pick & Co. was the supplier of the Lamberton
pieces.

Lehigh Valley Railroad
LV -1 Asa Packer
Early versions of this pattern were
topmarked with the railroad’s red
and black flag logo, but later pieces
had only the border of blue flowers
connected by green vines and leaves.

asa packer
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This pattern was made by Syracuse as early as 1916 and was sometimes backstamped for the railroad.
Scammell produced this pattern, which Mr. Robert Scammell referred to as the “Asa Packer” pattern,
from around 1943. (Asa Packer was the founder of the Lehigh Valley RR.) (Source: #3)
The Scammell pieces were not railroad marked. It was reported that after Lehigh Valley passenger service ended in 1961, quantities of this china were sold by Hess Brothers Department Store, in
Allentown, PA.

LV-3 Black Diamond
This pattern was crested with the red and black Lehigh Valley flag within a wreath. It was produced by
Maddock.

Maine Central Railroad
MEC-3 Pine Cone
As the name suggests, this early pattern was topmarked with the railroad’s pinecone logo in black,
with “Maine Central R.R.” in white within the pinecone. Black and rust pin lines flanked the crest. This
Maddock Lamberton China was supplied by Mitchell Woodbury Co., of Boston.

Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad (Katy)
MKT-3 Katy Ornaments

New York
Central Railroad
NYC-14 Syracuse
katy ornaments

The border for this pattern was
Maddock’s #5030 “Laurel Border,”
shown in the pattern book, with the addition of an interlocking “NYC” monogram in gold.

Photo: susan phillips

This pattern, shown in the Maddock
pattern book as #6080 “Katy Ornaments,” used six of these green and
tan ornaments placed around the
rim and connected by hand-applied
pin lines. This china pattern was not
railroad marked, and the pattern may
have been used by other customers.

NYC-15 Vanderbilt
This was a variation of Maddock’s #8060 “Vendig” border and was often not railroad backstamped.
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New York, New Haven, and Harford Railroad
NH-3 Indian Tree
This multicolor decal design was used
by many customers and produced by
many potteries. Scammell produced
this pattern, backstamped for the New
Haven, on Trenton China.
Because the Pullman Company and
the New Haven both operated dining
cars on New Haven passenger trains
from 1913 until the railroad’s merger
into Penn Central in 1969, it was possible that this pattern was selected for
its similarity to the topmarked Pullman
china. (Source: #28)

indian tree

NH-10 Platinum Blue
This pattern acquired its name because early collectors of railroad
china thought that was the name of
the pattern, rather than Scammell’s
name for the blue china body used for
the pattern. It was an Art Deco design
featuring nude female figures within
an eight-sided frame. There were connecting pin lines and a rim line. The
entire underglaze design was done in
white on the pale blue china.

platinum blue

Some pieces were backstamped
“Made expressly for N-Y-N-H-& H-RR-Co.” “Furnished by Thompson Winchester Co., Boston.”
Mr. Robert Scammell told me that
this was a difficult pattern to produce
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because the decoration tended to blur during the glaze firing process. (Source: #3)
Buffalo China also produced this pattern, which was introduced between 1938 and 1940, for service
on the railroad’s newly re-built set of 18 Colonial diners, which were named for a famous person, place
or thing relating to New England’s Colonial period. (Source: #28)

NH-10.1 Script NH
This pattern featured the railroad’s full name in coin gold script lettering on Scammell’s Ivory China.
Coin gold rim and verge lines completed the design. The exact usage for this pattern has not been established, but it is thought that it may have been the pattern originally used on the Yankee Clipper in 1930,
or on the Merchants Limited, or possibly on business cars. (Source: #28).

Norfolk and Western Railway
N&W-2 Cavalier
The border for this pattern was #8047 “Rice Border,” originally created for the Rice Hotel around 1913.
The “N&WRY” monogram in script letters was added to customize it for the railway. If you look closely,
you will see where the Lamberton Works decorator trimmed away some of the leaves on the decal to
make room for the monogram.

cavalier

N&W-3 Centennial
For the N&W’s 100th anniversary in 1938, Scammell created a service plate that was somewhat similar in concept to the B&O Centenary pattern. This plate was produced using a total of 11 colors on
Ivory China. The central scene featured a 1838 locomotive. The border contained seven locomotives
of periods from 1850 to 1938, in panels separated by a red background. The top panel said “A century
of service 1838-1938 Norfolk and Western Railway.” The backstamp contained the railway name and
“Furnished by Baker-Jennings Hardware Corp.” This plate was used in the N&W dining cars beginning in
April 1938. Mr. D. William Scammell had one of these plates embedded in the concrete gable of one of
the buildings on his estate as a decoration and date plaque. (Source: #3)
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Northern Pacific Railway
NP-4 Helena
Maddock produced this early Northern Pacific pattern that was topmarked with the circular Monad
logo surrounded by “Northern Pacific” in an outer circle. The logo was rendered in red and blue, with
thin green rim and verge pin lines.

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company
OW-1 Harriman Blue
This pattern used the same Harriman Blue border as the Union Pacific, which controlled its operation.
(See Union Pacific below.) The customizing crest was an interlocking “O&WRRCo” monogram in bluegreen. This pattern was used around 1910.

Pennsylvania Railroad
PRR-5 Congressional
This pattern was shown in Maddock’s pattern book as #162 “Penn R.R.” The border was composed
of vines and leaves in rust-brown. The crest monogram of intertwined “PRR” in script letters was also
rust-brown.
Some of this pattern was made on American China and supplied by Wright Tyndale & Van Roden of
Philadelphia.
This Congressional pattern tureen lid was not maker marked, but the undecorated bisque tureen was one of the pieces left
in the Lamberton Works when it closed.
congressional
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PRR-7 Keystone
This 1920s pattern featured the railroad’s keystone
shape with interlocking “PRR” monogram and thick
and thin rim stripes and a verge pinstripe. The cresting
was usually done in brick-red, but other color variations
were used. John Wanamaker was the supplier of this and
other Lamberton Works patterns used by the railroad.

keystone

PRR-21 Purple Laurel

Purple Laurel was the patented design introduced in 1927. (see Patents
chapter.)

purple laurel

PRR-3 Broadway

broadway

In 1938 the Pennsylvania Railroad introduced
their newly modernized “Broadway Limited” deluxe train between New York and Chicago, which
they advertised as “America’s Smartest Train-Leader of the Fleet of Modernism.”
For what they called “the glamorous setting of
the brilliant new dining cars,” they needed something more up-to -date than the then 11-year-old
Purple Laurel china pattern. (Source: #13)
Designer Ilonka Karasz, best known for her fabric
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designs and covers for the New Yorker magazine, created Broadway as part of a china service
that included Karaz (PRR-13) dinner plates and
coffee pots.
The center-of-the-well crest was turned into a
stylized, circular “PR” design. Trenton China was
used for this pattern, which was produced in
several color combinations.

broadway

PRR-8 Gotham

This 10 1/2” Ivory dinner plate design replaced the original Karaz pattern dinner plate. The central
monogram was a simple sans serf “PRR,” and the rim decoration was a plain brown 1/2” band.
gotham

These plates were sometimes
backstamped with the keystone
logo.
Gotham was in use as late as
1952, when it was used on the
“Senator” between New York
and Washington. (Source: #14)
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PRR-15 Limited
This seldom-found pattern had alternating border panels of solid blue and multicolor flowers. John
Wanamaker supplied this Scammell China, which was backstamped for the railroad.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie
P&LE-2 Monogram
An interlocking “P&LE” monogram in brown outlined Victorian-style letters was the cresting for this
brown scroll border pattern made by Maddock.

Pullman Sleeping Car Company
PUL-3 Indian Tree
While the Pullman Company was best known for their sleeping car operations, they also operated dining car facilities for some railroads. Indian Tree was a pattern that was used for a number of customers,
and was produced by several potteries. “Pullman” in dark green letters was the cresting used by Scammell to customize this pattern for dining car use. Indian Tree was used by Pullman from around 1929 to
at least 1955.

Reading Railroad
RDG-2 Bound Brook
This early pattern was used jointly by the Reading and the New Jersey Central Railroad. The border
was a heavy green zigzag line, flanked by thinner lines with small circles at their points. Maddock produced this pattern on Lamberton China with a “Reading, New Jersey Central” backstamp.

bound brook

RDG-6 Sea Shore
This pattern was also used in joint Reading, New Jersey Central service. The decoration was a bluegreen band with a coin gold zigzag overlay. It was made by Maddock and backstamped for both railroads.
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RDG-7 Stotesbury
This ornate multi-color underglaze decal pattern was produced for the Reading by Scammell and supplied by John Wanamaker. A rich, dark blue background was the predominate color in this pattern. The
panels contained a brown sea- stotesbury
shell flanked by nude figures, or
a sky and sea scene. Some pieces
were backstamped “The Reading Co.,” but many pieces were
not marked for the railroad.
This pattern appeared in a
photograph in the May 5, 1941,
issue of Life magazine, so we
can be certain that it was in use
at that time. (Source: #15)

stotesbury

One story that circulated credited Mrs. Stotesbury, wife of the
president of the Reading, as the
designer for this pattern. I have
been unable to find any proof of
this story being true.
It may be that Mrs. Stotesbury
made suggestions to Scammell’s
designers about what she wanted, or selected this design from several proposed by the Lamberton Works, but I doubt if this involved
design was the work of anyone other than a professional ceramic designer.
Compare this pattern with the one used by the Sylvania Hotel in Philadelphia (see Hotels chapter),
and you will notice a great similarity between these two designs. My guess would be that Emil Schnepf
designed both patterns. There were at least 21 different pieces in the Stotesbury china service, and this
pattern looks particularly nice when viewed as a complete place setting.

RDG-5 Reading YMCA
A cobalt blue diamond-shape
logo containing “Reading Co”
with “Y.M.” “C.A.” below, and
a flanking blue stripe, was the
cresting on this Scammell’s
Trenton China used in employee
YMCAs at Reading layover stops.

reading ymca
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Richmond Fredericksburg & Potomac
RF&P-1 Fredericksburg
This pattern was topmarked with three chain links forming a triangle, with “Richmond” “Washington”
“Line” inside the links, all in black, with flanking black and red pin lines. It was backstamped Lamberton.
(Source: #27)

Southern Railway
SR-5 Pelican
“Southern” in black letters flanked
by black and orange pin lines, was the
decoration for this pattern used around
1917. It was on Maddock’s Lamberton
China supplied to the railroad by John
Wanamaker.
pelican

SR-4 Peach Blossom
This pattern, as produced by Scammell, was composed of #8001 “Neuces
Ornaments,” to which the Southern’s
multicolor circular logo was added. This
pattern was in use as early as 1925, and
was supplied by John Wanamaker.

peach blossom

Southern Pacific Railroad
SP-4 Harriman Blue

harriman blue

This pattern was named for the Harriman family
that controlled the operation of several railroads
and steamship lines in the early years of the 20th
century. As part of a standardization program, the
same underglaze blue transfer border pattern was
used for the various operations, with different
cresting added to customize them.
For the Southern Pacific, a round “Southern Pacific Company” logo with “Sunset Odgen & Shasta
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Routes” along with railroad tracks and a sunset in the center was the customizing crest. Some pieces of
this Maddock’s American China had no top crest but contained a “S.P.Co” backstamp. The English John
Maddock Co. also produced this pattern as early as 1905.

SP-14 Sunset
The English-made version of this pattern was registered
in the British Patent Office by John Maddock and Sons on
April 17, 1915 (No. 647732). (Source: #16) The underglaze
decal border with white blossoms, brown branches and
green leaves had a multicolor circular “Southern Pacific
Lines” logo placed below the border.
Maddock and Scammell produced this pattern on Trenton body. In addition to the English and American Maddock’s, Bauscher, Syracuse, Buffalo and Shenango also
produced this pattern.

sunset

This example of the Sunset pattern was made by Buffalo China in the late 1920s – circa 1930s. Photo: Restaurant Ware
Collectors Network

SP-11 Prairie Mountain Wildflowers
This pattern was designed by H.G.
Aitken, one of Syracuse China Company’s top designers. It was copyrighted by Syracuse in March 1931.
It was usually found with the Syracuse maker’s mark, but it was also
made by Buffalo, Shenango and
Scammell.

prairie mountain wildflowers

photo: susan phillips

Scammell’s pattern records indicated that seven different color
print runs were required to produce
the California Poppy decal, one of
the four flowers in the design.

This example of the Prairie Mountain Wildflowers pattern was made by Syracuse
China on its Econo-Rim shape.
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SP-5 Harriman Blue Hospital
In 1909, the Southern Pacific built a 250-bed hospital in San Francisco for use by their employees. For
this, and other hospitals operated by the railroad, Maddock produced china with the standard Harriman Blue border that was customized with a circular garter-belt style logo containing “Southern Pacific
Hospital.”

Texas & Pacific Railway
T&P-5 Shreveport Service
The 10 3/4” service plate by Scammell had a full rim multicolor design of flower baskets and swags
with coin gold details. The center-of-the-well Texas & Pacific diamond-shaped logo was in coin gold.

Union Pacific Railroad
UP-8 Harriman Blue
The Union Pacific’s versions of this standard pattern
were customized with a topmarked shield-shape logo
containing “Union Pacific” “The Overland Route,” and/or
simply backstamped “The Overland Route.”
Maddock’s pattern book contained two versions of the
Harriman border, both marked “Controlled.” There were
at least 24 different pieces in this service, which was in
use from 1905 until around 1950.

harriman blue

This early plate, left, was backstamped Maddock’s American China
with their eagle logo.

Around 1935, the Union Pacific had a new china
service created for their new streamlined fleet of dining cars. This now-classic Art Deco design featured a
streamlined diesel locomotive with wings projecting
from its sides speeding through a circle. This underglaze decal, in brick-red and gray-green, was centered
in the well on plates and bowls, with a coin gold rim
band completing the design.
There were about 30 different pieces in this china
service, which was used for passenger service until the
1970s, and continued to be used for business cars after
that time. Pieces made in the Lamberton Works were
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winged streamliner

R. Trexel collection

UP-20 Winged Streamliner

marked “Scammell’s Trenton China, Made in America.” Pieces made after the Sterling takeover were
marked “Trenton China, Made in America.” To complete this table service, International Silver Company
produced 44 different pieces of hollowware and 17 different pieces of flatware topmarked with the
Winged Streamliner logo. (Source: #17).

UP-18 Sherman
This service plate had the older style multicolor Overland shield logo placed off-center to the right in
the well. A coin gold rim line completed the design. This plate may have been used as the service plate
with Winged Streamliner when it was first introduced.

UP-1 Blue and Gold
This was a simple border design with a cobalt blue band flanked by coin gold lines. There were at least
27 different pieces in this service. The pieces were not top- or back marked with the railroad name, so it
was impossible to know which were used by the railroad and which were ordered by other customers.
Leftover demitasse cups and saucers, packed in cartons marked “Union Pacific,” were sold as souvenirs
on the trains.

Virginia & Tennessee Railroad
V&T-1 Lynchburg
This was an early pattern by Maddock that was topmarked “Vr & T R. R.” in red.

Virginian Railway
VGN-1 Virginian
Around 1909, Lamberton China topmarked “Virginian” in red-orange letters, flanked by double green
pin lines. It was produced by Maddock for this railroad.

Western Maryland Railway
WM-2 Union Bridge
From June 15, 1913 until May 27, 1917, the dining cars of the
Western Maryland’s “Baltimore and Chicago Limited” were set
with Maddock’s Trenton China. This service was crested with
a green circle containing an interlocking “WM” monogram.
A thick and thin green rim and a verge pin line completed
the design.
The Western Maryland operated combination cafe-parlor cars
from around 1903, so this pattern may date back to that time.
In 1918, remaining pieces of this pattern were stored at the railroad’s Cumberland, MD, station and later were destroyed.
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union bridge

Yazoo and Mississippi Valley
Y&MV-1 Vicksburg
A red rectangle containing “Vicksburg Route” in dropout white letters was the cresting on this china.
A brick-red rim line and a verge pin line completed this pattern, which was produced by Scammell. This
china may have been used at station restaurants rather than in dining cars.

Railroad Station Restaurants
The Lamberton Works produced china for some railroad stations and related dining service operations. The Union News Company and the John H. Murphy System were among these, and some of their
patterns were described in the Service Plates and Patterns chapters.

Interstate News Company
ISN-1 Inter-State
This Maddock’s American China pattern was topmarked with a green and brown circle logo containing “Dining, Service” around the outer ring, “Inter-State” in a bar through the center, with “The” above,
and “News Co” below the bar. Green and orange pin lines flanked this logo. The china was supplied by
Boutell Bros. of Minneapolis, and was used in Interstate-operated lunch rooms at Illinois Central stations. (Source: #18)

Terminal Restaurant (Chicago)
A multicolor underglaze decal border on
Ivory Lamberton China was backstamped
“Terminal Restaurant” and was supplied
by American China and Glassware Co. of
Chicago.
It may have been used in the Chicago and
North Western Station, which used silverware
marked “C&NW Ry Term StaRestaurant.”
terminal restaurant

This pattern was the same as that used by the Hotel New Yorker.

Union Station,Washington, D.C. (Washington Terminal)
WT-3a Washington Terminal Monogram
Washington Terminal was the corporate name used by what was originally a joint venture of the
Pennsylvania and Baltimore and Ohio railroads to operate facilities in Washington’s Union Station.
Union Station opened in 1907 and contained a number of restaurants, some of which were operated by
Union News.
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At least one of the patterns crested with an interlocking “WT” monogram in cobalt blue was made
by Maddock.

Steamship Companies
During the early years of the 20th century, steamship travel was every bit as popular as travel by rail.
Depending on where you were going, you might very well use the train for part of your trip and a steamship for another part. In many cases the railroad tracks would be located right at the pier where the
steamship docked.
Today we think of ship travel as being limited to ocean or river cruises, but years ago there were passenger steamship lines operating on most of America’s rivers, bays and lakes. On every steamboat where
the voyage took more than a couple of hours, there could be found a dining room, usually equipped
with table settings that rivaled the best hotel. Overnight steamers usually left one city in the evening,
served a full-course dinner as the sun set across the water, and in the morning breakfast was available
to the passengers before the boat docked at the destination city.
A ship depending on its size would carry from over a hundred – to several thousand – passengers and
would require large quantities of china to supply their needs. Like the railroads, the steamship lines had
commissaries at their destination ports that would be stocked with replacement china. A trip through a
bad storm could damage or destroy just about all the china on-board.
Even today a ship as large as the Queen Elizabeth 2 can have this happen. The QE2’s 24-hour battle
with a stormy North Atlantic in September 1978 left the ship’s kitchen littered with broken crockery.
Only 26 of the 80 china teapots on board remained intact. Even though the QE2 carried two to three
times as much china as they normally needed, passengers had to eat off paper plates for the rest of the
trip. (Source: #19) You can imagine the vast quantities of china that were made to supply all of the steamships operating around this country during the heyday of travel by steamship.
When steamship lines are mentioned, people usually think of the big transatlantic liners, but these
ships were mostly foreign-owned and had their china made by potteries in their home countries. The
Lamberton Works had to compete with all of the other American potteries for contracts to supply china
to the few American-owned transatlantic lines. There were, however, countless smaller steamship lines
that operated between every major port city located along the oceans, rivers and lakes in this country.
Many of these now defunct steamship lines had china produced by the Lamberton Works. In addition
to passenger ships, many freight-carrying ships used crested china for their crew dining facilities. The list
that follows contains companies that are known Lamberton Works customers.
baltimore mail line

Baltimore Mail Line
The Baltimore Mail Line operated steamships from Baltimore and Norfolk, to England,
France and Germany. This service, which was
associated with the United States Lines during the 1930s, ended operations around 1940.
The orange and black colors in this pattern are the
official Maryland State colors.
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(Source: #20) This

Trenton China pattern (shown on the previous page) was crested with an underglaze
flag containing the orange and black cross of Lord Calvert, with flanking orange and black pin lines.

Baltimore Steam Packet Company (Old Bay Line)
SAL-10 Old Bay Line
The Old Bay line was associated with the Seaboard
Railroad and operated on the Chesapeake Bay between Baltimore and Norfolk. The overnight trip on
wooden steamers like the “District of Columbia,”
with 140 staterooms, offered a wide range of accommodations on the second and third decks. You
could choose a tiny cabin with double-decked bunk
beds and a tiny wash basin, or a spacious stateroom
with double bed and bathtub.
The 1840 founding date of this line was used in
the crest on their china, which had a deep-red flag
containing a “B” with “Service Since 1840” below
the house flag.
This example was on Ivory Lamberton China. Sterling continued to produce the pattern until the Old Bay line discontinued operations in April 1962.

old bay line

old bay anniversary

SAL-9 Old Bay Anniversary
In 1940, Scammell was commissioned to create a 10-inch Centennial commemorative plate for the
Old Bay Line.
The multicolor overglaze design
featured a scenic map of the Chesapeake Bay in the well. The full rim
border illustrated five of the 48
steamers that sailed this route between 1815 and 1940.
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Boston and Philadelphia Steamship Company
This steamship line operated between Boston and Philadelphia from
1873 until 1907. (Source: #29) One pattern produced for this steamship line
was shown in Maddock’s pattern book
as #156 “Boston & Phila. S.S. Co.”
It was a gray-green transfer design
composed of twin scrolls and triple
flower blossoms connected by lines
and bead band. The central logo was
the color with the addition of a red
circle inside the house flag.

boston & Philadelphia

The red was applied by one of Maddock’s liners after the transfer had
been applied by a decorator.

The platter, left, did not have the
Maddock or Trenton China backstamp but was marked “John Wanamaker Phila Pa.”

Central Railroad of New Jersey
CNJ-2 Sandy Hook
photo: restaurant ware
collectors network

This railroad-operated steamboat service ran between New York and Atlantic
Highlands. This dinner plate, in shades of
blue and orange on an Ivory body, consisted of a full-well scenic map of New
York Harbor in 1650. The full rim border
contained illustrations of eight steamships with a flying seagull between
each one.
At the top of the rim was a shieldshape logo with “Sandy Hook” above a
circle with “New Jersey Central.” A rim
band contained the names of 11 New
Jersey ports.
This plate was used with the Seagull
pattern on the steamboats and was
sold to passengers as a souvenir for $1.

sandy hook
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CNJ-3 Seagull
This pattern, used with the dinner plate, featured a wide rim band of seagulls in flight against a blue
background, with cobalt blue rim and verge lines. Some pieces in this pattern were topmarked with the
Sandy Hook shield logo.

Detroit and Cleveland Steamboat Line (D&C)
D&C-4a Frog Pattern
This circa 1912-1919 Maddock pattern was crested with a multicolor decal of a frog emerging from a
partly open water lilly blossom. The lily pad below the frog contained the D&C monogram in script. This
pattern was supplied by Boynton & Osborne of Detroit.

D&C-4 Frog Pattern

frog pattern

D&C-1b City of Detroit
The cresting on this pattern was the line’s house flag in blue-gray with the “D&C” monogram in dropout white.
The flag was flanked by blue-gray pin lines. This Scammell pattern was backstamped “Furnished by
Osborne, Boynton & Osborne, Detroit.”
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photo: restaurant ware collectors network

This Scammell Lamberton service plate used #7055 “Craig Hall thistle border” with coin gold rim and
verge lines. The center-of-well illustration was a multicolor frog sitting on a lily pad, looking through a
spyglass, with “D&C” in script below.

D&C-2 Greater Detroit
This pattern was crested with only
the connected “D&C” monogram and
flanking pin lines, all in blue. Scammell
produced this pattern, which was backstamped for the supplier “H. F. Osborne
& Co., Detroit, Mich.”

greater detroit

Dollar Steamship Line
This line, which operated from West Coast ports, was listed as a Scammell Customer in some of their 1930s advertisements, but no information on what their china pattern
looked like has been located.

Furness Lines
A circular garter belt logo was the cresting used on the Furness Lines china. Blue and yellow were the colors of this overglaze crest placed below a cobalt blue rim band flanked by
coin gold lines. H. Barrow & Co., Inc. of New York City was the
supplier of this Trenton China by Scammell.

Grace Line

furness lines

Scammell made at least two different patterns for the
Grace Line, which operated between New York and South
America, and from Los Angeles-San Francisco to South
America.
A pattern from the 1930s consisted of an overglaze design
in black, accented by two coin gold lines.
Another Grace Line pattern, left, on Ivory body, had a 1/4”
cobalt blue rim line and was backstamped “Grace Line,”
shown at right.

Grace Line

Holland America
Line

Scammell produced at least one pattern for the Holland America Line.
It was topmarked with their “NASM” within a diamond logo (Nederlandsch-Amerikaansche Stoomvaart Maatschappij). The logo along with
thick and thin rim lines were in coin gold on Ivory Lamberton China.
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hudson navigation

Hudson Navigation Company
An early Maddock Lamberton pattern (shown above) used by the Hudson Navigation Company on their
river boats operating out of New York Harbor contained #5030 “Laurel Border” in green. The line’s interlocking “HNCO” monogram in brown letters outlined in green and surrounded by an Art Nouveau-style
green and brown frame, was the cresting. L. Barth & Son, of New York was the supplier.

Inland Steel Company
ISC-3 Joseph Block
Inland Steel operated ships on the Great Lakes and had several china patterns that were crested with
variations on their diamond-shape trademark. This pattern, by Scammell, was crested with a red “I”
within a black-outlined white diamond. The rim line was red. This pattern was used in the 1950s and
may have been among some of the last production at the Lamberton Works.

photo: susan phillips

Inter Island Steam Navigation
Company Ltd.
Maddock’s pattern book showed a circular logo with the
line’s house flag against a rocky coastline. Five colors were
used in this decal, which was in production around 1918.

Interlake Steamship Company
PIC-3 Cygnus
A circular logo containing “ISSCo” in brown and green
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international mercantile marine

was the cresting on this pattern. Interlake Steamship was operating Great Lakes steamers with dining
facilities as early as 1915, but the Scammell name on this pattern would place it no earlier than 1923.

International Mercantile Marine Co.
This was a consortium that operated
the United States Lines as well as the
English White and Red Star Lines in the
early 1920s. Scammell produced Trenton China crested with their interlocking “ICMM” within a rope circle logo
(shown on previous page). This pattern
had a full border band of scrolls and
classical elements in browns and blues.
It was supplied by Nathan Strauss Duparquet. (Source: #33)
merchants and miners

Merchants and Miners Transportation Company
The Merchants and Miners Line had its main office in Baltimore, and operated 20 or more steamships
out of Boston, Providence, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Norfolk, Savannah, Jacksonville and Miami. Their
ships were named after counties and states that they served. The larger ships had accommodations for
over 200 passengers.
A round trip to Miami from Baltimore lasted eight days and cost only $90, with meals included. (Source:
#22) These meals were served on Maddock’s American China crested with just the red and blue “M&MTCO”
house flag. Later pieces by Scammell, on Trenton China, had twin blue pin lines flanking the flag, above.
Merchants and Miners ceased operations in the 1940s.

The New England
Steamship Company
NH-8 New England
The New England Steamship Company
was a subsidiary of the New Haven Railroad. It operated between New England
ports and New York City.
The china, right, was crested with the
full name in stacked words. The entire
This crest was shown in Scammell’s 1931 Lamberton catalog, but this oval vegetable dish was on
Trenton China.
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new england

decoration was in red, with a pin line flanking the crest, and thicker rim and verge lines.

New York and Cuba Mail Steamship Company
This was another of the lines that operated out of New York during the 1930s. As its name suggests, it
delivered mail, as well as passengers, to the ports of Havana, Progreso, Vera Cruz and Mexico City, with
ships named “Orizaba,” “Oriente,” “Siboney” and “Algonquin.” (Source: #20)
A red Greek Key border was the only
decoration on this Ivory Lamberton
China pattern. It was backstamped
“New York & Cuba Mail S.S. Co., Furnished by James M. Shaw & Co.”

new york and cuba mail steamship co.

The clues provided by the words “Ivory” and “James M. Shaw & Co” on the
back of this Shell Pickle dish placed its production between 1929 and 1936.

New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk
NP&N-1 Cape Charles
This steamship line was incorporated on September 27, 1881, and was operated under the control of
the Pennsylvania Railroad. The border was Maddock’s #164 “Nippon” transfer in green, with “N.Y.P.&N.”
as the cresting below the border.

Norfolk and
Washington Line
This line’s china featured an illustration
of one of their circa-1890s steamboats
in orange-brown below orange and black
rim lines. The piece shown at right was on
Scammell’s Lamberton China, but Maddock also produced this pattern, dated
back to around 1900.
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norfolk and washington line

Norwegian America Line
The Lamberton Works produced china for this transatlantic operation that ran between New York
and Norway. The pattern was topmarked with the line’s red and white house flag containing the letters
“N.A.L.” This logo was shown on Scammell pattern sheets found at the Sterling plant.

Old Dominion Steamship Company
The Old Dominion Line operated between
Pier 25 on New York’s North River, and Norfolk,
Virginia – the Old Dominion State. The blue border was patented design 62,090, which dated
this pattern to 1923 or later. The blue house flag
with “O.D” in red was within a ship’s wheel that
gave the line’s founding date as 1867.
The large, 8 3/4” size of this oval bowl suggests that
meals on these ships may have been served family style.

old dominion steamship co.

Panama-Pacific Steamship Line
This line operated from New York, through the Panama Canal, to San Diego, Los Angeles and San
Francisco. Scammell listed this line in a 1931 Hotel Management advertisement as being one of their
customers. So far no pattern marked for this line has been identified.

Pittsburgh Steamship Company
PSC-1 Rensselaer
This pattern, produced by Maddock on Trenton China around 1915, was crested with a pennant-style
house flag. The hoist side of the pennant contained a blue triangle with a dropout white “P.” The top and
bottom of the flag were edged with rust-red lines containing a series of dropout white stars.

Standard Fruit and Steamship Company (Vaccaro Line)
The Vaccaro Line operated Caribbean cruises from New Orleans and New York. Their china was crested with an English-style garter containing the line’s house flag in light blue and white with a red “V.”
“Standard Fruit & S.S. Co.” and “Vaccaro Line” completed the top cresting.

Southern Pacific Steamship Lines (Morgan Line)
SP-6 Harriman Blue Morgan
The Morgan Line was acquired by the Southern Pacific Railroad in 1885 and was operated as a subsidiary.
The Morgan steamships ran between New York and the ports of New Orleans, Galveston and Houston.
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The standard Harriman Blue pattern was crested with a circular logo that contained the line’s house
flag with an “M” in a star. “Southern Pacific S.S. Lines” encircled the central flag. This china was produced
by Maddock, and possibly Scammell, before the line ceased operations at the start of World War II.

United Fruit Company
At least two different patterns were produced at the
Lamberton Works for the United Fruit Company, which
hauled passengers – along with bananas – from South
America.
The 1931 Lamberton catalog showed their house flag
enclosed in an English-style garter with “United Fruit Co.”
Another Scammell Lamberton pattern, right, used a life
preserver ring as a circular frame around the interlocking
“UFCo” monogram in blue, applied overglaze.

United States Lines
The United States Lines operated ships such as the
“President Roosevelt, a cabin class liner built in 1922, that
traveled between New York, the English Channel ports
and Bremen, Germany. (Source: #23)

united fruit company

Scammell, along with other makers, produced a pattern containing a black border of rope looped
around pulley blocks. Dinner plates and possibly smaller pieces of this Trenton China were backstamped
for the line.
In July 1952, the “S.S. United States” made its maiden voyage between New York, Southampton and
Le Havre. At that time she was the world’s most modern liner, and the fastest – less than five days to
Europe. Three dining rooms were available to feed the 2,000 passengers. (Source: #23)
In keeping with the modern decoration of this liner, the china pattern, on Ivory, consisted of a series
of two-tone gray stars spaced around the rim. Scammell supplied original pieces of this pattern, which
continued to be made by Sterling, with the Lamberton backstamp, after the Lamberton Works closed.

Ward Line
Scammell advertisements from the 1930s listed the Ward Line as one of Scammell’s customers, but no
information is available on what the pattern looked like.

Airline Company
Food service on long-distance passenger airliners was just beginning to become popular around the
time that the Lamberton Works closed down. Only one airline was known to have purchased china from
the Scammell China Company.
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American Airlines
The red, white and blue circular crest containing an eagle in flight between “A” and “A” – and
used on this pattern – was the American Airlines
trademark around 1940.
A red verge line was the only other decoration
on this Scammell’s Trenton China. This pattern
may have been used in employee dining rooms
rather than for in-flight food service.

A.C.C.

This Maddock pattern, crested with an illustration of an early biplane in blue and tan with
brown outlines, is a mystery piece.
The “A.C.C.” initials don’t offer enough clues to
make a positive identification possible. One thing
that is certain is that this china was not used for

american airlines

in-flight food service on any airplane as small as
that shown on the crest. Fragments of this pattern have been found in a Maddock dump site
that was in use between 1912 and 1921, which
helps to place the time of its use.

A.C.c.

This oval platter backstamped “Maddock’s Trenton China”
was purchased from a dealer in Canada, which may give
some creditability to the though that the “A.” in the initials may have had some connection to Alaska. A restaurant ware collector identified this as having been made
for Airmail Contract Carrier, but no information has been
found to confirm that.
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Other Prominent Users
Many customers other than hotels and transportation companies used china from the Lamberton
Works. The Scammell Lamberton catalog listed Restaurants and Tea Rooms, Country Clubs, Clubs and
Hospitals as “Some Prominent Users.” The list of Maddock and Scammell customers is incomplete, but
some of their customers are described below.
The title of this book is “Lamberton China,” but there are many interesting pieces of “Trenton China”
to be found, and some of these examples are included. As you will see, Trenton China was often used
where there was the possibility of rough usage or where a lower priced china would serve the purpose.
The same amount of care and craftsmanship went into the production of Trenton China as it did for
Lamberton China.

Restaurants
Many smaller restaurants did not use crested china but rather selected patterns that might best be
called stock or custom. Stock/custom might sound like a contradiction until you consider the Lamberton
Works’ production method. The designs, in the form of decals or engravings, were kept in stock. It was
the practice to custom decorate bisque china for each order as it came to the Works. Large quantities
of decal designs were printed in advance and stored. Transfer design printing plates were kept ready for
use as needed. This allowed the Lamberton Works to offer customers a wide range of different patterns.
By not applying the decoration to china until an order was received, the Works did not have to maintain
a large stock of unsold inventory.
When you are running a business,
small orders are just as important as
large ones because they help keep
production going. A small order of just
a couple dozen pieces could be worked
into an already busy schedule. Decorators could apply decals to a small order while the transfer press was being
cleaned and reset up between different color large transfer production
runs. These small orders could also fill
what would otherwise be empty space
in a glost kiln along with a large, but
not kiln full, order.

arcadia
arcadia

Arcadia – Philadelphia, PA
The Arcadia Restaurant was owned
by Clarence Kugler and was in operation by 1913. The Arcadia pattern was
Above right, earlier Arcadia pattern. Right,
this Lamberton celery tray was supplied by
John Wanamaker.
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a beautiful example of custom cresting.
What was probably the second “Arcadia” logo
(shown on previous page) contained a multicolor
garden scene complete with statues, sky and water, and what appeared to be a nude person playing a flute. The urn and floral border in browns
and blue-grays was also a decal, with green handapplied lining.

Baltimore Dairy Luncheon
Portland, OR, seemed like an unlikely place to
find restaurants named Baltimore Dairy Luncheon,
but the “Prael Hegele & Co. Inc., Portland, Ore”
backstamp indicated that was the location where
these pre-1920s Lamberton plates were used.
Actually, Baltimore Dairy Lunch had restaurants
in many cities, including Baltimore, New York and
Columbus. These were usually located in storefront lunch rooms with food supplied from a central commissary. The food was dispensed at counters in the rear of the store and carried on trays to
one-armed table chairs or small booths.

baltimore dairy luncheon

The multicolor crest was based on the seal of
the State of Maryland. The green torch and circle
ornaments were listed in the Maddock pattern
book as #7010.

Bickford’s
The Bickford’s Restaurant chain used huge
amounts of Trenton China, and some Lamberton China. Bickford’s operated cafeterias and
restaurants in New York, Boston, Baltimore and
other cities. These cafeterias were the fast food
restaurants of their time, offering a much wider
variety of food than was available in today’s fast
food places.
Because of the constant usage and rough handling of their china, there was a constant need for
replacement china. The Bickford patterns were
From top, Baltimore Dairy Luncheon, Bickford’s and Foster’s. Notice that on both of these cups the restaurant logo
faced the customer as a constant reminder of its name.
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bickford’s
foster’s

used as the training patterns for new decorators
at the Lamberton Works.
If the inexperienced decorator happened to get
the Bickford’s crest on slightly crooked, the piece
would probably have been acceptable for use, as
the standards for a perfect piece were not as exact
as for a pattern used in a first-class dining room.
The Bickford account was very important to the
Scammell Company, and by becoming the second
largest shareholder, Mr. Scammell was able to insure that the Lamberton Works would continue to
produce Bickford’s china.

foster’s
foster’s

Bickford’s operated under different names in
different parts of the country, and each one had
their own marked china. Most of the patterns had
the name and a border line in brick red, or black
with a checkerboard border. “Bickford’s” was the
East Coast name, and “Foster’s” was used on the
West Coast.
There were also restaurants called “Longley,”
which was Samuel L. Bickford’s middle name.
Longley restaurants had a simple pattern red on
Trenton base, and a Lamberton pattern with a
multicolor crest.
Clockwise from top right, examples of topmarked pieces
from Foster’s, Longleys, Hayes-Bickford’s, Davenport’s and
Thompson’s. The multicolor crest on the Ivory ramekin and
butter pat from Longley, right, expressed the more upscale
atmosphere of that chain of restaurants.

thompson’s
longley

davenport’s
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hayes-bickford’s

There was also a “Hayes-Bickford’s” group that used the black-and-white checkered border design.
Mr. Bickford bought out and operated Davenport’s and Thompson’s, both of which had their own
crested china.
Except for the copyrighted pattern with either Bickford’s or Foster’s crest (see page151), as well as the
Longley crested pieces, most of
the patterns were rather plain.
They were relatively simple and
fast to decorate, which helped
keep the cost down.
Mr. Bickford used his china
to keep the restaurants’ names
constantly before his patrons,
just the way today’s fast food
operations mark their wrappers and cups with their name
and logo.

Biser’s – Jacksonville, FL
Biser’s name, along with a
swimming fish, appeared in the
well of their Trenton China, by
Scammell. A multicolor fruit
basket and panel border design
completed the design.

biser’s
henri’s

Biser’s, above right, was operated by Howard Biser in Jacksonville, FL, from 1935 to 1939
at 211 W. Forsyth St., and then
it relocated 300 Kings Ave. It
operated into the 1960s.
A large fish was part of their
exterior neon sign.

Henri’s – Philadelphia,
PA, and Cape May, NJ
Henri’s was, according to their
logo, “Nationally Known” and
they served duck and lobster.
Their Scammell China combined red and black for a striking pattern.
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koerner’s

Koerner’s – St. Louis, MO
Koerner’s crest appeared on an early Maddock’s American China rectangular celery, shown above.
This border pattern was the same one used on the Soulas Cafe piece described below.
St. Louis Glass & Queensware Co. was the supplier of Koerner’s rectangular celery tray.

Locke-Ober – Boston, MA
The Locke-Ober opened in 1875, and has since become legendary
for its association with many prominent political and social figures
who dined there – John F. Kennedy, for example. Maddock produced
crested Lamberton China for the Locke-Ober, but unless you are familiar with their crest you would have trouble identifying it. The crest
was a three-part shield in red and gray, with three birds’ heads and
three plumes on top. The banner below the shield contained “Winter
Place” but no mention of Locke-Ober. The restaurant closed in 2012.
(Source: #5)
the mandarin

locke-ober

The Mandarin –
Atlantic City, NJ
The Mandarin was located
on the Steel Pier in Atlantic
City, early in the 20th century.
Maddock created this center-of-the-well dragon crest in
browns and red, with black and
green rim and red verge lines.
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Old Heidelberg – Chicago, IL
Old Heidelberg was a restaurant operating at the 1933
Century of Progress Exposition in Chicago. The redorange and black crest, below, was applied overglaze to
Ivory Lamberton China.

Rector’s – Chicago, IL
Rector’s Restaurant, right, was operating by 1913
when its Maddock Lamberton crested pattern was
featured in the Albert Pick & Company catalog.

old heidelberg
rector’s

Sardi’s – New York City – 234 W. 44th St.
Sardi’s, which opened in 1921, is famous for its celebrity clientele, and its custom china reflected this
association with the performing arts. The center-of
-the-well design incorporates tragedy and comedy
masks over a script “S.” Dinner plates in this service
contain “Sardi’s” to the lower right of the masks and
have a full maroon rim flanked by black lines. Smaller
pieces contain only the masks and “S.”

sardi’s

Shankweiler’s – Fogelsville, PA
Shankweiler’s was known as a hotel, but it only had
eight rental rooms. However, the dining room had
seating for 120, so it was more restaurant than hotel. Wilson Shankweiler opened this establishment in
1933, which was probably about the time Scammell
started producing this custom-crested Trenton China,
shown below right. (Source: #1)

Soulas Cafe & Rathskeller –
Philadelphia, PA
The Soulas Cafe was located in Setz Building according to the ornate stag and banner crest on this early
American China pattern (shown on next page).

Star Restaurant – unknown location
The Star Restaurant china, shown on next page, was
a good example of combining a green transfer border
with a custom crest on Scammell’s Trenton China.
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From top, Old Heidelberg, Rector’s and Sardi’s. This
Sardi’s 4 1/4” coupe-shape dish, which may have served
as an ashtray, was decorated underglaze on Scammell’s
Trenton body. Below, Shankweiler’s.
shankweiler’s

Harry M. Stevens Inc.
Harry M. Stevens founded a catering company that
originally provided meal service at sports locations,
such as race tracks and ball fields. This arrangement
worked well for both the sports facility, which did
not have to invest in equipment that sat unused for
long periods of the year, and for Mr. Stevens, who
could move his staff and equipment from location to
location as the sports season progressed.
Most of the Stevens china was the standard green
banded restaurant ware on Trenton body, but with
the rather elegant “Harry M. Stevens Inc.” banner
and rampant lions crest.
soulas
star restaurant

harry m. stevens

Above, Soulas Cafe and Rathskeller and Star Restaurant;
left, Harry M. Stevens. Some of the Stevens patterns
were not topmarked. This one, with a green transfer
border on Scammell’s Trenton China, was backstamped
“For Harry M. Stevens Inc., Caterers” and was supplied
by Barth Equipment Co. after 1928.

Tea Rooms
Tea Room is not a term that is used much today; many people may never have heard of such a place.
Webster’s New World Dictionary defines it as “A restaurant that serves tea, coffee, light lunches, etc.
and caters chiefly to women.”
Tea rooms were very popular in the early 20th century, particularly with department stores. Most of
the major department stores had tea rooms, which were geared toward their female customers. They
were usually located on the top floor of the store so that customers had to pass through the entire store
to get to them, hopefully making purchases on the way. The main reason that stores had dining facilities
was to keep shoppers from leaving their store when they got hungry and possibly not returning after
the meal for more shopping.
Maddock’s 1917 Lamberton Catalog listed 11 tea rooms as customers, and the 1931 Scammell catalog
listed about 16. Several of the department store tea rooms had custom patterns, which are described in
the Patterns chapter. Some of the others are listed here.
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crowley, milner & co.

Crowley, Milner & Co. – Detroit, MI
This pattern featured a full border of bamboo that was tied with a yellow bow at the bottom, and it
flanked a wreath containing interlocking “CM Co” at the top. There were orange rim and verge lines on
this Ivory body china, above.
g. fox & co.

G. Fox & Co. – Hartford, CT
Scammell produced an interesting scenic border pattern for the
Hartford department store, G. Fox & Co. at 956 Main St., left.
The scroll frames in the border contained scenes relating to Hartford’s history including: Old State House 1847, Hartford from East
Hartford, Farmington Church and Willimantic.
The plate contained a center-of- the-well illustration of the Charter
Oak. A band of oak leaves and acorns was near the verge. The underglaze transfer design was printed in pinkish-red.
Some pieces were backstamped “Designed Expressly for G. Fox &
Co., Hartford.”
The Wadsworth Atheneum – 1842, was the featured scene on this handleless
Lamberton creamer, left, made for G. Fox & Co.

Hochschild Kohn & Co. – Baltimore, MD
The Hochschild Kohn Tea Room was located on an
upper floor, just past the Toy Department.
One of their patterns is shown in the Patterns
chapter. A later pattern, right, by Scammell featured
flower baskets flanked by green bands outlined in
mustard yellow.
This small cup was backstamped “The Hochschild Kohn & Co
Tea Room.”
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hochschild kohn & co.

Marshall Field & Company –
Chicago, Il
The mammoth Marshall Field store was
the first department store to have a restaurant within the store, and it had several dining rooms on the Seventh Floor that used
quite a few patterns over the years.
A variation of the popular “Indian Tree”
pattern appeared as an overglaze design,
top, on Scammell Lamberton China. Coin
gold detailing was part of the center-of-thewell decoration, but a mustard gold was
used for the rim line.
Another pattern featured poppies in
the floral sprays, middle. On this Lamberton China the decals were underglaze, and
were combined with a black rim line. Other
examples could be found with the decoration overglaze and without the Marshall
Field backstamp, suggesting use by other
customers.

marshall field
marshall field

The Narcissus Room featured a Pompeian
theme decoration and a fountain in the center of the room. When it opened in 1914,
it was the largest dining room in the world.
The circa 1931 china for this room incorporated the Pompeian details in the design
(bottom).
Scammell produced this pattern on Lamberton China with the Marshall Field backstamp. Syracuse China also made it and it
was shown in their pattern book as #67703.
The Pompeian Room closed in 1988 and is
now used only for special events.
Top: Marshall Field’s Indian Tree variation. The backstamp on this plate read “Made Expressly for Marshall Field & Company.” Marshall Field had a hotel
department that supplied china to other users, so
not all pieces with their name in the backstamp were
for their own restaurants. Middle: Cup and saucer
with poppies and black lines. Only the small plate
contains the “Made Expressly for Marshall Field &
Company” backstamp. Bottom: Pompeian theme
plate from the Narcissus Room.

marshall field
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Macy’s – New York City

photo: rwcn

Macy’s used Scammell’s Trenton China
topmarked “Macy’s” in light blue letters,
outlined in dark blue. The same light and
dark blue was used for the rim band. This
china was backstamped “Made expressly for
Macy’s.”
macy’s

Strawbridge & Clothier –
Philadelphia, PA
The crest on this Scammell Lamberton
China with a blue and brown underglaze
decal border was the circular logo featuring
a Native American and a Colonial gentleman
surrounded by “Strawbridge & Clothier”
and “Seal of Confidence.”
strawbridge & clothier

Country Clubs
Country clubs began to appear on the outskirts of large cities in the 1880s. The Country Club in Brookline, MA, which always spelled its name with a capital “T,” was credited with being the first, with an
1882 opening date. (Source: #6)
bucks county country club
Only two country clubs were on the 1917 Maddock customer list, but by 1931, Scammell was
listing 36. The Country Club was on this list. This
category included Golf Clubs and Hunt Clubs.

Bucks County Country Club –
Bucks County, PA
The head of a buck above an oval containing interlocking “BCCC” was featured on the Scammell
Lamberton china produced for the Bucks County
Country Club, left.

The overglaze crest on this plate, left, was worn at the
verge from stacking the plates, one of the disadvantages
of overglaze decorations.
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Bunker Hill Country Club – MA
An illustration of the Bunker Hill Monument with “Bunker Hill Country Club” curved
below was on the page of special crests in
the 1931 Lamberton catalog.

Country Club, The –
Brookline, MA
The Country Club, the oldest in the United
States, was listed as a customer in the 1931
Lamberton catalog. The crest, in brick red,
was the only decoration on the Ivory china.

the country club

Green Spring Valley Hunt Club –
Garrison, MD
In 1904, the Green Spring Valley Hunt Club
opened their club house. By the 1930s, they
were ordering Platinum Blue Lamberton
China with their crest in orange-brown.

Hopewell Valley Country Club
– Hopewell, NJ

green spring valley hunt club

An interlocking “HVCC” monogram in light
blue and black was flanked by a black outline light blue mid-rim band.

Lido Country Club –
Long Island, NY
The Lido Country Club, which was in
operation by 1924, used a multicolor overglaze border design on Scammell’s Lamberton China.

hopewell valley country club
lido country club

From top, The Country Club, Green Spring Valley
Hunt Club, Hopewell Valley Country Club (which
contained only “Scammell’s Lamberton China” as a
backstamp) and the Lido Country Club. (This colorful pattern with coin gold rim line was not marked
for the Lido Country Club, but it could be seen in a
photograph in the November 1934 issue of Better
Homes & Gardens.) (Source: #2)
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Lochmoor Club –
Grosse Pointe Woods, MI
The Lochmoor Club opened in 1918, and on
November 26, 1924, they opened a new clubhouse to replace the original one that had been
destroyed by fire. An illustration of a golfer about
to swing his golf club with “Lochmoor Club” below was shown among the special crests in the
1931 Lamberton catalog. This pattern was probably introduced at the opening of the 1924
clubhouse.

Longue Vue Club –
Pittsburgh, PA

longue vue club

The Longue Vue Club shield crest made it clear
that horseback riding and tennis were two of the
sports offered by the club. This crest customized a
decal border used by other Scammell customers.

Philmont Country Club –
Huntington Valley, PA
The Philmont Country Club, on Route 63 north
of Philadelphia, was founded in 1907. Maddock
produced Lamberton China for them that was
crested with their seal in red and coin gold, right.

Clubs
For some reason, urban clubs were listed separate from country clubs in the 1931 Lamberton
catalog, which listed 24 of them. Some of these
clubs had hotel-style accommodations for their
members along with their dining rooms.

boston chamber of commerce

philmont country club

Clockwise from top: Longue Vue Club, Philmont Country
Club, Boston Chamber of Commerce, and Boston Chamber
of Commerce.
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boston chamber of commerce

The Boston Chamber of Commerce –
Boston, MA
The Boston Chamber of Commerce had at least
two Lamberton patterns, produced for them by
Scammell (and shown on the previous page). One
was a series of blue and maroon circle segments
with no top crest, but backstamped “Designed and
Produced, For, Boston Chamber of Commerce, By,
Mitchell Woodbury Company, Boston.”
The original Boston Chamber of Commerce building, designed by Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge and
constructed of granite between 1890 and 1892,
featured a series of arch-topped windows on the
upper floors. The circular theme continued on the
interior with a 75-foot diameter room that may have
been the dining room. The china pattern reflected
the circular motifs used throughout this building.

elks club

(Source: #8)

The other pattern was crested with their “B C
of C” logo. This pattern, on Ivory body, was not
backstamped.

Elks Club – Brooklyn, NY

hangar club

The B.P.O.E. 22 of Brooklyn (Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks) was one of many Elks Clubs
using custom crested Lamberton China. This border
was the same one used by Strawbridge & Clothier
and described previously, except that in this case
the circular Elks logo was used at the top of the rim.

Hangar Club – Location unknown
The Hangar Club used Ivory Lamberton China
with an overglaze, circular, winged Mercury head
logo, and blue and coin gold rim lines. This pattern was backstamped “The Hangar Club, Myers
Minott & Co. Inc., New York City.”

Harvard Club – New York City
The Harvard Club of New York, which was founded in 1866, used Lamberton China in their Georgian-style club on 44th Street. (Source: #3) This was

harvard club

From top: Elks Club, Hanger Club and Harvard Club.
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decorated by Scammell with their crest in red and coin
gold. Duparquet was the supplier of this pattern, which
was made between 1923 and 1937.

masonic temple

Masonic – Various locations
A least eight Masonic Temples were known to have
used crested Lamberton China, right.

New York Athletic Club –
New York City
The New York Athletic Club’s winged foot in a wreath
logo was the underglaze crest on this Greek Keybordered pattern.

new york athletic club

Union League Club – New York
The Union League Club opened their red brick Georgian-style club at 38 E. 37th Street in 1931. (Source: #3)
Their Ivory Lamberton China featured a coin gold intertwined “ULC” monogram, plus a blue and gold band.

University Club – New York City
The Italian Renaissance-style University Club building
on Fifth Avenue at 1 W. 54th St., opened in 1899. (Source:
#3) The entrance doorway to this building was used for
the underglaze crest on their Scammell’s Trenton China.
Clockwise from top, this Masonic Temple Howe shape ashtray was
crested in coin gold and trimmed with coin gold and red rim lines.
Second, the backstamp on this New York Athletic Club Ivory soup
plate was complete with the club name, “Nathan Straus and Sons,”
the supplier, and “New York 1929.” Next, the Union League Club,
and last, the University Club.
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university club

union league club

Hospitals
It is difficult today to think of hospital food service in connection with high-quality crested hotel ware,
but before the age of plastic, hospitals used china to serve their patients, employees and visitors. The
1917 Maddock catalog mentioned that there were 20 hospitals in New York City among its customers.
The 1931 Lamberton catalog gave the names of 30 hospital customers.
Hospital tray service was important enough to Scammell for the catalog to dedicate an entire page to
items recommended for this use. Twenty items were included in the group, including three with covers
to help keep items warm, or cold, until served.
One item was named Hospital Grape Fruit. It was a 5-inch bowl, with cover, designed for vegetables
and desserts. There was a footed Boston shape Punch Cup, with lid, for fruits, desserts and eggs.
Some hospital patterns were as decorative as those used by hotels and fine restaurants, while others
contained only the hospital crest. It is difficult to figure out the location of many of these hospitals, as
so many names, such as “St. Luke’s,” were used by hospitals in several cities.
For sanitation reasons, all of this hospital china was
underglaze decorated.

Alexian Brothers Hospital – Chicago, Il
The Alexian Brothers Hospital at 559 N. Market St.,
was in operation as early as 1898. Maddock supplied
them with Lamberton China crested with an Art Nouveau stylized floral design around the hospital name.

alexian brothers hospital

Harkness Pavilion, Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center – New York City
The Harkness Pavilion used 10 1/4” Ivory plates with underglaze floral elements,
and a black and orange border band .
harkness pavilion

This dinner plate, as shown by the photo above,
was backstamped “Harkness Pavilion.”
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harkness pavilion

manhattan general hospital

Jefferson Hospital –
Philadelphia, PA
A circle containing a bust of Thomas
Jefferson with “Jefferson Hospital of
Philadelphia” encircling it was shown in
the 1931 Lamberton catalog.

Manhattan General Hospital
– New York City

Manhattan General moved from 90th Street to Second
Avenue at 17th Street in August 1936. (Source: #4) Their Ivory
Lamberton China, most likely created for this new location,
was topmarked with a shield and name banner crest. The center-of-well peacock decoration was a multicolor decal design.

New York Hospital – New York City

new york hospital

New York Hospital, at 525 E. 68th St., was
a 1,020-bed facility in 1935. (Source: #4) Their
ward tray service was on Scammell’s Trenton
China, furnished by Myers, Minott and Co., Inc.
This china was topmarked with a connected
“NYH” monogram in green, and back marked
“New York Hospital Ward Tray Service.”

Presbyterian Hospital –
New York City

presbyterian hospital

This pattern was made for the Presbyterian Hospital at 622 W. 168th St., which was
founded in 1868 and had 819 beds in 1935.
(Source: #4)

The circle crest on this Trenton China pattern
contained an illustration of the hospital building along with the name and the 1868 founding date.
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St. Luke’s – Richmond, VA
The St. Luke’s crest had a brown banner with
“Richmond, VA,” for a positive identification of
the hospital’s location. The green and orange
border decal was cut by the Scammell decorator to allow space for the crest.
st. luke’s

St. Luke’s – Location unknown

st. luke’s

This may be from the St. Luke’s in Richmond,
or from a different St. Luke’s in a different city.
In this case, the china service was only for the
nurses.
The blue, green and brown floral decoration
was placed on the inside of the cup, with just
rim lines on the outside. The backstamp on this
Ivory China included: “Made Expressly, For, St.
Luke’s Hospital, Nurses Service.”

Business Food Service
Today about the only place of business where you will find custom-crested china might be in the executive dining room of a large corporation. During the days of the Lamberton Works, many places of
employment used custom-crested china in their employee dining facilities, as well as in their executive
dining rooms. Many of these patterns were only crested with the company trademark and perhaps a rim
stripe, usually on the less expensive Trenton body.
dupont

DuPont – Wilmington, DE, and elsewhere
Scammell’s Lenape China crested with the oval DuPont
trademark in brick red with a red rim stripe was used in
employee lunch rooms.
Left, this Lenape-body, 10-inch, three-compartment plate was used in
DuPont facilities from possibly the late 1920s on.

General Electric – Various locations
The famous General Electric circle trademark appeared
in Scammell’s 1931 Lamberton catalog on the special crests
or monograms page, indicating that General Electric had
ordered crested Lamberton China prior to that date.
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General Motors – Detroit, MI
The 1931 Lamberton catalog showed an illustration of the General Motors headquarters building on
their page of special crests, with “GMB” below, indicating that Lamberton China had been produced for
the dining facilities in this building, which was the largest office building in the world when it opened
in 1922.

Harlan and Hollingsworth
Corporation – Wilmington, DE
Harlan & Hollingsworth were builders of
steamships and railroad passenger cars. Their
Wilmington Works was conveniently located
between the railroad tracks and the river. A
multicolored “H&H” monogram within a circle
was the crest on this early Maddock Lamberton China.

Heinz

harlan and hollingsworth

The famous Heinz green pickle trademark
appeared in Maddock’s pre-1920 pattern book. The only two examples with this logo that have turned
up on ebay have been butter pats. These were 3 1/2” diameter pieces of Lamberton China with scalloped edges. They were decorated at the 12 o’clock position with the green pickle containing “Heinz,”
and at the 6 o’clock position they had “57” with “Varieties” curved below. Both of these logos faced in
toward the center of the piece so that whichever one was at the top would be facing the user.
Butter pats were not usually items used in employee lunchrooms, suggesting that they may have been
used for another purpose.
In 1898, Heinz purchased the Iron Pier on the boardwalk at Massachusetts Avenue in Atlantic City, NJ.
For 46 years, until it was destroyed by a hurricane in 1944, the Heinz Pier was a major tourist attraction displaying and promoting Heinz products in the Glass Pavilion, topped with a 70-foot “57” sign at
the outer end of the pier. (Source: #7) These little butter pats may have been used as miniature plates to
serve product samples to visitors to the pier, who were potential customers.

Michigan Millers Mutual Fire Insurance Company
A waterwheel-operated mill with “Michigan Millers Mutual Fire Insurance Co.” was among the crests
shown in Scammell’s 1931 Lamberton catalog.

Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Company
An oval logo with a spread-winged eagle and the company name was another crest in the 1931 Lamberton catalog.
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Radio Corporation of
America – Various locations

radio corporation of america

RCA had factories in several states,
as well as headquarters in New York
City. Their circle trademark appeared in
blue, flanked by a blue mid-rim line, on
Lenape Trenton China.

SUNOCO – (Sun Oil Company)
Scammell’s Trenton China crested
with a diamond-and-arrow logo containing “SUNOCO” in blue against a
yellow background, along with blue and yellow rim lines, was made for the Sun Oil Company. This china
may have been used in plant employee lunchrooms, executive dining rooms or aboard their fleet of
tankers – and possibly in all of these places.

Government Facilities
Both federal and state government agencies and facilities required china, in some cases large quantities of it. As mentioned earlier, during World War II Scammell dedicated an entire kiln to production of
china for the military. There were many other government uses for china, from hospitals to offices. Even
lighthouses had crested china.
The Lamberton Works produced crested china for a number of federal agencies, as well as some for
state uses.

Michigan, The State of
The Michigan State seal in blue, flanked by the patented scroll border pattern, was used on Scammell’s
Trenton China produced for the state.
state of michigan

state of michigan
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New Jersey, The State of
With the Lamberton Works located in New Jersey, it is not
surprising to find that they made china with the New Jersey
State Seal for use by state facilities. One of the simpler designs
was crested in brown, with a brown rim line, on Lenape China
(top right).
A more elegant pattern was on Ivory Lamberton China, with
the state seal crest in coin gold, and a green band flanked by
gold lines (lower right).

state of new jersey

Pennsylvania,
The Commonwealth of
The Pennsylvania seal was shown in the Scammell Lamberton catalog on the page of customer crest examples, indicating
that Lamberton China had been ordered prior to 1931.

U.S. Army Coast Artillery Corps
Scammell produced Lamberton China ashtrays crested
with a crossed cannon logo with an oval containing “1” in the
center.

state of new jersey

U.S. Army Transport Service
Between 1906 and 1912, Maddock produced china topmarked with a wheel and eagle logo containing
“U.S.A.T.S.” Fragments of this china have been found at a former Maddock dump site. (See Dump Site
chapter.)

U.S. Bureau of Mines
At least two patterns on Lamberton China are known to have been produced for the Bureau of Mines.
One was crested with “U.S.” above a curved line with “Bureau of Mines.” There were three ornament
groups spaced around the rim, all in green. The other design incorporated the bureau’s circular logo between rim and verge lines, with ornament groups – again,
all in green.

u.s. coast guard

photo: kathleen lathom

U.S. Coast Guard
The Coast Guard’s roots go back to 1790. In 1915, the
Revenue Cutter Service and the United States Life-Saving
Service merged to form the present Coast Guard. This Lamberton plate crested “USCG” was probably the first pattern
used by the Coast Guard, before the present circle with
shield and crossed anchors logo came into general usage.
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U.S. Engineers
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ flag logo was
shown in the 1931 Lamberton catalog. It was applied overglaze in a red and coin gold combination,
with two gold rim lines. The elegance of this pattern,
shown at left, suggests that it was for use in the headquarters offices.

U.S. Marine Corps
In 1919, Maddock produced china for the Marine
Corps that was undecorated on top, but backstamped
“USMC 1919.” Fragments of this ware were found in
a Maddock dump site.
u.s. engineers

U.S. Marine Hospital Service
Between 1897 and 1902, Maddock produced china that was topmarked with a circular logo containing “U.S. Marine Hospital Service,” along with a scroll border design in brown, and also in green. This
china was supplied by Abraham French Co. of Boston, and is reported to have been used in a hospital
near Astoria, OR. The Marine Hospital Service later became the U.S. Public Health Service.

U.S. Naval Hospital (or Home?)
China marked “USNH” in black was found in Maddock’s dump site that dated to between 1906 and
1912.

U.S. Navy
Plain white Scammell’s Trenton China was produced for the Navy with an impressed “Scammell China, U.S. Navy” backstamp (shown at
right).

U.S. Senate
The crested china that Maddock and Scammell produced for the United States Senate is
shown in the Patterns chapter.

u.s. navy

Religious Organizations
Prior to World War II, it was not unusual for individual churches to have custom-crested china on
which to serve their church suppers. Scammell’s Lamberton catalog showed an example of one of these
custom crests with a laurel wreath containing “Christ Lutheran” (location unknown).
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The Archdioceses of Baltimore
Ivory was the body used by Scammell for a service produced for the Catholic Archdioceses of Baltimore. This pattern, below left, was topmarked with a blue shield containing a cross in red, with a
bishop’s mitre on top. A blue rim line and a red verge line completed the design.
An unidentified cross within a shield crest was used in the center of the well, below right, on a Platinum Blue body with a Greek key border.
archdioceses of baltimore

archdioceses of baltimore

Schools
A number of high schools and colleges used crested Lamberton China.
Included in this listing are also some
fraternities.
As shown by the piece at left, the
Lamp of Knowledge in a logo was a
good indication that the china was
made for an institution of higher
learning.

Left, Oldfields School in Glencoe, MD –
Maryland’s oldest girls’ boarding school
that was founded in 1867 – used china in
the dining hall crested with their oval logo.
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Bedford High School – Location unknown
The 1931 Lamberton catalog showed a crest of “Bedford” above “High School” as used by this school
at an unknown location.

Delta Tau Delta – Unknown location
A crest with “Delta Tau Delta” in a banner was shown on the 1931 Lamberton catalog page of
customer crests.

Foxcroft Academy –
Dover-Foxcroft, ME
The Foxcroft Academy, on West Main
Street in Dover-Foxcroft, Maine, was founded in 1823. Around 100 years later, Scammell produced Lamberton China for this
school with their fox head logo in the center
of the well and a 1/4” green band mid-rim.

Kappa Sigma Fraternity –
N.C. State Universty
The Beta Upsilon chapter of the Kappa foxcroft academy
Sigma logo shown in the 1936 North Carolina State College of Agriculture and Engineering yearbook was a match for the logo used on Scammell
Trenton China (below left).

Psi Upsilon Fraternity – Location unknown
Platinum Blue served as the background for the Psi Upsilon fraternity logo. This was flanked by a
cobalt blue and a white line (below right).

psi upsilon

kappa sigma
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yale university

Yale University – New Haven, CT
Lenape body made an attractive background for the black,
orange and rust colors of the Yale crest, right.

SOURCES
#1 Letters from Roy A. Miller, Shankweiler’s, Fogelsville, PA,
May 2, 1981; Neil Shankweiler, Denver, CO., April 13, 1981.
#2 Better Homes & Gardens, November 1934, page 38.
#3 AIA Guide to New York City, 1968.
#4 1935-1936 Medical Directory of New York, New Jersey and
Connecticut. Published by Medical Society of the State of New
York.
#5 Food Arts trade magazine, June 2003, page 38.
#6 American Heritage, September/October 1990, The Country Club, by John Steele Gordon, pages 75-84.

The “Lux Et Veritas” Latin in the banner
translates to “Light and Truth.” The acorns
and oak leaves in the border related to the
Charter Oak of Connecticut history.

#7 “Atlantic City: 125 Years of Ocean Madness,” Vicki Gold Levi/Lee Eisenberg, Clarkson N. Potter,
Inc., New York, 1979, ISBN 0-517-53604-8.
#8 “New Life For Old Buildings,” Mildred F. Schmertz, McGraw-Hill, 1982, page 132.
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Special Occasion Pieces
Over the years, the Lamberton Works produced many items for
special occasions. Some were for one-day events; others were
made to commemorate historical occasions. These pieces give
us another view of the skills of the artists and craftspeople at
the Lamberton Works. They also provide an insight into design
trends.
A very early example of a special event piece was a delegate
badge made by Maddock, using a Lamberton butter pat that had
a hole cut in the rim to attach the ribbon and pin bar.
This piece was made for the 1904 convention of a builders’
group (B.M.I.U.) that was held in Trenton (right). The lettering
and illustration were applied overglaze, and three coin gold lines
were hand lined.

bmiu convention

For the Hotel Karldon in Easton, PA.,
Maddock produced a 5 1/4” long pin
tray. These were probably placed on
the dresser in the bedrooms to encourage guests to take them home as
a souvenir of their stay, and to remind
them of where to stay on their next
trip to Easton (left).
karldon

“Durock Duck,” right, was an unusual advertising
item produced by Maddock, and until recently its
use was a mystery. It had a 3/16” hole in the back
of the duck’s head that was 7/16” deep, and on the
duck’s back was a shallow ½” square.
A Trenton antiques dealer, Marge Miccio, said
that she once had a complete box of these ducks,
with instructions included. The well was to be filled
with ink that when dry would show how easy Maddock sanitary ware was to clean. The narrow hole
held a small pencil, and the ducks were given to
women at bridge parties.
“Durock” was the trade name for the vitreous
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durock duck

durock duck

china used by the Thomas Maddocks Sons Company
to produce their toilets and other sanitary ware. This
piece may have been produced at the Lamberton
Works for the Thomas Maddocks Sons branch of the
company. (SOURCE: #16) (Source: #16)
Based upon the examples that have turned up, it
would seem that Mr. Scammell was more involved in
producing special items than the Maddock management had been.

durock duck

A piece that was not backstamped but that fit the
type of work done in the Lamberton Works was a butter pat made for a Trenton – Princeton event in
1924, below. The organization was “FTPCC” – First Troop Philadelphia City Calvary – and it was founded
in 1774. The pat would have celebrated the group’s 150th anniversary. The rim was a matte salmon finish with coin gold lines.
ftpcc
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A 10-inch plate with patented border design
68,834 (issued 1924) was crested in red (left) for
Rutgers University. The backstamp on this plate
was the same fancy “Lamberton China – the name
associated with the manufacture of China for more
than forty years – the name that signifies Good china” slogan that appeared on the advertising piece
shown on page 39. This suggests that these plates
were probably some type of giveaway, possibly for
students from Rutgers’ ceramic course after a visit
to the Lamberton Works.

rutgers

In 1926 Scammell made an 8-inch plate, right, for
the 11th anniversary of an unidentified organization with the initials “LSAE” or “ELSA”? The central
overglaze crest was in cobalt blue with a pale green
background for the coin gold leaf outline.
northern lodge

lsae/elsa

In 1928 Scammell produced a commemorative
vase for the 75th anniversary of Northern Lodge
No. 25 F. & A. M., in Newark, NJ.
The overglaze decoration on this 8-inch-high
Lamberton vase was an intricate dark blue on medium blue scroll design, with the lodge crest and
the dates in coin gold.
The shape of the vase, shown at left, showed how
timeless a well-designed shape could be. Its graceful
lines look just as modern today as they did in 1928.
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To celebrate their 75th anniversary, the Masonic Putnam Lodge
338 of New York City commissioned
Scammell to produce a 9-inch plate
in 1929.
This blue border plate, left, was
completely decorated in coin gold,
with Masonic symbols in the center
of the well.

masonic putnam lodge
city of trenton

The city of Trenton, NJ, celebrated
the 250th anniversary of its settlement in 1929. To commemorate this
event, Scammell produced a 10 3/4”
Lamberton plate depicting the Old
Barracks, located at Willow and Front
streets.
All of the lettering and decoration
was applied overglaze in cobalt blue,
with rim and verge lines in coin gold
(left).
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In 1929, The Kanawaha Valley Chapter of the National Society of the Daughters of the American Revolution designed a 9-inch plate that was made by Scammell.
The rim had a repeat design of spinning wheels, and the central scene was of Fort Clendenin. The detailed backstamp told about the Revolutionary War battle on October 10, 1774, and listed Rose Sell as
designer and Clara Wilter as the artist for this plate, which was done in a blue transfer technique.
The Nathaniel Drake House, built in 1746 on Front Street and Plainfield Avenue in Plainfield, NJ, was
the subject of a commemorative plate on Ivory body that probably dated to the 1930s. The central
scene, below right, depicted George Washington in 1777, when he used this building while on reconnoitering expeditions. The story was told on the beautifully executed backstamp, below left.
nathaniel drake house

nathaniel drake house

“To commemorate the 200th anniversary of the birth of
George Washington Feb. 22nd 1732” was the inscription
on the 10 7/8” Washington Centennial plate that Scammell
produced in 1932 (shown at the top of the next page; the
plate’s backstamp is at left).

washington bicentennial

The design and technique were similar to the B&O Railroad Centenary china created in 1927. An engraving of
George Washington within a frame of laurel leaves, with
his family crest, signature and dates filled the center of the
well. The 1 7/8” rim was divided into seven panels. One
panel contained the inscription; the others showed places
and events relating to Washington’s life.
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Clockwise, from the bottom,
they were: his boyhood home;
Christ Church in Alexandria;
Mount Vernon (as it appeared in
1932, before the side porch was
removed); his headquarters at
Valley Forge; a copy of the painting of his famous crossing of the
Delaware River; and the surrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown.
All of these scenes were
engraved, probably by the
same engravers who did the
Centenary china. Note that
even the lettering style was
the same.
Like the Centenary china, this
plate was a cobalt blue transfer, applied underglaze on white
Lamberton China. It was also produced in a black ink version.

washington bicentennial

An unusual feature was the total coverage of the design. There was no white space between central
scene and the rim border.
washington trivet
The ornate backstamp was a
work of art itself.
The same George Washington engraving was used
to decorate what would be
called a trivet, if it had three
legs (left).
This was a round plate with
a raised ridge on top, which
was used to keep a teapot or
hot serving dish from damaging a tabletop.
Its backstamp was the same
one used on the Memorial
plate shown above. This decorative but useful item was
an example of getting some
additional sales from a transfer engraving plate.
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Right, this round hot tray shape was
decorated as an advertising item for
the Sixth Anniversary of Abbottmaid
Ice Cream, sometime during the 1920s.
The idea for commemorative college plates apparently originated with
Harvard University around 1928. After
Harvard sold 7,000 sets of their Englishmade plates, other schools adopted the
idea as an alumni fundraising project.
In 1932, Scammell’s designers created a series of 12 plates for the 100th
anniversary of the Founding of Lafayette College in Easton, PA., which was
celebrated with a Historical Pageant on
May 17-20.
Each of these plates contained a dif- abbottmaid
ferent view of buildings on the campus. The central design on this Abbottmaid advertising item, right, was a mulThis was the first set of college com- ticolor overglaze decal done in at least seven colors.
memorative plates to be produced using more than one color in the design. Fourteen soft colors were used to produce the subdued and
delicate coloration.
The border was dominated by the coat of arms of the Marquis de Lafayette, with intermingled motifs of the Tudor Rose and the Fleur de
lafayette college
Lis. The central scenes were framed
in Pennsylvania Laurel. Thick and thin
coin gold rim lines completed the design on Ivory Lamberton China.
Five members of the Lafayette
Alumni Council worked with the
Scammell Co., making trips to the
factory and meeting for consultation
over a period of six months before
the final design was approved.
The first edition of these plates was
offered for sale on May 14, 1932, at
the cost of $18 for a set of 12 (plus
express charge from Trenton). The
Dormitory Row was the subject for the scene
on this first-edition plate with Lafayette College’s president’s signature included on the
backstamp (shown on next page).
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first 200 dozen plates contained the signature of Lafayette College president William
Mather Lewis. (Source: #1) The
plate sets were enthusiastically
received, and more than 250 dozen were sold by June 30, 1932.
(Source: #2)

In addition to being the first
multicolor college plates, these
were the first to be done on china rather than earthenware, and
the first to use overglaze decoration. The profit to Lafayette College was about $3 per set, which
meant Scammell charged about
$1.25 for each plate ($15 per
set). Scammell’s gross sales for
the 250 dozen would have been
about $3,750.
Above right, the Hall of Civil Rights
was featured on another plate in this
series for Lafayette College. There
were at least 15 different scenes available in these sets (Source: #20). This
plate was from a later edition that did
not have the president’s signature.
Bottom right, Colton Memorial Chapel was shown in the center of this
plate. Below was the backstamp for
the Dormitory Row plate with Lewis’
signature.

lafayette college
lafayette college

lafayette college
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The success of the Lafayette
College plates must have inspired the Lamberton Works to
use the same design and marketing techniques for other
colleges.
In 1935, the Washington and
Jefferson College Women’s Auxiliary ordered from Scammell a
series of plates with 12 different
scenes of their Washington, PA,
campus. These plates were delivered in 1936 and were sold as a
fundraising project by the Women’s Auxiliary until 1942 or 1943.
The 10 1/2” Ivory plates had
a mountain woodland design
in muted browns, grays, yellow
and green on the rim, with a log
building at the bottom. The 1780
date under the building was the
traditional founding date for the
log school house that became
Canonsburg Academy, later Jefferson College.

washington and jefferson
washington and jefferson

At the top of the rim was the
college crest, which contained a
number of dates. 1802 was the
founding of Jefferson. 1806 was
the founding of Washington College, and 1865 (MDCCLXV) was
the date the two colleges united
to form Washington and Jefferson College. The central scenes
were done in monochromatic
pinkish sepia tones, with a pale
green holly border.
Each plate was backstamped
with the name of the scene. Included in the scenes were the
Administration Building and the
North Gate of the Gynmasium. Top, the building illustrated on this Washington and Jefferson College plate was
(Source: #3)

Main Hall. Bottom, the portico of the Administration Building.
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In 1938, Goucher College in Baltimore, MD., celebrated its 50th anniversary. During October of that year
and in connection with this celebration, the Alumnae Association offered
a set of Scammell plates for sale.
A brochure advertising these plates
was sent to the alumni, which described the plate this way: “For the Fiftieth Anniversary of Goucher College
the Alumnae Association presents a
set of anniversary plates bearing six
different views of the college buildings. Bands of blue and coin gold on
the rim of the plates are interrupted at
the top by the shield of Goucher seal
in full color In the center of each plate
is a hand-engraved sketch of one of
the college buildings in a conventional
fleur-de-lis border reflecting the colors
of the shield on the rim.

goucher college

Catherine Hooper Hall’s illustration on one of the original 1,200 plates
made for Goucher College.

photo: mark warren

“The china is of a rich ivory tint in a
fine grade of porcelain, hard fired in both the bisque and glost in the Lamberton potteries of the Scammell China Company of Trenton, New Jersey. Into its making went china clays from England and Florida,
flint from the coast of France and spar from Maine. The plates are 10 1/4 inches in diameter, suitable for
use as service plates or dinner plates. On the reverse of each is the name of the building pictured on the
face and a special backstamp of the Fiftieth Anniversary.”
(Source: #4)

Only the first 100 dozen plates carried the signature of
Goucher president David Allen Robertson. The six buildings shown were Goucher Hall, Bennett Hall, Catherine
Hooper Hall, Glitner Hall, the 23rd St. entrance to Goucher
Hall and Alumni Lodge. The plates were priced at $18.00 a
dozen, $10 a half dozen or $2 for a single plate, which was
available with the front view of Goucher Hall scene only.
In 1946, the North Carolina State College Foundation in
Raleigh ordered a set of alumni plates with illustrations
of college structures in the center of the well, including
D. H. Hill Library, Primrose and Holladay Halls. The border
contained six circles spaced around the rim, with scrolls

nc state college/NCSU

At left was the backstamp for some of the North Carolina State College plates that bore the signature of the school’s first chancellor, John
W. Harrelson. They may have followed the same protocol as other
colleges and offered only the first 100 dozen with the signature.
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and flowers. Contained within the circles were illustrations of: the N.C. State
Capitol; Andrew Johnson’s birthplace;
Watauga Hall; N.C. State Seal; flowers;
and First Dormitory. A coin gold rim line
completed the design.

Right, the Memorial Tower (Bell Tower) was
depicted on one of plates for what is now N.C.
State University.

photo: mark warren

These plates were done in a pinkishred color on Ivory. The backstamp,
shown on the previous page, contained
a line illustration of a building façade,
“N.C. State College Plates 1946,” “Made
for the,” “North Carolina State College Foundation Inc.,” with a signature
below on some. They may have been
made in connection with the 85th
anniversary of the college’s founding in
1862. (Source: #19)
NC state college/NCSU

For Springfield College in Springfield, MA, Scammell produced plates that featured the head of an
Indian Chief Massasoit flanked by pine branches at the top of the rim. Sprays of ivy were placed at the
3 o’clock and 9 o’clock positions, and a large spray of holly filled the bottom of the rim. A pine needle
and pinecone wreath encircling the well of these plates contained scenes featuring Springfield College buildings, such as the
1939 world’s fair
library. The backstamp, in
red, included the Springfield
College seal, the name of the
building in the scene, and
the signature of Laurence L.
Doggett. (Source: #17)
George Washington was
honored once again in 1939
on an 11-inch Lamberton
plate produced in connection
with the New York World’s
Fair as an official souvenir
(left).
This plate featured a central
scene of George Washington
standing on a balcony overlooking the theme center of
the 1939 World’s Fair.
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A panel border featuring scenery at the fair, including
the Marine Transportation Building, United States Federal Building and the amusement area encircled the rim.
The transfer design was done in cobalt blue. The plate’s
backstamp is shown at left.
Scammell also provided china for the restaurant in
the Switzerland Pavilion, on Presidential Row North,
at the 1939-40 World’s Fair. The 10 1/2” Ivory service
plate, below, had four groups of overglaze multicolor
flags spaced around the rim with “New York 1939 (or
1940)” in black at the bottom. In the center of the well
was a large red-outlined cross. Other pieces in this china service contained only the flag border, below left.
switzerland pavilion

1939 world’s fair

switzerland pavilion

The Three Ring Inn, with seating for 2,000, was among the largest restaurants at the New York World’s
Fair. It was located near the Independent Subway entrance gate and the Amusement Area. (Source: #12).
The “Three Ring” name related to the trademark of Ballantine Beer, operator of the restaurant. The
restaurant was divided into – you guessed it – three sections: a 1,000-seat main restaurant, a 500-seat
bar-restaurant, and a cafeteria with seating for another 500 guests.
The Three Ring Inn was operated by The Brass Rail Restaurant in New York City. Placed on the tables
in at least one of these sections were combination matchbook holder/ashtrays in the shape of Ballantine’s three-ring logo. The logo ashtrays were 5 inches across and 1/4” high with the trademark “Purity”
“Body” “Flavor” in raised letters on the molded outer rings.
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The entire top surface was covered with cobalt blue glaze. The unglazed base contained raised lettering about P. Ballantine, the trademark and New York World’s Fair, plus Scammell’s Lamberton China.
Even though it clearly said “Scammell’s Lamberton China,” it was quite possible that these pieces
were not made at the Lamberton Works. The raised letters on the backstamp differed from Scammell’s
usual decal method of marking their products, but
they were consistent with the style used by another
Trenton company that specialized in producing ceramic ashtrays.
It is my guess that these ashtrays were subcontracted to this other company as part of a larger order of china that Scammell produced at the Lamberton Works for the Three Ring Inn. What this table
setting pattern looked like is unknown, but it could
have contained the same cobalt blue in some manner. (Source: #13).

paul whiteman

This 9 1/4” coupe shape plate with caricature of Paul
Whiteman was decorated overglaze.

Around 1939, Ralph Hitz, president of the New
Yorker Hotel, commissioned Scammell to create a
plate that served as an invitation to a party (shown
at left). The party was to honor band leader Paul
Whiteman on the 20th Anniversary of the founding
of his band, which was sometime around 1919.
The plate featured a caricature of Mr. Whiteman
along with the invitation, and the signature of Mr. Hitz.

For the 1940 Golden Jubilee of the National Society of the Daughters of the American Revolution,
Scammell produced a 10 3/8” Lamberton plate with a coin gold DAR logo on a full blue rim. The scrollframed backstamp gave information about the
Jubilee. This plate was supplied by J. E. Caldwell founding of bethlehem, pa.
& Co. of Philadelphia.
In 1941, Scammell produced a series of 12 different historic views to commemorate the 200th
anniversary of the founding of Bethlehem, PA.
These plates, engraved by Jacques de Kort,
contained a scene in the center of each 10 3/4”
plate, and spaced around the rim the heads of
four individuals associated with the early church
and a seal at the 6 o’clock position, right.
The plates were made for the Moravian Church,
and the set of 12 originally sold for $20.00.
This plate, right, done in pink, illustrated the first girls
boarding school in the United States and contained four
signature on the back of the rim.
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In addition to the plates, cup and saucer sets
(shown at left) were also produced. These were
very thin Ivory Lamberton ware with the design in
blue, trimmed with coin gold lines.

founding of bethlehem, pa

princess margriet

The saucer was decorated with the Moravian
crest, a chalice and portraits of David Nisschmann
and Jan Hus, with their signatures on the underside. The cup had the crest, chalice and Jan
Hus portrait.

princess margriet

During World War II, Scammell produced an unusual plate (shown above) to commemorate the occasion of the birth of the third child of Princess Juliana (Queen of the Netherlands from 1948 until 1980)
and Prince Bernhard Von Lippe Bisterfeld, Prince of the Netherlands. Their baby, Princess Margriet
Francisca, was born on January 19, 1943, in Ottawa, Canada, where the royal couple had settled temporarily after the German troops invaded the Netherlands in 1940.
The premises on which Princess Margriet was born had been placed outside the jurisdiction of Canadian law so that Margriet would not have dual nationality but would be exclusively of the Dutch nationality of her father. Her parents decided to call their child Margriet, after the Marguerite flower they
wore as a symbol of their resistance. President Roosevelt was one of her godparents. (Source: #5)
The 10 3/8” coupe-shape plate was produced as a contribution of moral support to the Dutch resistance against the Nazis. The literal translation of the inscription in the center of the plate read: “Little
child of Orange, So far from home, May God give thee three gifts: One small rooster to crow the victory
of Holland, one small banner that waves freely for Orange, Two small wooden shoes to stand on Holland’s soil, When our people rejoice with love of thee. God give these three gifts.” (Source: #6)
The entire surface of the plate was covered with the overglaze design, giving it a satin finish except
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The plate’s backstamp (shown on the previous page) was also unusual. It contained, in
color, the rooster, banner and shoes mentioned
on the front. The Netherlands Aid Society was
the organization for which Scammell produced
this plate, possibly to be used as a fundraising
project to support their wartime aid program.
“Tekst” meant the text was written by the
name signed below, which appeared to be J. A.
Van Rearn?
Scammell produced a restaurant capacity
teapot for W.S. Quimby Company, of Boston,
la touraine
MA. Quimby was an importer and distributor
of La Touraine brand coffee and tea. The attached wrought iron stand allowed the pot to swivel forward, filling a glass, without having to pick up
the heavy pot.

mercer hospital

pope pius xii

For the 10th Anniversary of Mercer Hospital in 1948, Scammell prepared a Savoy shape 4 7/8” ashtray,
top left, decorated overglaze in green and coin gold.
The 1950 Roman Catholic Golden Jubilee celebration was honored with a coupe shape butter pat containing the illustration of Pope Pius XII.
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Photo: paul trosko

on the white map areas that appeared glossy.
The Dutch coat of arms, containing a lion rampant (the lion of Nassau), which appeared four
times, symbolized the unity of the country and
the House of Orange. The motto “Je Maintiendrai” meant “I shall maintain.” (Source: #7)

nj state hotel association

nj state hotel association

A Lamberton pin tray was used for a giveaway at some meeting of the New Jersey State Hotel Association, whose coin gold logo appeared in center of the tray (above left).
Another item created as a giveaway for the New Jersey State Hotel Association was a small lidded
box, 3 5/8” long, 2 1/8” wide and about 2” high, including the lid. The lid (above right) was decorated
with the NJSHA circular logo in red, with a red rim line. The bottom of this box was decorated with “Let
Scammell China Co. Be of Service to You, Trenton N.J.,” all in red. This little box may have been designed
as a desk top container for postage stamps.
The Trent House, Trenton’s oldest house dating from 1719, was commemorated on an 11-inch Ivory
Lamberton plate, below right. Anthony Dragonettii designed this plate. The engraving of the central
scene was probably done by Scammell’s master engraver Frank Guildford, because the initials “FG”
were worked into the border of the low bushes where they met the beaded frame (below left). The
decoration was rose red and was applied trent house
underglaze. The Lamberton backstamp
for the Trent House was similar to the
dinnerware backstamp and did not contain the Scammell name.
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pheasant giveaway

weathervane giveaway

At Christmas time, Scammell produced items that were
given away to special customers – or to prospective customers. These were sometimes in the form of an ashtray that
could be used as a drink coaster. Each year a different decal
design was used in the center of the piece. One year it was a
Christmas tree design, another time it was pheasants (above
left).

weathervane backstamp

Another version of this ashtray/coaster was decorated with
a weathervane design with platinum rim stripes, above. This
piece had a Season’s Greetings backstamp from the Weathervane and Handmacher-Vogel, shown at left.
founding of maryland

Above left, the shape for this 7 1/2” Christmas
piece was originally designed for the Delano
Studio as a cigar ashtray. It had a convex rim
and a recessed center.

A series of eight scenes relating to the
founding of Maryland were done on 10
1/4” Scammell Lamberton plates. Blackand-white engravings of different Colonial scenes were used in the center of
these plates. One scene was the “State
House at St. Mary’s,” which was backstamped “Historical Porcelains.”
The plate shown at left was backstamped “The First Conference of
American Governors.” At the bottom
of the scene was the artist’s signature “Roche.” These were probably
done in connection with Maryland’s
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Tri-Centenary celebration in 1934.
Drumthwacket, the Executive Residence in Princeton, also known as the New Jersey Governor’s mansion, was furnished with a set of Scammell Lamberton service plates that featured the state seal in coin
gold in the center with green rims that were overlaid with coin gold leaf and scroll borders like those
shown in the Service Plates chapter (see page 191).
Prior to the 50th reunion of his Trenton High School graduation class, D. William Scammell gathered
the signatures of all his remaining classmates. He prepared a special plate for this occasion that had on
the back of the rim all their signatures, with Mr. Scammell’s at the 6 o’clock position.
A similar signature style plate that was
created in connection with the Fisher Bruce
Company of Philadelphia is described and
shown in the Dinnerware chapter.
Anita Culp Hobby, a treasurer of the United
States, and later secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, saw Scammell’s Aztec pattern china at the Desert Inn in Palm Springs,
CA. Mrs. Hobby liked this pattern so well that
she asked Scott Scammell if he would make a
china service for use in her vacation cottage.
The Lamberton Works produced a complete service for 48 for Mrs. Hobby. Aztec
was also Scott Scammell’s favorite pattern,
and a service was made for his home as well.
(Source: #8) Aztec was an allover brown and

aztec

zodiac

dark blue design with a series of blue “Z”
shapes around the rim (right).
The space between the rim decal and the
center of the well decal was hand painted,
probably by one of the liners in the Decorating Department.
Katible Scammell, wife of Charles Scammell,
was interested in studying the Zodiac, and at
her request, a Zodiac plate was produced.
This 10 1/2” ivory plate featured 12 wedgeshape sections with black lettering and illustrations against a pale blue background. This
overglaze design filled the entire plate, and
had a coin gold rim line, shown at left.
Another departure from the designs usually associated with the Lamberton Works was
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a coupe-shape 10 1/2” dinner plate that had
the entire surface covered with rows of stylized fish in shades of green, on an Ivory body.
These plates, right, may have been produced
for the retail market, rather than for commercial use.
The greatest departure from the Lamberton
Works’ usual china production was a series of
sculptural figures designed by Geza De Vegh
during the 1930s.
The following chapter is devoted to a more
thorough study of these figures and their
creator.
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#1 The Lafayette Alumnus, May 1932,
page 9.

stylized fish

#2 The Lafayette Alumnus, July 1932, page 11.
#3 Letter from David W. Kraeuter Memorial Library, Washington and Jefferson College, July 19, 1982.
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the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
#8 Interview with Mr. Scott Scammell II, August 20, 1983.
#9 Interview with Mr. Robert Scammell Sr., August 20, 1983.
#10 Country magazine, October 1985, pages 120-121.
#11 Official Guide Book of the New York World’s Fair 1939, Exposition Publications Inc., New York,
page 68.
#12 This ashtray/matchbook holder was offered on an ebay auction that ended Feb 19, 2004. The
description of the item was based on the images and description shown for this auction.
#13 Item in Platinum Blue body offered on ebay May 22, 2006 – Item #7417043071.
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#14 A 4-inch high by 2-inch wide miniature toilet with tank marked “Made of DUROCK” in black
letters in front of the toilet and backstamped with the oval belt logo of “Thomas Maddocks Sons Company Trenton” “Vitreous” “Made in U.S.A.” was offered on ebay ending June 4, 2006, item #7417803540.
#15 A 10 1/2” plate with the center illustration of the library building was offered on ebay, ending
January 31, 2007, item #260079719566.
#16 Two plates with illustrations of Primrose Hall and Holladay Hall were offered on ebay January
2008, item #260204216119 & ?.
#17 The following scenes were known to have been produced, as these were offered on ebay
in July 2008: Van Wick Library, Alumni Gym, Watson Hall, Dormitory Row, Easton Hall, Colton
Chapel, Markle Engineering Hall, Lafayette Statute, Hall of Civil Rights, Soles Hall, Gayley Laboratory,
South College, Kirby Dormitory, Brainerd Hall and Gates Hall.
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Geza De Vegh
The greatest departure from the Lamberton Works’ usual china production was a series of ceramic
sculptured figures designed by Geza De Vegh during the 1930s. These Art Deco-style figures varied in
size from under 12 inches, to a reclining female figure at least 18 inches long. (Source: #1)
Most of the figures had only a clear
glaze over the china body, but there
existed a unicorn that was produced
with a silver glaze. Some of these figures were copyrighted as sculpture
by the Scammell Company between
June 3, 1934 and September 17, 1936.
(See list at the end of this chapter.)
Photo: sherri harris
Photo: paul trosko

Photo: paul trosko

Many of the sculpture names given on the
copyrights are difficult to match to actual pieces, such as the woman’s head below. There is
no question about the Wild Boar and Unicorn,
both copyrighted in 1936.
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Figures that I have seen or read
about, which may or may not be the
same as the copyrighted ones, included the unicorn (shown on the previous
page); a dove (marked #2); a woman’s
head; horn of plenty; and a contain-

Photo: paul trosko

The copyrighted figures were
marked on the bottom, “Sculptured
by Geza De Vegh,” along with the
Scammell Lamberton shield mark and
a copyright “C” in circle symbol.

The figure of the woman, left, is another figure that could match one of
several named copyrights. The ribbed acorn squash, with removable lid,
and the cornucopia with candle holders, are easy to identify.

er in the form of a ribbed acorn squash with a removable lid
(shown at the top of this page). It was backstamped “Designed
by De Vegh #27.” (Source: #2}
This piece, which was about 6 1/8” long by 4 inches in diameter, was also produced in the Platinum Blue body. (Source: #3).
There was a white cornucopia sculpture that incorporated
openings for three candles, one on the front and two at rear.
This table centerpiece had a kidney-shaped base that was 12
inches long. The entire piece was 5 inches high (shown above).
(Source: #5)

In all there were about 25 different pieces designed by
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Mr. De Vegh. These ceramic sculptures were sold as works of art in
retail stores. They were expensive
when new, and continue to command
high prices on those rare occasions
when they come on the market today.

Photo: sherri harris

There is not a great deal known
about Geza De Vegh, but there are bits
and pieces of information that have
surfaced. He was born in Miskolc, Hungry, which is located northeast of Budapest. He spent his student days in Paris
around 1927. (Source: #6) At some point
he immigrated to America and worked
in the Trenton area.
Mr. De Vegh is reported to have been
a sculptor, a painter and an architect.
He has been described as a true European gentleman, tall and slim with delightful manners. He had one of those
little, very continental, pencil-thin
mustaches, and he was a very courtly
person. (source 7).
Geza De Vegh was a “modeler” of
Art Deco figurines and busts that were
produced by Lenox, but he was apparently not an employee of the Lenox
Company. (source: 8) The work he did
for Lenox may have been done before
his work for Scammell. (source: 9).

Photo: paul trosko

The sculptures that Geza de Vegh
produced for the Lamberton Works
were copyrighted between July 1932
and September 1936.
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In 1938, he created a vase for the pottery, owned by Francis Joseph Von Tury
in Perth Amboy, NJ. De Vegh and Von
Tury were both born in Miskolc around
the same time. (source: 6)
Top, “Masque” was copyrighted in 1936. Left,
a combination of impressed and transfer-applied backstamps is shown that were used on
De Vegh sculptures.

Photo: paul trosko

In 1943, he purchased the Old
Mill in Tinton Falls, NJ, and set up a
center for the production of pottery
as well as a studio workshop for artists and craftspeople. (source: 10)
He had a little art gallery there, as
well as a theater. (source: 11)

Photo: paul trosko

In 1949, Geza de Vegh and Alber
Mandi wrote “The Craft of Ceramics,” which was published by D. Van
Nostrand Company, Inc. In the preface of this book, Mr. De Vegh stated
that he was an instructor of large
groups of students in the making of
ceramics.
This 145-page book contained
step-by-step instructions for handforming, casting, mold making,
decorating and firing ceramics. Included in the instructions were a
number of “hints” by the authors
of ways to handle problems and improve techniques.
This book was illustrated with
some black-and-white photographs
of examples of ceramic work. One
of the photographs was of an item
signed by Mr. Mandi. There were
two photographs, one of a stylized winged horse and another of
a woman’s head and hand, which
may have been examples on Mr. De
Vegh’s work, but they were not so
identified. (source: 12)
Mr. De Vegh was not the only artist to do ceramic sculptures at the
Lamberton Works. Emil Schnepf
did a classical figure that existed in
bisque. It is not known if these were
produced for sale, or just made as a
personal project by Mr. Schnepf.
More maidens: The one shown at left may
be “Ceres,” copyrighted in 1936.
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When Edward Marshall Boehm first started creating his now-famous porcelain bird figures, Mr. Scammell allowed him to use the facilities of the Lamberton
Works. It was in Scammell’s Decorating Department
that Boehm painted some of his early work.
Later, when he opened his own workshop on Stokes
Avenue, he would arrive at the Lamberton Works in a
taxi, pick up a package of Lamberton clay, and haul it
back to his workshop by taxi. (Source: #1)

Photo: sherri harris

Photo: sherri harris

Some of the early Boehm figures, which now reside
in museum collections, were made of the same Lamberton formula clay used for restaurant dishes.

Copyrighted sculpture by Geza De
Vegh, with date of copyright
“Anticipation,” May 12, 1936.
“Apollo,” June 3, 1936. Made in both bisque
and glost finish.
“Celeste,” June 3, 1936.
“Ceres, June 3, 1936. Seated female holding sheath of wheat in right arm, 8 1/2” high,
8 inches long, impressed “Lamberton China,”
backstamp on Ivory body.
“Circe,” June 3, 1936. Made in both bisque
and glost finish.
“Day,” September 17, 1936.
Left, Kneeling Maiden, Facing Right, Holding Flowers,”
copyrighted June 3, 1936. Above, vase with woman’s
head sculpted in relief.
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“Flora,” June 3, 1936.
“Horse and Maiden, Facing Left,” June 3, 1936.
“Horse and Maiden, Facing Right,” June 3, 1936.
“Kneeling Maiden, Facing Left,” June 3, 1936, 8 1/2”
by 5 1/2,” holding scroll or banner in left hand, across knee
down to right hand, with cape across left shoulder toward
back.
“Kneeling Maiden, Facing Right, Holding Flowers,”
June 3, 1936.
“Maiden Holding Sprig of Flowers,” June 3, 1936.
“Masque,” June 3, 1936.
“Night,” September 17, 1936.
“Pegasus,” June 3, 1936.

“Reclining Maiden,” June 3, 1936.
“Seated Maiden, Facing Left,” June 3, 1936.
“Seated Maiden, Facing Right,” June 3, 1936.
Photo: sherri harris

“Sophistication,”
June 3, 1936.
“Unicorn,” June 3,
1936, produced in metallic silver glaze.
“Wild
Boar,”
June 3, 1936. (8 1/2”
long, 5 inches high,
2 1/2” wide) Marked
#28. Impressed name
misspelled “Vehg” on
some pieces. This item
was also produced in
Lenape China base, as
shown on first page of
this chapter.
Right, variations on
maiden’s head theme.

the
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“Pouter Pigeon,” June 3, 1936 (shown at left).

“Youth,” June 3, 1934.
There was also a rectangular table centerpiece, 12 inches
long by 4 1/8” wide, with protruding circular candle holders at opposite ends. It had straight sides and could be used
for flower or fruit arrangements (shown on the next page).
(Source: #4)
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Mystery Pieces
It has been said that a touch of mystery adds to the allure of a beautiful woman. That may be true with
a beautiful woman, but with a piece of beautiful china it only adds to the frustration for the researcher.
The Lamberton Works made many beautiful pieces that remain mysteries. For whom they were created may never be known, but their beauty should be revealed even if their original owners remain a
mystery. Here are some examples that cannot be classified as to the type of customer they were made
for, at least not until someone recognizes their cresting.
An
underglaze
transfer design in
red: This one had five
panels with roses alternating with five
scenic elements –
Lamberton Scammell
(shown left).
This piece was also back
marked “S.564.- G1.,” so
it may be a sample .

An Asian theme done
overglaze with a full border design, and black rim
and verge stripes.
The center-of-the-well
design was a decal composed of three shades of
red-orange – Lamberton
Scammell (shown at right).
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This center-of-the-well design, above, in blue, brown, gray-green and orange was underglaze, with
black and orange verge lines – Ivory Lamberton Scammell.

An overglaze, center-of-the-well
design in red, turquoise, blue and brown
on Ivory body, right.
An underglaze brown and blue-gray
leaf and flower pattern on Ivory body,
shown below.
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This black and orange-brown design, below right, had a handpainted look but it was really an underglaze decal. The two orange-brown and black lines were hand-lined – Lamberton Scammell.
A similar handpainted look, but this time done overglaze, below left. This entire design, including the
stripes, may have been applied using a silk screen technique – Ivory Lamberton.

Art Deco influenced border of triangles and circle segments in blue-gray and tan, below left, with
black outlines – Lamberton Scammell.
Sprays of poppies and other flowers in a line treatment that resembled needlework were spaced around
the rim on this multcolor, underglaze decal pattern, below right. One of the floral sprays included a colorful bird. A black rim line completed the design – Lamberton Scammell. Examples of this pattern have
been found with “Marshall Field & Co.” backstamps suggesting that it was used in one their restaurants.
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An Art Deco eight-sided panel similar to the ones
used on the New York-New Haven & Hartford Railroad “Platinum Blue” pattern (see Transportation
chapter) contained intertwined “T G N INC” with stylized outlined flower blossoms and leaves filling the
upper part of the panel. The panel logo and the rim
and verge lines were all in black on white Scammell’s
Lamberton China, as
shown at right.
The Lamberton line
was not the only place
where interesting patterns could be found.
Trenton China had
some beautiful, but
mysterious, patterns.

“Symphony” was backstamped on some examples
of this Trenton body, multicolor, underglaze decal pattern. The Lyre within the blue
panels may have been the
reason for the musical name.
Because it was named, this
may have been a stock pattern available in Trenton
China, shown at right.
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Winged griffins, scrolls,
grapes and a mask filled
the well of a compartment
plate, while a series of griffins flanking urns filled with
flowers formed the border
of this blue transfer design,
shown at left.
The blue color suggests
that these compartment
plates may have been used
for the daily “Blue Plate Special” that was popular during the Depression.
Below left, this full rim
border design was a combination of black and brickred, on Trenton China.
Below right, the tan
Lenape body of the Trenton China line offered opportunities for colorful patterns. This underglaze red, blue and green border
worked well against the tan background. (The cobalt blue on this saucer is an example of how this color
could run under the heat of the glost kiln.}
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Lamberton Dinnerware
Even though the majority of the production at the Lamberton Works was hotel china, they did produce some very fine dinnerware.
Prior to the 1892 fire at the Perry Street pottery, Thomas Maddock and Sons was producing dinnerware sets along with their sanitary ware. In September 1891, the Maddock Pottery Company presented
a service of this dinnerware to President and Mrs. Benjamin Harrison. President Harrison received this
set of china while vacationing at Cape May, NJ. He wrote the following thank-you letter to Thomas P.
Donoher, one of the officials of the firm and a personal friend of his. (The spelling and punctuation, of
course, belong to the letter writer.)
Cape May
Sept 3rd 91
Thos P Donoher Esq,
Astor House N.Y.
My respected Friend
The exhaustive cares of office, have necessitated temporary retirement from the Capitol,
and as you are aware, I am now sojourning by the Sea, and find comfort and recreation
in the roar of the waves, and out of the reach of the discordant roar of the politicians and
the clamor of office seekers – “Quay” particularly annoys me – but he is as myself a warm
friend of yours.
Mrs. Harrison – begs me to represent her in the return of heart felt, and most earnest
thanks, for the beautiful and most artistic “Dinner Service” So kindly and so delicately
presented through your noble generosity, and manufactured by the Mes’s Maddock’s of
Trenton, certainly acknowledged by all – the most famous Enterprising and Skillful manufactures of our great glorious and happy country.
Wanamaker is just making me a social visit – not an official one, and I have excused
myself, with the explanation that I was under obligations – to at once send you thanks
for your beautiful present to Mrs. H., which she now seems to enjoy pleasure in carefully
examining.
I have just heard from Blaine at Bar Harbour – who informs me that he received a letter
from you to examine on his return to the Capitol – samples in room #237 – the production
of your factory – surpassing we feel assured any manufactured pottery in the World. I shall
only be too happy to be with him on the occasion – and at same time meet with pleasure
as of old, our mutual friend Bartholomew of Decatur.
Blaine and myself have each presented the diplomatic papers of international law and
policy of late discussions with Spain – Italy – Chili etc., which it will afford us pleasure to
submit, when next we meet, for your consideration and correct criticism.
Mrs. Harrison and the darling baby McKee – remembering the pleasurable occasions in
the past – begs me to express her kind wishes for years of continued activity and happiness, With high Esteem – remain
Most truly & faithfully
Benj Harrison
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Thomas P. Donoher, one of the owners of the Maddock Pottery, may have been in charge of sales,
because in 1903 he was mentioned in connection with their New York sales office . The #237 may have
been the number of a hotel room, or a street address in Washington, D.C., where Mr. Donoher displayed
the Maddock China line.
There is no record of this Maddock dinner service ever having been used in the White House. Whether
it was personally used by the Harrisons or what happened to it, is also not known. This letter, written on
Astor House (Hotel) stationery, remained in the files of the company until the Lamberton Works closed.
A couple of examples of early
Lamberton Works dinnerware
were shown in the Works and
Workers chapter. One example
of an early use of multicolor
overglaze decals to decorate
Royal Porcelain dinnerware was
a handled bowl with scalloped
edges and raised scrolls, right.
Some of these early dinnerware services were composed
of pieces that were made in Austria. One service had the larger
serving pieces, such as a covered
tureen and sugar and creamer This bowl may originally have had a domed cover and may have been used to
serve hot cereal or butter.
backstamped with the Maddocks Lamberton Works, Royal
Porcelain circular trademark, while smaller pieces were marked “Austria.” (source: #13)
Pieces as large as a 15 1/2” diameter by 8
1/2” high pedestal-base punch bowl were produced with the Royal Porcelain backstamp.
(source: #14)

Left, a piece that may have been part
of a dinnerware set was a 5 1/8” bowl
with a molded raised beading around
the rim that contained a series of indentations. It was decorated overglaze with
border scroll #168, in shades of green
with a thin red outline. There were
touches of sponge-applied coin gold on
the rim indentations.
This very thin Lamberton China was
backstamped with an underglaze stacked
M China L mark, and overglaze with the
“M” in a shield Lamberton China mark
in red.
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At some point between 1911 and 1924, Maddock produced Lamberton cups that were designed to fit
into sterling silver holders. These cups, about 2 inches in diameter at the top, were decorated with coin
gold rim lines. They fit into handled filigree silver holders that were 1 3/4” high, allowing about 3/8” of
the china to show above the holder. The silver holders sat on silver saucers about 3 1/4’ in diameter.
They were packaged in sets of six, within a fabric-lined 11 1/2” by 14” wooden presentation box. They
were probably marketed as wedding or special occasion gift sets. (source: #15)
In October 1938, Fisher, Bruce & Company of Philadelphia, met with the Scammell China Company
to investigate the possibility of developing a line of high-quality, translucent, ivory-colored china dinnerware for home use. They wanted a china that was made with the same materials, and by the same
processes, used to produce fine European china. They did this because they were worried that the situation in Europe at that time threatened to cut off their supply of Czechoslovakian dinnerware. (source:
#1) Scammell started production work on this china, and Fred D. Farrell, a ceramic designer, was commissioned to develop designs suitable for this dinnerware line. (source: 2)
Why would the Lamberton Works, with their own staff of designers, hire an outside designer to prepare these patterns? The answer was that designing dinnerware patterns was quite different from designing hotel ware patterns. Hotel china was usually designed to meet the needs of one customer, to tie
in with the atmosphere of a dining room or to help project the image that this customer was attempting
to create.
Dinnerware patterns were designed to appeal to as many potential customers as possible. The potential dinnerware customer was usually a young lady, about to be married, or the couple who had been
married for a while and who then had the financial means to invest in quality dinnerware for use in
entertaining.
These customers usually wanted patterns that had a romantic look or that suggested refinement and
elegance. They did not want anything too extreme that might prompt critical comments from guests. In
designing the complete dinnerware line, the ceramic designer tried to offer an assortment of patterns
that would appeal to as many different tastes as possible.
The production of this dinnerware line was not treated as a casual sideline by Mr. Scammell. He was
completely dedicated to making this a profitable, long-term venture for the Lamberton Works. Buildings
at the works were designated and set up for the production and decorating of this ware. New molds
were designed and made for casting the 27 new holloware shapes needed for the dinnerware services.
(source: 1)

The dinnerware line was considerably thinner and weighed about 25 percent less than a similar piece
of the hotel ware. The flint content of the clay body was increased in order to add to its strength and
increase translucency. (source: 1) Employees assigned to this project had to be trained to use extreme
care in handling this thinner ware, particularly in the green (unfired) state.
There was a shrinkage of nearly 20 percent in the bisque firing process, and losses due to warping
were high. For the bisque firing, items were bedded in flint and fired in saggers, with dinner plates being
fired in an inverted position. (source: 1)
The bisque ware was next dipped, by hand, into a clear glaze and dried at room temperature. The
glaze firing was originally (in 1939) fired in three round, fully muffled oil-fired periodic kilns for 84
hours. (source: 1) After the glaze firing, the items went to the Decorating and Lining departments to
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have the pattern decals and coin gold trim applied. The
decorated ware was then fired again in a 30-foot circular
kiln that was operated at about 1,430 degrees with a 15hour cycle. (source: 1) The daily output of this final firing
was about 900 dozen (10,800 pieces). Finished pieces had
to pass very critical inspections, with only flawless pieces
deemed acceptable.
Fisher, Bruce & Company introduced “Lamberton Ivory
China” in January 1939. They advertised it as follows:
“Dinnerware that is distinguished for its beauty, its lasting
usefulness. Many designs are offered in this translucent
china that will become treasured pieces by your granddaughter.” (source: 3)
An undated 6 1/4” by 3 1/4”, four-page advertising
folder for Lamberton dinnerware contained information,
beautifully written by a copywriter, to inspire ownership
by potential customers. (See the next page for a scan of
the folder, plus a transcription of the text.)
The price of this dinnerware was described elsewhere,
such as in the magazine ad at right, as “moderate” or
“moderately priced,” with five-piece place settings starting as low as $3.95 in 1943. (source:4) The china was available at “better stores,” which included Wanamaker’s Department Store. There were about 30 patterns produced
for the Lamberton dinnerware line over the years. Ones
that did not sell well were eliminated from production.
You will notice that with the exception of Empire and
Empress, the pattern names were mostly based on Colonial America or women’s names. The American-themed
pattern names were part of the plan to establish this dinnerware line as an American-made product.
There were 28 different patterns listed on Fisher, Bruce
& Company’s October 10, 1951, price list, including the
following: (source: 5)

Annabel
Arlington
Audubon
Betty Lou
Dolly Madison
Doris

Dorothea
Emerson
Empire
Flora
Josephine
Linda Lee (cont’d page 6)
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“
It has been the general belief that
fine china, at moderate prices, must
be imported from Europe. This is no
longer true, as Lamberton China has
the daintiness, thinness, and beauty
of the finest European china plus
improved wearing qualities. Even
though it is a very recent entrant
into the field of fine dinnerware it is
not an experiment. It is produced by
one of the oldest and largest manufacturers of fine china in Americaestablished in 1869.
The quality of Lamberton will be
recognized by the beauty and brilliancy of its glaze . . . the hardest fired
glaze of any American china, which
protects it from scratching and insures it against crazing or checking.
Lamberton is real china, distinguished
by its thinness and translucency. It is
made from the same materials and
produced in the same manner as the
fine chinas from the Old World, but
made entirely by American potters.
Lamberton’s distinctiveness is indicated by the beauty of its ivory body
. . . the tone of ivory most desired in
fine quality dinnerware . . . a delicate
shade that softens and enriches the
decoration without being conspicuous or conflicting with any table setting. Unlike many ivory chinas, Lamberton’s shade of ivory is uniform.
The exquisite grace of its beautifully modeled shapes reproduces the
classic lines of some of the priceless
museum pieces, modernized to meet
the present trend. The decorations,
specially created by one of America’s
outstanding ceramic artists, are adapted to harmonize with the decorative
schemes used in the American Home.
Lamberton decorations will be available over a longer period than the usual dinnerware patterns, as the Pottery
is one of two in America making their
own decorations and decalcomanias.
For many years the name Lamberton has stood for quality in fine
American-made china. Now, Lamberton becomes available in beautifully
thin, translucent dinnerware, within a
price range that will enable many, who
heretofore have denied themselves
the pleasure of owning fine American
china, to enjoy its possession.

“
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(from page 4) Marianna
Marie Louise
Martha Washington
Molly Pitcher
Moss Rose
Mount Vernon
Natalie
Peggy Shippen

According to a hand-written note on this
1951 price list, from the files of John Wannamaker’s Hotel Department, the Colonial
pattern was no longer being made.

Pilgrim
Plymouth
Puritan
Reverie
Rita Marie
Rose of Lamberton
Spring Garden
William Penn

Williamsburg was advertised in 1943, but
was not included on the 1951 price list.
By 1951, Flora was available as “Matchings Only,” which meant that replacements
and additional pieces were available, but

place settings were no longer being sold.

On the 1951 list, Emerson, Josephine, Martha Washington and Mount Vernon were noted as “Matchings Only – delayed delivery,” indicating that not only were place settings no longer available, individual
pieces were not in stock but would be made on order.
A free booklet describing and illustrating Lamberton Ivory China was available from Fisher, Bruce &
Company at their 221 Market Street location in Philadelphia, and at 1107 Broadway, in New York City.
A five-piece place setting consisted of a dinner plate, dessert or salad plate, bread and butter plate,
tea cup, and saucer.
A 24-piece starter set contained four each of the above listed pieces, plus four rim soup plates.
The 63-piece dinner set for eight contained eight each of the above, plus eight fruit or dessert saucers,
two oval vegetable dishes, one oval platter (No. 12), one gravy boat, one covered sugar bowl, and one
cream pitcher.
The 93-piece dinner set for 12 had 12 each of the seven-setting pieces, plus one oval vegetable dish,
one oval platter (No. 10), one oval platter (No. 14), one gravy boat with attached under plate, one round
covered vegetable dish, one covered sugar bowl, and one cream pitcher.
The 105-piece dinner set for 12 was the same as the 93-piece set, but added cream soups and No. 2
saucers and square dessert plates, while omitting the soup plates and round dessert plates. (source: 5)
In 1950, the prices for Dorothea sets were:
5-piece place setting – $9.20;
63-piece set –$120.00;
93-piece set –$173.00; and
105-piece set – $206.25.
Teapots were also available. In 1950 a Dorothea teapot was $14.25.
By 1950, after dinner (demitasse) cups and saucers were available.
Plymouth, Linda Lee, Moss Rose and Rita Marie were the least expensive patterns. A five-piece place
setting in these patterns sold for $7.35 in 1950. The most expensive patterns were Josephine and Martha Washington, which went for $15.50 a five-piece place setting. (source: 6)
Lamberton dinnerware was backstamped with either a square enclosing the words “Lamberton Ivory
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China Made in America,” or the same words
in script lettering without the square frame.
The pattern name was included below the
brand name. (source: 7) (See the Annabelle
backstamp above.)
Once again Scammell’s commitment to
quality paid off with this project. Lamberton
dinnerware remained a profitable venture
until the close of the Lamberton Works, and
probably became more remembered by the
general public as a brand name than did their
hotel ware.
World War II led to mixed results in retail
sales of Lamberton dinnerware. Imported
dinnerware from Germany and Japan was totally cut off, and retailers probably could not
give away any of that china they had in stock.
Imports from England and France were extremely limited – if not impossible to obtain
– mainly because everything had to travel in
ships, and ships were needed to move military supplies, not dinnerware.
America was coming out of the Depression
and people were beginning to have money
for luxury items. Unfortunately, most of the
eligible bachelors were serving in the military,
and many weddings were either delayed or
took place quickly and without consideration
of dinnerware patterns. Fisher, Bruce carried
on a national advertising campaign during the
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war years in magazines such as House Beautiful.
With the end of the war, sales began to return to normal with prospects for even better times, but the
Scammell Company was experiencing the difficult times that would lead to its end. These difficult times
included the importation of large amounts of Japanese-made china, which retailed at very low prices.
Noritake, a high quality dinnerware, was one of the Japanese products in competition, pricewise, with
American-made dinnerware.
After the Scammell Company was sold to Sterling China, Fisher, Bruce & Company attempted to have
this dinnerware produced in England, but this was not successful and the sale of Lamberton dinnerware was discontinued. (source: 8) The production of Lamberton dinnerware lasted for only about 14
years before it became part of American ceramic history, but as its advertisement In House Beautiful
predicted (and as shown on the previous page), “Yet future generations will treasure Lamberton among
the 20th century’s most imperishable Americana.” (source: 4) It is now being treasured by the granddaughters of the original purchasers.
At some unknown time during the production of Lamberton China for Fisher, Bruce & Company, Scammell prepared a very unusual plate to commemorate the 75th Anniversary of the founding of Fisher,
Bruce & Co., and in remembrance of Samuel Fisher, the founder. Mr. Fisher’s photograph filled the plate’s
well. Six circles containing the logos of products that the company distributed were spaced around the
rim with a flower and bird connecting border. All of the underglaze decoration was in rose-red, with a
coin gold rim band, as shown below.
It was the reverse side of the plate (shown on the next page) that was the most interesting, as it
contained about 122 signatures around the underside of
the rim.
Exactly who these people
were is a mystery. They may
have been employees of
the Lamberton Works, but
none of the names matched
any of the known Scammell
employees.
They could have been employees of Fisher, Bruce &
Co., or of some of the retail
stores that carried their line.
(See Fisher Bruce plate in
Appendix.)
The center contained information about Samuel Fisher
and the 75th Anniversary,
along with D. William Scammell’s signature.
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Lamberton Pattern descriptions
Not all of the Lamberton dinnerware patterns have been located, but those that have are described
below. All of the patterns were decorated overglaze.

Annabel – Alternating large and small floral sprays around the border, the larger sprays contained

yellow, pink, purple and blue flowers, with a pink flower going into the verge. The smaller sprays featured a pink rose. In the center of the well was a cluster of the same flowers. There was a coin gold
rim line.
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Arlington – Coin gold and brown-outlined decal rim band of scrolls, stylized flowers and dots.

Coin gold rim and verge lines. This decal border was also used on Lamberton hotel ware.

Audubon – Yellow and blue birds along with a jardinière of pink and blue-gray flowers were fea-

tured in the well in the center of the plate on this pattern. The yellow and blue bird among flowers was
at the top of the rim, with pink flower sprays space around the rest of the rim. There were coin gold rim
and verge lines.
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Betty Lou – This design, shown at

left, featured a spray of pink roses in
the center of the well on plates. Thick
rim and verge lines were the only other
decoration on this pattern.

Colonial – A simple but elegant

pattern containing only coin gold rim
and verge lines, with no other decorative elements, this pattern was discontinued by 1951, below.

Dolly Madison – A border of
pink, gray and yellow flowers filled the
rim on this pattern, and a grouping of
flowers and leaves was placed in the
center of the plate’s well. There were
coin gold rim and verge lines, as shown
below. (See also the Virginia pattern
listed below.)
Doris – Sprays of pink, yellow and

purple flowers were connected with
a border of purple flowers and green
leaves placed near the verge. There
were coin gold rim and verge lines.
If Doris looks like a pattern you’ve
seen someplace before, look back at
the Waldorf-Astoria room service pattern in the Hotels chapter, and you will
see that these were identical patterns.
Fred Farrell was credited with design-

ing the Lamberton dinnerware patterns, but
the use of decals designed almost 10 years
earlier for the Waldorf suggests that Mr.
Farrell did not design all of the dinnerware
patterns.
This creamer, right, was made for the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel. It was an identical pattern to Doris.
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Dorothea – A delicate conventional floral design, below, that filled the entire plate rim, the urn and

scrolls were in various shades of French gray and golden yellow. The flowers were in deep rose, blue and
yellow, with green leaves. Coin gold rim and verge lines and handles completed the design. (source: 9)

Elizabeth Leigh – This pattern was named for D. William and Meta Scammell’s daughter Elizabeth

Leigh Scammell. A 1/8” blue border band flanked by coin gold lines was the distinguishing feature of this
design. On the rim, after the blue band, there were alternating large and small floral sprays. The larger
sprays contained a pink rose, as shown below. The floral decals were the same, and arranged the same
way, as those on Rose of Lamberton. There was a coin gold pin line at the verge. This pattern was not
listed on the 1950-1951 price lists from Wanamaker’s, suggesting that it may have been discontinued
by that time.

Emerson – No information is available about this pattern.
Empire – This china service was featured in a photograph of a full-color table setting in the October

1944 issue of House Beautiful. (source:10) This pattern, which was composed of a large pale blue and
gray leaf and vine border design with coin gold rim and verge lines, plus a cobalt blue line inside the
gold rim line, was also shown, but not identified by name, in Fisher, Bruce’s advertisement in May 1944
House Beautiful. (source:11) The Empire pattern is shown at the top of the next page.
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Evangeline – A rarely seen pattern that featured a full solid-blue rim border flanked by coin gold

rim and verge lines. The same spray of pink and blue flowers used on Rose of Lamberton was centered
in the well.

Eventide – This pattern had a full rim pink band flanked with coin gold rim and verge lines. (source: 19)
Flora – Composed of a full rim border of gray scrolls surrounding sprays of multicolored flowers, a

coin gold rim and verge lines completed this design. In 1950, a five-piece place setting of Flora sold for
$ 11.25. (The 10 3/8” dinner plate in the Flora pattern is shown below.)

Hawthorne – Featuring a 5/8”

blue-gray rim band flanked by coin gold
lines, another pair of coin gold pin lines
were placed about 3/4” down toward the
verge. The only example of this pattern
that has been seen, a demi cup and saucer, contained a multicolor floral spray inside the cup. This pattern was not on the
1950 or 1951 price lists, suggesting that it
was an earlier pattern that had been discontinued by that time.

Right, the Hawthorne pattern demi set with the
floral spray placed inside the cup, facing the
user.
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Hiawatha – A maroon band flanked by coin gold pin lines was the most prominent feature of this

seldom-seen pattern. A coin gold Greek key band and another gold line were inside the maroon band,
and there was a gold verge line. A multicolor floral spray in the center of the well completed the design.
This was another pattern that appeared to have been discontinued before the 1950 price list was issued. The floral spray decals were not wasted after this pattern was discontinued because they were
the same ones used for Rose of Lamberton. (A fruit or dessert saucer in the Hiawatha pattern is shown
below. These 5 3/8” bowls were offered as part of the 63-, 93- and 105-piece sets.)

Josephine (Empress) – This pattern was made up of a border band of coin gold laurel leaves,

flanked by coin gold pin lines, and coin gold rim and verge lines. In most information this pattern was
listed as Josephine; some pieces however, were backstamped “Empress.” This pattern may have, at
some point, been renamed from Empress to Josephine because of possible confusion with the Empire
pattern name. (This demi saucer, below left, contained the “Empress” backstamp.)

Linda Lee – Large multicolor floral sprays alternated with tiny sprays around this pattern’s border,

below right. A large flower spray that included an iris was placed in the center of the well. A coin gold
rim line completed the design.
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Luella – A red border band with coin gold inner scrollwork band, plain coin gold rim and verge lines.
Marianna – The border

of this pattern was composed
of vines with pink, blue, purple
and tiny yellow floral sprays that
went into the verge. There was
a small floral spray in the center of the well. A coin gold line
encircled the rim. (As shown at
right, cups in the Marianna pattern had the floral border inside
the bowl.)

Marie Louise – This was
the red-colored version of Puritan described below.
Martha Washington –

This pattern was composed of
a coin gold rim line, then a light
blue-gray band, then two gold
lines flanking a gold Greek key
border. There was another coin
gold line at the verge. The center
of the well, on plates, contained
a large spray of multicolor flowers featuring purple and blue.
These floral decals were the
same as those used on Rose of
Lamberton and Elizabeth Leigh.
Shown at right, the floral spray used
inside this demi cup was the same decal that was used on Rose of Lamberton, except that the rose bud projecting to the right had been cut off by the
decorator.

Molly Pitcher – This pat-

tern had two rows of small floral
sprays, including pansies, spaced
close to the rim and close to the verge, with blank areas between rows, with coin gold rim and verge lines.

Moss Rose – Two types of pink rose sprays were spaced around the rim of this pattern. The larger

one was a group of two buds and an open flower, combined with tiny blue flowers. The smaller was a
single bud with four leaves on the stem. There was a coin gold rim line. (The Moss Rose piece shown at
the top of the next page was the 6 3/8” Bread and Butter plate.}
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Mount Vernon – This pattern had a small, coin gold zigzag band composed of laurel leaves or

scrolls placed mid-rim, with a coin gold rim band, with verge band on saucers. (source: 20)

Natalie – The rim was decorated with blue leaf

sprays tied in the center with a yellow bow. A basket of pink flowers encircled by a blue leaf wreath
decorated the center of the well on plates. Coin gold
rim and verge lines completd this design, shown
at right.

Peggy Shippen – This pattern, below, had a

border of small multicolor flowers connecting larger sprays that went down into the well (five large
sprays on plates) with a circle of flowers in the center of the well and coin gold rim and mid-well lines.

Left, all of the coin gold lines and handle detailing on this
Peggy Shippen demi cup and saucer were applied by hand,
with a brush.
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Pilgrim – No information is available about this pattern.
Plymouth – Five purple and pink floral sprays were spaced around the rim of this pattern. A large

orange, yellow, pink and blue floral spray was centered in the well. There were coin gold rim and verge
lines. (This 6 3/4” Plymouth plate, shown below, was coupe shape (without a flat rim.)

Puritan – This was a formal
French Regency design with sprays
of blue-gray laurel leaves combined
with fleur-de-lis around the rim. The
center of the well, on plates, contained a laurel wreath encircling a
basket of blue-gray fruit with yellow highlights. The rim had a French
blue band flanked by coin gold lines.
There was also a coin gold verge line.
(source:12)

The same design, but in red, was
called Marie Louise.
The Puritan piece shown at left was the
rimmed soup bowl.

Reverie – Lots of tiny pink and

blue flowers filled the rim of this pattern, with a group of slightly larger
flowers in the center of the well. A
coin gold line was on the rim. (See
the photo on the left at the top of the
next page.)
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Rita Marie – Above right, clusters of large pink and purple flowers alternating with smaller clusters

of flowers were spaced around the rim. A center-of-the-well spray of pink and purple flowers that featured a large tulip was used on plates and platters. There were coin gold rim and verge lines.

Romance – This pattern appears to be the same as Reverie, described on the previous page.
Rose of Lamberton – Below, this was a floral design with alternating large and small sprays

around the rim, with a larger rose spray in the center of the well on plates (and also used on Elizabeth
Leigh and Martha Washington). There were two coin gold
rim lines and one verge line.
(source: 4)

Spring Garden – A single

spray composed of a pink rose
and two yellow petaled flowers,
with green leaves, was the center piece of this design, shown
on the next page. This was set
off by a wide, coin gold rim line.
This same floral spray was
used on Lamberton hotel
ware made for the Hampshire
House Hotel in New York City,
the only difference being a
5/16” pink rim band in place of
the gold line. The hotel pattern
was marked “Styled by Dorothy
Draper,” which suggested that
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Miss Draper may have used the
existing floral decal and added
the pink band. (See the photo
at right of the rim differences
between the Spring Garden pattern on the left and the Hampshire House pattern with pink
band on the right.)

Virginia – Very similar, if

not identical to, Dolly Madison. The one example that has
turned up, shown below, was a
cream soup that had the same
pink rose, gray flower and blue
morning glory spray, along with
a smaller pink, purple, and yellow floral spray in the border.
However, it was missing a small
spray of two yellow and two
purple flowers that appeared
between the larger sprays on
the Dolly Madison plate. Virginia was not listed on the price lists
that have been found. It may
have been one of the earlier
patterns that was at some point
reworked with slight changes
and renamed Dolly Madison,
or it could have been sold as a
separate pattern. The Virginia
pattern, like Dolly Madison, had
a coin gold rim and verge lines.

William Penn – Shown at

right, this pattern had coin gold
lines flanking a band of blue forget-me-nots, pink buds, green
vines and leaves. Another coin
gold pin line was at the verge.

Williamsburg – This pattern, shown on the next page,
had the same floral spray as
Spring Garden with the addition
of a dusty rose rim band flanked
by coin gold lines. This pattern
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was advertised in 1943 but was not on the
1951 price list. (source: 5)
The floral spray was placed in the bottom of the cup on
the Williamsburg pattern, right.

Wistar – This pattern, showed below,

used the same multicolor floral border as William Penn, but for this pattern the border was
moved to mid-rim and flanked by coin gold
pin stripes. There were also coin gold rim and
verge lines.
This pattern was in production in 1943
when a 39-piece service for eight was purchased from Crowley, Milner & Co., a Detroit department store, for $114.15. The
few examples of this pattern that have been
seen did not include Wistar as part of the
“Lamberton Ivory China, made in America”
backstamp, but “Wistar pattern” was hand-

written on the sales form.
(source: 18)

This seven-inch Wistar salad
plate had a rimless coupe
shape, left.

Fisher Bruce was not
the only company for
whom Scammell made
dinnerware. The Rena
Rosenthal line, mentioned in the Sizes,
Shapes and Colors chapter, was custom-made
for that New York store.
The decoration on these
pieces was raised above the surface and was produced in specially
made molds.
Frederik Lunning, Inc. opened their first shop in New York in 1924.
By the 1950s, they were located at 667 Fifth Ave. Scammell produced Lamberton Ivory China (shown on next page) decorated with
a single pink and purple poppy, with the addition of a coin gold rim
and verge lines. This china was backstamped “for Lunning Inc.” (See
photo at left.) So far only a demi cup and saucer have been located,
so it is not known whether this was part of a complete place setting,
or only sold as a demi set.
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Below, an 11-inch dinner plate with
the “Lamberton Ivory China, made in
America” backstamp was made, but
without any pattern name included.
This may have been one of the Fisher
Bruce patterns, listed above, that has
not been identified, or it could have
been made for some other purpose.
It had a full rim border of multicolor flowers and bluebirds, with a
circular grouping in the center of the
well. There were thick-and-thin coin
gold rim lines, a 1/8” verge band
and a circular line in the center of
the well.

Right, another pattern with the “Lamberton Ivory China, made in America” backstamp, but again with no pattern name, was
a very regal looking design featuring a 5/8”
scroll and urn border in coin gold.
The border design was flanked by 1/8”
maroon rim and verge bands that were both
flanked by coin gold pin lines. A 3/16” coin
gold line below the verge and another gold
pin line completed the design.
Considering the amount of coin gold required to
produce this pattern, it had to be among the highest
retail-priced patterns in the dinnerware line.
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Left, dinner plates that were 10 3/8”
and made with the “Lamberton Ivory
China made in America” backstamp –
but with no pattern name – had an unusual design consisting of a 1/8” mid-rim
light blue line flanked by what appeared
to be handpainted coin gold slashes
and dots spaced around the circumference. There were 38 of these elements
on the dinner plate, which meant that
76 hand-applied brush strokes were required to decorate each piece. This was
in addition to applying a thick-and-thin
rim and a thick-and-two-thin coin gold
verge line.
Left, a very impressive full-border design featuring grapes, vines and leaves
in coin gold, with rim and verge lines,
was also not backstamped with any pattern name.
A 5 1/2“-wide covered sugar bowl,
below left, was made in a shape unlike the usual dinnerware sugar bowls but was backstamped with
the Lamberton Ivory China mark. It could be found with bright red, green, tan and purple floral decoration. This item did not contain any pattern name.
Below right, a pattern of dinnerware thickness, but with the hotel ware S-in a shield backstamp ( S-I- 9)
was decorated with an overglaze stylized floral spray in purple, pink, blue, green, yellow and black. The
rim had a cobalt blue border flanked by coin gold lines, plus another gold line on the edge of the rim.
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Right, one more mystery piece was a
6 1/4” plate with overglaze tulip sprays
around the rim and in the well. This
plate had a coin gold rim line and was
on the thin Lamberton Ivory body used
for the dinnerware. The backstamp,
however, contained only the “S” in a
shield with “China” within a wreath,
and “Scammell, Made in America” below the wreath. There was no mention
of “Lamberton” in this black overglaze
backstamp.

SOURCES
#1 Ceramic Industry magazine,
December 1939, pages 37-38. Article:
“Handle with Care – guide to fine china,” from Collection of Syracuse China
Co. archives.
#2 “The Practical Book of Chinaware,” Eberlein & Ramsdell, J.B. Lippincott, New York, 1925-1948.
#3 House Beautiful, December 1943, page 105.
#4 House Beautiful, February 1943, page 55.
#5 Lamberton American China Dinnerware, decoration scale list, October 10, 1951, Wanamaker
collection.
#6 Lamberton dinnerware price list, November 10, 1950, Fisher Bruce & Co.
#7 Crockery & Glass (trade magazine), March 1950.
#8 Interview with Mr. William A. Foster, Hotel Department, John Wanamaker, March 1981.
#9 Folders advertising Puritan and Dorothea patterns from Wanamaker collection.
#10 House Beautiful, October 1944, pages 78-79.
#11 House Beautiful, May 1944, page 123.
#12 House Beautiful, May 1943, page 119, and folder from Wanamaker collection.
#13 This 16-piece service was offered on ebay in July 2003 with an 11 1/2” X 6” covered tureen,
7 1/2” x 6” covered sugar, and a 6” x 4 3/4” creamer among the items with the Maddock mark. Smaller
items were described as marked “Austria.”
#14 This punch bowl with brown transfer decoration and a coin gold rim stripe was offered on ebay
in February 2004 with a starting bid of $495.00.
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#15 This set with original wooden box was offered on ebay on May 20, 2004, with a starting bid of
$49.95.
#16 “Cape May Point: The Illustrated History: 1875 to the Present,” Joe J. Jordan, Schiffer Publishing
Ltd., Atglen, PA, 2003.
#17 “Official White House China: 1789 to the Present,” Second Edition, Margaret Brown Klapthor,
Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York, 1999, page 128.
#18 Photocopies of 1943 order forms and letter from Crowley, Milner & Co. regarding original order
and replacement of two broken pieces. On this order the pieces were priced: 10 3/8” plates @ $2 each;
cream soup @ $3.46; cup & saucer @ $2.25/set; gravy boat @ $8.25; sugar @ $5; cream @ $2.75; baker
@ $3.85; 12-inch platter @ $7.50; salad @ $1.50; covered dish @ $10.75.
#19 A five-piece setting of this pattern, with Eventide backstamp, was offered on ebay January 16,
2006, item #7382732122.
#20 Saucer and bowl offered on ebay January 21, 2007; photos not detailed enough to make out
exact design of border.
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Backstamps
Researchers and collectors love it when china is dated or date coded for its time of manufacture, but
unfortunately, with a few exceptions, china produced at the Lamberton Works was never dated, and
date codes may only have been used experimentally for a short time.
Other hotel china makers did date code their china, but Maddock and Scammell chose not to do so.
The main reason for date coding commercial china was not to help future researchers – as no thought
was ever given to these utilitarian items ever lasting more than a few years under the intense daily usage they were subjected to – it was to help the maker’s salesmen explain to customers who complained
about pieces needing replacement just how long they had actually lasted.
It may have been a financial consideration that caused the Lamberton Works not to date or date code
their china. New date code decals would have had to be produced each month, quarter or year, depending on the type of code used. Decorators, who would have had to apply these decals to the backstamps
in addition to the other marks, were paid by the piece, and any additional operations would slow down
their production.
Even though the Lamberton Works did not date code their products, they did use a number of different style backstamps over the course of years. The differences in these marks provide some clues that
can help to at least provide some idea about when a pattern was produced.
Backstamp information was usually incorporated into the engraving plates used for transfer patterns
so that they could be printed at the same time that the patterns were being done, and transferred while
the ink was still wet.
Multicolor decals were produced in large quantities and stored for future reorders and orders from
new customers. The one-color backstamps used with these decals may have been included on one of
their color separation litho stones, or may have been produced separately. One celery tray has turned
up with part of a second mark on it that might indicate that these decals were printed in strips that were
cut apart before being applied.
In any case it may have been years between the time a backstamp was printed and when it was applied to the china. Impressed backstamps used on Trenton bisque could also have spent a long time in
storage before being decorated and glazed. About the only thing we can tell for sure from a backstamp
is that it was not made before a certain date.
Only one form of the name “Lamberton China” was registered as a trademark. It was registered as
Reg. No. 114,790 on January 2, 1917, by the Maddock Pottery Company. At that time the company
claimed that the name had been in continuous use since 1893. The trademark registration protected
the name Lamberton China, not just the design of the trademark. The trademark was renewed on
January 2, 1937 by the Scammell China Company, and again on January 22, 1974 (Reg. No. 977,271), by
the Sterling China Company.
It is always dangerous to guess, but I am going to go out on a limb and make a few guesses about the
time periods that some of the Lamberton Works backstamps were used. These guesses are based on an
unscientific sampling of several hundred pieces of Maddock and Scammell china.
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I have attempted to compare the backstamps on patterns that are dated in some manner and to come
up with a date that a particular backstamp was known to have been in use. Because there were over 30
different backstamps used, I have, in some cases, seen only one or two pieces with a particular backstamp – far too small a sample to be very positive about exactly when it was used.
Many more examples will have to be studied before a definite theory can be presented, but at least
this is a start. You may find pieces that will make you dispute my guesses or even prove them wrong.
Keep in mind that backstamps were placed on hotel china to identify the maker and to promote reorders. They were not placed there with any thought of their ever being used by researchers or collectors,
so there was no attempt made to mark the china as a help to future generations.
As with everything else done by humans, mistakes were bound to be made. I have a piece of Platinum
Blue marked with a nice “Ivory China” backstamp, which points out that you can’t always believe what
you read on the back of a piece of china. If you find a piece with a backstamp that is printed in a different color from any of the colors used in the design on the front, it is possible that the backstamp may
not go with the front design.
I have limited the backstamps shown to those used by the Lamberton Works and to those later used
by Sterling China. Backstamps used on pieces made by other Maddock potteries can be found in books
dealing with marks by American and English makers. I have also not shown all of the special “Made
Especially For” and “Furnished By” backstamps that usually incorporate one of the regular Maddock or
Scammell backstamps into their design.
To make it easier for researchers and collectors to describe a particular backstamp, each one has been
assigned an identification letters-number combination. The letters used, and their meanings are:

M – Maddock;
S – Scammell;
L – Lamberton China body;
T – Trenton China body;
A – American China body (same as Trenton, except earlier);
P – Platinum Blue body;
LE – Lenape tan body;
I – Ivory body; and
SG – Sterling (made after close of Lamberton Works).
The numbers used have no meaning or chronological significance. They are used only for identification, thus S-L-14 would mean “Scammell Lamberton body china” in design style number 14. The backstamps are divided into Lamberton China body items and Trenton China (or American) body, to hopefully simplify the presentation of the chronological progression. For each backstamp I will try to explain
the date that is given. As mentioned before, the date of use for any one of these backstamps could be
years later than its original introduction.
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M-L-1 – “Mad- leads me to think it is more recent than M-L-2. It

docks Lamberton
Works” “Royal Porcelain.” My guess
is that this is the
earliest of the
Lamberton Works
backstamps, dating
to the use of the
Works by Maddock
in 1893 or 1894.
This circular mark is
very similar to the mark used by John Maddock &
Sons of England around 1880-1896. (source #1) It
was used on an early chamber pot.

M-L-2

– This
mark dates to about
1900, or possibly
before, as it appears on a plate for
the Stafford Hotel
in Baltimore that
opened in 1894. It
was still being used in 1911 on china made for the
Hotel Kimball, which opened that year.1

appears on the Wallick’s service plate, so my guess
is use about 1913 until 1917.

L-10 – This ver-

sion, without the
“M” and “L,” is the
design that appears on the Maddock Pottery trademark registration that was filed on September 30,
1916. The trademark was registered on January 2,
1917. It is used on Folies Bergere Theater service
plates. This theater operated as a dinner theater
for only four months, April 1911 until July 1911. It
is also found on a piece decorated with the 1923
patented design #62,090, which would place its
usage from around 1911 until at least 1923.

L-11 – This mark,

in underglaze and
overglaze
decal
lettering, is usually found in connection with a
supplier’s or distributor’s name. The lack of the
“M” would indicate its use during the 1916 to 1924
time period. It appears on china for the Georgian
Terrace Hotel in Atlanta, which opened in 1912.
If this china was part of the hotel’s original order,
then this backstamp could have been in use as earM-L-4 – This is ly as 1912.
the earliest of the
L-41 – “Lambercrown-and-shield
ton China” in all capmarks and was being
ital letters with the
used before 1910
when it appeared “L” & “C” slightly larger than the rest appears on a
in a book published celery tray produced for the Seelbach Hotel in Louby the Maddock isville. There is a slight curvature in the design. The
Pottery Company. Seelbach opened in 1905, but the underglaze decal
suggests a later production date, possibly around
(source #2)
1917.
M-L-3 – This
M-L-5 – This
mark adds the
crown-and-shield
word “Lamberton”
mark adds the lauto “China,” which
rel wreath to the
M-L-4 mark. It was
used on china made
1 Three pin trays for hotels that opened between 1885 and 1915
for the Emerson
that had overglaze decorations contained backstamp M-L-2 underglaze and M-L-4 overglaze, suggesting both backstamps were
Hotel in Baltimore,
being used during the same time period.
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which opened in 1911, so it might have been used with a May 1926-issued patent border on a gravy
from around 1911 until 1924.
boat crested for the Landlords Inn, which was in
operation before 1928, so it could have been used
S-L-16 – The let- as early as mid-year 1926.
tering style used for
“Lamberton China”
S-L-14 – The iniis identical to L-10.
tials “U.S.A.” are
The addition of “Scammell’s” would make it date
added below “Scamto the takeover period. It appears on china decmell.” During the
orated in design #62,090, patented in March of
Depression, people
1923, so it may have been used as early as 1923.
were urged to buy
American-made
S-L-38 – This
products and give
is another variajobs to American
tion on L-10 with
workers. In 1930,
a curving “ScamLenox, another Trenmell’s” added above
ton pottery, added
the
earlier
“Lamberton
China”
letter“Made in U.S.A.” to
ing. This mark would probably date to
their
backstamp.
around 1924, and prior to 1926 when S-L-17
(source #3) It seems
was used.
reasonable that Scammell would add “U.S.A.” to
S-L-12 – An “S” their backstamp around this same date.
replaces the former
“M” in the shield
on this mark. This
mark was used on a
service plate for the
Francis Scott Key
Hotel in Frederick,
MD, which opened
in 1923. It also appears on pieces
decorated with the 1927 issued patented design
#73,104.

S-L-13

– The
word “Scammell”
is added below the
laurel wreath. This
mark appears on a
Masonic vase dated
1928, as well as the
American
Hotels
Corporation service
plate patented in
1928. It also appears
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S-L-15 – “Made in

America” is used in
place of “U.S.A.” This
mark appears on
china produced for
the Waldorf-Astoria.
That hotel opened
in 1931, so it might
have been used as
early as 1931. It
also appears on The
Netherlands Aid Society plate that was
produced during the
1940s.

S-L-37 – The dif-

ference here is
the way “Made in
America” is on one
line rather than two,
as on S-L-15, and
the absence of the
word “Lamberton.”

This mark is used on what appears to be a piece
of Lamberton dinnerware, which was introduced
in 1939.

S-L-17

– This
mark appears on
a commemorative
plate dated 1926,
and on pieces of
B&O
Centenary
china marked “Patent Applied for,” which dates to
around 1926. It was also used on B&O Centenary
dinner plates made after 1937.

S-I-28 – “U.S.A.”

is added to the Ivory mark. This mark
was used on a 1932dated Lafayette College plate, and on
1938-dated Goucher College alumni
plates.

S-L-18 – This let-

tering style was
used along with a
patented
design
marked “Patent Applied for.” The design, #69,312,
was patented in 1926, so the mark was in use as
early as 1925.

S-L-19 – The Art

Deco influence can
be seen in this mark
that uses the letters
to form a curved
design. It appears
on pieces backstamped “1926,” as well as on an early 1930s piece
made for the Paramount Hotel in New York City.

S-I-29 – “Made

in America” is used
in place of “U.S.A.”
This mark was used
on Waldorf-Astoria
floral china, so a
1931 date of usage
is possible.

S-I-27 – This

Ivory
mark
was probably
used when the
Ivory body was
introduced in
1928. It was
also used on
a Savoy- Plaza
plate
dated
1936.
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S-I-34 – “Sterling”

replaces “Scammell,”
which means this
mark was used after
December 1954.

S-I-30

S-L-39 – A spe-

– This
spelled-out mark appears on a Pennsylvania Railroad “Gotham” pattern plate suggesting a late 1930s usage.

cial mark used on
the Rena ware produced by Scammell
during the 1930s.

S-P-32 – This Plat-

inum Blue mark was
introduced sometime between 1931
and 1934. It also appeared as a rubber
stamped mark on
some Rockefellershape pieces.

M-A-6

–

This
Maddock’s American China eagle logo
that appears on a
piece of Union Pacific Railroad “Harriman Blue” (shown
in Fr. Sandknop’s
“Nothing Could be
Finer” book) could date back to the 1890s. More
SG-P-35 – The ad- examples would have to be studied to establish a
dition of the “Ster- more positive date.
ling” name dates
M-A-7 – This
this mark to after
American
China
December 1954.
mark appears on
the John H. Murphy
Co.’s patented design of 1912, as well
as on a footed compote decorated with the pre1920s #164 Nippon border pattern.

M-A-8 – An im-

S-I-31 – The let-

tering style used
on this mark is
similar to that used
on the Lamberton
dinnerware line introduced in 1939.

pressed mark found
on an undecorated
piece that gives no
clues to its exact date. American China and Trenton China were the same china body. The “American” name was used until about 1913, with “Trenton” used after that. It appears on Vendig Hotel
patterns patented in 1913.

M-T-9 – An im-

pressed mark with
“Trenton” replacing
the earlier “American” name, indicating use from about 1913 until 1923.
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S-T-20 – Scam- the Hotel Lexington that is dated 1929.

mell’s
impressed
Trenton China mark
that replaced M-T-9
in 1924. It was used until at least 1930, as it appeared on patented design 80,783, which was patented that year.

S-T-25 – “Made in

America” has been
added on this mark
indicating an after1930 usage. It was
used on the 1935
S-T-21 – The “Winged Streamliner” pattern.
Scammell
name
S-T-26 – A rubber
on this mark uses
stamp-applied mark
lower case letters
appearing on cups
similar to the style of lettering on the Lamberton
made for Bickford’s
mark S-L-18. It could date to around 1925. It also
and Foster’s restauappears with the impressed mark S-T-20 on a 1930
rants.
patented design. Remember that impressed marks
were placed on the unfired clay as it was formed,
S-T-40 – This
and prior to the bisque firing. There could have
mark appears on
been a considerable time between the bisque fira piece crested for
ing and the time when the decorating and glazing
Harry M. Stevens,
took place. This could result in different styles of
Inc. It is another
impressed and transfer or decal marks appearing
mark applied with
on a piece.
a rubber stamp.
The use of rubber
case, rather squared stamps rather than transfers, or decals, may have
off letters are used been a postwar time-saving production shortcut.
to form this mark.
S-LE-33 – Mark
It appears on a pattern patented in 1926 (69,312)
used on the Lenape
and on a piece copyrighted in 1932.
China body intro-

S-T-22 – Upper

duced after March,
– This
1935.
mark appears on
china crested for
SG-T-36 – The abThe Baltimore Mail
sence of the “ScamLine. This steamship line went out of business
mell” name and the
around 1940, so it was in use prior to that date.
introduction of a
It was also used on some Union Pacific Railroad
date code in black
“Winged Streamliner” pieces, which was intro(D-3) means this
duced in 1935.
mark was used on Trenton China made by Sterling
S-T-24 – This up- China Co. after December 1954. The Trenton China
per case lettering mark was used by Sterling until at least December
style uses the letters of 1962 (date code D-4).

S-T-23

“M” and “N” with
bowed sides. The
same lettering style was used on the backstamp of
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SG-I-41 – A Ster- the customer’s name. These words seem to cause

ling mark used after January 1955.
It is the same as
SG-I-34, but without
“Made
in
America.”

some confusion with the word “exclusively.”

The dictionary definition of “expressly” is: “for
the express purpose; particularly.” “Especially” is
“not general; special,” while “exclusively” means:
“limited to possession, control or use in a single
individual, organization, etc.”
The translation of all this is that while many patterns were produced as special orders for particular customers, the majority were not produced for
just that one customer and not available to anyone
else. Most patterns were made available for any
customer that wanted to order them.

SG-L-42 – A Ster-

This means that pieces lacking an “Especially” or
“Expressly” backstamp may not have been used
by the same customer as pieces with those backstamps. The only real “exclusive” patterns were
those that were design patented by a customer for
their use only. The best example of an “exclusive”
pattern was the “Centenary Blue” pattern proSome pieces of duced for the B&O Railroad.
china, particularly
You may notice, in addition to the usual backsauceboats, cream- stamps, some funny little marks on the back of
ers and some foot- pieces. They may be dots, lines, letters or combied comports, are nations of lines and dots. These were identifying
hardly ever back- marks of the various decorators or liners, used as a
stamped. This is due means of quality control in the Lamberton Works.
to the difficulty of
Each decorator and liner had their own mark,
turning these pieces
over to apply the backstamps when applying the and if a piece was found to be defective in decoration, the inspectors knew who was to blame for
decoration to the top of the piece.
the flaw. These marks may also have been used
In 1936, Scammell started charging 5¢ per dozen as a record of the quantity of production and may
for special backstamps on their Trenton China line. only have been applied to the top piece in a stack
This policy probably eliminated the use of a great of finished pieces, for example.
many of the “Made expressly for ...” and “Supplied
Some marks were applied by the decorator’s
by ...” backstamps on Trenton China. I have found
brush,
and some by a rubber stamp. In some casno indication of this charge having been placed on
the more expensive Lamberton China, but I would es where there was an underglaze design plus an
suspect that this special backstamp practice was overglaze-applied coin gold decoration, two marks
discouraged in the last years of the Scammell op- – a decorator’s mark and a liner’s mark – may have
appeared, one for each step in the production.
eration to increase productivity.
ling rubber stampapplied mark. The
date code (“E-2”) indicates production
in July to September
of 1964.

I have seen at least 26 different decorator’s
“Made Expressly For ...” or “Made Especially
For ...” appear on some backstamps along with or liner’s marks used. If a list identifying the
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All of three of these pieces appear to have been
made around 1928-1930. Because the code numbers are handpainted on each, it is obvious that
not every piece produced at that time was to be so
marked. For whatever the purpose, these codes
decorators’ and liners’ names with their marks
do not appear on very many pieces, and were
could be found, we would know who decorated
probably not used very long.
the china we find, but it is highly unlikely such a
list is still in existence.
Mr. Robert W. Scammell said that date codes
might have been used for a short period to prove
A few Scammell pieces can be found with a
how long Lamberton China would last in daily use.
letter-number combination written parallel to the
There was never any attempt however, to date
foot ridge of the base. Several numbers that have
code each piece as Syracuse China did.
been found are: S.574-G1 (shown above), S.564G1, and S.705.

SOURCES

S.705 appears on the bottom of an Ivory plate
with backstamp S-I-27. The other two numbers are
#1 “Encyclopaedia of British Pottery and Porceon plates decorated in red with S-L-13 backstamps. lain Marks,” Geoffrey A. Godden, Bonanza Books,
The exact meaning of these markings is not known, page 406.
but here are a few possibilities.
#2 Sanitary Pottery in the United States, ThomThe G1 appears on two plates decorated with as Maddocks Sons Co., 1910.
the same red color, so G1 could indicate the color
#3 “The Official Price Guide to American Pottery
red, and the numbers could indicate the patterns.
They could also indicate different production runs & Porcelain,” Dorothy Robinson and Bill Feeny,
or firing temperatures. Another possibility is some 1980, page 80.
kind of date code system.
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Distributors
Distributors were the middlemen between the Lamberton Works and their customers. The distributor
was the one that called on prospective customers, showed them the pattern sample book, helped them
select a pattern and custom cresting, quoted a price, and then placed the order with the Works.
When the china was delivered, the distributor collected the money that was owed, kept a percentage
for himself (usually about 20 percent) (source #10) and sent the payment to Trenton. Once a business
became a customer of the Lamberton Works, this distributor maintained the relationship through their
salesmen, checking to see if reorders were needed or if new or additional patterns were required.
Distributors operated their business in various ways. Some of them were dealers in only china and
glassware, for both commercial and home use. Some were a department within a department store
that supplied china, glassware, silverware, and even furniture and draperies to hotels and restaurants.
Most were restaurant supply houses, which supplied everything needed to operate a restaurant or
hotel kitchen. Some distributors operated within a limited distance from their headquarters, with one
or more salesmen dividing up the territory to be covered.
A few, Albert Pick & Company of Chicago, for example, were so large that they sold all over the United
States. Many of these distributors carried several makes of hotel china in addition to the Lamberton and
Trenton China lines. Distributors had showrooms where customers could come to pick up items needed
in a hurry, including stock patterns of china. They may also have held some backup stock of crested patterns for customers who had placed custom orders.
In many cases the distributor’s name can be found on the back of hotel china, sometimes with “Furnished by” or similar words. These distributor marks can be useful in researching where an unidentified
crested piece may have been used. As a general rule, pieces were used fairly close to where the distributor was located.
The trouble with rules, though, is that there are always exceptions. One of these exceptions is that
early resort hotels in Florida were often supplied by distributors located in New York City or Boston. This
is not as strange as it might appear. Winter resorts in Florida were just that. They operated only in the
winter and closed down when the weather got too warm.
Summer resorts along the east coast were located in the mountains or at the seashore, or in New England. These hotels did not have central heat, so they closed down after Labor Day. Some of the owners
of summer hotels up north also owned winter hotels down south. Usually much of their staff moved
between the hotels following the seasons.
It was only natural that the distributor supplying china to the northern hotels would also supply china
to the southern hotels. Another exception was the large distributor like Pick who supplied products
throughout the country.
Information about known distributors of Maddock and Scammell China is listed below. In some cases
there are changes to the names of the firms, which can be helpful establishing dates of manufacture.
The companies are listed alphabetically by the first letter of a last name, so John Wanamaker is under
“W,” Dulin & Martin is under “D,” and Mitchell Woodbury is under “M,” because it was Jacob Mitchell
and Charles Woodbury.
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E. B. Adams Co. – 612 Pennsylvania Ave., Washington, D.C.

Founded 1903. Supplied Scammell China.

M.A. Allen & Son – Holyoke, MA., Scammell. (source 16)
Almy, Bigelow & Washburn – Salem, MA. Department

store. Scammell. (source 16)

B. Altman & Co. – New York, NY. Department store.

Scammell.

American China and Glassware Co. – 408 N. Clark

St., Chicago, IL. Scammell.

H.J. Astle & Co. – Providence RI. Scammell. (source 16)
Atlantic Equipment Corp. – Norfolk, VA. Scammell.
Walter M. Ballard Co. – 342 Madison Ave. (1942), New

York City. Scammell.

Barker-Jennings Hardware Corp. – Scammell to

Norfolk & Western Railway in 1938.

M. Barrow & Co. Inc. – New York City. Scammell.
L. Barth – New York City. Founded 1868 by Leopold Barth.
By 1904, renamed L. Barth & Son (Harry Barth). In 1923, operated
office in Washington, D.C. By 1924, also had operation in Philadelphia, PA. (source #1) In 1926, acquired by Albert Pick & Co., became
Albert Pick-Barth Co. June 1931, company went into 77-B receivership. Barth operation discontinued in summer of 1932. Maddock,
Scammell. (source 16)
Barth Equipment Company – 289 4th Ave., New York

City. Organized around July 10, 1928, by Stanley Barth. 1965, went
out of business. Scammell.

Beamish Glassware Co. – Maddock.
Bechtel Lutz & Jost – Reading, PA. Maddock, Scammell.
W.L. Blake & Co. – 79 Congress St., Portland ME. Industrial
supplies. Scammell. (source #16)
Boutell Bros. – Minneapolis, MN. Went out of business in

1960. Maddock’s American.

George H. Bowman & Co. – Cleveland, OH. Maddock.
Charles Brown & Sons – San Francisco, CA. Maddock.
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Brown, Thompson & Co. – 920 Main St., Hartford, CT. Circa 1912. Maddock’s American

China.

J.H. Bunce Co. – 318 Main St., Middleton, CT. Importers and retailers, dry goods and furniture.

Scammell. (source #16)

Burg Hotel Supply (E.F. Burg) – Duluth, MN. In 1965,

became part of Aslesen’s of Minneapolis. Maddock’s Trenton.

Burr, Patterson & Auld Co. – Detroit, MI. Founded

circa 1909 as Burr, Patterson Co. Between 1922 and 1930, “& Auld”
added to name. A jewelry company that specialized in fraternity
items. Circa 2007, sold to Herff Jones Co. Supplied Scammell’s Trenton China to Sigma Chi fraternity, circa 1925.

J.E. Caldwell & Co. – Chestnut and Juniper streets, Phila-

delphia, PA. A retail jewelry store founded in 1839. Scammell. (1940)

H.P. Chandlee Sons Co. – Baltimore, MD. Began as Chan-

dlee, Quarles & Co., before 1884. By 1909, changed to H. P. Chandlee Sons. Maddock, Scammell.

Cleveland Range Co. – Cleveland, OH. Scammell. (1932)
Consolidated Dry Goods Co. – Northhampton, MA,

department store. Scammell. (source #16)

W.H. Coon Company – 329 Penn Ave., Scranton, PA.

Branch, 62 N. Main St., Wilkes-Barre. Founded 1900. Maddock (circa
1911).

Crescent, The – Main and Riverside avenues, Spokane, WA.

Department store founded in 1889 as Spokane Dry Goods Co. Supplied Lamberton China to Davenport Hotel circa 1914. Maddock.

Dean & Kite Co. – Pearl and Walnut streets, Cincinnati, OH.

Founded by George H. Dean as early as 1889; still operating in 1927.
Supplied Scammell’s Trenton China to Mariemont Inn.

Denholm & McKay – 484 Main St., Worcester, MA. De-

partment store. Scammell. (source #16)

J. Dolfinger & Co. – Possibly Louisville, KY. Maddock (circa

1918).

Dudley Given Wamsley & Co. – 11 East Ave. at E. Main

St., Rochester, NY. In 1913, advertised as successors to W. H. Glenny & Co. of Buffalo. Supplied Lamberton China to the Rochester Club.

Duffy Mc Innerney Co. – Rochester, NY. By 1917, Duffy, Powers Co. Department store. Maddock.
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Dulin & Martin Co. – Washington, D.C., Founded around

1900 by Horace Dulin and William Martin when they succeeded the
M. W. Beveridge Co., following Mr. Beveridge’s death in 1899. Mr.
Dulin was Beveridge’s half brother, and Mr. Martin was a longtime
employee. This company specialized in supplying china and glassware to both residential and commercial customers. They were the suppliers of Lenox China to the
White House in 1918. By 1933, they were in the process of going out of business due to the Depression.
(source #1) (source #2) (source #3) (source #12) Maddock, Scammell.

Duparquet, Huot & Moneuse Inc. – New York City. Founded in 1852 as L.F. Duparquet. A

few years later became Duparquet & Moneuse Co. Later Huot added. Circa 1874, opened offices in Boston, Chicago and Washington, D.C. After World War I, closed Washington office. Mid-1937, sold business
to Nathan Straus & Co. (source #4) Maddock, Scammell.

Durling & Rhodes Co. – 15 Noewich St., Worcester, MA. Scammell. (source #16)
Edwards China & Glassware Co. – 218 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD. Scammell. (1949)
Charles Emerson & Sons – 38 Main St., Haverhill, MA. Maddock. (source #16)
Emery-Bird-Thayer Dry Goods Co. – 11th and Grand streets, Kansas City, MO. A depart-

ment store that had a china and glassware department. Scammell.

W.S. Ensign, Inc. – 5 East 19th St., New York City. Maddock.
Ezekiel & Weilman Co. – 25 South 7th St., Richmond, VA. In business in 1930. (source #3)

Scammell.

Marshall Field & Co. – Washington & Randolph streets,
Chicago, IL. Department store. Hotel department in operation as
early as 1910. (source #5) Maddock, Scammell.
Forbes & Wallace – 392 Main St. Springfield, MA. Depart-

ment store. Maddock. (source #16)

George Fox & Co. – Hartford, CT. Department store. Scam-

mell. (source #16)

Frank & De Keyser – 288 Greenwich, New York City. Be-

fore 1912; listed in 1930 industrial directory. (source #3) Maddock.

Frederick & Nelson Department Store – Seattle,

WA. (source #5) Maddock (circa 1917).

J.J. Freeman Jewelry Store – Toledo, Ohio. Founded

1877 by Mr. J. J. Freeman. In 1929, became Broer-Freeman Jewelers.
Maddock’s American China.

Abram French Co. – Boston, MA. Abram French was im-

porting porcelain from France and Germany as early as 1862, under
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name of French, Wells & Co. By early 1870s, name changed to Abram
French & Co., and also had office in Chicago. By 1898, had office in
New York City. In 1901, was absorbed by Mitchell Woodbury Co. In
1902, listed as French, Mitchell, Woodbury Co. (source #6) Maddock.

Gamble-Desmond Co., The – 900 Chapel St., New Ha-

ven, CT. Scammell. (source #16)

J.R. Gibney – 51 Murray St., New York City. Advertised in

1906 Hotel Red Book. Maddock.

Gilreath Durham Co. – Greenville, SC. Maddock.
Gimbels Brothers Department Store – Sixth Av-

enue at 33rd Street, New York City. (source #5) Maddock, Scammell.

Soloman Glazer – 85 Green St., Worcester, MA. Scam-

mell. (source #16)

Charles Hall Inc. – 411 Main St., Springfield, MA. Scam-

mell? (source #16)

Halle Brothers Department Store – 1220 Euclid

Ave., Cleveland, OH. Operating before 1912. (source #5) Maddock.

Harris-Emery Co. – Seventh and Walnut streets, Daven-

port, Iowa. Operating in 1917. (source #5) Maddock.

Hartman Wholesale Corp. – Chicago, IL. This was a ho-

tel supply branch of a large furniture chain that furnished many hotels. They supplied Lamberton China to the Richmond-Leland Hotel,
Richmond, IN, around 1934. (source #11)

L.B. Herbst Corp. – 5 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, IL., Op-

erating in 1934, through at least 1972. (source #7) Scammell.

Higgins & Seiter – 50-52 W 22nd St., New York City. Was

operating in 1894, selling retail as well as hotel ware. Maddock.

Hollweg & Reese – Indianapolis, IN. A china dealer found-

ed in late 1880s or 1890s. (source #8) Maddock .

Howland Dry Goods Co. – Main and Cannon streets,

Bridgeport, CT. A retail department store founded in 1887. Scammell. (source #16)
Jacklin Company – Des Moines, Iowa.
dock (circa 1923).

(source #13)

F. Jacobs – New York City. Scammell.
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Mad-

Johnson Service Inc. – New York City. Scammell.

S. E. Kaufman – 123-125 S. Broad St., Trenton, NJ. A department store operating in 1901.

Maddock.

Kniffin & Demarest Co. – 48 Murray St., New York City.

Listed in 1903 New York City directory. (source #3) Maddock.

E. Kronman Inc. – New York City. Scammell.
H. Leonard & Sons – Grand Rapids, MI. Supplied Tren-

ton China with patented border DES 62,090, patented May 1923.
(source #15)

Leslie Dry Goods Co. – 28 Merrimack St., Haverhill, MA. Department store. Scammell.
(source #16)

L. Lewis & Co. – New London CT. Scammell. (source #16)
Lilienthal Crockery Co. – Atlanta, GA. Maddock.
Frederick Loeser & Co. – 484 Fulton St., Brooklyn, NY,

department store, operating in 1900. (source #5) Maddock.

Luckey, Platt & Co. – Poughkeepsie, NY. Was operating in 1917 as a department store. Sup-

plied Trenton China to Storm King School circa 1923. Scammell.

Maas Brothers Department Store – 619 Franklin

St., Tampa, FL. Was operating in 1917. (source #5) Scammell.

McAuslan & Wakelin Co., inc. – 239 High St., Holyoke,

MA. Department store. Scammell. (source #16)

John C. MacInnes Co. – Worcester, MA. Dry goods store.

Scammell. (source #16)

Macy’s – R. H. Macy & Co. – New York department store.
Maddock & Miller – New York City. Opened in 1890 as Maddock & Steel; by 1897, name

changed to Maddock & Miller. Maddock.

Edward Malley Co. – Main St., New Haven, CT. Scammell. (source 16)
R.B. Martie – 54-62 W. 21st St., New York City. Operated in the 1940s as a hotel and kitchen

equipment dealer supplying china, glass, silver and furniture. Scammell. (source #14)

Meekins, Packard & Wheat, Inc. Hillman Street, Springfield, MA. Department store.

Scammell. (source 16)

Mellon & Hewes Co., The – Hartford, CT. In business as early as 1912. Maddock.
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Miller & Peck Co., Inc. – Waterbury, CT. Scammell. (source #16)
Mitchell Woodbury Co. – Boston, MA. In business as

early as 1894. By 1896, had offices in New York, Chicago and San
Francisco. In 1902, changed name to French, Mitchell, Woodbury
Co. In 1906, name changed back to Mitchell Woodbury Co. In 1920,
merged with Jones Mc Duffee & Stratton. (source #6) Maddock,
Scammell.

I.H. Morse Co. – 480 Main St., Worcester, MA. Scammell.

(source #16)

Mutual China Co. – Indianapolis, IN. Appeared on plate: Made for Wawasee Hotel. Scammell

(S-L-19) backstamp, circa 1926-1930.

Myers Minott & Co. Inc. – 383 Madison Ave., New York

City. Operating in 1929. Scammell.

New Bedford Dry Goods Co. – New Bedford, MA.

Scammell. (source #16)

O’Beirne Bros. – New York City. In business as early as

1910. Maddock.

Odell Hotel Equipment Co. – Greensboro, NC. In busi-

ness as early as 1932. Scammell.

Osborne-Boynton-Osborne – Detroit, MI., Later be-

came H. F. Osborne. Maddock, Scammell.

George C. Peck & Co. – Pawtucket, RI. In business as

early as 1912. By 1930, had office at 118 Water St., Newburgh, NY.
(source #3) Maddock.

Perth Amboy Hardware Co. – Perth Amboy, NJ. Scam-

mell. (source #16)

Albert Pick & Co. – 199-203 Randolph St., Chicago, Il.

Founded by Albert Pick in 1857. By 1887, had 15 clerks and salesmen, sold both wholesale and retail in Chicago and throughout
the western states. By 1906, producing catalogs. Had New York
City office by 1918. Had San Francisco office by 1919. Acquired
Burley & Co. of Chicago in early 1920s. Acquired L. Barth of New
York in 1926. The 1932 catalog listed only Chicago operation,
not New York or San Francisco. Started operating Albert Pick Hotels in 1930s because they held so many second mortgages on hotels built just before the Depression that defaulted on their first mortgages. (source #4) Went out of distributor business in 1965.
Maddock, Scammell.

Platt & Co. – 737 Water St. Bridgeport, CT, restaurant supply. Scammell. (source #16)
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Prael Hegele & Co. – Portland, OR. In business as early as

1912. Note: Some pieces were marked Prael Megele & Co., with an
“M” instead of “H”. Maddock.

Quimby & Co. – 9 Hampden St., Springfield, MA. Scammell.
(source #16)

D.M. Read Co. – 1102 Main St., Bridgeport, CT. Department

store. Scammell. (source #16)

Redington & Co. – Waterville, ME., Scammell. (source 16)
Reichle Sons Co. – 2209 Gratiot St., Detroit, MI. Scammell.
C. Reizenstein Sons – 711 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh, PA. Es-

tablished in 1859. (source #2) Maddock, Scammell.

Regnier and Shoup Merchandise Co. – St. Joseph

and Kansas City, MO. Some pieces were marked Regnier & Shoup
Crockery Co. Maddock, Scammell.

Rhodes Bros., Inc. – 1150 Broadway, Tacoma, WA. Depart-

ment store founded by Henry and Charles Rhodes in 1892. Threestory building at Broadway and 11th streets, built in 1905. Closed in
1974. Maddock.

Rike Kumler Co. – Second and Main streets, Dayton, OH. A

retail department store in business as early as 1912; was still in business in 1943. (source #8) Maddock American.

Rockwell Co., The – 122 Columbus Ave., Pittsfield, MA.

Scammell. (source #16)

St. Louis Glass & Queensware Co. – St. Louis, MO.

(source #2) Maddock’s American.

Isaac Sargent – 25 Front St., Port Jervis, NY. Scammell.
(source #16)

Schlueter’s – Possibly San Francisco, CA.? This distributor’s

name appeared on a Lamberton platter crested for the Hotel Oakland, which opened in 1912. Below “Schlueter’s” was “Albert Pick &
Co.,” indicating possible ownership by the Pick company.

Max Schwan, Inc. – Norfolk, VA. Operating a retail estab-

lishment before 1934. Maddock, Scammell.

James M. Shaw & Co. – 118 E 27th St. (25 Duane St. in

1906 Hotel Red Book), New York City. Established in 1828; acquired
by Nathan Straus in 1930. (source #3) Maddock, Scammell.
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Sibley Lindsey & Curr Co. – Rochester, NY. Operating a

retail store before 1934. Maddock.

Simpson, Hall, miller & co. – Meriden, CT. Scammell.
(source #16)

Smith Comstock Co. – 603 Water St., Bridgeport, CT.

Scammell. (source #16)

N. Snellenburg & Co. – Market and 12th streets., Phila-

delphia, PA. Department store; in business as early as 1917. (source
#5) Maddock, Scammell.

Steger-Showel Co., Inc. – Toledo, OH. Founded in 1920

as Steger Hotel Supply Co.; in 1935, name changed to Steger-Showel
Co. Inc. Served northern Ohio and area within 100 miles of Toledo
(1972). Scammell.

Steinbeck Co. – Cookman Avenue, Asbury Park, NJ. A de-

partment store founded circa 1880s. Maddock, Scammell.

Stern Company, The – Scammell.
L. Straus & Sons – 42 Warren St., New York City. Founded

in 1866 by Lewis Straus as an importing firm for European ceramics. Between 1923 and 1926, name was changed to Nathan Straus
& Sons Inc. In 1935 they were described as the “largest distributor of china in east.” (source #4) In 1937, they purchased Duparquet,
Huot & Moneuse and changed name to Straus-Duparquet. By 1943,
they had an office in Miami. In 1953, they acquired Albert Pick & Co.
of Chicago. In 1965, they went bankrupt and the company was dissolved. Maddock, Scammell.

E. Swasey & Co. – Portland, ME. Restaurant supply com-

pany. Maddock.

Taunton Supply Corp. – New York. Scammell. On Ivory

China, circa 1928-1936.

W. I. Teed’s Sons – Sayre, PA.. Grocery and notions. Scam-

mell. (source #16)

Thompson-Winchester Co. – 201 State St., Boston,

MA. In business as early as 1929. Scammell.

Tilden Thurber Co. – Providence, RI. In business as early

as 1921. Maddock.

Tracy & Wolmar – Willimantic, CT. Scammell. (source #16)
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Upper Saranac Store – Upper Saranac, NY. Scammell.
(source #16)

John Wanamaker Department Store – Philadel-

phia, PA, and New York City. Commercial china sales could go back
as far as 1880. (source #9) Maddock, Scammell.

West Coast China Co. – Seattle, WA. In business before 1924. Maddock.
Westerly Furniture Co. – Westerly, RI. Scammell. (source #16)
R.H. White & Co. – 432 4th Ave. New York City. Scammell. (source #16)
W.M. Whitney & Co. – 41 Union Square, Albany, NY. Department store. In business as early as

1917. (source #5) Maddock.

Wise, Smith & Co. – Main Street, Hartford CT. Department store founded before 1907. Scam-

mell. (source #16)

Wright, Tyndale & Van Roden, Inc. – 1212 Chestnut
St., Philadelphia, PA. Founded in 1818 as a crockery store by Peter
Wright. Sarah Tyndale was operating her own firm by 1844. Robinson Tyndale was in business from 1813 until 1840. In 1831, he
supplied china to the White House. By 1857, the firm was renamed
Tyndale & Mitchell. (source #12) At some point before 1905 they became Wright, Tyndale & Van Roden. (source #9) Still in operation in
1934. Maddock.
Wylie’s – 954 Chapel St., New Haven, CT. Retail store. Scam-

mell. (source #16)

L. H. Yeager Co. – Allentown, PA. Maddock’s American.

Scammell’s Trenton.

Harold P. Zeissler – Trenton, NJ. Scammell.
SOURCES
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#12 “Official White House China: 1789 to the Present, Second Edition,” Margaret Brown Klapthor,
Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York, 1999, page 200. (54, 80,195,196 Tyndale)
#13 11 1/4” x 8” Lamberton platter with patented border Des 62,090 (1923) crested with “B” in shield
for Brown Hotel, Des Moines.
#14 10-inch soup plate on Scammell’s Trenton China, crested for Dunwoodie Golf Course, Yonkers NY.
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The Survivors
All of the china examples shown in this book are survivors. They have all survived for at least 50 years,
and some for nearly 100 years. Each piece tells part of the complex story of the Lamberton Works, and
of the beautiful china produced by the many workers employed there over the years that it was in operation.
For these surviving pieces, there is a reason why each one survived. We will never know the exact
details of each piece’s survival, but we can figure out possible reasons why these pieces did not end up
years ago in a dump.
For items of Lamberton dinnerware and special commemorative pieces, it is not difficult to realize
that they just remained on display – or stored away in family china cabinets – since they were purchased
new. But that leaves a multitude of other pieces, and a multitude of other possibilities and stories of
survival.
Let us start with those beautiful service plates that are the finest examples of the level of artistry and
workmanship at the Lamberton Works. How have so many of them survived? We will never know for
sure, but here are some possible scenarios.
A couple on their honeymoon have their first dinner together in the dining room of their hotel. The
bride admires the beautiful service plate on the table before her. Her new husband thinks it would be a
wonderful memento of this special event in their lives. He asks the waiter if it would be possible to obtain one of these beautiful plates. Good waiters make their customers happy. The newlyweds go home
with a service plate, and the waiter goes home with a very nice tip.
A hotel employee who has served many years at this hotel is about to retire. The hotel management and other employees are planning a nice retirement party to honor the occasion. One of the hotel’s service plates is presented to the retiring employee by the hotel in recognition of years of faithful
service.
The hotel closes after many years of serving the community. It has been the center of local social
life all of these years, with weddings, dances and parties held in the various function rooms. A sale of
the hotel contents is announced. People line up to take home marked items that will remind them of
these special events in their lives. When the doors open, people rush to the stacks of china brought up
from the storage rooms, and the service plates are among the first to be purchased.
While we are thinking about hotels, let’s look at some of the other china items made for them by
Maddock and Scammell that are shown in this book. From the early 1900s up until World War II, the
very best hotels equipped their guest bedrooms with crested china ashtrays, candle stands, brush trays,
pin trays and even tooth brush holders.
It is easy to understand how so many of these items went home in a departing guest’s suitcase. The
hotels were certainly aware that this was happening, as they had to keep reordering replacement pieces, but they may have just considered it a way of advertising the hotel and reminding former guests to
make a reservation at this hotel the next time they were coming to the city.
Many surviving pieces of china used by hotels are unusual sizes and shapes: footed compotes, celery
trays, ice cream shells, large salad bowls and large platters, for example. These pieces are often found in
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excellent, or even unused, condition. These types of items may have been unused stock from the china
storage rooms that were sold after the hotel closed.
Amtrak was formed in 1971 to take over the passenger train operations of most of the major railroads.
At that time the individual railroads dismantled their former dining car departments, and in many cases,
sold off their remaining stocks of dining car china to their employees and the general public. Some railroads, particularly the Baltimore & Ohio, had for years made their dining car china patterns available for
purchase by the public.
Many travelers were able to obtain souvenirs of their meal in the diner with the same tip-to-theirwaiter method described above. This seems to be particularly true in the case of butter chips that were
small and easy to tuck into a suitcase.
There are many other survival stories relating to dining car china. In one case, an executive of the
Pennsylvania Railroad spent one summer at a camp, or small summer hotel, in Maine. He noticed that
they were using a mismatched group of china in their dining room. After he returned to Philadelphia he
arranged for at least one barrel of the PRR’s “Purple Laurel” pattern china to be shipped to this facility in
Maine. The story is that the owner of the place in Maine thought it was much too beautiful to be used
and the china remained packed in the barrel and stored away until the 1990s when it found its way to
an antique shop. It may have been that more than one barrel went to Maine, and part of it was used in
the dining room, especially if they expected the Pennsylvania executive to return the following summer,
while the unneeded barrel remained in storage.
A stack of B&O “Centenary Blue” compartment plates ended up in a hunting cabin in the mountains
of Maryland, and one of the sample bulbous water pitchers was used in the home of one of the B&O
executives. Other pieces of railroad china have been located in basements and attics of long unused
railroad stations and other facilities.
Many of the survivors were never used by the customer that they were originally made for. A lot
of these were defective pieces, which did not reflect the level of perfection needed to have filled the
original customer’s order. They were considered “seconds” and were sold wholesale by the barrel as
mismatched patterns to dealers who, in turn, retailed them to the small mom-and-pop operations that
purchased the lowest possible priced china, with no regard to pattern, for use in their restaurants.
Other survivors are, in fact, of first quality, but were produced as part of the overage required to insure that enough perfect pieces came out of the final firing to complete an order. These pieces were
usually held in storage in anticipation of a future reorder by the customer. Often there was not a reorder
of these pieces, and they were either sold along with other leftovers and seconds by the barrel, or they
remained on the storeroom shelf until the Lamberton Works closed down.
As mentioned previously, Scammell operated a small shop in one of the Lamberton Works buildings
where some of these overstocked pieces were sold to the public.
Some of the barrels of mismatched patterns and seconds spent many years unopened in the basements and storage areas of restaurant supply dealers who specialized in used and recycled restaurant
items. These dealers bought out the entire contents of hotels and restaurants that had closed down or
that were completely renovating their facilities.
In major cities such as New York and Chicago, a number of these dealers can be found. If one of these
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dealers went out of business, another one would buy out the remaining stock and move it to their store.
In the 1980s, you could go into one of these dealers located on the Bowery in New York and come out
with a pile of old crested china, some with bits of the old packing straw still sticking to them. Once the
dealer got to know you and knew that you were interested in old crested pieces – and that you would be
making a visit every six months while on a business trip to New York – a small pile of newly uncovered
old china would be tucked away in a corner awaiting your visit.
You might reasonably expect to find china crested for local establishments near where you live, but
what about those pieces from far away that turn up nearby? The souvenir from a trip, or barrels of mismatched china scenario described above might apply, but there are a lot of other possibilities.
In areas of the country that are retirement destinations, pieces that arrived on moving vans might
eventually end up in estate sales. And then there are items purchased by dealers in one place and
resold many states away. Back in 1981, the classified section of The Antique Trader Weekly carried an
advertisement for some Buick-crested china that Scammell made in the 1930s for a Buick dealer to use
in a local lodge. While working on the Lamberton customers chapter of this book, I found this clipping
stuffed away in my files, and upon examining it, realized that I knew the antique dealer who had placed
the advertisement. I emailed this dealer, who lives in Virginia, to see if he remembered where the Buick
dealership had been located. I expected him to tell me about some town in Virginia. To my surprise, it
turns out that the Buick dealer for whom the china was made – and the IOOF lodge where it was used
– was located in Goshen, NY. The antique dealer purchased it from another antique dealer in Shupp’s
Grove, PA, and ended up selling most of this lot of china to another Buick car dealer located in Louisiana.
This Buick-crested china was made in Trenton, delivered to southern New York State, where it spent
about 50 years, then was taken to Pennsylvania, then to Virginia, and finally ended up in Louisiana.
(source #1) Or did it? That was back in 1981, and by now this survivor could have been sold again and
taken to yet another location.
In an attempt to learn as much as possible about a piece of china that I buy, particularly about where
it may have originally been used, I will often ask the dealer for any information they might know about
the piece. Often their response will be that they bought it from an estate, or that it had belonged to one
of their relatives, or that it had been around for a long time, but they had no idea why it had been held
onto for so many years. The truth is that many of these survivors are still around because past owners
found them to be attractive as well as very useful pieces of china, which is exactly what they were intended to be when they emerged from the Lamberton Works many years ago.

Source
#1 The Antique Trader Weekly, December 2, 1981. Details provided by Ira Reed in an email, April 4,
2004.
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Down in the Dumps
Factories today pay a lot of money to have their trash hauled away, and even more if it consists of
hazardous materials. From the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, until the latter part of the 20th
century, disposing of factory waste was something to be done as easily and as cheaply as possible.
As many things as possible were reused – shipping barrels and even their straw packing, for example.
Trash that would burn often ended up in the factory furnace as free fuel. There were some items that
just could not be reused, and they got dumped as close to the factory as possible. Broken china, leftover
molds and damaged saggers were among these items. Unlike broken glass that could be remelted at a
glass factory, china – whether bisque or glazed – could not be reused in the making of other china.
Pieces of china that were not good enough to be sold as seconds had to be dumped. The Lamberton Works had, over the years, several nearby dump sites. These piles of unwanted bits and pieces of
china remained undisturbed for almost 90 years, until they found themselves in the path of a proposed
highway.
In 1998, Hunter Research, Inc., of Trenton, NJ, was commissioned by the government to do archaeological monitoring and excavations along Route 29, which was about to be constructed through Trenton.
Three of the former Lamberton Works dump sites were in the path of this highway. They had been used
by the Maddock Pottery Company from around 1906 until 1923.
The items excavated from these three sites provide a number of clues about the operation of the
Lamberton Works. Because the approximate dates of usage for these dumps are known, it is possible to
date the age of patterns found in the dump. Crested pieces provide names and dates for some of Maddock’s customers. The pieces that contain supplier’s names help to establish how far back they were in
business, and when they were distributors for the Lamberton and Trenton, or American China lines. A
condensed list of information obtained from each dump site follows. (source: 1)

Maddock Dump Site #3
(in use from around 1906 until 1912)
u

Patterns

Patterns found in this site would indicate they were being produced before 1912. The numbers and
pattern names are from Maddock’s pre-1920 pattern book. An asterisk (*) indicates it was also found in
Site #2 (1912-1921). Two asterisks (**) indicates it was also found in Site # 1 (1918-1923). (19--) indicates
the year the hotel opened or the business was founded.
128
136
143
152
164
172
174
1040

“Marie Antoinette” * **
“Worcester Border”
“Harriman Border” * **
“White-house Border”
“Nippon”
“Springfield Hospital”
“Forget Me Not”
“Breath Rose”

2228
5000
5005
5025
5035
5041
5045
5050
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“Murray Hill Border”
“Shoreham Border”
“St. Charles Border Light”
“Nassau Border”
“Yale Border”
“Indian Border” **
“Stillson Border” *
“Beefsteak Border”

5060
5065
5070
5078
5079
u

“Tuller Border” **
“Frost and Dearborn” **
“Egyptian Border”
“LaSalle General Service” **
“LaSalle German Room”

5080
6005
6015
6030
8020

“Three Ornaments Seelbach Hotel” **
“Elgin Border”
“Small Iris Border”
“St. James Border Pattern” *
“B&O Feather Border”

Customers

..?..elburne
...?.rom..?..
...?..unch
Alexian Brothers Hospital
Athens Hotel
Baltimore Lunch, H. L. Bowles
Baltimore Dairy Lunch, J. A. Whitcomb **
Basles
Bauer
Bellevue Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, PA. (1904)
Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, IL. (1910)
“B.R.” (in wreath)
Bradley Hotel (536 Rush St., Chicago, IL)
Brevoort Hotel, New, Chicago, IL. (Pre 1898)
Champlain Hotel, Lake Champlain, NY. (Original
pre-1907. Second on site 1911)
Clarendon Hotel, The. New York City (1906)
Colonial Inn
C&S Hotel, New York-Toledo. (Cadillac Hotel, New
York City, Secor Hotel Toledo)
“CM” (in wreath)
Dairy Lunch ...?..ks [American China]
Dennis, Hotel, Atlantic City, NJ. (1860) “EC”
Elks Lodge 247
Fadden’s St. Paul, MN
Fort Pitt Hotel, Pittsburgh, PA. (Pre-1913) * **
Frost & Dearborn Co. **
“HG” in wreath
Hick’s Lunch [American China]
Hyde Park Hotel, Chicago,IL. (Pre-1898) **
John H. Murphy System [American China]
“K” (in wreath)
Karldon Hotel, Easton, PA. (Circa-1885)
Kimball, Hotel, Springfield, MA. (1911)
King Phillip Tavern
Koch Hotel
“L” (in wreath)
LaSalle, Hotel, Chicago, IL. (1909) **
McCreery & Co. (New York City department store)

“M C C & C”
“M” Hotel
Michigan, The State Of “Tuebor” (in shield)
“MR”
“NC” (in wreath, under a crown)
L. Neumans (Dairy Bar, York, PA.) (1872)
New Willard Hotel, Washington, D.C. (1904)
N.Y.P.&N. (New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk
Railroad)
O&W Railroad [American China]
Old Company, The
Ottaray Hotel, The, Greenville, SC.
“QMD” (Quarter Masters Department)
“PCW”
Patterson Restaurant Co., Toledo
Phillips Lunch Co.
“R” under “H” (in wreath)
Reading New Jersey Central (Railroad)
Republican House, Milwaukee, WI. (Pre 1904)Republique (Washington DC restaurant)
River View House
Rudolf Wosslick
“SH” (intertwined letters)
Schenley Hotel, Pittsburgh, PA. (1898)
Seelbach Hotel, Lousville, KY. { 1905} **
Seventh Ave Hotel, The [American China]
Somerset Hotel, Boston, MA.. (Pre 1901)
Southern Pacific Railroad [American China]
Southern Pacific Steamship Lines **
Stillsons
Tavern, The
Terra Marine Inn, Staten Island, NY. (Pre 1911)
“The States..?..ch”
Tuller, Hotel Detroit, MI. (1904) **
Union Pacific Railroad (American China) *
United Fruit Co. (Steamship) *
U.S.A.T.S. (United States Army Transport Service)
(1898)
USNH (United States Naval Hospital (or Home?)
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Walton, Hotel, Philadelphia, PA (1893)
u

White Sulphur Springs, WVA (Greenbrier Hotel)

Distributors

Boutell Bros, Minneapolis, MN
W.H. Coon & Co., Scranton, PA
J. Dolfinger & Co., Louisville, KY **
Dulin & Martin Co., Washington, DC
Marshall Field Co., Chicago,IL (dated 1910) *
W. S. Ford & Co., St. Louis, MO
Frank & De Keyser, New York City
J. R. Gibney, New York City
Gilreath Durham Co., Greenville, SC
Halle Brothers Co., Cleveland, OH
Prael Hegele & Co., Portland, OR
Higgins & Seiter, New York City

Kniffin & Demarest Co., New York City
Duffy McInnerney Co.
Mellen & Hewes Co., The, Hartford, CT **
Mitchell Woodbury, Boston, MA * **
O’Beirne Bros, New York City
Geo C. Peck & Co., Pawtucket, RI
Albert Pick & Co., Chicago, IL * **
Reizenstein, Pittsburgh, PA *
James M. Shaw & Co, New York City
L. Straus & Sons, New York City
John Wanamaker, Philadelphia, PA * **

Maddock Dump Site #2
Circa 1912-1921
u

Patterns (in addition to those indicated with * in Site #3)

2256
2290
6060
6096
7010
7013
u

“Plaza Gold Border”
Overglaze. “Youngs Hotel”
“Bellevue Border”
“Bender Border”
“Three Ornaments Each Plate”
“Three Ornaments”

7040
8001
8027
8047
8074
8076

“Mc. Cormick Pattern. Border”
“Neuces 3 Ornaments & Lines”
“Oakland General Service Border”
“Rice Border. General Service”
(no pattern name)
(no pattern name)

Customers (in addition to those indicated with * in site #3 above)

...?..iffin
A.C.C. Biplane logo in blue and tan with A.C.C. in
blue below logo, flanking blue pinstripes.
Ambassador
Arcadia Restaurant, Philadelphia, PA
Bowles Lunch Inc.
“BT” (inside an ornament of pattern #7013)
Caswell Hotel, Baltimore, MD.{ 1905}
“CH” intertwined letters
Chas St..?.
Chicago Beach Hotel, Chicago, Il. (Pre 1898)
Dreyfus Hotel, Providence, RI
Gibson Hotel, Cincinnati, OH. (1914)
“H&H” Hotel Loch Arbour, Allenhurst, NJ
Harrington Hotel

Oakland Hotel, Oakland, CA (1912)
“P” Pittsburgh Steamship Co. (1899)
Q.M.C. (Quarter Masters Corps) (1912) **
Rice Hotel, Houston, TX. (1913)
Salt Lake Route (Union Pacific R.R.)
Sheridan Plaza Hotel, Chicago, Il (921)
Stacy Trent Hotel, Trenton,NJ (Sept. 1921)
“S” Standard Oil Co. (circa 1892-1930)
Traymore Hotel, Atlantic City, NJ. (1905, second
on site)
“UB” Intertwined letters
“UC” (in a wreath)
Waldorf Lunch
Youree, Hotel, Shreveport, LA.
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u

Distributors (in addition to those indicated with a *in Site #3 above)

E. F. Burg, Duluth, MN

Tilden Thurber Co., Providence, RI

Maddock Dump Site #1
Circa 1918-1923
u

Patterns (in addition to those indicated with ** in Site #3 above)

6050 “Northwestern Depot Ornaments”
u

Customers (in addition to those indicated with ** in site #3 above)

Alexandria Hotel
“B” Baltimore Steam Packet Co. (Old Bay Line)
(1840)
u

Lakota Hotel, Chicago, IL. (pre-1898)
Portland Hotel, Portland, OR. (1890)
USMC 1919 United States Marine Corps

Distributors (in addition to those indicated with ** in Site #3 above)

Osborne Boynton & Osborne, Detroit, MI

W.S. Ensign, Inc. (incomplete on fragment found)
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The photos on this and the preceding
page are fragments from an unidentified and
undated Lamberton Works dump site, but
they give a representive view of the types
and sizes of pieces found in dump sites.

SOURCE
#1 Hunter Research Inc., Trenton, NJ,
Report of findings in dump sites #1, #2, #3,
November 4, 1998.
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Thomas Maddock's
Son's Company
Thomas Maddock’s Son’s Company was not directly related to the Lamberton Works operation, as
they apparently used the former Glasgow Pottery Works for their production of custom specialty items.
To eliminate confusion with the Maddock Pottery Company, though, some information about them may
be useful.
In 1902, Archibald M. Maddock and Charles Smith Maddock, grandsons of Thomas Maddock, reincorporated the former Thomas Maddock and Sons Company into Thomas Maddock’s Son’s Company, and
continued making the sanitary ware that had made the company famous.
On January 24, 1905, a design patent (37297) was issued to Harry S. Maddock for a drinking stein in
the shape of football. The football stood on its end within a round base. The other end of the football
formed the stein’s lid, which was attached to the handle on the side of the stein.
These steins were decorated with a pennant-shape decal containing a school name and colors, or a
sports figure illustration designed and signed by
F. Earl Christy (born in Philadelphia in 1883).
They are known to have been produced for
Princeton, Yale, Cornell and the University of
Chicago. Cornell offered them for sale in 1905 at
$2 each.
The stein capacity was 1/2 liter, and there were
also 2-liter pitchers available. These steins were
marked on the bottom “Design Pat.” “37297” “T.
Maddock’s Sons Co.” “Trenton, N.J.” (source #1)
In 1906, they purchased the former Glasgow
Pottery Works (founded in 1863), and in addition
to their sanitary ware, they used this pottery to
produce custom plates and specialty items. The
Plumber’s Trade Journal for April 15, 1906, carried an advertisement for these plates, shown
at right.
All of the items that I have seen were decorated overglaze and were backstamped with the
company name in script lettering, shown above
right.
In 1906, for the 50th Anniversary of the
Hopewell Presbyterian Church of York County,
PA, Thomas Maddock’s Son’s prepared a 9 1/2”
commemorative plate. The center of the plate’s
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well contained an illustration of the
church rendered in blue. J. Tams was the
engraver of this illustration, and his name
along with “Engraver” could be found upside down, slightly above and to the left
of “1756.”
In addition to the two
blue rim bands, there were
three coin gold lines. (The
plate and Tams’ faint signature are shown above left.)
At the Master Plumber
Convention, held in Louisville, KY, during June 1907,
Thomas Maddock’s Son’s
Co. gave away souvenir
mugs, shown at left – front
and back views.
This was their way of advertising Maddock’s sanitary ware, which was undoubtedly on display at this
convention.
For the 59th Annual Banquet of Chester Lodge No. 236 F. & A. M., Thomas Maddock’s Son’s designed
a 9 5/8” plate.
The entire well of this plate was filled with a black-and-white engraving of their lodge hall. This time,
J. Tams hid his name, upside down, in front of the chair at the right.
A blue scroll ornament rim pattern and coin gold rim and verge lines completed the design. (Photos of
the plate, backstamp and Tams’ signature are shown on the next page.)
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Clockwise from bottom are photos of the Chester Lodge plate engraved by J. Tams; Tams’ signature, carefully hidden within
the engraving on the front; and the plate’s backstamp – again with Thomas Maddock’s Son’s’ cursive signature.
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The 50th Anniversary of St. John’s R.A. Chapter No. 19 H.T.W.S.S.T.K.S. (a Masonic acronym
for Hiram, Tyrian, Widow’s Son, Sendeth To
King Solomon), on November 2, 1910, was
commemorated on an 8 3/4” plate, with the
decoration in red-orange. The J. Tams signature was between the scrolls in the keystone
below the bottom “S.” The porcelain plate was
made in Bavaria, decorated in Trenton and distributed by Berry Bro’s & Fresch in Baltimore.
(See photos above.)
To celebrate Gen. Thomas J. Shryock’s completion of a quarter century as Grand Master
of Masons in Maryland, The Masonic Antiquarian Society of Maryland in 1910 commissioned a 9 1/2” commemorative plate, left.
The well decoration was a combination of blue
and brown transfers, and Mr. Tams’ name was
not visible. This plate had a coin gold rim and
verge lines that became worn with use.
The Thomas Maddock’s Son’s Co. script backstamp on their products should eliminate any
doubt about these items having been produced
in the Lamberton Works by the Maddock Pottery Company, but they are of high quality and
should be appreciated on their own merits.

SOURCES
#1 Stein Col – T. Maddock’s Sons Co. Football Steins, by Ronald E. Gray, copyrighted Stein Collectors
International 1996-2013. www.steincollectors.org/steinmo/2004/football.htm.
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Glossary
Every industry seems to develop their own language, and the pottery industry was no exception.
Words and terms that made perfect sense to employees at the Lamberton Works sound like a foreign
language to those outside of the pottery industry. Most of the workers’ titles were actually one- or twoword job descriptions.
This glossary should help translate many of words used in connection with the operation of the Lamberton Works.

Backstamp – The mark on the bottom of a shine to coin gold decoration after it came out of

piece of china that gave the maker’s name, and
possibly the type of body, customer’s name and
distributor. Sometimes it was a decorative frame
with information about the decoration on the
front of a plate.

the kiln.

carrying out – The process of a dayworker

moving clay articles from one workshop to the
next.

Ball Maker – Worker who handmade the prop- casting – The process of forming articles of pot-

tery from clay slip that was poured into porous
molds, allowed to set up until the desired thickband – Lines of color that were wider than about ness was achieved, and then the remainder was
1/4”. These were often flanked by pin lines of coin poured out, leaving behind a clay article in the
shape of the mold. Used to form complex hollowgold or a contrasting color.
ware items such as teapots.
Batter Out – Worker who spread the clay onto
Caster – Worker who formed articles by the
the jigger for the jiggerman.
process of casting.
bisque (or biscuit) – Ware that was fired
once, before the application and firing of the glaze. center of the well – The center of the foodholding area of a plate or bowl. This was where
block handle – The type of cup handle that decorative elements were usually placed if that
had a solid block of molded clay where it was at- was part of the pattern.
tached to the side of a cup.
china – Ware that was fired at a temperature
bloodstone – A stone consisting of green high enough to make it translucent.
chalcedony (a translucent variety of quartz with a
waxlike luster), and sprinkled with red spots, as if coin gold – True mineral gold that was ground
with blood. Used for burnishing coin gold after the to a fine powder. It could be either mixed with a
liquid medium that held it in suspension until it
overglaze firing step.
was applied by hand, or it could be incorporated
body – The porous substance of the ware – a into a decal. Coin gold was always applied over the
combination of clay and other materials. The Lam- glaze, fired in a kiln, and then burnished back to a
berton Works produced several body formulas: high shine.
Trenton, in either white or Lenape; and Lamberton, in white, Ivory or Platinum Blue. Lamberton crazing – The appearance of a network of very
dinnerware body was a slight variation on the fine lines or cracks on the surface of a glazed article. This did not happen on either Trenton or LamLamberton hotel ware body formula.
berton bodies, due to the high-temperature firing
burnishing – The process of bringing back the processes.

er size balls of clay for molding cups.
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crest – A logo or decoration used to customize from the iris, which was used as a decorative ele-

the decoration of articles for an individual customer. ment in patterns.

crested – An article of china having a custom- floral spray – Decorative element composed

er’s crest.

Cup Handler – Worker who attached the

molded handles to cups with slip.

of a collective mass of small branches, foliage and
flowers.

full rim – Indicated that a design or solid color

filled the entire space from the edge of the rim to

Cup Turner – Worker who shaped the foot of the verge.

cups on a lathe.

gilding – The process of decorating glazed ware
Dayworker – Worker who was employed and with finely ground gold that was in suspension in a

paid by the day – usually an unskilled laborer.

medium. The gold was applied on top of the glaze,
decalcomania – A process of transferring fired in a kiln, and then burnished to a high shine.
designs that were printed on specially prepared glaze – Before being fired in a kiln, it was a liquid
paper to china and usually used for multicolor de- formulation of various silicates and minerals (origisigns. Decals could be applied underglaze or over- nally including lead), which was applied to bisque
glaze. The process was developed around 1863. By ware by dipping. After the firing, it was the vitrified
the late 1800s, it was universally adopted for com- outer skin that rendered the bisque body impermercial use. (source #1)
meable by fluids.

Decorator – Worker who applied the designs glost (or glaze) oven – The kiln in which

– either transfers or decals – to the china.

bisque that was coated with unfired glaze was
dinnerware – China articles designed and sold fired until it vitrified over the bisque body.
for use in homes.
good from hand – American pottery meth-

dipping – The process of immersing bisque ar- od of paying workers who formed greenware ar-

ticles. All articles that were accepted as of good
enough quality to fire in the bisque kiln were
distributor – A company that acted as the paid for.
middleman between the Lamberton Works and
the customer. Orders were placed and paid for by good from kiln – English method of paying
workers for only those articles that came out of
the customer through these distributors.
the bisque kiln in acceptable condition.
Finisher – Worker, usually a woman, who used
greenware – Articles that were formed of clay,
a sponge to take off sharp edges on greenware.
but had not been fired in a kiln to be transformed
flanking – The placing of decorative elements into bisque ware
on either side of another element – as in having
grinding – The process of removing defects in
lines placed on both sides of a crest.
the glaze after firing by grinding away these deflint – A massive, very hard kind of quartz.
fects. This left a small, depressed area of slightly
rough glaze.
Floor Lady – Worker who supervised the decorators and showed them the placement of the Handler – Worker who attached molded handecoration on the articles for each production run. dles to the sides of cups.
ticles into the liquid glaze.

fleur de lis – A conventionalized flower, stylized Hand Presser – The worker who formed
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odd-shaped articles that could not be formed by pin lines. In some sources, the word pin stripe was
turning, by pressing clay into molds.
used, but the pottery industry terms were “line”
or “pin line.”
hollowware pressing – The process of
shaping hollow articles that could not be formed Liner – Worker who hand-applied lines to china.
by turning, such as celery trays or ice cream shells.
The clay was pressed between two-piece molds to loop handle – The type of molded clay handle
that was attached to a cup at the top and bottom
form the article.
of the handle’s curve.
hotel ware – China designed and sold for use
in commercial food service. This name covered mid-rim – The space halfway between the edge
restaurants and any type of commercial operation, of the rim and the verge which could be decorated
not just hotel dining rooms. Today generally called with lines or bands.
“restaurant china.”
Modeler – Worker who created articles in mod-

ISFU – Inside facing user – Instruction on eling clay and that served as the original model for

orders about where decorator was to place crest
or decoration on the inside of a cup. In this location, it would face the user when the cup was at
the right of the plate, with the handle pointing to
the right.

production casts.

muffle kiln – A two-part kiln that had a space

between the outside section and the inner, or muffle, firebrick section. The muffle section contained
the clay articles that were protected from contamjiggering – The process of shaping an article ination by the heat source or combustion fumes as
with a hand tool against a mold that was rotating they traveled up the surrounding outer section to
the chimney vent at the top.
on the head of a jigger, atop a vertical shaft.

Jiggerman – Worker who formed articles on a not backstamped – Term used by research-

ers and collectors to indicate that a piece of china did not contain the name of the customer for
kaolin – A very pure white clay, used to form whom it was made. It may also indicate that the
the body for porcelain.
maker’s name was not on the back.
jigger machine. Also called a turner.

kiln – A furnace in which clay items were fired. ornaments – Individual decorative elements,

Two types were used at the Lamberton Works. usually decals, that were hand-placed around the
Originally there were bottle kilns heated by coal. In rim by the decorator and then connected with
the 1920s and 30s, these were replaced with tun- lines by the liner.
nel kilns heated by oil or gas.
overage – The amount of articles, in addition to
Kilnman – Worker who was responsible for opthe quantity ordered, that would have to be preerating a kiln during the firing process.
pared in order to guarantee enough perfect pieces
laurel leaf – Leaf that was incorporated into would come out of the final firing to fulfill the ordesigns. Its use was based on crowns of laurel that der. This was usually 20 percent over the number
ancient Greeks placed on the head of victors at the ordered.
Pythian games. Later it became a symbol for honor
overglaze – Decoration that was applied after
and fame.
the article came out of the glaze kiln. This decoline – A thin liner-applied brush stripe of color ration was applied above the vitrified glaze suror coin gold. Often applied at the rim edge, mid- face. This method was always used for coin gold
rim, or at the verge. Very thin lines were called decoration.
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piece work – Method of paying workers at a that were not minor enough to meet the ac-

rate based on amount of articles done, rather than ceptable standards for shipment as part of a
customer’s order. If still usable for food service,
by the amount of time they worked.
these articles were sold at reduced rates to others.
pin line – A very thin line (stripe) that was apsetters – Clay containers that held decorated
plied by a liner as a decorative element to china.
articles so that they would not touch each other
Placers – Worker who placed the filled saggers during the glaze firing process.
into the kiln.
size – Liquid composed of cooked linseed oil that
Potter’s dozen – A unit of measurement for was brushed onto bisque articles before transfer
paying potters of hollowware. Standards were es- decorations were applied.
tablished in England in 1796. The number of articles of one size that could fit on a ware board were stock pattern – A pattern that was made in
large quantities and kept in stock by distributors
considered a dozen, for pay purposes.
for instant sale and filling of customer orders.
Potter’s rot – Respiratory illness (silicosis)
among pottery workers caused by the working topmarked – Term used by researchers and
collectors to indicate that a piece of china conconditions.
tained the customer’s name or crest.
Pressers – Worker who forms articles by presstop of rim – Indicates location of a crest on the
ing clay against a molded shape.
rim of a plate. When plate was in front of the user,
saggar – A box made of fireclay that was used the crest would at the 12 o’clock position. This was
to hold ware during firing in a kiln. The word was the usual position for crests.
a corruption of “safeguard,” the use for which the
towing – The process of smoothing the surface
box was designed.
and edges of a clay article by pressing a wad of tow
service plate – Large decorative plate that (flax, hemp or jute) against it as it revolved on a
was on the table when a guest was seated. It was jigger head.
not used to eat from and was removed before the
main course was served. Today these are called trade size – This was the size used in the Lamberton catalog to describe an article. For example,
“show plates.”
an oval platter that actually measured 6 1/8” at
spar – Any of various nonmetallic minerals, usu- the longest point was given the trade size of “5
ally crystalline and lustrous.
inches.” Individual creamers were given trade sizrolled edge – Bead of china on underside of es that related to how many could be placed on a
the rim that formed a raised semicircular band ware board after being molded. A 2-ounce capacfor additional strength, usually used on Trenton ity cream had a trade size of “56s,” meaning 56 of
them fit on the board. An 8-ounce size was a “42s.”
China.

sanitary ware – Originally used to designate transfer – A method of decorating china that

used a design that was cut into an engraving plate
on which ink was spread, the excess removed, and
then printed onto rice paper. While the ink was
still wet the design was placed on the china and
rubbed down, transferring the design from the
paper to the china. The paper was then removed,
seconds – China articles that had blemishes leaving the ink impression on the china.

items used for washing and bodily elimination
functions, such as pitchers and wash bowls, chamber pots and slop jars. With the introduction of indoor plumbing, it came additionally to mean sinks,
toilets, urinals and bath tubs.
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Turner – Worker who formed articles by jigger- the downward curve into the food holding area.

ing. Also called a jiggerman.

ware board – A wooden board about 1-foot

underglaze – Decoration that was applied to by 6-feet used to dry and carry greenware from

bisque ware before the glaze was applied.

one workshop to the next.

verge – The inner edge of a plate rim, just before well – The food holding area of a plate or bowl.
Many of the definitions given here co me from the 1947, Fifth Edition of “Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary,” by G. & C. Merriam Co., Springfield, Mass. It was chosen partly because it reflects the terminology
of the period in which the Scammell Company operated, but mostly because it was given to me at that
time, as a Christmas present, by my Aunt Pat.

SOURCE
#1 “Official White House China: 1789 to the Present, Second Edition,” by Margaret Brown Klapthor,
Harry N.Abrams, Inc., New York, 1999, page 198.
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Customer List
On the next pages is a partial list of known Maddock and Scammell customers. Almost every week
a new (to me) customer design shows up on ebay. A complete list of customers will probably never
be available. In some cases the customer’s location is not known.
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Maddock Scammell Customer List
NAME
7
A
A.C.C. (Alaska Commerical Company?)
ACC
A. H.
AH
AH
A. N. C. (Army Nurse Corps ?)
AT & SF RR
AT & SF RR
Abbottmaid Ice Cream
Acacia Fraternity
Acker, Merrall & Condit (Merrill?)
Acker Quality Finley Acker Co Quality Confectionery Mfg.
Addison Hotel
Adelphia Hotel
Adelphi University
Adelphia Hotel
Adelphia, Hotel
Adelphia (Literary Society-Princeton )
Adolphus, Hotel
Agawam Hunt Club
Ahwahnee Hotel
Airline Inn
Alba, Hotel
Alba, Hotel
Albany Hospital
Albany Hotel
Albany Hotel
Albion Grange #181 Patrons of Husbandry
Albk, Hotel
Alcazar Hotel
Alexander Hamilton Hotel
Alexandria Hotel
Alexian Brothers Hospital
Alexian Brothers Hospital
Allentown Hospital
Allen, S. L.
Almac's Palais Royal
Alpha Gamma Delta Fraternity
Alpha Chi Rho Fraternity Phi Beta Chapter
Alpha Kappa Delta of Chi Psi Fraternity
Alpha Tau Alpha Fraternity
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity

STATE

Illinois

New York
Pennsylvania
Michigan
Pennsylvania
New York
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Texas
Rhode Island
California
Florida
Florida
New York
Colorado
Colorado
Maine
Florida
New Jersey
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Massachusetts

Rhode Island

Alpine
Alsatia Club
Altamont, The
Altamont, The (Hotel)
Amazon Sweets, The
Ambassador
Ambassador Hotel
American Airlines
American Export Lines
American Hotels Corp
American, The
American Hotel
American Hotel
Jos. Neel Jr. Post # 3 American Legion
American Legion Post 123
American car & Foundry Co.
American Export Lines (Steamship)
American Hotels
American Restaurants
American Woman's Assn Club House
Andrews Hotel, The
Andrews Hotel, The
Andrews Hotel, The
Ansley, Hotel
Anthony Wayne Hotel
Arcadia
Arlington Hotel
Armour
Army and Navy Club
Arnot Ogden Hospital
Arnold's Sea Grill
Art Club of Philadelphia, The
Aspinwall, Hotel
Astor Hotel
Atenohsah
Athens Hotel
Athletic Boat Club
Athletic Club of Columbus
Atlantic & West Point Railroad
Atlantic Coast Line Railroad
Atlantic City, Country Club of
Atlantic City Golf Course
Auditorium Hotel
Aurora Hotel
Auto Club of Detroit
Automobile Club Minneapolis
Avery, Hotel

Maryland
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania

New York
Missouri
Missouri

New York
Minnesota
Minnesota
Minnesota
Georgia
Ohio
Pennsylvania

DC
New York
Connecticut
Pennsylvania
Massachusetts
New York
Canada
New York
Ohio
Florida
New Jersey
New Jersey
Illinois
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Massachusetts

Aviation Club of Utah
Avignone Freres Catering Cafe
Avondale Dairy
B
BC
BCC
BCN
BH&S
B I (Berkshire Inn ?)
BR
BT
BTEA
Bahama Beach Club
Baker Hotel
Balsams, The (Hotel)
Baltimore Mail Line
Baltimore, Hotel
Baltimore Country Club
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
Baltimore Dairy Lunch J.A. Whitcomb
Baltimore Dairy Luncheon
Baltimore Lunch H.L. Bowles
Baltimore Steam Packet Co. Old Bay Line
Baltimore Steam Packet Co. Old Bay Line
Bamberger's Department Store
Bananera De Costra Rica, Cia
Bancroft Hotel
Bankers Club
Barclay, The Hotel
Barclay, The Hotel
Barlum Hotel
Baseball (theme)
Basle's
Bauer
Beach, Hotel (Barnum Hotel ca 1934)
Beacon
Beacon Hotel
Bedford High School
Beech-Nut Coffee (Beech-Nut Packing Co. )
Bellevue Hotel
Bellevue- Stratford Hotel
Belleview Country Club
Belmont, Hotel
Belvedere Hotel

Utah
DC
Pennsylvania

Florida
Texas Alabama
New Hampshire
Maryland
Missouri
Maryland
Maryland
Maryland
Maryland
Maryland
Maryland
Oregon
Maryland
Maryland
New Jersey
Massachusetts
New York
Pennsylvania
New York
Michigan

Connecticut
New Jersey
New York
California
Pennsylvania
Florida
New York ?
Maryland

Belvedere Hotel
Bender, Hotel
Ben Franklin, The Hotel
Benson, Hotel
Berkeley-Carteret Hotel
Berkeley - Carteret Hotel
Berkeley-Carteret Hotel
Berkeley-Carteret Hotel
Berkleigh Country Club
Beta Theta Pi "KAI"
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity
Bethesda Naval Hospital
Bethlehem Pennsylvania Moravian Historical Plates
Bethlehem Club
Bethlehem, Hotel
Betsy Ross
Beverly Hills Country Club
Beverly Country Club
Bickford's Restaurants
Biltmore, The Hotel
Biltmore, Hotel
Biltmore Hotel, The
Biltmore, Oklahoma Hotel
Biser's
Bismark Hotel and Gardens
Black Cat
Black & White Club
Blackstone Apartments
Blackstone Hotel
Blackstone, The Hotel
Bland Hotels
Bloomingdale Bros., Inc
Bloomington 1st Evangelical United Breathern Church
Blue Fox Club
Blue Bird Shop
Bon Air, Hotel
Boca Raton Hotel / Cloister Inn
Bond, Hotel
Bond-Inc, Harry
Bonne Fortune
Bonnie Pies Scottish Kitchens
Book Cadillac Hotel
Borden Dairy
Boss Hotels
Boss Hotels
Boss Hotel
Bossert Hotel

Maryland
Texas
Pennsylvania
Oregon
New Jersey
New Jersey
New Jersey
New Jersey
Pennsylvania

Maryland
Pennsylvania
New Hampshire
Pennsylvania
California
Illinois
New York
California
New York
New York
Oklahoma
Illinois
MA ?
Maryland
Nebraska
Illinois
North Carolina
NY
Iowa ?
California
Georgia or New York?
Florida
Connecticut
Connecticut

Illinois

New York

Boston & Maine Railroad
Boston & Philadelphia Steam Ship Co.
Boston Chamber of Commerce
Boston Chamber of Commerce
Boston Council of Social Agencies
Boston Oyster House, The
Boston Oyster
Boston Store
Bowles Restaurant
Bowles Lunch Inc
Bowman Hotel Company
Bradley Hotel
Brahos (Restaurant)
Brandon Hall Hotel
Brass Rail, The
Breakers Hotel
Breakers, The
Breezy Point Lodge
Breslin Hotel
Bretton Hall Hotel
Brevoort, Hotel ,New (2nd by name)
Brevoort, Hotel (1st by name)
Brewster, The
Brewster, Hotel
Brewster, Hotel
BMIU (Brick Masons Union)
Briggs
Brighton Hotel
Broezel Hotel
Bronx Hospital
Brooks' Coffee Club
Brown Hotel
Brown Hotel
Brown Palace
Brown's Candies
Brown University
Bryant - Stratton Business School
Buckeye Club
Buck Hill Falls Inn (Hotel)
Bucks County Country Club
Buckwood Inn
Buffalo Club
Bullock'sDepartment Store
Bunker Hill Country Club
Burton, Hotel
Business & Professional Women's Club
Busto's

Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Illinois
Illinois
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Illinois
Indiana
Massachusetts
New York
New Jersey
New Jersey
Minnesota
New York
New York
Illinois
Illinois
New York
Massachusetts
California

New Jersey
New York
New York
Michigan
Kentucky
Iowa
Colorido
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
New York
California
New Jersey
Virginia
Connecticut

Cray Ye Olde Tavern
CB
CBCR
CCHS
CG
CH
CH
CHA
CHB
CM
CM
CM
C M Co
CN (Canadian National?)
C N or N C ?
COC
CP
CP
CRC
CXG
CXG
Cadillac and Secor Hotels
Cafe Baum
Cafe Boulevard
Cafe Madrid
Cafe Savarin
Cafe Bova
California Navigation & Improvement
Camargo Golf Club
Camilin Hotel
Candy palace
Capital City Club
Capitol Restaurant
Capitol
Carleton Hotel
Carlisle Hotel
Carlton Hotel
Carlton, The Hotel
Carlton House
Carlton Hotel, The
Carlton Hotel, The
Carlton Terrace, Hotel
Carlyle, The Hotel
Carolina, The Hotel
Carolina Hotel
Carter Hotel
Carter Hotel

New York Ohio
Maryland

New York
Massachusetts
California
Washington
Georgia
Virginia?
Pennsylvania
Oregon
DC
Pennsylvania
DC
Rhode island
New York
North Carolina
North Carolina
Ohio
Ohio

Carteret Club
Casey, Hotel
Caswell, Hotel
Catholic Daughters of The Americas
Cavalier Hotel
Cavalier, The Hotel
Central Baptist Church
Central Manufacturing District
Central Railroad of New Jersey
Central Railroad of New Jersey
Century Club
Century
Ceramic Exposition
Chagrin Valley Country Club
Chalfonte Hotel
Chalfonte Haddon Hall Hotel
Chamberlin, The Hotel
Chamberlin, Hotel (Original hotel)
Champlain
Chan, House of (restaurant)
Chapman's
Charlevoix, Hotel
Chartier Heights Country Club
Chas St..?..
Chase -Plaza Hotel,The
Chelsea Hotel
Cherry Valley Country Club
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway
Chesapeake Club, The
Chevy Chase Country Club
Chicago & Alton Railroad ?
Chicago & Alton Railroad
Chicago & Northwestern R.R. Depot dining room
Chicago Beach Hotel
Chicago Racquet Club (The Racquet Club of Chicago)
Chicago Yacht Club
Chief Lunch
Childrens plate
Childrens plate
Childrens cup
Childrens plate
China Shop, The
Chi Phi Delta Chapter Fraternity
Chisca, Hotel
Chisca, Hotel Rotary dinner
Christ Lutheran Church
Christopher's

New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Maryland
New York (headquarters)
Virginia
Virginia
Connecticut
Illinois
New Jersey
New Jersey

Ohio
New Jersey
New Jersey
Virginia
Virginia
New York
Calif?
Michigan
Pennsylvania
Minnesota?
Missouri
New Jersey
Ohio
Maryland
Maryland
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Oregon?

New Jersey
Tennessee
Tennessee

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Rail Road
City Club
City Club
Clad Co., Victor V.
Clarendon, The
Claridge Hotel
Claridge, Hotels
Clarke School, The ( Clarke School for the Deaf )
Clarks Hill Centennial 1849 - 1949
Claypool Hotel
Cleveland Automobile Club
Clift House
Coates House
Coffee Dan's
Coleman House
College Inn (Hotel Sherman)
Collingwood Hotel
Collins Grill
Colonial Inn
Colonial, The
Colony Restaurant
Colton Manor Hotel
Columbia Hotel
Columbia University
Columbus, Hotel
Comiter Sed Fortiter
Commander, Hotel
Commerical, Hotel, Co. Inc
Commodore Hotel
Commodore - Perry, Hotel
Conemaugh Valley Memorial Hospital
Congress Hotel
Congress Hotel
Congress Annex,Hotel
Congressional Country Club
Congress of Women's Club
Congress of Clubs and Club Women of Western Pennsylvania
Congress Square Hotel
Congress Square Lunch Co., Inc.
Connecticut College for Women (General Service )
Connecticut College for Women (Infirmary Service )
Connecticut College for Women (Faculty Service )
Connecticut Room Restaurant G. Fox & Co
Connecticut State Hospital
Connecticut, State of. Tubercuiosis Commission
Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co
Continental Hotel

Ohio
Connecticut
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Tennessee Missouri
Massachusetts
Indiana
Ohio?
California
Missouri
California
New Jersey
Illinois
New York
Illinois Wisconsin
Connecticut
DC
New Jersey
Michigan
New York

New York
Washington
New York
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Maryland
Pennsylvania
Maine
Maine
Connecticut
Connecticut
Connecticut
Connecticut
Connecticut
Connecticut
Connecticut
DC

Cooley Dickinson Hospital
Copley -Plaza Hotel
Copley- Plaza Hotel
Copley Plaza Hotel Grill Room Service.
Copley- Plaza Hotel Five O'Clock Tea Service
Copley- Plaza Hotel Banquet Service
Corinthian Yacht Club
Cornhusker Hotel
Country Club, The
Craig Hall (Hotel)
Cranbury Inn, The
Crawford House
Creole Petroleum
Criteron Hotel
Crowley, Milner & Co. (Department Store)
Crown Hotel
Crystal Hotel, The And Annex
Crystal Lake Country Club
CTW
Cumberland Hotel
Cumberland, Hotel
Cumberland Club
Curtis Hotel
Cushman Hall
DG
DGC
Dairy Lunch____?KS
Dallas Athletic Club
Dallas Women's Club
Darcy's
Daughters of the American Revolution, Golden Jubilee
Daughters of the American Revolution, Kanawha Valley Chapter
Daughters of the American Revolution, Golden Jubilee
Davenport Hotel
Davenport's Restaurant (Davenport Lunch System )
Davey Crockett Birthplace
De Soto, The (Hotel)
De Soto, Hotel
Deer Park Hotel
Delaware Lackawanna & Western RR
Del Paso Country Club
Del Prado (Hotel)
Del Prado, Hotel
Delta Tau Delta Fraternity
Delta Upsilon Fraternity
Delta Upsilon Fraternity
DeMet's

Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Nebraska
Massachusetts
New Jersey
Massachusetts
New York
Michigan
Rhode Island
Pennsylvania
Illinois
Ohio
New York
Kentucky
Maine
Minnesota
Massachusetts

Texas
Texas

West Virginia
Washington
Washington
Tennessee
Georgia
Maryland
California
Illinois
Mexico

Illinois

Dennis, Hotel
Dennis, Hotel
Dennis, Hotel
Dennis, Hotel
Dennis, Hotel
Denver,The (Hotel)
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad
Department of Interior Bureau of Mines
Desert Inn
Deshler Hotel
Deshler-Wallick Hotel
Deshler-Wallick Hotel
Deshler-Wallick Hotel (service plate)
De Sota Hotel
Detroit Club
D&C Detroit & Cleveland Navigation Co.
D&C Steamship Line
Detroit Golf Club
Detroit Grill
Detroit - Leland Hotel
Detroit - Leland Hotel
Detroit Terminal (Union News Co)
Detroit Yacht Club
Development Service Corporation
Diel's
Dillon
Dinkler Hotels
Doctors' Hospital
Dollar Steamship Lines
Domino Ice Cream J. A. Beaudette Co.
Dorden Society, S. S.
New Dorp Beach Hotel
Drake Hotel
Drake Hotel
Drake, Nathaniel House
Dreyfus (Hotel)
Drumthwacket
Duchess, The
Duke University
Dunwoodie Golf Course
DuPont ,Hotel
Duquesne Club
Dutchland Farm Inc.
Dwight,Timothy College at Yale
Dyckman Hotel
EC
E.G.C.

New Jersey
New Jersey
New Jersey
New Jersey
New Jersey
Colorado
Nevada
Ohio
New York
Ohio
Michigan
Michigan, Ohio
Michigan, Ohio
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Indiana?
Connecticut?

California
Rhode Island
Connecticut
Illinois
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Rhode Island
New Jersey
North Carolina
New York
Delaware
Pennsylvania
Massachusetts
Connecticut
Minnesota

EH
E H (H E?)
E&S
Eagle Co, The
Eastern Slope Inn
Eastern Star Adelphia Chapter
Eastern Star, Order of The. Beverly Maqueda Chapter No. 276
Eastern Star No. 212, Order of
Eastern Star Sunnyside Chapter No - 804, Order of
Eastman Cottage
Easton Hotel
Easton Hospital
Edison Hotel
Electric Club
Elizabeth-Carteret Hotel
Elk
Elks, B.P.O.
Elks, The
Elks, B.P.O.E. 1
Elks' Club
Somerville Lodge Ladies Night (Elks Lodge 1068)
Elks, B. P. O. E. No 12
Elks, B.P.O.E. Lodge 130
Elks, B.P.O.E.- 22
Elks, B.P.O.E.- 22
Elks, B.P.O.E. Lodge 247
Elks, Atlantic City B.P.O.E. No 276
Elks, B.P.O.E. Lodge No. 287
Elks, B. P.O.E. 367
Elks, B.P.O.E. Lodge 521
Elks, B.P.O.E. Lodge 583
Elks, B.P.O.E. No 75
Ellis Island, Commissary Contractor
Elms, The
Elms, The
Elton, Hotel
Embassy, The
Emerson,The (Hotel)
Emery, The
Emmanuel College
Empire State Club
Engineer's Club
Englewood Cliffs Milk Farm
English Tea Room
ENKA
Eppley Hotels
Erie Railroad

New Hampshire
Massachusetts

Rhode Island
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
New York
New Jersey
Connecticut
Massachusetts ?
NY
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
New York
New York
New York
New Jersey
Washington
Indiana
California
Ohio
New York
Missouri
Missouri
Connecticut
Maryland
Massachusetts
New York
Massachusetts
New Jersey

Ohio

Erie Railroad
Erie System
Ernsts
Essex House (Hotel)
Essex & Sussex Hotel, The
ETC
Ethel Walker School
Everett, Hotel
Everglades, The (Hotel)
FC
FPC
FS
FS
Fadden's
Fairfax Hotel
Fairmont Hotel
Famous & Barr Co
Farmington , The Country Club of
Farragut House
Fellow Craft Club
Fifth Ave Hotel
Fifth Ave. Hospital
First Conference of American Gouvernors,The
First Church of Christ
fish & undersea scene
Fisher Bruce & Co 75th Anniversary
Fisher, Carl G. Properties (Montauk Manor Hotel)
Flanders, Hotel
Fleetwood Hotel
Fleischmann's
Folger's Hotel
Folies Bergere (Theater)
Forbes, Hotel
Forest Park Hotel
Fort Armstrong Hotel
Fortezza*Ed*Umilitade*E*Largo*Core
Fort Harrison, The Hotel
Fort Harrison Hotel
Fort Harrison Hotel
Fort Orange Club (Grange?)
Fort Pitt Hotel
Fort Pitt Hotel (Norse Room)
Fort Sam Houston Officers Club
Fort - Side Hotel
Foster Cafeteria Co
Foster Lunch Co.
Foster's (Restaurant)

Ohio

New York
New Jersey
Illinois
Connecticut
Maine
Florida

Minnesota
Virginia
California ?
Missouri
Connecticut
New Hampshire
Michigan
New York
New York
Massachusetts
Pennsylvania
Florida
New Jersey
Florida

New York
Maryland
Missouri
Illinois
Florida
Florida
Florida
New York
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Mass
Massachusetts
California

Foster's (Restaurants)
Foster's (restaurants)
Fowler Hotel
Foxcroft (Academy)
Fox Luncheonette G. Fox & Co
Frances (Yacht ) / Monroe Yacht Club / George Harley Wood
Frances Tavern
Francis Scott Key Hotel
Franklin, Hotel
Franklin, Hotel
Fraternal Order of Eagles Aerie 396
Frederick & Nelson Restaurant (Dept store)
Fred Sanders
Fresno, Hotel
Friars, The
Frost and Dearborn
Fuller Brush Co
Furness Bermuda Line
GC..?..(G or C ?)
GCH
GH
G.H.S.B.Co
G & SH
Galen Hall (Hotel)
Garde, Hotel
Gardens Hotel, New
Gargoyle, The
General Oglethorpe Hotel, The
General Electric
General Motors Building
General Worth Hotel
George Washington Hotel
George Washington Bi-centennial Memorial plate
George Washington Bi-centennial trivet
George Washington Tavern
George Diamond Steak
George Fifth Hotel
George Washington University
Georgian Terrace Hotel
Georgian Terrace Hotel
"Re Gerden Du Akin 1650 "
German Food Store Delicatessen
Gibson, Hotel
Gibson, Hotel
Gibson, Hotel
Gibson's restaurant
Gideon Putman The (Hotel)

California
California
Indiana
Maine
Connecticut
Illinois
New York
Maryland
South Carolina
South Carolina
Washington
Michigan
California

Massachusetts
New York

New Jersey
Connecticut

Georgia
New York
Michigan
New York
Pennsylvania

France
DC
Georgia
Georgia

Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Rhode Island
New York

Gilbert
Gilbert
Gilbert Cafeteria
Gilberts Purity
Gilsy The
Gimbel Bros Department store restaurant
"Give us this day our daily bread"
Glades Hotel
Gladstone Hotel
Gladstone,The
Glenview Club
Golden Drip Coffee
Golden Jubilee 1950
Golden Pheasant
Golden - West
Good Hotel, The
Goodwin Chapter No. 36 K.S.H.T.W.S.S.T.
Gordon's Dry Gin
Gotham Hotel
Gotham Hotel
Goucher College 50th Anniversary
Governor Clinton, Hotel
Grabow Co., E. R. (Ocean House)
Grace Hospital
Grace Line Inc (Steanship Line)
Grace Line Inc
Grafton, Hotel
Graham's Cream Ale
Grand Hotel
Grand Central Terminal
Grand Rapids & Indiana Railway
Grange, The
Granliden, Hotel
Granville Inn, The
Grasmere, Hotel
Gray, Ye Old Tavern
Gray, Ye Olde Tavern
Graylock Hotel
Graymore, Hotel
Grays Inn
Great Northern Railway
Green Acre Lodge
Greenbriar Hotel
Green Moors Inn
Green Spring Valley Hunt Club
Green Valley Country Club
Greider's Cafe

Connecticut

New York
Florida
Illinois
Illinois

Ohio
Florida
New Jersey
New York
New York
Maryland
New York
Massachusetts.
Ohio
New York
New York
New York ?
Michigan
New York
Michigan, Indiana
Canada
New Hampshire
Illinois
?
Massachusetts
Maine
New Hampshire
MInnesota
Rhode Island
West Virginia
Maine
Maryland
Pennsylvania ?

Grenon's Restaurant
Greylock Hotel
Griffin & Bland Hotel Co.
Griffith Methodist Church
Grindstone Inn
Griswold, Hotel
Grosse Point Country Club
Gulf Stream Hotel
Guth (Chocolate Company)
H
H
HB
HB
HF
HG
H G C
HLS
HP
HP
H. S. T.
HW
Haddon Hall (Hotel)
Hageman-Kidd Hotel C...
Hahnemann Hospital
Halcyon Hall
Halle Brothers Tearoom (Dept Store)
Hamilton, Hotel
Hamman Inn
Hampshire House (Hotel)
Hampton, Hotel
Hampton County Sanitarium
Hangar Club
Hanover, The New, Hotel
Hanscom Restaurant
Harkness Pavilion
Harlan and Hollingsworth Corp (Ship & RR builders)
Harrington Hotel
Harrington, Hotel
Harrisburger (Hotel)
Harris-Emery Co.
Harrisonia Hotel
Hartford Club
Hartford Fire Insurance Co - Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co.
Hartford High School Cafeteria
Hartford Hospital
Hartford Isolation Hospital
Harvard Club of New York

Rhode Island
Massachusetts
North Carolina
Maine
Michigan
Florida

Pennsylvania ?

New Jersey
Pennsylvania
New Jersey ? Florida?
Ohio
DC
New York ?
New York
New Yprk
Massachusets
Pennsylvania
New York
Delaware
DC
New York
Pennsylvania
Iowa
Massachusetts
Connecticut
Connecticut
Connecticut
Connecticut
Connecticut
New York

Harvard Club of New York City
Hatchett's Point Casino
Haverford College
Haversham Inn (Havershah?)
Havlin, Hotel
Hay-Adam Hotel
Hayes-Bickford's
Heaton Hall Hotel
Heidelberg
Heinz
Helene, Hotel
Hemenway, Hotel
Henry Grady Hotel
Henry's
Herkimer Hotel, The
Hermitage Hotel
Hershey, Hotel
Hershey Country Club
Hershey Golf Club
Hess Bros
Hess Lehigh Farms
Heublein Hotel
Heublein Hotel
Hick's Lunch
Hickey Brothers
Higgins Restaurant
Highlands, The (Hotel)
Highland Hotel
Highland Court Hotel
High School Cafeteria (Worcester ?)
High School of Commerce
Hildebrecht Hotel
Hildelbrecht's Pure Ice Cream
Hildy's
Hilton Hotels
Hochschild Kohn & Co (Department Store)
Hochschild, Kohn & Co. Tea Room (Department Store)
Hochschild Kohn & Co
Hof-Brau
Holland-American Line (Steamship Line)
Holland Hotel
Holland, Hotel
Hollenbeck Hotel
Hollenbeck, F. M. McClintook
Hollenden (Hotel)
Hollywood Country Club
Homeopathic Hospital

New York
Connecticut
Pennsylvania
Ohio
DC
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Florida
Massachusetts
Georgia
South Carolina
Michigan
Tennessee
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Connecticut
Connecticut
Connecticut ?
Virginia
DC
Massachusettts
Connecticut
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
New Jersey

Maryland
Maryland
Maryland
New York
Minnesota
Minnesota.
California
Massachusetts
Ohio
Florida?

Hopewell Valley Country Club
Horn Palace Restaurant
House of Lords (Pattern)
Howard Johnsons Restaurants
Howell Restaurant
HR
Hudson, J.L., Co. (Department Store Restaurant)
Hudson, J.L., Co. (Department Store Restaurant)
Hudson Lunch, The
Hudson Navigation Company
Hudson River Dairy Lunch
Hughes (Deo Et Patria)
Humble Oil & Refining Co. Dixie Products
Hunntt's Lunch
Huylers Luncheonettes, Inc.
Hyde Park Hotel
Hyde Park Hotel
IAC
I C
IH
I L P H (Hospital)
I P Co
IPOC
IWHS
Ideal Dairy Lunch
Idlewild International Airport
Iffland's
Illinois Central Railroad
Immannel Church
Imperial Hotel
Imperial (Hotel)
Imperial, Hotel
Imperial, Hotel
Imperial, The
Imperial, The
Imperial Hotel
Imperial Hotel
Indian head ?
Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce
Indianapolis Athletic Club
Indian Creek Country Club
Indian Queen, The
Indian River, Hotel
Inland Steel Company
Inn, The
Inter Island Steam Navigation Co. Ltd
Interlake Steamship Company

Texas

Michigan
Michigan
Connecticut
New York

Texas
New York
Illinois
Illinois

New York
Illinois

New York
New York
Rhode Island
Masachusetts ?
Masachusetts ?
Oregon
Georgia
Indiana
Indiana
Florida
Florida

International Mercantile Marine Co.
Inter-State
Inter-State News Co., The
Inwood Country Club
Irelands
Iroquois
Islesboro Inn
JSC
Jackson, Hotel
Jefferson Hotel, The
Jefferson Hotel, The
Jefferson Country Club
Jefferson Hospital of Philadelphia
Jefferson Hotel
Jermyn Hotel
Jerome, Hotel
Jewish Hospital
John Gilbert & Sons Tea Room
Johns Hopkins Hospital
Johns Hopkins University
Jones Beach Catering Company
Jones Lunch Co.
K
Kable-Staunton Military Academy
Kaiserhof Hotel
Kappa Delta Fraternity Lambda Chapter.
Kappa Delta Rho (Fraternity)
Kappa Sigma (Fraternity) Beta Upsilon Chapter
Kappa Sigma Fraternity
Karldon,Hotel
Karldon, Hotel
Keeley's
Keenan Hotel System
Kelsey's
Kenilworth Lodge
Keplinger
Kew Gardens Hotel
Kid's Restaurant
Kimball, Hotel
King ? School
King Fong (oriental restaurant?)
King Phillip Tavern
Kings Beer
Kirby
Kirkwood Hotel, The
KLAS
Knickerbocker Club

New York
New York
Maine

Virginia
Illinois
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Missouri
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
Connecticut
Maryland
Maryland
New York
Rhode Island

Illinois

North Carolina
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Indiana
Florida
New York
Massachusetts
New Jersey ?
Rhode Island

Wisconsin
South Carolina
New York

Knickerbocker Hospital
Knights of Columbus, New York Chapter
Knights of Columbus (Hotel)
Koch Hotel
Koch's Cafe
Koerner's
Kolff
Kosciuszko Hall
Kress (Stores)
Kugler's
L
L
LC
LC
LH
LH
LK
L. S.A.E. 1915-1926
L'Aiglon (Restaurant)
La Concha Hotel
La Gorce Country Club
La Madelon Tea Room
La Salle Academy
La Salle du Boise
La Salle Hotel
La Salle, Hotel
La Salle Hotel
La Salle & Koch Co.
La Touraine Iced Tea
Laboratory Kitchen
Lafayette,The (Hotel)
Lafayette Hotel, The
Lafayette College
Lafayette College
Lafayette, Hotel
Lake Champlain Club
Lakeside
Lakeville Golf Club
Lakota (Hotel)
Lamar Hotel
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
Lambertville Centennial 1849 - 1949
Lambs, The (Club?)
Lamb's Cafe
Landlord's Inn
Landlord's Inn
Landwehr's

New York
New York
New York
New Jersey
Missouri
?
Texas
Pennsylvania

DC
Florida
Florida
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
DC
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Ohio

Maine
Louisiania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
DC
Vermont
New York
Illinois
Texas, Mississippi
New Jersey
New York ?
Illinois
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
New Jersey

Lankershim, Hotel
Lauderdale Beach Club
Laurel in the Pines
Lawrenceville School
Lawrence Academy
Lawyers Club
Le Coin d'Or
Le Kas (Restaurant)
Le Kas (Restaurant)
Leamington (Hotel)
Lee Markey Co., The
Lee Plaza Hotel
Lehigh Country Club
Lehigh Valley Railroad
Lehigh Valley Railroad
Lehigh Valley Railroad
Lehigh Valley Traction Co.
Lenox, Hotel
Lenox, Hotel
Leonori Hotel
Levendale
Lexington Hotel
Lexington, Hotel
Libby's Hotel
Liberty, Statue of
Lido Country Club Hotel
Liggett's Drug Stores
Liggett's Drug Stores
Lincoln, Abraham, Hotel
Lincoln Hotel
Little Bohemia
Little Company of Mary Hospital
Little Jack Horner Shop
Loch Arbour,Hotel
Loch Crystal Hotel
Lochmoor Club
Locke-Ober Cafe (Winter Place)
Loeser & Co. , Frederick (department store) ?
Log Lodge, The
Lombardy Hotel
Long Bell
Long Lane Farm
Longley (Restaurant)
Longmeadow Country Club
Longue Vue Country Club
Loraine Hotel
Lord Baltimore Hotel

California
Florida
New Jersey
New Jersey
Massachusetts
New York
Illinois
Illinois
Minnesota
New York
Michigan
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
New York
Maryland
New York
New York
New York
New York

Pennsylvania
New york
Illinois
Minnesota
New Jersey
Michigan
Massachusetts
New York
New York
Connecticut
New York
Massachusetts
Pennsylvania
Wisconsin
Maryland

Lorraine, The
Louis Sherry
Loyal Order of Moose R.A.P.
Luchow's Restaurant
...?..Lunch
Lunning Inc.
Lycoming, The (Hotel)
Lynch, Jack
MBH
MC
MCC&C
MDC
M. G. E. C.
MH (possible Mark Hopkins Hotel)
MHM
MM
MMH
M M H (HMM ) ?
MR
MR
MSS
MSS
Macy'sDepartment Store
Madison Square Garden
Maine Central Railroad
Maine Central Institute
Majestic Hotel
Maldaner's
Mandarin (Restaurant)
Manhattan General Hospital
Manhattan Hotel
Manitou Steamship Co.
Manufacturers Club
Manufacturers Club
Maplewood Hotel
Marie Antoniette Hotel
Mariemont Inn
Mark Twain Hotel
Mark Twain Hotel
Mark Twain Hotel
Marling House (Restaurant)
Marquette Hotel
Marquette, The (Hotel)
Marshall Field & Co
Marshall Field & Company
Marshall Field & Co
Marshall Field & Co

New York
New York

Pennsylvania

Maryland

New York
New York
Maine
Maine
New York
New Jersey
New York
New York
Illinois
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
New Hampshire
New York
Ohio
Missouri
Missouri
Missouri
Maryland
Missouri
Missouri
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois

Marshall Field & Co
Martha Washington, Hotel
Martha Washington, The
Martin, Hotel
Martinique, Hotel
Maryland
Maryland General Hospital Employee cafeteria ?
Maryland Dairy Lunch Co.
Maso..?..
Mason, Hotel
Masonic
Masonic
Masonic, 284 Freemason Lodge Texas
Masonic, Akdar Temple
Masonic Building Ass'n Portland Oregon
Masonic El Jebel Temple A.A.O.N.M.S.
Masonic IREM Temple Country Club
Jr. O. U.A. M. Diamond Jubilee
Masonic - Mc Calla Lodge No 596
Masonic, New Britain Masonic Hall Association
Masonic No 25 F. & A.M.
Masonic Port Jervis Lodge #328
Masonic, Putman 338
Masonic, Rajah Lodge
Masonic, Sawyer's Lodge
Masonic Temple Association, The
Masonic, Warren Lodge No 13 F& AM
Masonic No 308 Fort Washington
Masonic Temple, Manchester
Masonic Bodies, Perth Amboy
Masonic, Philo Lodge # 444
Masonic- Polar Star 245 F. & A.M. Annual Banquet
Masonic Temple Esex Lodge, A.F. & A. M.
Masonic Willimantic
Masonic York Lodge F. & A.M. # 22
Masquers, The
Masscahusetts General Hospital
Massachusetts Homeopathic Hospital
Master, The (Hotel)
Matis, Hotel
Maxim's
May Company, The (Department Store)
Mayfair House
Mayfair
Mayflower Hotel
Mayflower Shops, The
Mayflower Shops, The

Illinois
New York
Virginia
Iowa
New York
Maryland
Maryland

Florida
Ohio
Texas
Oklahoma
Oregon
Colorado
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Connecticut
New Jersey
New York
New York

Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Connecticut
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Massachusetts
Connecticut
Maine
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
New York
Connecticut
Ohio
New York
DC

Mayo Hotel
Mc Alpin Hotel
Mc Alpin Hotel
Mc Callister & Sons,D.F.
Mc Callister & Sons,D.F.
Mc Cormick Hotel
Mc Creery & Co (Department Store)
McKelvey's
Mc Minns Ice Cream
Mc Nally - Doyle Co.
Mc Tague's Restaurant
Meadow Side Inn
Memorial Hospital
Memorial Hospital
Memorial Hospital, The
Memorial Hospital, The
Mercer Hospital
Mercersburg Academy
Merchandise Mart
Merchants & Miners Transportation Co.
Mercy Hospital
Metacomet Golf Club
Metropole, Hotel
Metropole, Hotel
Metropole, Hotel
Metuchen High School
Meyer Hotels
M F & Co
MHM
Miami, Hotel
Michael's Pub
Michigan, State of
Michigan Millers Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
Mid-Day Club
Milwaukee Country Club
Minimax (Hilton Hotels)
Minimax (Hilton Hotels)
Minneapolis Automobile Club
Minnesota, The University of
Minnie W III
Mirasol Hotel
Misquamicut Golf Course
Missabe 222
Missouri Kansas Texas Railroad (Katy)
Moars (Restaurant?)
Mohawk Lodge
Mohican Hotel

Oklahoma
New York
New York
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Illinois
New York

Missouri
Pennsylvania
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
New Jersey
New Jersey
Illinois
Maryland
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
New Jersey

Ohio
Michigan
Michigan
Ohio
Wisconsin

Minnesota
Minnesota
Florida
Rhode Island
Minnesota
Texas
(California?)
Connecticut

Montauk Manor (Hotel)
Montauk Manor (Hotel)
Montauk Manor (Hotel)
Montauk Yacht Club
Montclair Country Club
Montgomery, Hotel
Monticello, The
Monticello, Hotel
Moore's Restaurant
Morrison Hotel
Morton, Hotel
Morton, Hotel
Motor House (Motel)
Mount Hotel
Mrs. Rorer's (Restaurant )
Mt. Holyoke College
Mt. Sinai Hospital
Mt.Washington Hotel
Mt.Washington Hotel
Muehlebach, Hotel
Murphy, John H. System
Murphy's Hotel
Murray Hill (Hotel)
Murray's (Roman Gardens restaurant)
N
NC
N C
N. E. R. L.
NM
NSC
N Y (nautical)
N Y (Nautical)
Napoli
Narragansett Hotel
Nassau, Hotel
Nassau Gun Club
Nassau Club of Princeton
Nathan Hale Inn
National Hotel of Cuba
National Hotel
National Catholic School of Social Service
National City Bank of New York, The
Nautilus
Nautilus
Nautilus, The (Hotel)
Nautilus, The (Hotel)
Nayasset Club

New York
New York
New York
New York
New Jersey
Kentucky
Virginia
Washington
Oregon?
Illinois
Michigan
New Jersey
Virginia
New York
Missouri
Massachusetts
Ohio
New Hampshire
New Hampshire
Missouri
Virginia
New York
New York

Pennsylvania
Minnesota

Rhode Island
New York
New Jersey
New Jersey
Connecticut
Cuba
DC
New York

Florida
Florida
Massachusetts

Neff, The (Hotel)
Nelson, Hotel
Nelson Lebo Co.
Nelson's
Nepenthe
Netherlands Aid Society
Netherland Plaza Hotel
Netherlands Plaza Hotel
Neuman's Ice Cream, H.L.
Neurological Center (Hospital)
New York Yacht Club (Yacht "W")
Newagen Inn
New Amsterdam Club, The
New Amsterdam Club, The
New Chinese Republic Cafe
New England Steamship Company,The
New Haven Hospital
New Jersey, State of
New Jersey State Hotel Association
New Ocean House (Hotel)
New Ocean House
New Southern Hotel
New York Athletic Club
New York Club
New York and Cuba Mail Steamship Co.
New Yorker, Hotel
New Yorker, Hotel
New Yorker, Hotel
New Yorker Hotel
New Yorker, Hotel
New York Hospital
New York Hospital Chilrdens Service
New York Hospital Private Patients
New York New Haven & Hartford Railroad
New York New Haven & Hartford Railroad
New York New Haven & Hartford Railroad
New York Philadelphia & Norfolk Railway
New York Post Graduate Hospital
New York Tea Room
New York Worlds Fair 1939-1940
New York Yacht Club / private yacht
Nicollet Hotel
Nicollet Hotel, The
Nicollet, Hotel
Nonotuck Hotel
Norfolk & Washington Steamship Co
Norfolk & Western Railway

Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Ohio
Ohio
Pennsylvania
New York
Maine
New York?
Ohio
New York
Connecticut
New Jersey
New Jersey
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Tennessee
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
Connecticut
Connecticut
Connecticut
New York
New York
Rhode Island
Minnesota
Minnesota
Minnesota
Massachusetts
DC
Virginia

Norfolk & Western Railway
North American Restaurant
Northampton School for Girls
North Carolina, State of
North Carolina State College Foundation
Northern Pacific Railway
Norwegian American Line
Norwich Academy
Norwood Golf Club
Nueces Hotel
Oak Grove Creamery Company
Oakland, Hotel
Oakland,Hotel
Oakland, Hotel
Oakland, Hotel
Oakland Hills Country Club
Oakmont Country Club
Oak Park Country Club
Oaks Hotel, The
Oasis, The
Ocean House, New
Ocean View Hotel
Odd Fellows Lodge 284
Odd Fellows Missabe 222
Oetjen's
O'Henry Hotel
O Henry Hotel
Olcott Yacht Club
Old Club, The
Old Company's, Lehigh, The
Old Dominion Steamship Company
Old Fort Inn
Old Heidelberg
Old Hights Hotel
Old Inn
Old Seidelburg
Olds Hotel, The
Old York Road Country Club
Oliver Hotel, The ?*
Olympic Club
Onondaga, The , Hotel
Onondaga Hotel, The
Onawa Lodge
Orange City Inn
Order of Amaranth
Oregon, Hotel
Oregon, Hotel

Virginia
Illinois
Massachusetts
North Carolina
North Carolina
Minnesota
New York
Vermont
New Jersey
Texas
California
California
California
California
Michigan
Pennsylvania
Illinois
Massachusetts
California
Massachusetts
Virginia
Texas

North Carolina
North Carolina
New York
Michigan
Virginia
Maine
New Jersey
Kentucky
Michigan
Pennsylvania
Indiana
California
New York
New York
Pennsylvania
Florida
Oregon
Oregon

Oregon, Hotel
Oregon-Washington Navigation Company
Oriental Cafe
Ormond, Hotel
Osburn, Hotel
Othote Caterer
Ottaray, The
Oxford Country Club
PC
PC
PCC
PCW
PH
PH
PH
P of H
P.S.I. Upsilon Fraternity
PTR
PWC
Palmer House (Hotel)
Panama-Pacific Steamship Line
Pancoast Hotel
Panhellenic Hotel
Panther Tavern
Paper Makers Importing Co. Inc.
Paramount Hotel
Paramount Hotel
Paramount Hotel
Park Avenue Hotel
Park Central Hotel
Parker House (Hotel)
Park Lane, The (Hotel)
Park & Tilford
Pasco, Hotel
Patch, The
Patterson Restaurant Co.
Peabody Hotel Gayoso Hotel
Peabody Hotel
Peace Haven
Penn Alto Hotel
Penn Athletic Club
Penn-Harris Hotel
Pennhurst, The
Penn-Lincoln, The (Hotel)
Pennsbury Inn
Penn-Stroud Hotel
Pennsylvania Athletic Club

Oregon
Oregon, Washington
Michigan
Florida
Oregon
Massachusetts
South Carolina
Massachusetts

Georgia ?
Illinois
Florida
New York
Pennsylvania
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
Massachusetts
New York
New York

Ohio
Tennessee
Tennessee
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania Railroad
Pennsylvania Railroad
Pennsylvania Athletic Club
Pennsylvania, Hotel
Pennsylvania Army National Guard (2nd Brigade)
Pennsylvania Department of Health
Pennsylvania Railroad
Pennsylvania Railroad
Pennsylvania Railroad
Pennsylvania Railroad
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital
Peterson, Inc., S. F. (Tea Room)
Phelps Tavern
Phi Delta Chi Fraternity
Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity
Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity
Philadelphia Savings Fund Society
Philadelphia Cricket Club
Philippine Health Service
Phillips Lunch Company
Phillips Exeter School
Philmont Country Club
Phi Nu Sorority
Phi Omega Sorority
Phi Sigma Sigma Fraternity
Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Pierre, Hotel
Pilsen Park
Pinebrook Inn
Piping Rock Club
Piping Rock Club
Pittsburger (Hotel)
Pittsburg Field Club
Pittsburgh Country Club
Pittsburgh Golf Club
Pittsburgh Steamship Co.
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad
Planters Hotel
Planters, Hotel
Planters Restaurant
Plaza Hotel, The
Plaza, Hotel
Plaza, The (Hotel)
Plaza, The
Plaza Hotel
Plaza Hotel
Plymouth, Hotel

Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Massachusetts
Connecticut
Connecticut

Rhode island ?
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Connecticut
New Hampshire
Pennsylvania

Connecticut
New York

New York
New York
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Missouri
Illinois
Massachusetts
New York
New York
Texas
Texas
New York?

Plymouth Inn
Pocono Manor Inn
Pocono Manor Hotel
Pomfret Club
Pomonock Country Club
Pontchartrain (Hotel)
Port Arthur Restaurant (Chinese)
Portland Hotel
Portland Com. Club
Poughkeepsie Yacht Club
Presbyterian Hospital
Presbyterian Hospital School of Nursing *
President,The, Hotel
President, Hotel
Prichard Hotel
Prima Gardens
Prince George (Hotel)
Princess Martha Hotel, The
Princeton Inn
Princeton Hotel
Princeton University
Princeton University
Private Estate Coffee
Promenade
Provan, The
Public Service of New Jersey
Pullman Company
Puritan (Hotel)
Puritan (Hotel)
Purity Ice Cream (York Sanitary Milk Co.)
Q Lunch Room
Quartermasters Corps
Queen Elizabeth (Commemorative plate)
Queens County Jockey Club
Quinnipiac Club
RH
RH
RH
RV
R W C (A?)
Racquet Club
Racquet Club of Chicago, The
Raddison, Hotel
Radisson, Hotel
Radio Corporation of America
Radio Corporation of America
Radisson (Hotel)

Massachusetts
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
New York
Michigan
Rhode Island
Oregon
Oregon
New York
New York
New York
New Jersey
Missouri
West Virginia
New York
Florida
New Jersey
Masachusetts
New Jersey
New Jersey
Massachusetts
New Jersey
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Pennsylvania

New York
Connecticut
Pennsylvania ?

Illinois
Minnesota
Minnesota

Minnesota

Raklios Restaurant
Raleigh, Hotel
Raleigh Hotel
Randolph-Macon Woman's College
Rathskeller
Rathskeller
Reading Company Y.M.C.A.
Reading Railroad
Reading Country Club ?
Reading-New Jersey Central Railroad
Rector's (Restaurant)
Red Cross (American Red Cross?)
Redford Union Schools
Red Lion Inn, The
Reisenweber
Rennert Hotel
Republican House
Republique (Restaurant)
Revere House
Rhode Ialand, State of
Rhode Island Country Club
Rhode Island Hospital
Rhode Island State College
Rhodes Mountain Inn
Rice Hotel
Rice, Hotel
Rice Hotel
Rice Hotel
Rice, The Hotel
Rice University - Cohen House (faculty club)
Rice's Restaurant
Richmond Chamber of Commerce
Richmond Fredericksburg & Potomac Railroad
Richmond-Leland Hotel
Ridgemoor Country Club
Rittenhouse Men's Club
Ritz-Carlton (Hotel)
Riverbank Court Hotel
Riverside Military Academy
River View House
Riviera (Riviera Country Club?)
R K Co
Roanoke Hotel
Robert E. Lee Hotel
Robert E. Lee Hotel
Robert Packer Memorial Hospital
Robert Treat Hotel

Illinois
Maryland
DC
Virginia
Rhode Island
Washington
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania ?
Pennsylvania, New Jersey
Illinois

Massachusetts
New York
Maryland
Wisconsin
DC
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Rhode Island
Virginia
Virginia
Indiana
Pennsylvania
Massachusetts
Georgia Florida
(California?)
Virginia
North Carolina
Virginia
Pennsylvania
New Jersey

Rochester, Hotel
Rochester Club
Rochester Country Club
Rockingham Hotel
Rock Island Railroad
Rock View Hotel
Roebling, John
Roger Sherman Tea Room
Rolleri's
Rolyat, Hotel
Rolyat, Hotel
Rolyat Hotel
Romanoffs (Restaurant)
Roosevelt Hospital
Roosevelt , Hotel
Roosevelt, Hotel
Roosevelt (Hotel)
Roosevelt Hotel
Rotary International (club)
Rowe Hotel
Royal, The
Royal Hotel
Royal Pines Hotel
Royal, Superior Quality
Rudolf Wosslick
Rumson Country Club
Russell Y.M.C.A.
Rutgers University
Rutley's
S
SC
S Co S
SH
SH
S L & Co
SPSN
Sacajawea Inn,
Sachem Hotel, The
Sailloft
St. Andrew's School
St. Andrews Church
St. Anthony (Hotel)
St. Anthony's Hospital
St. Charles, The (Hotel)
St. Charles, The (Hotel)
St. Charles, The (Hotel)
St. Charles, The (Hotel)

New York
New York
New Hampshire - Indiana?
New Hampshire
Illinois
New Jersey ?
New Jersey
Connecticut
Connecticut
California
Florida
Florida
California
New York
Iowa
New York
Pennsylvania
Michigan
Maine
New Jersey
Oregon?
New Jersey
New Jersey

Maine
Delaware
New Jersey
Texas
Louisiana
Louisiana
Louisiana
Louisiana

St. Christopher's School
St. Clair Country Club
St. David's Country Club
St.Francis, Hotel
St. George Hotel
St. Hubert
St. James, The
St. Joseph's Hospital
St. Lukes Hospital Nurses Service
St. Lukes Hospital
St. Marks Ave Hotel
St. Nicholas Hotel
St. Nicholas, New
St. Nicholas Hotel ?
St. Paul's EUB (Evangellical United Brethern Church)
St. Regis Restaurant
St. Clair's Restaurant (Restaurant Equipment)
St. Clair's Restaurant (Catering Service)
St. Francis Hospital
Salisbury, Hotel
Salt Lake Route (San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake RR)
Salvation Army
Samoset (Hotel)
Sander's (Fred Sanders)
Sanders, Fred
Sandwich Shop, The
Sardis (Restaurant)
Saucon Valley Country Club
Savoy-Plaza Hotel
Savoy-Plaza Hotel
Savoy-Plaza Hotel
Scandia Village
Schenley ,Hotel
Schroeder Hotels
Sea Crest Manor (Hotel)
Sea Fox
Sea Gem
Seaside, The Hotel
Seaside Sanitorium Connecticut State Hospital
Seaside House
Seaside, The Hotel (3rd by name)
Seath H. Moseley , 2nd.
Seattle College
Seaview Golf Club
Sebring Hotel
Secor (Hotel)
Seelbach, The Hotel

Virginia
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
California
New York
Pennsylvania

Virginia
New York
Illinois
New Jersey
Illinois ?

Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Connecticut
New York
Utah
Maine
Michigan
Michigan
Connecticut
New York
Pennsylvania
New York
New York
New York
North Carolina
Pennsylvania
Wisconsin
Florida

New Jersey
Connecticut
New Jersey
New Jersey
New York
Washington
New Jersey
Florida
Ohio
Kentucky

Seelbach, The Hotel
Seelbach, The Hotel
Seneca, Hotel
1781 Sigill Phillip
Seventh Ave Hotel
Severin, Hotel
Shamrock Hotel
Shamrock Hotel
Shamrock Hotel
Shankweiler's (Hotel)
Shawnee Country Club
Shelburne, The (Hotel)
Sheldon House
Shenandoah,The
Sheridan Plaza (Hotel)
Sherry's
Ship Grill
Ship's Cafe
Shore Acres Club
Shoreham, The Hotel
Shoreham, The Hotel
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity
Sigma Chi Fraternity
Sign of the Rose
Silvers
Sinton, Hotel
Sippewissett Hotel
Siwanoy Country Club
Siwanoy Country Club
Skytop
Smith College
Smith, Lillian Wilhelm ( Designer )
Smith's Restaurant
Snow White
Society for Deaconess Work of Buffalo NY, The
Sockanossett School for Boys
Solari
Soldiers Sailors Club
Soles Hall Lafayette College
Somerset, Hotel
Somerset, Hotel
Sons of St. George Mistletoe Lodge No. 274
Soo-Nipi Park Lodge
Soulas Cafe & Rathskeller Bezt Bldg Philadelphia PA
Soulas Cafe & Rathskeller
South County Hospital
Southern New England Telephone Co.

Kentucky
Kentucky
New York
Pennsylvania
Indiana
Texas
Texas
Texas
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Connecticut
West Virginia
Illinois
New York
Illinois
New Jersey
DC
DC
Michigan
New York
Ohio
Massachusetts
New York
New York
Pennsylvania
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
New York
Rhode Island
California
New York
Pennsylvania
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Connecticut

Southern New England Telephone Co.
Southern New England Telephone Co.
Southern Pacific Hospital
Southern Pacific Railroad
Southern Pacific Railroad
Southern Pacific Steamship Lines
Southern Railway
Southern Railway
Southland, Hotel
Southland
Stacy-Trent Hotel
Stacy -Trent Hotel
Stafford Hotel
Stafford Hotel
Standard
Standard Oil Company
Standish Hotel
Star Restaurant
Stuarts
Sterling Widows' Home
Stevens, Harry M.
Stevens ,The Hotel
Stevens,The Hotel
Stevens,The Hotel
Stevens,The Hotel
Stevens, The Hotel
Stewart & Co.
Stillsons
Stock Yards Hotel
Stonewall Jackson, Hotel
Stonewall Jackson Hotel
Stork Club
Storm King School
Strand Hotel
Stratfield Hotel
Stratford Hotel
Stratig Candy Co.
Strawbridge & Clothier (Department Store)
Streamdine
Stueber's, The
Suffield School
Summit House, Mt. Tom
Sunflower Hotel
Sunnehanna Country Club
Sunoco (Sun Oil Company)
Suntaug Lake Inn
Sweden, A Bit of

Connecticut
Connecticut
California
California
California
California
DC
DC
Virginia
New Jersey
New Jersey
Maryland
Maryland

New York

Connecticut
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Maryland
Illinois
Virginia
Virginia
New York
New York
New Jersey
Connecticut
Illinois
Minnesota
Pennsylvania

Connecticut
Massachusetts
Nevada
Pennsylvania
Massachusetts

Swedish Singing Society, Inc, The Norden
Sweet Hotel, A
Swiss Chalet
Switzerland Pavilion 1939 World's Fair
Sylvania Hotel
T
T. B. E. A.
T C C (Town & Country Club ?)
T Co
TGN Inc
Taft Hotel
Taft, Hotel
Tank Storage & Carriage Company. Ltd., The
Tavern, The
(Animal ? Tiger, Panther ?) Tavern
Tavern-on-the-Green
Tech. Students Dormitory (MIT ?)
Teibel's Restaurant
Telephone , Bell System?
Temple Terraces Country Club
Terminal, Hotel
Terminal Restaurant
Terradella
Terra Marine Inn
Texas & Pacific Railway Co
Thayer Hotel, The
Thompson's
Thompsons Spa
Thorndike, Hotel
Tides Hotel
Tidewater Inn
Tidewater Oil Company
Todes Hotels
Toledo Club
Toledo Women's Club
Tony Yonadi's Homestead
Touraine, Hotel
Touraine Hotel
Touro
Town House (Hotel)
Travelers Insurance Co.
Traver's Island Country Club
Travis Club
Traylor Hotel
Traymore, Hotel
Traymore, Hotel
Tree Tea

Connecticut
Illinois
New York
Pennsylvania

DC

New York
Connecticut

Massachusetts?
New York
Massachusetts
Indiana
georgia
Florida

New York
Texas
New York
Illinois
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Maryland

Ohio
Ohio
New Jersey
Massachusetts
New York
California
New York
Texas
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
New Jersey

Trent House
Trenton Anniversary 1929
Trenton Council No 240 U. C. T.
Trenton Traffic Club
Trianon & Aragon (ballroom)
Trovatore Roof Garden Cafe
Truxillo Railroad
Tudor City Tudor Tower
Tuller, Hotel
Tuller, Hotel
Tuller, Hotel
Tulleries
Tulsa, Hotel
Tulsa, Hotel
Tulsa, Hotel
Tumble Brook Country Club
Turf Grill
Turks Head Club
Tuscany, The (Hotel)
Twentieth Century Club Allegheny County
2400 Hotel
21 Club, The (restaurant)
UB
UC
UC
UC
Union League of Philadelphia, The
Union Club
Union Club, The
Union League Club
Union League Club
Union League Club
Union League Club
Union News (Grand Central Terminal)
Union News Restaurant
Union Pacific Railroad
Union Pacific Railroad
Union Pacific Railroad
Union Pacific Railroad
Union Station
Unitarian Church of Hartford
United Fruit Company (Steamship Line)
United Hospital
United Hotels Corporation
United Hotels Corp
107th Infantry Unit (United States Army)
33rd Armored Regiment (United States Army)

New Jersey
New Jersey
New Jersey
New Jersey
Illinois
California
New York
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Massachusetts
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Connecticut
Texas
Rhode Island
New York
Pennsylvania
DC
New York

Pennsylvania
New York
Ohio
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
New York
Nebraska
Nebraska
Nebraska
Nebraska
Tennessee
Connecticut
Massachusets

New York
Louisiana

United States Army, Coast Artillery Corps
United States Army Transport Service
U. S. Bureau of Mines
U. S. Bureau of Mines
United States Lines (Steamship)
United States Marine Corps
United States Naval Hospital (or Home)
United States Navy
Navy, Department of the (United States Navy)
United States Quartermaster Corps USQMC
United States Restaurant Company
U. S. Revenue Cutter Service
United States Senate
United States Soldiers Home
University Club
University Club
University Club, The
University Club of Los Angeles
University of North Carolina
University of Wisconsin
U.S.Engineers Corps
U. S. Marine Hospital Service
Utah, Hotel
Utah, Hotel
VCMT
Vaccaro Line (Standard Fruit &SS Co)
Vanadium Hotel
Vanderbilt Hotel
Vanderbilt Hotel
Vadusen Hotel
Van Orman Hotels
Van Schaick Island Country Club
Vassar, The
Vassar Bros. Hospital
Vassar College
Vendig, The (Hotel)
Vendome, Hotel
Vendome, Hotel
Vernon Manor
Versailles
Victoria Hotel
Victoria, Hotel
Vienna, The
Virginia Dryburg
Virginia Hotel
Virginia Inn
Virginian Rail Road

New York

Illinois?
DC
DC
Connecticut
Rhode Island
California
North Carolina
Wisconsin

Utah
Utah
Louisiana
Pennsylvania
New York
New York
Massachusetts
Indiana Illinois Ohio
New York
New York
New York
Pennsylvania
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Ohio
NY ?

Illinois
Florida ?

Vivian Johnson Tea Room
W
WFH
WHSI
W.L.A.
W.M.H.
W. S. H.
Wade Park Manor (Hotel)
Wade Park Manor (Hotel)
Wade Park Manor (Hotel)
Wade Park Manor (Hotel)
Waknakah
Waldorf-Astoria, The (Hotel)
Waldorf-Astoria, The
Waldorf-Astoria,The (Hotel)
Waldorf-Astoria, The
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
Waldorf Lunch
Waldorf Lunch System
Waldorf System
Waldron, Hotel
Walker-Gordon (Dairy)
Wallick Hotel System
Wallick's (Hotel)
Walton Hotel
Walton Hotel
Walt Whitman Hotel
Wamsutta Club
Wanakah Country Club
Wanamaker, John (Department Store)
Wanamaker, John (Department Store)
Wardell Hotel
Warden Hotels, The
Warden's Hotel
Ward Line (Steamship)
Wardman Park Inn (Hotel)
Wardman Park Hotel
H. M. Ward's Deer Park
Ware Hospital (Tray Service)
Ware Hospital (General Service)
Warrior, The (Hotel)
Warwick, Hotel
Washington Hotel, The New
Washington, Hotel
Washington, Hotel
Washington, Hotel
Washington,The Hotel

Illinois

Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Michigan
New Jersey
New York Ohio
New York
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Massachusetts
New York
New York
Pennsylvania
Michigan

DC
DC
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Iowa
Virginia

Indiana
Indiana
Washington

Washington & Jefferson College
Washington & Jefferson College
Washington Hotel
Waterbury Hospital
Watson Hall Lafayette College
Wawasee Hotel
Wawassee, Hotel
Wellesley College
Wentworth-By-The-Sea (Hotel)
Wesleyan University Faculty Club
West, The (Hotel)
Westbrook Sanatorium
Westbury, The (Hotel)
Westchester Country Club
Westerly Hospital ( Patients' Service)
Westerly Hospital (Nurses Service)
Westerly Hospital (Helps Service)
Western Maryland Railway
Westfield State Normal School (Dickinson Hall)
Westminster (Hotel)
Westover Hotel
Westwood Country Club
Weylin, The (Hotel)
"Whatsoever Things are True'
J. R.Whipple Co. (Parker House Hotel)
White Hotel (Blue Goose Cafe)
Whiteface Inn
Whitehall Club
White Lunch Z.W.White
Whitemarsh Valley Country Club
White Pelican Hotel
White Sulphur Springs (Greenbrier Hotel)
White Swan Hotel
White Tower (Restaurant Chain)
Whitman
Whittier, The (Hotel)
Whittier, The (Hotel)
Wildel
Willard's Hotel, New
William Byrd, Hotel
William Foor Hotels, The
William & Mary College
William Penn Hotel
William Penn Hotel
William Penn Hotel
Williams Inn, The
Williamsburg Lodge

Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
New York
Connecticut
Pennsylvania
Indiana
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Connecticut
Iowa
Virginia
New York
New York
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Maryland
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
New York
New Jersey
New York
Massachusetts
Missouri
New York
CA & nationwide
Pennsylvania
Oregon
West Virginia
Pennsylvania

Michigan
Michigan
Michigan ?
DC
Virginia
Virginia
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Massachusetts
Virginia

Wiltshire Hotel
Windsor Hotel
Wing Foot Country Club
Winter Garden, Cafe
Winthrop, Hotel
Winthrop Hotel
Winthrop Arms Hotel
Winthrop Arms Hotel
Winton, Hotel
Wisconsin Hotel
Woman's Hospital
Women's Club
Woodward & Lothrop (Department store)
Worcester County Horticultural Society
Worcester Hahnemann Hospital
Worthy, Hotel
Wyman Park
...?.ifffin
YHC
Y.M.C.A.Gary Indiana
Y. M. C. A.
Y. M. C. A.
Y. M. C. A.
Y. M. C. A.
Y. M. C. A. - PX RHO CHI - Mind Body Spirit
YWCA (Young Women's Christian Association)
Y. W. C. A.
Y W C A public dining room
YWCA National Board
Yale University Dining Hall
Yaws Restaurant
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad Co.
Ye Old Canoe Place Inn
Yorktowne Hotel, The
Youngs Hotel
Younker Bros., Inc.
Youree, Hotel
Zeissler, Harold P.
Zodiac Plate
Zoo Gardens

New Jersey
Tennessee
Connecticut
Washington
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Ohio
Wisconsin
Texas
DC
MD or Ma.?
Massachusetts
Massachusetts

Indiana
Indiana
Indiana
Connecticut

Washington
Maine
Connecticut
Oregon
Mississippi
Pennsylvania
Massachusetts
Iowa
Louisiannia
New Jersey
Ohio

Maddock Pattern Designs
What follows is a scanned version made from black-and-white photocopies of the original salesman’s sample book used by Wanamaker’s, in Philadelphia.
In its original form, each pattern was on a separate page with the pattern transfer or decal in
full color. The individual pages were attached to the hard-back binder by inserting the two holes
in each page onto metal poles attached to the binder. This allowed obsolete pattern pages to be
removed and new patterns inserted.
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Maddock and Scammell
Patent Designs
What follows are scanned versions of photocopies from the original patent file cards located in
the U.S. Patent Office in Crystal City, VA.

577

Lamberton Catalogue
What follows is a catalogue – originally printed by Scammell in 1931 – for salesmen to give to existing and potential customers. The salesmen used it, along with an up-to-date price list, to arrive
at prices for the various pieces that the customer wanted. Prices varied depending on the type of
crest, border design and number of lines required on each piece.
The examples shown are not the complete line produced by Scammell. Custom shapes were always being created for customers when the quantity justified the work involved.
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Index
A
Abbottmaid Ice Cream 357
Abraham Lincoln Hotel 256
Abram French Co. 155
A.C.C. 324, 433
Acorn squash sculpture 372
Adams, E.B. Co. 418
Adelphia Hotel 252
Aeralin, Tommy 69
After Dinner (Demitasse) 284
Agoes, Michael 53, 69
Alba, Hotel 186, 187
Alexandria Hotel 434
Alexian Brothers Hospital 341, 432
Algerian Coffee Shoppe 256
Allen, M.A. & Son 418
Almy 418
Alpaugh, Spencer M. 15
Altamont 252
Altman, B. & Co. 418
Ambassador 433
Ambassador Hotel 225
Amen Corner 209
American Airlines 324
American China 40, 50
American China and Glassware Co. 418
American Hotels Corporation 138, 188, 262, 264
American Type Vitrified China 50
Andrews, Bill 69
Andrews Hotel 243
Annabel pattern 387, 392
Ansley 232
Apple Blossom pattern 105
Aquatius pattern 150
Arcadia Restaurant pattern 327, 433
Archdioceses of Baltimore 348
Arlington pattern 387, 393
Art Deco 141, 144, 202, 212, 215, 302, 311, 351, 371, 381
Art Department 43
Art Nouveau 167, 170, 242, 260, 319
Arts and Crafts 261
Asa Packer pattern 300
Ashmere, Frank 69
Ashmere, Josephine 68
Ashtray 102
Asparagus tray 97
Astbury and Maddock 11, 13
Astle, H.J. & Co. 418
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad 294
Athens Hotel 432
Atlanta pattern 295
Atlantic 274
Atlantic Coast Line 295
Atlantic Equipment Corp. 418
Atlantic & West Point 295
Audubon pattern 387, 393

Avery, Hotel 171
Aztec pattern 247, 368

B
Backstamp 440
Baggley, Elmer 22
Baggley, Elmer Jr. 69
Bag shape 95
Baker-Jennings Hardware Corp. 303
Baker shape 281
Ballard, Walter M. Co. 418
Ball maker 53, 440
Balsams, The 245
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad 269, 429
Baltimore Dairy Lunch 432
Baltimore Dairy Luncheon 328
Baltimore, Hotel 165, 172, 244
Baltimore Lunch 432
Baltimore Mail Line 314
Baltimore Steam Packet Company (Old Bay Line) 315, 434
Band 440
Bang, Frank J. 15
Barclay, Hotel 252
Bar Harbor pattern 298
Barker-Jennings Hardware Corp. 418
Barkholz, Dorothy 68
Barrow, M. & Co. Inc. 418
Barth Equipment Company 418
Barth, L. 418
Basick, Anne 68
Basles 432
Batar, Mike 69
Batter out 51, 440
Bauer 432
Beach, Hotel 139
Beamish Glassware Co. 418
Bechtel Lutz & Jost 418
Beckman, Alberta 68
Bedford High School 349
Beefsteak Border pattern 431
Bellevue Border pattern 433
Bellevue Stratford Hotel 253, 432
Bellevue Stratford shape 123
Bell, Thomas 14
Belmont, Charles 51, 69
Belmont, George 51, 69
Belmont, Gus 51, 69
Belvedere Hotel 102, 235
Belvidere shape 292
Bender Border pattern 433
Bender Hotel 156
Bender, The 259
Berkeley-Carteret Hotel 133, 198
Berry Bro’s & Fresch 439
Bethlehem, Hotel 185
Betty Lou pattern 387, 394
Bickel, Cliff 52, 54, 68
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Bickel, Henry 53, 68
Bickel, Henry Jr. 69
Bickel, Henry Sr. 54, 69
Bickford Restaurant 21, 28, 38, 328
Biever 103, 104
Bigelow & Washburn 418
Billings, Mrs. 68
Biltmore Hotel 206
Biltmore, Los Angeles 184
Biltmore, Oklahoma 250
Biscuit 440
Biser’s 330
Bismarck Cafe 62
Bisque 57, 440
Bisque kiln 81
Bissett, Dot 68
Black Diamond pattern 301
Blackstone Hotel 432
Blackstone shape 99
Blake, W.L. & Co. 418
Bleeding Blue pattern 294
Block handle 440
Bloodstone 440
Bloodstone 65
Blue and Gold pattern 312
Blue Willow 106, 145
B.M.I.U. 351
Boar’s head crest 255
Boca Raton Club 200
Bodnar, Ann 68
Body 440
Boehm, Edward Marshall 375
B&O Feather Border 432
Bonas, Anne 69
Book Cadillac Hotel 27, 149
Bornyak, Stella 69
Boss Hotels 26, 146, 265
Bossoms, Honor 9
Boston & Albany Railroad 298
Boston and Philadelphia Steamship Company 154, 316
Boston Chamber of Commerce 338, 339
Boston & Maine Railroad 298
B&O System 115
Bottle kiln 73, 77, 83
Bound Brook pattern 307
Boutell Bros. 158, 300, 418, 433
Bowles Lunch Inc. 433
Bowles Restaurants 127
Bowman, George H. & Co. 418
Bowman Hotel Corporation 148, 265
Boynton & Osborne 317
Bradley Hotel 432
Branford, Mae 69
Brass Rail Restaurant 362
Breath Rose pattern 431
Bretton Hall Hotel 207
Brevoort Hotel 432
Brewster, Hotel 238
Brewster, The 207
Bride’s Coach 274, 275

Broadbent, Mrs. 63
Broadway Limited 305
Broadway pattern 305
Brown, Charles & Sons 418
Brown, Joe 69
Brown, Thompson & Co. 419
Bruce & Company 386, 387, 391
Brush Vase 100
Buckingham Hotel 153
Bucks County Country Club 336
Buffalo Club 162
Buick 430
Bunce, J.H. Co. 419
Bunker Hill Country Club 337
Bunting Co. 106
Burg Hotel Supply (E.F. Burg) 242, 419, 434
Burlington and Quincy Railroad 299
Burlington Route 299
Burnishing 440
Burr 419
Butter Chip 282
Butter dish 98

C
Cache pot 103
Cadillac Hotel 208
Cafe Bova 174
Cake Cover 282
Caldwell, J.E. & Co. 419
Candle stick 101
Cape Charles pattern 321
Capitol pattern 296
Carlton Hotel 149, 156, 216
Carlton House 26
Carolina Hotel 95
Carolina, The 248
Carpenter shop 83
Carr, George 69
Carr, Harold 69
Carrollton Viaduct 272
Carrying out 54, 440
Carter Hotel 192
Cartlidge, Miss Ann 67
Caster 52, 440
Casting process 52, 440
Caswell Hotel 236, 433
Cavalier Hotel 26, 200, 262
Cavalier pattern 303
Celery tray 96, 101
Celery trough 283
Centenary pattern 56, 147, 269, 279, 297, 356, 429
Centennial pattern 303
Center of the well 440
Central Railroad of New Jersey 316
Chalfonte-Haddon Hall 142, 225
Chalfonte Hotel 163
Chamberlin Hotel 194
Chamber pot 102
Champlain Hotel 432
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Chandlee, H.P. Sons Co. 419
Charger Plate 169
Charles H. Scammell Co. Inc. 18
Charlottesville pattern 298
Cheat River 273
Chehaw pattern 295
Chesapeake Club 236
Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad 298
Chester Lodge No. 236 F. & A. M. 437
Chicago & Alton Railroad 298
Chicago and Northwestern Railroad 167
Chicago Beach Hotel 433
Chicago Rock Island and Pacific 299
Chicago, University of 436
Chisca Hotel 102, 258
Chocolate Pot 283
Christee, John 44
Christy, Earl 436
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Railroad 299
Cincinnati pattern 299
City of Detroit pattern 317
City Pottery 13
Clarendon Hotel 432
Claridge Hotel 226
Clay, Edith 59
Clay shop 84
Clay, Winfield 38, 58, 59
Cleveland Range Co. 192, 419
Club shape 95, 96
Coin gold 58, 60, 61, 440
Cole, J.B. 44
Collear, Moses 15, 50
Colonial Inn 432
Colonial pattern 389, 394
Columbia Hotel 242
Columbian pattern 294
Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center 341
Comfort, George 14
Commodore-Perry, Hotel 141
Compartment Plate 95, 284
Comport 284
Congress Hotel & Annex 183, 221
Congressional pattern 304
Consolidated Dry Goods Co. 419
Continental Hotel 217
Controlled 152, 158, 166
Cook, Charles H. 16
Cook Pottery Co. 16
Cooley, Robert 69
Coon, W.H. Co. 419
Coon, William H. 40
Copenhagen 105
Copley Plaza 162, 239
Cornell University 436
Corn Holder 98
Cornucopia sculpture 372
Cowperthwaite, Jim 68
Craig Hall 158
Craig Hall thistle border pattern 317
Crazing 440

Cremona pattern 150
Crescent 419
Crest 441
Crested 441
Crowley 334
C&S Hotel 432
Cucumber dish 98
Cumberland Hotel 153, 208
Cumberland Narrows 273
Cup, Bouillon 284
Cup, Coffee 285
Cup handler 53, 441
Cup jiggerman 53
Cup Lid 293
Cup making 53
Cup turner 53, 441
Cuspidor 99
Cygnus pattern 319

D
Daniel Boone Hotel 188
Davenport Pottery 9, 12
Davenport’s 329
Davis, Thomas 69
Day worker 58, 441
Dean & Kite Co. 419
Decalcomania 46, 57, 441
Decal ornaments 62
Decorating Department 46, 58, 65, 375
Decorator 56, 441
Decorators’ marks 60
Deer Park pattern 297
DeKort, Jacques C. 68, 145
Delta Tau Delta 349
Demitasse cup 105
Denholm & McKay 419
DeNight, Walter 67, 69
Dennis, Hotel 97, 101, 190, 226, 432
Dennis, Olive 270, 278, 280
Derby pattern 296
Desert Inn 244
Design Department 271
Desoto Hotel 196
Detroit and Cleveland Steamboat Line (D&C) 317
Detroit-Leland Hotel 197
Detroit Terminal 117, 118
Dillon, Richard 69
Dinkey process 62
Dinnerware 441
Dippers 67
Dipping 441
Distributor 441
Divided plate 93
Dogwood pattern 44, 105
Dolfinger, J. & Co. 419
Dollar Steamship Line 318
Dolly Madison pattern 387, 394
Donoher, Thomas P. 15, 384, 385
Doris pattern 387, 394
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Dorothea pattern 387, 389, 395
Dorothy Draper 210
Dragonetti, Anthony L. 44, 68, 146, 265
Drake Hotel 222
Dresser tray 100
Dreyfus Hotel 433
Drumthwacket 368
Dudley Given Wamsley & Co. 419
Duffy McInnerney Co. 419, 433
Dulin & Martin Co. 221, 420, 433
Duparquet 420
DuPont 343
DuPont Hotel 231
Durling & Rhodes Co. 420
Durock Duck 351

E
Eagle Pottery 15
Ediss, Mr. 44, 68
Edwardian Room 205
Edwards China & Glassware Co. 420
Egyptian 165
Egyptian Border pattern 432
Egyptian Scarab border pattern 300
Elgin Border pattern 432
Elizabeth Leigh pattern 395
Elks Club 194, 339
Elks Lodge 247 432
Ellis, George 43, 68, 126, 127, 129, 132, 140, 150
Elms Hotel 243
El Reno pattern 299
Emerson, The 236, 266
Emerson, Charles & Sons 420
Emerson pattern 387, 389, 395
Emery-Bird-Thayer Dry Goods Co. 420
Empire pattern 387, 395
Empire Pottery 15
Emporia pattern 294
Englehart Company 59
Ensign, W.S. Inc. 420, 434
Eppley Hotel Company 151
Erie 115
Erie Railroad 300
Essex House 209
Etroria Pottery Works 16
Evangeline pattern 396
Eventide pattern 396
Ezekiel & Weilman Co. 420

F
Fadden’s 432
Fairbanks Secret Weight Adjustment Overhead Track Scales 50
Fairfax, Hotel 161
Farragut Hotel 266
Farrell, Fred D. (designer) 24
Feather Border 115
Field, Marshall & Co. 420
Field shape 95, 121
Fifth Avenue Hotel 209

Finisher 54, 441
First Troop Philadelphia City Calvary 352
Fischer, Joseph 53, 69
Fisher, Bruce and Company 24, 386, 387, 391
Fisher, Samuel 391
Fishing Line pattern 300
Flanking 441
Fleur de lis 441
Flint 441
Flip-top bowls 106
Floor Lady 441
Floral spray 441
Flora pattern 387, 389, 396
Florida East Coast Railway 300
Folies Bergere 173
Forbes Hotel 237
Forbes & Wallace 420
Forget Me Not pattern 431
Formulas 49
Fort Harrison Hotel 188
Fortis non Ferox 171
Fort Pitt Hotel 164, 432
Foster’s 151, 328
Founding of Maryland plate series 367
Foxcroft Academy 349
Francis Scott Key 186
Frank & De Keyser 420, 433
Franklin, Hotel 119, 178
Frederick & Nelson Department Store 263, 420
Fredericksburg pattern 309
Freeman, J.J. Jewelry Store 420
Free On Board 65
French, Abram Co. 420
Frog Pattern 317
Frost and Dearborn pattern 432
Frost & Dearborn Co. 432
Full rim 441
Furness Lines 318

G
Galen Hall 227
Gamble-Desmond Co. 421
Gargoyle, The 179
Garrett pattern 296
General Electric 343
General Motors 344
General Oglethorpe Hotel 178
Geo C. Peck & Co. 433
George Fox & Co. 420
George Washington Hotel 176
George Washington hot plate 356
Georgian Hotel 239
Georgian Terrace Hotel 157, 232
German Dining Room 166
G. Fox & Co. 334
Gibney, J.R. 421
Gibson Hotel 27, 249, 433
Gibson, Hotel 99, 184
Gideon Putnam Hotel 63, 196
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Gilding 441
Gilreath Durham Co. 421, 433
Gimbels Brothers Department Store 421
Gladstone 253
Glasgow Pottery 15
Glasgow Pottery Works 436
Glaze 441
Glazer, Soloman 421
Glost firing 64, 441
Glost kiln 64, 441
Golden Jubilee, D.A.R. 363
Good from hand 42, 441
Good from kiln 441
Good, Hotel 231
Gorham Silver Company 105
Gotham Hotel 191, 210
Gotham pattern 306
Goucher College 360
Grace Line 318
Graham, W. P. 265
Grand Central Terminal 117, 203, 206
Grand Rapids & Indiana Railway 300
Grange, The 178
Grant, Ida 68
Grant, Lillian 68
Gravy Boat 285
Greater Detroit pattern 318
Green Spring Valley Hunt Club 337
Green ware 52, 54, 441
Greenwold, Cris 69
Griffin & Bland Hotel Company 134
Grinding 441
Griswold, Hotel 166
Grosser, Albert 29
Guildford, Frank 43, 68, 144, 271, 366
Gusz, John 69
Guynee, Ann 68
Guynee, Helen 69

H
Haddon Hall 163
Haines, James M. 63
Haines, Jean 68
Haines, Jean McLaughlin 59
Hall, Charles Inc. 421
Halle Brothers Co. 433
Halle Brothers Department Store 421
Halycio, Walter 69
Hamilton, Hotel 123
Hampshire House 210
Handled shape 97
Handler 441
Hand Presser 54, 441
Hangar Club 339
Harkness Pavilion 341
Harlan and Hollingsworth 344
Harper’s Ferry 271, 276
Harriman Blue Morgan pattern 322
Harriman Blue pattern 304, 309, 311

Harriman Border pattern 431
Harrington Hotel 218, 433
Harris-Emery Co. 421
Harrison, President and Mrs. Benjamin 384
Harry M. Stevens Inc. 333
Hartman Wholesale Corp. 199, 421
Harvard Club 339
Hat Pin Holder 101
Hattersley, Charles 13
Haughwout & Dailey 10
Hawthorne pattern 396
Hay-Adams House 218
Hayes-Bickford’s 329
H. Barrow & Co. 318
Heinz 344
Helena pattern 304
Helene Hotel 231
Hellers, Frank 45, 68
Henney, John W. 44
Henri’s 330
Herbst, L.B. Corp. 421
Hermitage, Hotel 258
H. F. Osborne & Co. 318
H&H Hotel Loch Arbour 433
Hiawatha pattern 397
Hibbs, Bill 53, 69
Hick’s Lunch 432
Higgins & Seiter 212, 421, 433
Highlands Hotel 218
Hildebrecht Hotel 193
Hill, Alice 69
Hilton 27
H. L. Bowles 432
Hobby, Anita Culp 368
Hobson, Arthur 51, 69
Hochschild Kohn & Co. 161, 334
Hoe stone printing press 46
Holland America Line 318
Holland Hotel 242
Holland, Julian 148
Hollowware pressing 442
Hollweg & Reese 421
Homer Laughlin 27
Hoosier pattern 299
Hopewell Presbyterian Church 436
Hopewell Valley Country Club 337
Horn of plenty sculpture 372
Horse-Drawn Car 274
Horseradish holder 98
Hotel Alcazar pattern 300
Hotel ware 442
Howland Dry Goods Co. 421
Hudson Navigation Company 319
Hughes, Joe 68
Huot & Moneuse Inc. 420
Huyler’s 151
Hyde Park Hotel 432
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I
Ice cream dishes 97, 98
Ice Cream Shell 285
Illinois Central 300
Imlay coach 275
Imperial Hotel 251
Imperial Soap with drain and lid 101
Indianapolis & Louisville Railway (Monon) 299
Indian Border pattern 257, 431
Indian Creek 273
Indian Tree pattern 302, 307, 335
Individual capacity tea pot 96
Individual shape 97
Inland Steel Company 319
Inside facing user 442
Inter Island Steam Navigation Company Ltd. 48, 319
Interlake Steamship Company 319
International Mercantile Marine Co. 320
Interstate News Company 313
Inter-State pattern 313
Isabella restaurant 187
Ivory body 91

J
Jacklin Company 421
Jack Lynch 92
Jacobs, F. 421
Jade Suite 209
James M. Shaw & Co 433
Japanese Garden 256
J. A. Whitcomb 432
J. Dolfinger & Co. 433
Jefferson Hospital 342
Jefferson Hotel 261
Jelly saucer 98
Jenkins, Mrs. Walter (Jennie) 59
Jermyn Hotel 40
JHM System 115
Jiggering 442
Jiggerman 42, 51, 442
John H. Murphy Company 115
John H. Murphy System 432
John Maddock and Sons Company 14
John Maddock and Sons Ltd. 9
Johnson Service Inc. 422
John Wanamaker 433
Joseph Block pattern 319
Josephine (Empress) pattern 397
Josephine pattern 387, 389
J. R. Gibney 433
Jusko, Anne 57, 69

K
Kanawaha Valley Chapter, D.A.R. 355
Kaolin 442
Kappa Sigma Fraternity 349
Karasz, Ilonka 305
Karldon Hotel 432

Karldon, Hotel 351
Katy Ornaments pattern 301
Kaufman, S. E. 422
Kennedy, Agnes 69
Keystone pattern 305
Kieffer, Jim 69
Kilchen, Catherine 69
Kiln 442
Kiln man 54, 55
Kilnman 442
Kimball 432
Kimball, Hotel 171
King Cotton Hotel 134
King Phillip Tavern 432
Kiwanis Club 176
Kneeling Maiden sculpture 375
Kniffin & Demarest Co. 211, 422, 433
Knights of Columbia 130
Koch Hotel 432
Koch, Mr. A. J. 62
Koerner’s 331
Kohn 161
Kort, Jacques de 43, 363
Kosher 202
Kronman, E. Inc. 422

L
Lafayette College 357, 358
Lafayette Hotel 234
Lakota Hotel 434
Lamar Hotel 259
Lamberton China 15, 24, 30, 36, 41, 50, 89
Lamberton dinnerware 77, 85
Lamberton Ivory China 387
Lamberton Works 14, 19, 23, 29, 30, 34, 37, 41, 43, 49, 66, 73
Lamp base 103, 104
Lamp of Knowledge 348
Landlords Inn 241
Lankershim Hotel 230
La Salle 222, 432
LaSalle General Service pattern 432
LaSalle German Room pattern 432
La Salle Hotel 114, 166
La Touraine coffee and tea 365
Laurel Border pattern 301, 319
Laurel leaf 442
L. Barth & Son 319
L. Barth & Sons 116
Leamington Hotel 158
Leese, Frank 69
Lehigh Valley Railroad 300
Leigh, William 9
Lenape 91, 92
Lenox China 43, 59
Lenox, Doris 69
Lenox, William 68
Leonard, H. & Sons 422
Leslie Dry Goods Co. 422
Lesse, Frank 53
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Levindale Hebrew Geriatric Center and Hospital 92
Lexington, Hotel 141
Lido Country Club 337
Life expectancy 67
Liggett’s Drug Store 144
Lilienthal Crockery Co. 107, 422
Limited pattern 307
Lincoln Hotel 149
Lincoln pattern 298
Linda Lee pattern 387, 389, 397
Line 442
Liner 58, 62, 442
Lining Department 63, 64
L. Lewis & Co. 422
L. Neumans 432
Lochmoor Club 338
Locke-Ober 331
Loeser, Frederick & Co. 422
Lombardy Hotel 211
Longley 329
Longue Vue Club 338
Loop handle 442
Lord Baltimore 274, 275
Lord Baltimore Hotel 237
Louisane pattern 300
L. Straus and Sons 205, 433
Luckey, Platte & Co. 422
Luella pattern 398
Lycoming Hotel 159
Lynchburg pattern 312

M
Maas Brothers Department Store 422
MacInnes, John C. Co. 422
Macy’s 336
Macy’s – R. H. Macy & Co. 422
Maddock, Alexander H. 14
Maddock and Miller 12, 13
Maddock and Steel 12
Maddock, Archibald 13, 15
Maddock, Archibald M. 10, 15, 436
Maddock, Betsy 9
Maddock, Charles 13
Maddock, Charles Smith 10, 15, 436
Maddock China 385
Maddock, Harry 13, 15
Maddock, Harry E. 14
Maddock, Harry S. 10, 436
Maddock, Henry 9, 12
Maddock, Jane 9
Maddock, Janet Carson 10
Maddock, John 9, 13, 14
Maddock, John Jr. 9
Maddock, Mary 9
Maddock & Miller 422
Maddock Pottery 18, 40
Maddock Pottery Company 15, 17, 34, 89, 99, 436, 439
Maddock Pottery Company, Lamberton Works 14
Maddock Pottery Works 14

Maddock’s American China 116, 155, 311
Maddock, Sarah 9
Maddocks Lamberton Works 35
Maddock, Thomas 9, 10, 12, 14, 436
Maddock, Thomas Sr. 9
Maddock, William 9
Maddock, William B. 9, 13, 14
Magowan, Frank A. 15
Maiden’s Head sculpture 376, 377
Maine Central Railroad 301
Majestic Hotel 211
Malley, Edward Co. 422
Mandarin, The 331
Manhattan General Hospital 342
Manhattan, Hotel 112
Manhattan Room 212
Manufacturers Club 156, 163
Marianna pattern 389, 398
Marie Antoinette pattern 431
Marie Louise pattern 389, 398
Marks, Theresa 69
Mark Twain Hotel 140
Marquette Hotel 173
Marshall Field & Co. 335, 381, 433
Marshall Field & Co.’s Pompeian Dining Room 94
Marshall, William 54, 69
Martha Washington, Hotel 154, 211
Martha Washington pattern 389, 398
Martie, R.B. 422
Masonic 340
Masonic Antiquarian Society of Maryland 439
Masonic Putnam Lodge 354
Master Plumber Convention 437
Match safe 102
Maxim’s 173
Max Schwan 200
May, C. A. 255
May, Charles A. 15, 43, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 119,
120, 122, 123, 124, 148, 154
Mayflower Hotel 219
Mayo Hotel 250
McAuslan & Wakelin Co. 422
McCreery & Co. 432
McKaig, C. 151
McLaughlin, Catherine 68
McLaughlin, Ed 69
McLaughlin, Jean (decorator) 21
Meekins, Packard & Wheat 422
Mellen & Hewes Co. 433
Mellon, Anne 69
Mellon & Hewes Co. 422
Mellor, Arthur 53, 69
Mercer Hospital 365
Merchants and Miners Transportation Company 320
Meyer Hotels 96, 266
M. Fred Hirsch Company 105
Michaels, Bill Jr. 68
Michaelson, Charles 59, 68
Michaelson, Morton 29
Michael, William 63
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Michigan Millers Mutual Fire Insurance Company 344
Michigan, The State of 345, 432
Middleton, Isabella Smith 9
Mid-rim 442
Miller and Coates 12, 13
Miller & Co. 425
Miller, John 12
Miller & Peck Co. 423
Millington & Astbury 10
Millington, Astbury and Maddock 10
Milner & Co. 334
Mischlen, Nick 53, 69
Mississippi Steamboat Coffee Shop 140
Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad (Katy) 301
Mitchell Woodbury Company 108, 149, 159, 167, 232, 238, 239,
423, 433
Modeler 442
Mogul 274, 275
Mold runner 51
Molly Pitcher pattern 389, 398
Monogram pattern 307
Montauk Manor 246
Moore, Guernsey 147
Moran, George 51, 68
Moravian Church 363
Morlock, William 29
Morse, I.H. Co. 423
Moses, John 15
Moss Rose pattern 389
Mountford, Elijah 15
Mount Vernon pattern 389, 399
Mount Washington Hotel 245, 256
Muffin server 98
Muffle kiln 442
Murfit, Eddie Jr. 68
Murfit, Eddie Sr. 69
Murphy’s Hotel 175
Murray Hill Border pattern 431
Mustard holder 98
Mutual China Co. 423
Myers, Minott & Co. Inc. 141, 423

N
Narcissus Room 335
Narragansett Hotel 257
Nassau Border pattern 431
Nassau, Hotel 102, 164
Natalie pattern 389, 399
Nathaniel Drake House 355
Nathan-Straus-Duparquet 204, 212, 259
Nelson, Hotel 202
Netherland Plaza 201
Netherland Plaza Hotel 249
Netherlands Aid Society 365
Netherlands Hotel 212
Neuces Ornaments pattern 309, 433
New Bedford Dry Goods Co. 423
New England pattern 320
New England Steamship Company 320

New Hanover Hotel 253
New Jersey, State of 346
New Jersey State Hotel Association 366
New Jersey State Seal 92
Newnan pattern 295
New Ocean House 241
New Southern Hotel 257
New Willard Hotel 432
New York and Cuba Mail Steamship Company 321
New York Athletic Club 91, 340
New York Central Railroad 116, 301
New Yorker Hotel 212
New York Hospital 342
New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad 92, 302
New York World’s Fair 361
Nicollet, Hotel 185
Nippon pattern 321, 431
Norfolk and Washington Line 321
Norfolk and Western Railway 303
North Carolina State College [University] 360
Northern Lodge No. 25 F. & A. M. 353
Northern Pacific Railway 304
Northwestern Depot Ornaments pattern 434
Norwegian America Line 322
Norwich University 106
Not backstamped 442
N. Snellenburg & Co. 254, 425
Nun Do Wah O Noh 248

O
Oakland General Service Border pattern 433
Oakland Hills Country Club 195
Oakland, Hotel 158, 433
Oatmeal Bowl 286
O’Beirne Bros. 423, 433
Occidens Noster Magnus 178
Odell Hotel Equipment Co. 423
Old Bay Anniversary pattern 315
Old Bay Line pattern 315
Old Company, The 432
Old Dominion Steamship Company 322
Oldfields School 348
Old Heidelberg 332
Olive Dish 98
Ondalusis pattern 150
Oregon, Hotel 159, 178
Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company 304
Ornaments 442
Ornaments pattern 108
Osborne 317
Osborne Boynton & Osborne 423, 434
Ottaray Hotel 432
Ott & Brewer 16
Ourand, Charles H. 44
Overage 442
Overglaze 61, 161, 442
Owl Bar 235
O&W Railroad 432
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P
Painted Desert dining room 244
Palace shape 96, 101
Palm Court 205
Palmetto pattern 295
Panama-Pacific Steamship Line 322
Paramount Hotel 213
Parker House 164
Patent #36,193 111
Patent #36,353 112
Patent #37,321 113
Patent #40, 290 114
Patent #42, 807 115
Patent #44,018 116, 117, 119
Patent #44,019 117
Patent #44,690 119
Patent #48,729 120
Patent #48,729 120
Patent #58,633 121
Patent #61,099 122
Patent #62,090 123
Patent #62,099 122
Patent #62,208 124
Patent #64,420 125
Patent #65,964 126
Patent #66,453 127
Patent #67,553 128
Patent #68,094 129
Patent #68,994 130
Patent #69,159 131
Patent #69,312 132
Patent #70,195
Patent #72,578 134, 135
Patent #72,726 135
Patent #73,104 136
Patent #75,075 137
Patent #76,426 138
Patent #79,269 139
Patent #80,783 140
Patent #87,981 141
Patent #89,860 142
Patent #113,306 144
Patent #125,304 145
Patent #168,023 146
Pattern #115 Torch and Wreath 153
Pattern #130 Cumberland 153
Pattern #138 Buckingham 153
Pattern #146 Breslin 154
Pattern #152 White-house 154
Pattern #154 Santa Fe 154
Pattern #156 Boston & Phila. S. S. Co. 154
Pattern #164 155
Pattern#164 Nippon 155
Pattern#170 New Buckingham 155
Pattern #646 Harriman 155
Pattern #1040 Breath Rose 155
Pattern #1080 Small Festoon 155
Pattern #2058 156
Pattern #2234 Hotel Shoreham 161

Pattern #2244 Violets 161
Pattern #2248 Hochschild and Kohn Overglaze 161
Pattern #2254 Hotel Congress Border 161
Pattern #2256 Plaza Gold Border 162
Pattern #2260 Woodward and Lothrop Restaurant Overglaze 162
Pattern #2262 Overglaze Buffalo Club 162
Pattern #2270 Overglaze Haddon Hall 163
Pattern #2280 Hotel Severin Overglaze 163
Pattern #2286 Overglaze Chalfonte 163
Pattern #2290 Youngs Hotel Overglaze 163
Pattern #2292 Parker House Border Overglaze 164
Pattern #5000 Shoreham Border 164
Pattern #5015 Fort Pitt General Service 164
Pattern #5025 Nassau Border 164
Pattern #5030 Laurel Border 164
Pattern #5040 Indian Border 165
Pattern #5050 Beefsteak Border 165
Pattern #5065 Frost and Dearborn 165
Pattern #5070 Egyptian Border 165
Pattern #5072 Hotel Baltimore 165
Pattern #5075 Hotel Griswold Service 166
Pattern #5078 La Salle General Service 166
Pattern #5079 La Salle German Room 166
Pattern #5080 Three Ornaments Seelbach Hotel 166
Pattern #6000 Senate Border 160
Pattern #6010 Large Iris Border 167
Pattern #6030 St. James Border Pattern 167
Pattern #6050 Northwestern Depot Ornaments 167
Pattern #6070 Radisson Hotel 156
Pattern #6095 & 6096 Bender Border 156
Pattern #7005 & 7006 Carlton Border 156
Pattern #7010 & 7013 Three Ornaments 157
Pattern #7025 Fifth Avenue Border 157
Pattern #7030 Georgian Border and Ornaments 157
Pattern #7040 McCormick Pattern – Border 158
Pattern #7055 Craig Hall Thistle Border 158
Pattern #8001 Neuces three Ornaments & Lines 158
Pattern #8015 Union News Oak Border Pattern 158
Pattern #8027 Oakland General Service Border 158
Pattern #8042 Oregon Border General Service 159
Pattern #8046 Rice Border General 159
Pattern #8060 “vendig Border & Lines 159
Pattern #8074 160
Pattern #8076 & 8077 160
Pattern #8078 Virginia Dryburg 159
Pattern #8082 160
Pattern #8284 Wan. Tulip Orna 152
Patterson & Auld Co. 419
Patterson Restaurant Co. 432
Peabody Hotel 258
Peach Blossom pattern 309
Peck, George C. & Co. 423
Pedestal Egg Cup 292
Peggy Shippen pattern 389, 399
Pelican pattern 309
Penn Athletic Club 189
Penn, Catherine 59
Penn, Edward 59
Penn-Harris Hotel 38
Penn Lincoln Hotel 177
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Penn, May McLaughlin 59
Penn shape 96
Penn-Stroud Hotel 256
Pennsylvania, Hotel 254
Pennsylvania Railroad 97, 129, 304, 429
Pennsylvania, Commonwealth of 346
Perth Amboy Hardware Co. 423
Pheasants advertising giveaway 367
Philadelphia & Norfolk 321, 432
Philip E. Thomas 274
Phillips, John 149
Phillips, John E. 149
Phillips Lunch Co. 432
Philmont Country Club 338
Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Company 344
Pick, Albert & Co. 122, 260, 417, 423, 433
Pickle dish 220
Piece work 443
Pierce, President Franklin 10
Pierre Hotel 214
Pig-shape bank 103
Pilgrim pattern 389, 400
Pine Cone pattern 301
Pink Salon 209
Pin line 62, 443
Pin Tray 100, 101
Pitcher 287
Pittsburger Hotel 149
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie 307
Pittsburgh Steamship Company 322
Placers 443
Plate, Bread and Butter 289
Plate, Dinner 287
Plate, Soup 288
Plate, Tea 288
Platinum Blue 75, 76, 91, 92, 105, 372
Platinum Blue railroad pattern 302
Platt & Co. 422, 423
Platter 289, 290
Platt, Mrs. 67
Plaza Gold Border pattern 433
Plaza Hotel 95, 101, 133, 187, 205
Plaza shape 95, 101
Plaza, The 205, 239
Plymouth pattern 389, 400
Pocono Manor Inn 256
Pomeroy, William 29
Pompeian Room 244, 335
Pontchartrain Hotel 175
Pope Pius XII 365
Porter, William 37, 68
Portion control 94
Portland Hotel 251, 434
Potomac River Valley 272
Potter lithographic stone printing press 46
Potters’ asthma 67
Potter’s dozen 107, 443
Potter’s rot 67, 443
Potting 51
Potts, Bill 68

Pouter Pigeon sculpture 376
Prael Hegele & Co. 251, 424, 328, 433
Prairie Mountain Wildflowers pattern 310
Presbyterian Hospital 342
President Hotel 228
Pressers 443
Princess Margriet Francisca commemorative plate 364
Princess Martha Hotel 232
Princeton 436
Printing Department 46, 48
Provan, The 121
Psi Upsilon Fraternity 349
Puff Box 101
Pullman Company 302, 307
Pullman Sleeping Car Company 307
Purdune, Fred 68
Puritan Hotel 181
Puritan pattern 389, 400
Purple Laurel pattern 135, 137, 305

Q
Quarter Masters Corps 433
Quarter Masters Department 432
Quimby & Co. 424

R
Radio Corporation of America (RCA) 345
Radisson, Hotel 179
Radisson Viking Room 180
Raklios Lunch Rooms 147
Raleigh Hotel 219, 237
Ramekins 98
Read, D.M. Co. 424
Reading New Jersey Central Railroad 432
Reading Railroad 307
Reading YMCA pattern 308
Rector’s 332
Redington & Co. 424
Red Lion Inn 240
Regnier and Shoup Merchandise Co. 424
Reichle Sons Co. 197, 424
Reizenstein, C. Sons 424, 433
Relish 96
Rena Rosenthal 105
Rensselaer pattern 322
Republican House 263, 432
Republique restaurant 432
Resch, Louis 68
Retail shop 86
Revere House Hotel 159
Reverie pattern 389, 400
Rhodes Bros. 424
Rhodes, John 13
Rhodes & Yates 13
Rice Border pattern 303, 433
Rice Hotel 159, 182, 433
Richmond Fredericksburg & Potomac 309
Richmond-Leland Hotel 199
Rike Kumler Co. 424
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Rita Marie pattern 389, 401
Ritz Carlton Hotels 121, 214, 266
River View House 432
Robeling Cable 16
Robert E. Lee Hotel 199
Robert Meyer Hotels 256
Rocco border pattern 108
Rochester Hotel 247
Rockefeller family 105
Rockingham Hotel 167
Rock shape 105
Rockwell Co. 424
Rogaczewski, Mrs. George 67
Rolled Edge 93, 443
Roll tray 97
Roman Catholic Golden Jubilee 365
Romance pattern 401
Roosevelt Hotel 233
Roosevelt, The 266
Rose of Lamberton pattern 389, 401
Rotary International 176
Rowell, Bill 69
Royal Porcelain 35, 36
Rudolf Wosslick 432
Rutgers University 353

S
Saggar 443
Sagger 54, 64, 443
Salerno pattern 300
Salisbury, Hotel 191
Salt Lake Route 433
Sandy Hook pattern 316
Sanitary ware 443
Sardi’s 332
Sargent, Isaac 424
Sargent, Lester 270
Sarley, John 68
Sauce Dish 291
Saucer 291
Savarin shape 97
Savoy-Plaza Hotel 215
Saxson, John 69
Scammell, Betty 23
Scammell, Bill 22, 24, 25
Scammell, Charles 28, 368
Scammell, Charles Herbert 16
Scammell China Company 18, 29, 37, 89, 386
Scammell, David William Jr. 17, 20, 24
Scammell, Deborah Ellen 16
Scammell, D.W. 15
Scammell, D. William 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 24, 25, 28, 36, 38, 49,
224, 303, 368, 391
Scammell, Elizabeth 22
Scammell, Elizabeth Leigh 17
Scammell, Emma Jane 16
Scammell, Frank 18, 19, 28
Scammell, Frank George 16
Scammell, Isaac Scott 16

Scammell, John 16, 28
Scammell, John Rees 16, 18
Scammell, Katible 368
Scammell, Matthew 18, 28, 75
Scammell, Matthew Johnston 16
Scammell, Matthew J. Sr. 23
Scammell Metal Lath Company 18
Scammell, Phoebe Mary 16
Scammell, Robert 25, 74, 301
Scammell, Robert W. 28
Scammell, Robert Walker 17, 30
Scammell, Sara H. 16
Scammell, Scott 18, 25, 28, 29, 30, 69, 86, 244, 368
Scammell, Scott II 17, 23, 28
Scarab pattern 298, 300
Scavullo, A.C. 212
Schenley Hotel 432
Schiller Company 150
Schiller, Robert M. 150
Schimmel Hotel 26
Schlueter’s 424
Schnepf, Emil L. 43, 62, 68, 121, 125, 128, 130, 131, 133, 134, 135,
136, 137, 138, 139, 141, 142, 150, 241, 271, 308, 374
Schnepf, Walter 43, 68
Schroeder Hotels 266
Schwan, Max Inc. 424
Schwartz, Frank 59, 68, 69
Script NH pattern 303
Scudder, C.E. 44
Seagull pattern 317
Sea Shore pattern 307
Seaside Hotel 228
Seconds 443
Secor 208
Seelbach Hotel 99, 233, 432
Selecto pattern 150
Semiranus pattern 150, 151
Senators’ dining room 160
Seneca, Hotel 248
Service plate 62, 93, 159, 169, 443
Setters 58, 448
Seventh Ave Hotel 432
Severin border 163
Sexton, F.C. 44
Shamrock Hotel 26, 46, 259
Shankweiler’s 332
Shaving mug 101
Shaw, James M. & Co. 424
Shearer, Walter L. 29
Shelburne Hotel 229
Sheraton 27
Sheridan Plaza Hotel 433
Sherman pattern 312
Shopp, Don 69
Shoreham Border pattern 248, 431
Shoreham Hotel 161, 220
Show plate 169
Shreveport Service pattern 311
Shryock, Gen. Thomas J. 439
Sibley Lindsey & Curr Co. 248, 425
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Sickenger, Mike 69
Silicosis 67, 443
Silvers 122
Simpson, Hall and Miller Co. 425
Single Pedestal Egg Cup 293
Sinton Hotel 27
Sir Walter in Raleigh 266
Size 57, 448
Slip 52
Small Iris Border pattern 432
Smith, Ann 69
Smith & Co. 426
Smith Comstock Co. 425
Snyder, Ethel 69
Snyder, Joanna 68
Soap dish 99
Solari 157
Somerset Hotel 108, 109, 432
Soulas Cafe & Rathskeller 332
Southern Pacific Railroad 309, 432
Southern Pacific Steamship Lines 322. 432
Southern Railway 309
Southland Hotel 197
Spar 443
Specialties 100
Spenle, Al 37, 68
Sperry Service 239
Sponge-applied 277
Springfield College 361
Springfield Hospital 431
Spring Garden pattern 389, 401
Stacy Trent Hotel 125, 185, 433
Stafford Hotel 237
Standard Fruit and Steamship Company (Vaccaro Line) 322
Standard Oil Co. 433
Stangl Pottery 106
St. Anthony 260
Starlight Room 203
Star Restaurant 332
Staten Island 432
St. Charles Border Light pattern 431
Steel, William 12
Steger-Showel Co. 425
Steinbach Co. 133
Steinbeck Co. 425
Stenski, Jean 69
Sterling China 29, 30
Stern Company 425
Stevens Hotel 23, 46, 223
Stewart, Jonathan 14
St. Francis Hotel 230
Stillson Border pattern 431
Stillsons 432
Stine, F.A. 279
St. James Border Pattern 432
St. James Hotel 167
St. John’s R.A. Chapter No. 19 H.T.W.S.S.T.K.S. 439
St. Louis Glass & Queensware Co. 424
St. Luke’s 343
St. Marks Ave. Hotel 246

St. Nicholas Hotel 10
Stockburger, Hugo 68
Stock pattern 443
Stonewall Jackson Hotel 261
Stotesbury pattern 308
Straus, L. & Sons 425
Strawbridge & Clothier 336
Sullivan, Joseph 50, 68
Sullivan, Joseph T. 19, 37
Sunapee-Granliden Hotel 245
SUNOCO - (Sun Oil Company) 345
Sunset pattern 310
Suntaug Lake Inn 174
Sutterland, Bill 68
Sutterlin, Daniel 54, 68
Sutterlin, Fred 51, 67, 69
Swasey, E. & Co. 425
Sweet Hotels 266
Switzerland Pavilion 362
Sylvania Hotel 254
Symphony pattern 382
Syracuse China 43

T
Tams, J. 437, 438, 439
Tatler, Elijah 61
Taunton Supply Corp. 425
Tavern, The 432
Tavern Room 256
Taylor, Anne 68
Taylor, Grace 68
Taylor, Lil 68
TeaPot Palace shape 292
Teed’s, W.I. Sons 425
Teges, Frank 68
Terell, George 68
Terminal Restaurant (Chicago) 313
Terrace dining room 205
Terra Marine Inn 432
Texas & Pacific Railway 311
Thomas Maddock and Brother 10, 12
Thomas Maddock and Sons 13, 14, 384
Thomas Maddock and Sons Company 436
Thomas Maddock’s Son’s Co. 17
Thomas Maddock’s Son’s Company 15, 436, 437, 438, 439
Thomas Viaduct 271
Thompson & Co. 419
Thompson, Ducky 68
Thompson’s 329
Thompson-Winchester Co. 425
Thorndike Hotel 239
Thorne, Harry 53, 69
Three Ornaments pattern 433
Three Ornaments Seelbach Hotel pattern 432
Three Ring Inn 362
Tilden Thurber Co. 425, 434
Todes Hotels 267
Tomasich, Dorothy 68
Tom Thumb 274
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Toothbrush holder 100
Tooth Brush vase 220
Toothpick holder 98
Topmarked 443
Top of rim 443
Towing 443
Town House Hotel 160, 230
Tracy & Wolmar 425
Trade size 443
Trainer, Larry 66, 69
Tramantan, Ace 68
Transfer 443
Transfer Decorating Department 57
Transfer decoration 56
Travis Club 180
Traymore Hotel 147, 229, 433
Trent House 44, 366
Trenton China 37, 41, 50, 76, 90, 122, 140
Trenton China Company 14, 34
Trenton, NJ, commemorative plate 354
Tress, Ann 68
Tuller 432
Tuller Border pattern 432
Tuller, Hotel 170, 260
Tulsa Hotel 251
Tunnel kiln 55, 76, 77, 78, 81, 83, 85
Tunstall, Thomas F. 44
Tureen 102, 103
Turner 42, 444
Turner, Victoria 68
Tuscany Hotel 215
Two-handled Soup Cup 293

U
Umstead, Mrs. Arthur (Maude) 59
Underglaze 61, 444
Unicorn sculpture 371
Union Bridge pattern 312
Union League Club 340
Union News Company 117, 158
Union Pacific Railroad 155, 311, 432
Union Station, Washington, D.C. (Washington Terminal) 313
United Fruit Company 323, 432
United Hotels 267
United States Army Transport Service 432
United States Lines 323
United States Marine Corps 434
United States Naval Hospital 432
University Club 340
Upper Saranac Store 426
U.S. Army Coast Artillery Corps 346
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 347
U.S. Army Transport Service 346
U.S. Bureau of Mines 346
U.S. Coast Guard 346
U.S. Engineers 347
U.S. Marine Corps 347
U.S. Marine Hospital Service 347
U.S. Naval Hospital 347

U.S. Navy 347
U.S. Senate 347
Utilities Specialties Company 106

V
Vanderbilt Ashtray 102
Vanderbilt Hotel 216
Vanderbilt pattern 301
Vase shape 104, 353
Vegh, Geza De 43, 68, 151, 369, 371
Vendig border pattern 301
Vendig Hotel 116
Verge 444
Vernon Manor 249
Vicksburg pattern 313
Victoria, Hotel 107
Vienna shape 95
Vienna sugar 132
Violets and Daisies pattern 299
Virginia Dryburg pattern 257
Virginian pattern 312
Virginian Railway 312
Virginia pattern 402
Virginia & Tennessee Railroad 312

W
Wade Park Manor 250
Waeffelaer and Duysters 12
Wagner, Helen 68
Waldorf-Astoria 23, 202, 203
Waldorf Lunch 433
Waldorf shape 127
Walker, Bob 69
Walker Gordon Dairy 92
Walker, Lil 68
Walker, Meta 17
Wallick Hotel 260
Walter Scott & Co. stone lithography printing press 46, 75
Walters, Lou 68
Walters, Mette 68
Walton 433
Walton Hotel 92, 255
Wanamaker, John Department Store 426
Ward Line 323
Wardman Park Hotel 100, 220
Ware board 53, 107, 444
Warrior Hotel 151, 233
Washington and Jefferson College 359
Washington Centennial plate 355
Washington Duke Inn 266
Washington Hotel 247, 262
Washington & Jefferson College 176
Washington Square Room 209
Washington Terminal Monogram pattern 313
Weathervane and Handmacher-Vogel advertising giveaway 367
Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary 444
Well 444
West Coast China Co. 426
Westerly Furniture Co. 426
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Western Maryland Railway 312
West Springfield pattern 298
W. H. Coon Co. 40, 41, 433
White-house pattern 255, 431
Whiteman, Paul 363
Whitemarsh Valley Country Club 198
White, R.H. & Co. 426
White Sulphur Springs 433
White Swan Inn 177
Whitney, W.M. & Co. 426
Whittekind, Henry 68
Whittier Hotel 195, 242
W. H. Tatler Decorating Company 61
Wilcox, Edith 68
Wild Boar sculpture 371
Wilkinson, Tom 53, 69
Willard Hotel 221
William Byrd, Hotel 260
William Penn, Hotel 255
William Penn pattern 389, 402
Williamsburg Inn 262
Williamsburg – Motor House 262
Williamsburg pattern 63, 105, 389, 402
Winan’s Camel 274, 275
Windsor Hotel 107
Winged Streamliner pattern 311
Winter Place 331
Wise, Smith & Co. 426
Wistar pattern 403

Witucki, Minnie 59, 68
Woodward and Lothrop 162
Worcester Border pattern 431
Wright 426
Wright Tyndale & Van Roden 304, 426
W. S. Ford & Co. 433
W.S. Quimby Company 365
Wylie’s 426

Y
Yale Border pattern 431
Yale University 350, 436
Yates Bennett & Allan 13
Yates, Charles 69
Yates, Joseph 67, 68
Yates, Nellie 68
Yates & Titus 13
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley 313
Yeager, L.H. Co. 426
Youngs Hotel 163, 240, 433
Youree, Hotel 433

Z
Zeissler, Harold P. 426
Zelenak, Betty 68
Zickwolf, Henry 51, 68
Zodiac 368

ij
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